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This practice-led research project creates and analyses five performance art interventions, The Breathing Space Projects, driven by
an urgent coincidence of global, professional, personal and creative concerns and lived experiences relating to breath and the
affective states of wonder and anxiety. Interdisciplinary debate including the World Health Organisation (WHO), Luce lrigaray, Jill
Bennett, Sreenath Nair, Hossein Valamanesh, Jill Orr, Rafael Lozano-Hemmer and Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba establishes compelling
arguments to address ways we frame and experience our lives. Crucially, calls by the WHO and Luce lrigaray for innovative
attention to breathing crises and the impact of underlying drivers on the sense of self and community reveal an affective gap in
their approaches that may impede movement towards an lrigarayan "renaissance," a remembering of breath and its cultivation.
This project proposes a block exists between anxiety and wonder that constrains breath and creates suffering for both women and
men. To answer four key questions, this project focuses on the breath's transformative pause as a methodological frame, 'a poetics
of breath', to articulate space and sensation. Through this air-conditioning it explores the capacity of interdisciplinary performance
art to create an intervention, a meditative poetic 'breathing space' as an 'alternative respiratory system', to reground connection
within and between self and other and facilitate a receptivity to the flux of living, the 'in(de)finite'. It reveals a self passing through
the breathing and affective experiences of awareness, vulnerability, resilience and connection, discovering along the way the
contributions to living by the allegorical, the elegiac, the epic and the lyrical breath.
Observing as an artist enables significant reflexive shifts in each creative work. Works become increasingly immersive meditations
of visual, corporeal and literal language eliciting a material sensescape across time using selected sites of historical existence. Each
manifests ephemeral space for reflection, encouraging movement through transformational stages of radical action, radical
relation and radical difference.
This project includes an understanding of 'poetic' in interdisciplinary performance art. It confirms a previously undocumented
affective flow between anxiety and wonder to write a preparatory step to lrigarayan "renaissance" and Philosophy of Breathing,
and suggests the role of artist be added to WHO's list of innovative practitioners.
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Abstract!
This practice-led research project creates and analyses five performance art
interventions, The Breathing Space Projects, driven by an urgent coincidence of global,
professional, personal and creative concerns and lived experiences relating to breath
and the affective states of wonder and anxiety. Interdisciplinary debate by the World
Health Organisation (WHO), Luce Irigaray, Jill Bennett, Sreenath Nair, Hossein
Valamanesh, Jill Orr, Rafael Lozano-Hemmer and Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba establishes
compelling arguments to address ways we frame and experience our lives. Crucially,
calls by the WHO and Luce Irigaray for innovative attention to breathing crises and the
impact of underlying drivers of globalisation on the sense of self and community reveal
an affective gap in their approaches that may impede movement towards an Irigarayan
“renaissance.”
This project proposes a block exists between anxiety and wonder that constrains
breath and creates suffering for both women and men. This project focuses on the
breath’s transformative pause as a methodological frame, ‘a poetics of breath’, to
articulate space and sensation. Through this air-conditioning it explores the capacity of
interdisciplinary performance art to create an intervention, a meditative poetic
‘breathing space’ as an alternative respiratory system, to reground connection within
and between self and other and facilitate a receptivity to the flux of living, the
‘in(de)finite’. It reveals a self passing through the breathing and affective experiences
of awareness, vulnerability, resilience and connection, discovering along the way the
contributions to living by the allegorical, the elegiac, the epic and the lyrical breath.
The ability to observe as an artist enables significant reflexive shifts in each of my
creative works. Works become increasingly immersive meditations of visual, corporeal
and literal language eliciting a material sensescape across time using selected sites of
historical existence. Each manifests ephemeral space for reflection, encouraging
movement through transformational stages of radical action, radical relation and radical
difference.
This project includes an understanding of ‘poetic’ in interdisciplinary performance art. It
confirms a previously undocumented affective flow between anxiety and wonder to
write a preparatory step to Irigarayan “renaissance” and Philosophy of Breathing and
suggests the role of artist be added to WHO’s list of innovative practitioners.
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Prologue!

Figure 1. Cecilia White, however it may seam. 2012,
performance detail. Singapore.

The wellspring for this research comes from a trilogy of personal and professional
experiences focused on breathing, anxiety and wonder. Early life experiences and a
role in health psychology informed my wonder-oriented interdisciplinary studio and
poetry practice. In the early stage of my research however, my breathing and emotions
were altered in a way previously unknown to me, grievously challenging my sense of
self, exposing my anxiety and vulnerability, and fundamentally qualifying my approach
to living and my practice.
My breathing was altered in the Arrivals Hall at Sydney International Airport in 2011.
After three research weeks in Germany and Italy my return shifted quickly from the
expected warm welcome home. Above the cacophonous crowds waiting for others, I
heard my breath ebb. In its place, a flood of uncertainty began. I became aware that
the end of my nine-year relationship was being silently and violently announced in
absentia. The planning was extraordinary and disturbingly dark. I had been effaced.
Life as I had known it was permanently gone, leaving a strange breathlessness as its
only tidal marker. Did I or did I not exist? The dissonance was deafening.
My initial reaction was to remain focused on wonder in my interdisciplinary practice.
However, anxiety, that tightly packed and overloaded affective chameleon I had so
often observed in others, swooped without warning. This thieving magpie stole the
brightness of breathing and picked over the shreds of my sense of self. I looked to the
1

experiential underpinnings and triggers of my creative practice for answers to find a
different way to breathe. Thus began a powerful personal engagement with
performance art and exploration of Irigarayan “renaissance.”
Professionally, my creative practice and experience with meditation urged a focus on
health psychology and openness to experience. In 2008, after studying psychology, I
began working in staff development at the University of Newcastle. I developed the
Wellness@UoN program after conversations indicated an increasingly familiar scenario
in Western lifestyles: many sought security in a work and urban lifestyle at a cost of
their personal, creative and health interests. Panic attacks, breathing disorders,
depression and anxiety were common among those who would ‘come for chat’ or
specifically when a crisis arose. Their remedies included shopping, food fixes or a
weekend meditation retreat. This latter, often urgent and expensive, grab at
alternatives agreed with scholar Yuasa Yasuo’s view “that in the background of the rise
of interest in the East exists the anxiety of where to seek the meaning of life”. 1
Wellness@UoN focused on breathing and living with attentive ease in relation to work,
relationships, finance, mental and physical health and creativity. The Breathing Space
Projects title came from a conversation with a colleague suffering from severe anxiety
and panic attacks.
The day when I met that anxious colleague she was breathless. Her strained neck and
unblinking eyes were tensely alert, as if waiting for Armageddon. She lived in a tight,
conforming space of imposed and acquired routine and the crush of others’ opinions
and disregard. Hers was the anxiety of fragmentation, a feeling that despite her best
efforts she was unable to hold everything together in some definitive way. She used
the negative language familiar in anxiety: ‘don’t know’, ‘can’t see’, ‘don’t feel’, ‘no time’,
‘not good enough’. Her ‘should’ and ‘have to’ statements expressed feelings of
pressure and a lack of control. She couldn’t recall the sea breeze. She couldn’t recall
her breath. She forced out her desperation with, ‘I have no breathing space’. At that
time I lacked personal experience of traumatic anxiety. I wondered if it felt like the
breathlessness of illness.
My experience of breath(lessness) had its roots in childhood illness. My body had lived
on the edge of breath: a physical and psychological negotiation between desire and
reality – the nightly claw of asthma and scars of pneumonia, repetitions of bronchitis
and relentless associated allergies. I had to pause to sense bodily or environmental
changes. Walking up the hill after school I often took three ‘breathers’. I was the
cortisone kid and caretaker of a body that often wasn’t fun to be in. When ill I found
energy in wonder that I associated with drawing, reading, writing, playing music,
exploring the neighbourhood’s many languages and ways of living. I experimented with
my own deep breathing techniques. Swimming strengthened lung capacity. I learned
that breathlessness required building a resilient respiratory system.
As the airport doors opened, a blast of Winter air hit my face, challenging me to
breathe again, but differently. I would begin to claim my autonomy. On reflection, the
Arrivals Hall was a performative space: the beginning of a ‘renai(r)ssance’ with its
associated breathing techniques, wonder, and an (as yet) invisible anxiety.!
!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
!
1

Yuasa Yasuo, Overcoming Modernity: Synchronicity and Image-Thinking, (New York: State
University of New York, 2008),181.
2

breath2
i don’t recall the arrival
or having left. The point
of departure is the same
as the plosive of the asterisk
on a map. monosyllabic arrow
saying ‘you are here’. contexted
antiquarian, rigidly published
spinal-tapped into arts of speech.
i am grammatically unscathed
unbound on page or board
detectable only in the drawing
of breath, erasure of exclamation.
in the swoop of transitive verbiage
a haunting of space lifts
from the flatlands, never mind that
dislocation is in the reading
i pick at threads of frontier
with my left-handed thinking
in the torn apparel of second language
i remove full stops from islands
of air, lifting under the salt
of problematics, participles
and suitcases. i am otherly compassed
declining rite of passage and needle.
every place was once
somewhere else. meaning unsilts
ragged settlement,
indexes the gravel of logic
stone and ink chapter memory
under weight of light, creasing
the eye, slubbing the tongue
less engraved I dissolve
sediment of interpretation
inhaling contours
landing at the point of it all
!

2

breath was written as I struggled in the immediate aftermath of traumatic effacement and the
major life issues it unleashed. It is performed during each project, beginning with the opening
stanza and reaching the close of the third stanza in the fifth performance.
3

Introduction!
Do not let your throat tighten with fear.
Take sips of breath all day and night
Rumi3

The Breathing Space Projects is a series of five performative interventions created to
investigate how the relationship between breath and the affective states of anxiety and
wonder frame a sense of self and influence a desire for personal and social
transformation or “renaissance” in order to bring the self to autonomy. Definingly, for
philosopher Luce Irigaray, “renaissance” begins with a remembering of breath and its
cultivation. The series is driven by a unique coincidence of global, professional,
personal and creative concerns and experiences about vulnerability and suffering that
underpin an increasingly urgent, yet contested, desire to reconstitute living as a
community and as an individual - “the one, the other and the air between us.”4 With this
body of work I explore, and gradually understand, how performance art may
innovatively interpret and cultivate an experience of a living, breathing space to open
an affective awareness of self and others and thus, through an emerging autonomy,
facilitate the potential to resense and re-express living with a different horizon.

This century is marked by a renewed and urgent interest in the breath and breathing
and the associated states of anxiety and wonder through interdisciplinary debate lead
by institutions, thinkers, curators and artists (such as the World Health Organisation,
Luce Irigaray, Havi Carel, Jill Bennett, Sreenath Nair, Hou Hanrou, Jill Orr and Hossein

3

Rumi, The Big Red Book: The Great Masterpiece Celebrating Mystical Love and
Friendship, trans. Coleman Barks (New York: HarperOne, 2011), 408.
4

Luce Irigaray, To Be Two, trans. Monique M. Rhodes and Marco F. Cochito-Monoc (London:
Athlone, 2000),11.
4

Valamanesh). They establish a compelling creative, philosophical, medical and
statistical argument to address the way breathing frames, and is framed by, our
experiences and emotions to build a sense of resilient connection to life. The Breathing
Space Projects contribute to this growing critique of the forgetting of breath evidenced
in the complex drivers of globalisation pushing towards a sameness of living.

The design of this project is located in the Zone of Urgency within contemporary art
framed by what I term a ‘poetics of breath.’5 Developing this methodological scaffold
enables this practice-led project to investigate how the relationship between breath
and the affective states of anxiety and wonder are mapped to a sense of self and a
possible desire for personal and social transformation or “renaissance”. In a rapidly
globalising and often unhealthy twenty first century this project examines the capacity
of performance art to create an intervention, a breathing space, to reground
connection within and between self and other,6 and to facilitate a receptivity to the flux
of living, the ‘in(de)finite’.

This project is called to action from two key sources. Since 2008 the World Health
Organisation (WHO) has sought innovative approaches to address its growing concern
about the causal relation between the marked rise in breathing illnesses, unhealthy

5

The Zone of Urgency is a contemporary art framework named and explored by Chinese
th
curator Hou Hanrou. This zone was the theme of his curatorial contribution to the 50 Venice
Biennale in 2003. For Hanrou this zone is where “art practices, usually interventionist or
performance-based, become real forces of social transformation and develop strategies of
resistance”. This response to the rush of globalisation, focused in 2003 in Asian cities,
reinforces the potential for art to blur boundaries between a traditional duality of Eastern and
Western practices and contribute meaningfully on global and local scales. This is discussed
further in Chapter One. See http://universes-in-universe.de/car/venezia/bien50/zou/english.htm
6
Luce Irigaray, introduction to Between East and West: From Singularity to Community, by
Luce Irigaray, trans. Stephen Pluháček (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002), 3.
In her introduction to her book, Irigaray explains how fundamental change in singular identity
and community constitution is essential to establish respect for difference and responsibility for
(inter)actions and to address historical and cultural bases of social, economic and personal
crisis.
5

levels of anxiety and the emphasis on human “productivity”.7 Feminist philosopher Luce
Irigaray is also concerned about the reduction of the self to a global sameness. Her
understanding and commitment to ”renaissance”, a conscious and transformative
cultivation of an autonomous identity and sense of community, calls on wonder and the
breath to challenge the long history of culturally constrained frames of existence.8
Noting breathing as the common factor, I was struck by the omission of the
(unexplored) breathing space between anxiety and wonder. In proposing that this
space was overlooked, I wanted to explore its nature, its release and its transformative
potential to resense/redraw/rewrite self through interdisciplinary performance art.

Looking at the world through an artist’s eyes and as a poet, combined with the
experience of working as an applied psychologist from 2008-2012 developing the
Wellness@UoN program, I perceived the existence of an unsettling anxiety around
wonder. Wonder may be perceived as a subversive threat to the personal and
communal sameness of both a Deleuzian neo-liberal and Irigarayan gendered
economy resulting in anxiety constraining wonder, wonder threatening anxiety and,
particularly,

anxiety

creating

anxiety.

Further,

my

lifelong

experiences

of

breathlessness, wonder and, more recently, my intense levels of anxiety suggested a
subtle but sometimes pressuring wonder seeking to deny anxiety. These experiences
and sensations suggest that anxiety and wonder may be more in close relation than
previously thought, or evoked. This is made clear, as this project explores and
challenges their historical definitions, associations, isolation and recent developments.9

7

The World Health Organisation’s current plan builds on a vast range of earlier research and
data, noted in Chapter One, that indicates urgent action is required to address issues, causes
and consequences of mental, physical and emotional health. See: WHO, Mental Health Action
Plan 2013-2020, (Geneva: WHO, 2013).
8
Luce Irigaray, “Wonder: A Reading of Descartes, The Passions of the Soul.” In An Ethics of
Sexual Difference, Luce Irigaray (New York: Cornell University Press 1993).
9
Following the emerging pattern of emotions in the performances, Chapter Two focuses in
particular on Anxiety while Chapter Three focuses then on the re-emerging Wonder.
6

Wonder, an approach-oriented affect, has a tense history from being favoured in the
early Middle Ages to being increasingly relegated behind curiosity since Descartes.
Importantly for this project, wonder carries an experience of transformation, bringing it
in close proximity to Eastern breathing and meditation practices. In outlining the rise of
the concept of wonder in classical times, Fisher defines wonder as “the famous
Socratic moment of knowing one’s ignorance, knowing that one does not know.”10 Not
‘knowing’ can provoke anxiety, an arousal-oriented affect related to fear but more
generalised and with an associated range of clinical disorders, including its historical
links to the emergence of hysteria and gendered stereotyping in nineteenth century
France.11

To reground the sense of self, to put down new foundations for living and connection,
means to create an intensity, to radically reframe and remap interior and exterior. As
art theorists and practitioners Erin Manning and Brian Massumi describe “the outside is
not in juxtaposition to an inside: its coming in turns the inside out.”12 Such a form of ”copoiesis” suggests emergence and transaction, a less explored way of relation to self
and other than that manifested in a Western lifestyle. 13 This project therefore
specifically explores poiesis between breathing and affect, art and poetry, self and
other for a potential to cultivate movement from a dichotomised and definitive space to
a space that encourages the arrival of the irreducible and the different. In doing so, the
project expands standard applications of ‘poetic’ when applied to performance art.

Performance art engages a material thinking about space, time and ‘knowing’ which
10

Philip Fisher, Wonder, the Rainbow and the Aesthetics of Rare Experiences. Cambridge
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1998,10.
11
Norman S. Endler and Nancy L. Kocovski, “State and Trait Anxiety Revisited,” Journal of
Anxiety Disorders 15(2001):231-245.
12
Erin Manning and Brian Masumi, Thought in the Act: Passages in the Ecology of Experience,
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2014), 64.
13
For her critique of Western living see, for example, Irigaray, Between East and West: From
Singularity to Community. For her positioning of wonder as central to transformative social
change see: Irigaray, “Wonder: A Reading of Descartes, The Passions of the Soul.”
7

uniquely facilitates reflection on the previously invisible present and future.14 In this way,
performance art extends the terrain of scientific approaches to self and healthy social
connection. This project’s interdisciplinary approach to speculative practices enables
innovative combinations and reinterpretations of materials, philosophies and movement.
These, as philosopher Elisabeth Grosz states, create an exploratory plane of
composition that establishes relations between the body, the universe and the creation
of a future that introduces chaos to order and engenders a vital material becomingother.15

Performance art, with its direct and empathic links to the human body/mind, is an
immediate and accessible medium to articulate the interaction of anxiety and wonder
with the breath.16 It may also facilitate openness to such a breathing space and to that
affective interaction, in self and between selves. Importantly, Irigaray alludes to a
relationship of wonder and fear and anguish (both related to anxiety with the latter
demonstrating damaging and extreme suffering and pain), noting:

The closure of the world and of individuals upon themselves is
due to a fear of the opening, of that which remains without
limits…17
Together with a growing community of multidisciplinary practice, my project contributes
to this opening by proposing that a direct and energetic relationship between anxiety
and wonder has yet to be explored and that, if revealed, this relationship may counter

14

This century, performance art has re-emerged as an often complex, interdisciplinary, nonnarrative experience that makes visible a tertiary environment. The sensory, the rational and the
situational are inextricably articulated in poetic dialogue and their documentation, as discussed
by, for example, Barbara Bolt, Anne Marsh, Erin Manning and Brian Massumi and Lone
Bertelsen.
15
Elizabeth Grosz, Chaos, Territory, Art: Deleuze and the Framing of the Earth (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2008), 5-6 and 23. Grosz qualifies her understanding of chaos,
describing it in positive terms as innumerable ‘orders, forms, wills’ that are indistinguishable until
the randomness of molecules gather an intensity to produce living.
16
Hilary Robinson, Reading Art, Reading Irigaray: The Politics of Art By Women (London: I.B.
Taurus, 2006), 18-25.
17
Luce Irigaray, In the Beginning, She Was (London. Bloomsbury, 2013), 11.
8

such a fear of opening and facilitate transformative affective and relational space within
and between each person. I understand this project as an essential first step to develop
sensory coping with a radically different future self and other. Robust correlations
between social resources and a strong sense of self provide compelling socio-political
indicators that mind, body and environment collaborate (or conspire) to create an
individual and their (inter)personal ways of being and connecting.18 The moral position
of the project supports that retaining affective separation would simply serve to
maintain unhealthy personal and interpersonal (dis)connection, often outcomes of a
Westernising global status quo, and thus prevent the exploration of an autonomous self
and a “culture of alterity.”19

Underpinned by research in developmental and health psychology, this practice-led
project begins with the observationally-derived hypothesis that a block, a lack of space,
exists between anxiety and wonder. This block constrains habitually the breath and
contributes to forgetting a meaningful connection to self and other, which this project
understands as identifiable through a range of dimensions including gender, culture,
economies and institutions.

Anxiety and wonder are natural and often useful emotions and affective states. When
exacerbated in individuals (such as in panic attacks or reverie), they can impede daily
functioning and self-assessment. Any attempt, however, to eliminate either emotion is
both unrealistic and unhelpful, contributing more often to further suffering and a
revelation of vulnerability. Contrary to impeding affect, this project pursues unblocking
access to configurations of the energising, searching, reflective, and even destructive,
capacities of anxiety and wonder in order to reduce suffering, grow resilience and to
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See for example: Einar Thorsteinsson and J.E. James, “A Meta-Analysis of the Effects of
Experimental Manipulations of Social Support during Laboratory Stress,” in Psychology and
Health 14 (1999): 869-886.
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Irigaray, Between East and West,126.
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cultivate a new and unfolding awareness of breath and self, which I term
‘renai(r)ssance’ - the arrival of an (un)imagined existence.

Mobilising that blocked space, The Breathing Space Projects make positive and
expansive contributions to Thorsteinsson and James’ call for the development of more
multidisciplinary opportunities supporting an integrated approach to reduce an
historical tension between the psychosocial and biomedical approaches to living well in
relation to self and others.20 Notably, the current absence of “artists” on WHO’s list of
innovative contributors to alternative paths of living well is indicative of that ongoing
tension. This research redresses that omission, evidencing the significant contribution
of artists.

I also look to other forms of performative breathing to develop and refine ways to
construct a resonant, reflective and subtle experience of ‘breathing space’ in my
performance practice. I turn to my engagement with Eastern breathing meditation and,
specifically, extend the understanding of the transformative pause in breathing. Also,
while the affective breath in poetry shares some fundamental elements with art, I find
an essential divergence in their respective articulation of a poetic breath, which offers
insights into the nature of the poetic, the lingering and the transformative in
performance art.

Counter therefore to traditional Western thinking about breathing I design this project
around my proposal that breathing begins with a pause - a sensory, poetic and
therefore performative space.21 This project uses the pause in breathing as the key to

20

Thorsteinsson and James, “A Meta-Analysis of the Effects of Experimental Manipulations of
Social Support during Laboratory Stress,” 869-886.
21
I use the term ‘breathing’ to mean ‘taking charge of one’s own life’ as in Irigaray, Between
East and West, 50 and 74.
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develop a methodology that generates space and sensation to address four related
research questions:

What is ‘breathing space’?
What is a wonderful breath?
How can a focus on performative breath be articulated to affect cathartic mindfulness
and wonderment as counterpoints to the anxious and fragmented mind/body?
What other insights might emerge from the exploration of these issues?

Therefore, my practice is situated within the growing zone of urgency, where art is
engaged and explored as an integral component to redefine ways of living. My early
practice had long been in agreement with Irigaray’s view of wonder as “the motivating
force behind mobility in all its dimensions,”22 as I examined the large within the small of
daily living and art’s potential by making or installing everyday objects, mirror and text
works and by performing poetry. Two important encounters in 2002 drew my conscious
attention to the expressively performative embodiment of the poetic, urging me to
explore further the nature of ‘poetic’ in interdisciplinary performance art and written
text, in my own practice.

Hossein Valamanesh’s Dot Painting With Tablets awoke in me a sense of a lyrical
embodiment of the vulnerable self and the indefinite. The careful placement of his
small round heart tablets into a frame suggested a fragile, tender set of air bubbles in a
body. The work connected to humanity, not only the artist’s story, yet powerfully the
work demonstrated the artist’s presence when the body is absent. Two months later
the strained bodies and rising air bubbles of the undersea rickshaw drivers in Jun
Nguyen-Hatsushiba’s epic Memorial Project Nha Trang – Towards the Complex
reinforced my interest in the epically charged power of performance art. Both
22

Irigaray, ‘Wonder: A Reading of Descartes, The Passions of the Soul,’ 73.
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experiences opened my material thinking about the performative power of presence
and absence, and I explore and develop their potential throughout my project with its
culmination in my examination show.23

These early experiences, combined with insights from my ongoing installations (such
as mirrormirror in 2005),24 reinforced my belief in the power of the accessible, poetic,
unplugged performance experience. I therefore understood and chose performance art
as a unique research tool due to its interdisciplinary flexibility and relational intensity.
Therefore, I locate my work further by reflecting on the poetic in the performative
breath/air work of four artists.

Thus, this project addresses urgent issues of (inter)subjectivity, connection and
transformation through the development and practice of its material thinking as what I
term a poetic performative ‘sensescape’. To refound a sense of self and community “on
a more conscious and a more civil alliance” Irigaray advocates the deconstruction of
the universal and blurred subjection of “being I“ and “being we.”25 When understood as
a way of uncovering the questions behind the answers of a tradition, deconstruction
opens the possibilities of revealing plurality, fluidity, difference and the irreducible and
of making reconstruction or refounding a revolutionary act.26 Thus, like Irigaray, my
methods de/reconstruct self, other, affect and space using “explicit and repeated
engagement’ of material (re)thinking.”27 That performative ‘sensescape’ explores the
affective, fertile and energetic qualities of movement, place, language, sensations,
23

For details see Breathing Space: N THING IS SET IN ST NE, beginning page 362.
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thoughts, light, sound and image to ‘air-condition’ space and express the large within
the small, a poetic attention to and living harmoniously with the ‘in(de)finite’ of
existence. Creating such site-specific ‘alternative respiratory systems’ focuses on
counterpointing stasis through alteration of the everyday to condition, communicate
and mobilise affectively relevant and reflective breathing space, a pre-requisite for
‘renai(r)ssance’. This brings to mind Bachelard’s “intimate immensity” described as “the
movement of motionless man.”28

This forms a line of thinking diametrically opposed to the industrial and rational world
described by Rabinbach and is suggestive of Vedic meditation practices including the
silence of vipassana and four-stage focus on the pause in kumbhaka. 29 These
foundations of mindfulness and the deepening of the breath’s pause inspire the
structure and expression of the Pauses in this project.30 Principles of yogic breathing
practices and a Buddhist understanding of meditation inform the attentive repetitions of
rhythm, cadence, light, colour, movement in The Breathing Space Projects.

Colour and brightness are two principle components of space and light, affecting mood
and feelings as well as brain activity and biorhythms. Since brightness is a form of
energy and enlightenment my work introduces colour as a means to control and
release a sense of interior and exterior space. The sometimes-subtle iteration of blue,
in particular, from project to project also forms a rhythmic wave that may encourage
awareness of an afterimage. In physiological terms a retinal afterimage is an
28

Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, trans. Maria Jolas (Boston: Beacon Press,
1994),184.
29
Anson Rabinbach, The Human Motor: Energy, Fatigue, and the Origins of Modernity.
(Berkeley: University of California Press,1992).
30
The documentation of each performative Pause consists of Intent, Preparation, Performance
and Aftermath. Parallels can be drawn with the four foundations of mindfulness meditation and
the four stages of breathing meditation (kumbhaka). Mindfulness begins with an intent of
experiencing the body and awareness of mortality, moves to preparing the senses including
discomfort, then becoming conscious of connections and finally reflecting on dharma or opening
self to the experience of existence and the inter-existence of all things. Kumbhaka, begins with
inhalation of the world, moves to a pause that prepares or transforms the busy mind, then
exhales a response and finally pauses to reflect on what has taken place.
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ephemeral experience that is dependent on the interaction between the light’s intensity
and the viewer’s focus.31 I interpret this dialogue between energy, time and space as
an intimate meditation and, in my work, that ephemeral vision of difference may be
‘seen’ affectively.

In terms of this project, the choice and installation of colour in the shifting shades of
site-specific spaces draws on their potential as space and image-makers. Each sitespecific work therefore includes the environment, the history, artist and visitors, and the
resonant affective qualities that in(de)finitely air each body. The various residual
outcomes of the creative process function as the source material for a dynamic, yet
considered, contribution to personal and connective breathing and a transformative
engagement with the emotions of anxiety and wonder. Performance art can be
understood as inviting, strange, accessible. Rather than demanding commitment. Its
unique interdisciplinary and human form can embody important complex concepts and
movement, sharing close links to Eastern meditation, and unexpectedly reveal senses
that bring breathing to attention and the individual towards transformation. Its
ephemeral form promotes autonomy of thought while creating a space that can be
shared. With no spiritual or institutional impositions, performance art can provide an
energetic, innovative and much needed milieu for exploring a vast range of otherwise
dormant, ignored or urgent interconnections.

The Breathing Space Projects (performance, installation, text) were therefore created
in Australia, Singapore and Europe to explore how interdisciplinary performance art
might articulate and mobilise a previously invisible relationship between anxiety and
wonder and to create transformative space within and around self. The manifestation of
‘breathing space’ is intended to cathartically reground a sense of self through a ‘space

31

Lou Richel, Light: The Shape of Space: Designing with Space and Light, (New York: John
Wiley & Sons, 1995), 92.
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that is breathing.’ I explore how that ‘alternative respiratory system’ is manifested, its
impact and importantly with the relationship with Irigarayan “renaissance”. Further, I
explore and discuss the potential contribution of performance art to other multidisciplinary fields evidenced by the knowledge emerging from my work.

Five distinct, but conceptually related performances are discussed in this dissertation,
each presented as a meditative pause between chapters. In chronological order the
works are: however it may seam (2012); at the end/beginning of the day (2012); THIN
AIR (2013); (Don’t). Give up your day job (2014) and In (no) particular order
(distURBANS) (2014). My examination exhibition, N THING IS SET IN ST NE (2016),
comprises key elements and affective memories drawn from each performance.
Selected images of each of those elements are presented at the end of each relevant
Pause and documented in entirety after the Conclusion.

Structure of this research

Like these performances, the structure of this writing is intended to breathe. It enacts a
mindful breathing meditation, by setting an initial intention, preparing the senses and
space, responding through performance and ending on a reflection that sets the next
intention. Thus, the work pulses between performative, meditative pauses and the
inhalations and exhalations of experiences and thoughts within each chapter. As the
work progresses over time Pauses One to Three elongate durationally. Pauses Four
and Five reduce as the meditation series draws to a close.

This was an intuitively occurring structure that emerged from the performance work,
not the result of a pre-imposed and rigid structure. This temporal deepening of the
breathing within the performance work became unplanned evidence of an alternative
respiratory system at work across the works and between performance and critical
15

thinking, adding to the language of my practice and my sense of self. Thus, each
chapter follows a pause to tease out the issues and questions explored, building on the
supportive arguments of art practitioner and theorist Barbara Bolt. Her investigations of
the perceptual and the rational emphasise that such a double articulation is central to
the validity of practice-led research.32 In creating a “performative meditation”, this work
reveals its relationship with Eastern breathing practices, poetry and Irigarayan thought,
yet maintains an autonomous identity. In doing so, the practice-led structure is
interwoven. This work reveals how interdisciplinary performance art can become a
transformative vehicle for a sense of self beginning with awareness and radical action,
moving towards radical relation and, ultimately, opening towards radical difference.33

My performances take place between 2012 and 2014. Their documentation consists of
photographic records of significant moments and extended notations of the
performances to reveal their complexity. As some of these performances were over
three weeks, it was not feasible to document them using time-based media. Instead,
each is detailed in a Meditative Pause comprised of four sections, as in a breathing
meditation. These four reflective sections are:

Intent: sets the intention and illuminates underpinnings in creating the performance
Preparation: describes site, materials and processes and reflective references
Realisation: presents the performance, expressed in the present tense and printed in
blue, the dominant colour used throughout this project for its link to cultural, spiritual
and artistic understandings of life force, affect and communication.34
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Barbara Bolt, “A Non Standard Deviation: Handlability, Praxical Knowledge and Practice Led
Research”, a conference paper for Speculation and Innovation: applying practice led research in
the Creative Industries. (2006), 4.
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Barbara_Bolt/publication/251577028_A_Non_Standard_De
viation_Handlability_Praxical_Knowledge_and_Practice_Led_Research/links/558a520508ae27
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See Appendix Two for a tabular account of the passage from performance to performance.
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Blue in the West denotes space, sky, water, infinity and female divinity. Sky blue in Vedic
cultures is associated with the energy that governs creative expression including the
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Aftermath: contemplates the entire process, identifying the ideas manifested in the
performance and the new questions that arise from the work.

Meditative Pause 1: however it may seam: towards radical action
This site-specific performance in Singapore creates an alternative respiratory system
that evokes the affective configuration of the present separation of wonder and anxiety
(beginning from my own wonder and hidden anxiety) to reflect on a current sense of
self, to seek connection at the (almost) centre of the world and to reveal the current
and hidden conditions we breathe under. Using body, mirrors, textile and text this work
raises a critical, mindful awareness of a fragmented sense of self as a powerful block
between wonder and anxiety emerges. The sense of self is revealed to be at risk of
effacement by that covered anxiety and this work facilitates a sensing of breathing
space to move towards (my) survival and opening to, and beyond, that vulnerability.
The awareness raising and radical action of this first meditative pause informs the air of
concern, connects to the allegorical breath and reveals a way for change as discussed
in Chapter 1.

Chapter 1: An Air of Concern and the Allegorical Breath
This chapter therefore examines creative and philosophical responses to the pressing
global and local concerns about breathing, anxiety and wonder and their impact on the
self. Introducing urgent multidisciplinary calls for innovative social and personal
change, this chapter argues the existence of a critical affective gap that specifically
impacts Luce Irigaray’s “philosophy of breathing” and concept of “renaissance,” and the
work of the World Health Organisation (WHO).35 By then understanding how breathing
and self-concept can be conditioned, internalised and anxiety-provoking, this chapter
transformative ability to create the life one desires. As a cooler colour, allowing stillness, blue is
associated with the fifth chakra, located in the throat and connected to communication. The use
of colour, particularly blue, is discussed in more detail in Chapter 1 and Pause 3.
35
The term “philosophy of breathing” is used by Sreenath Nair, Restoration of Breath:
Consciousness and Performance. (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2007), 172.
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looks to the transformative potential of breathing techniques and practices expressed
in Eastern meditation, poetry and performance art, such as allegorical entreaties in the
performances of Jill Orr. In doing so, this chapter explains the coining of the term
‘renai(r)ssance’, the material thinking of The Breathing Space Projects and the
development of a meditative ‘poetics of breath’. These elements prepare a way to first
question what we understand about our selves, where the sense of self is stored and
how we might breathe through anxiety by taking radical action.

Meditative Pause 2: at the end/beginning of the day: radical action
This pause continues radical action by confronting issues of vulnerability and anxiety
arising from in however it may seam. This work seeks ways to survive fragmentation
and trauma and therefore explores what it means to face the challenge that many
cannot: an irreversible ending.

The performance evokes the shift to a deep and

threatening affective configuration of anxiety about anxiety and anxiety about wonder
by building on the anxiety surrounding a belief that the world might be about to end
juxtaposed with the celebration of the Summer solstice of December 2012. The
combination of body, sites, sound, personal objects and machinery prepare space for
and create an alternative respiratory system by enacting what is most avoided:
cataclysmic alteration and the upsetting of the status quo. This work informs an
iterative shift towards a re-balancing of a sense of self and connections to both anxiety
and wonder in the following pause.

Chapter 2: Anxiety, Vulnerability and the Elegiac Breath
This chapter examines the interrelationship between breathing and anxiety and the
impact it can have on being/becoming self. It examines potential positive outcomes for
vulnerability, despite the pressures and threats of social order. Focusing on Irigaray’s
breath-centric renegotiation of self with self and community, this chapter explores how
Marsh’s “performative turn” in art enables interdisciplinary performance art to address
18

emergent life under challenging conditions.36 The poetic dialogue that performance art
has with breath as a memento mori is discussed through the elegiac breath work of
Rafael Lozano-Hemmer. The Breathing Space Projects are then further examined to
reveal how poetic performance art is a useful ‘mechanic’ of breath, leading to a desire
to explore how we might relate differently with the world, how we cope with the
in(de)finite and how might a baseline of anxiety and wonder be established.

Meditative Pause 3: THIN AIR: towards radical relation
This pause develops an alternative respiratory system to foster radical relation and
explore the possible opening of self to self and facilitate a sense of being in relation
and in contact with the unknown. The work evokes the sensing of an other self by
affectively configuring access to a baseline between anxiety and wonder. The work
was inspired by the paradox that thin air can strengthen a body, even though it is a
threat. Demonstrating a significant shift in material thinking this three-week solo show
creates an immersive experience in the historic Newcastle gaol in 2013. Each cell is an
institutional and social space of control and release: knowledge, relationships, work
and death. THIN AIR uses the airless cells, bodily movement between those cells and
opportunities to directly interact with others and solitude to perceive that affective
baseline for self and other. The performance concentrates on isolation, removal and a
willingness to have a careful return to contact, drawing closer to issues raised by
Irigaray in her call for “renaissance.” This work is the next material and personal turning
point. Repeated access to both anxiety and wonder, even under adverse conditions,
and having time to process sensations of being in contact with others suggest that
resilience can develop and point to an emergent self and other ways of living. That
elicits questions about resilience, stamina and the role of a returning sense of wonder
in the face of a now unsettled status quo.

36

Anne Marsh, Performance, Ritual, Document, (Melbourne: Macmillan, 2014), 36-37.
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Chapter 3: Wonder, Resilience and the Epic Breath
This chapter sources the motivating qualities of wonder in the varying works of Irigaray
and Bachelard and links the concept of wonder to breath. The chapter explores the
need for a supportive and strengthening environment to locate a sense of self and how
performance art can achieve this. Continuing the examination of the relationship
between anxiety and wonder, the unfolding power of that relationship supports the
approaching (un)known self. I explore the power of performance art to create an
immersive experience that may reduce bias against a creative inquiry, action and
relation. This brings a focus on the development of resilience and the psychological
and relational support required to develop a sustaining affective state to effect
transformation, and even survival, this chapter examines the poetically epic breath in
the performance work of Nguyen Jun-Hatsushiba. In considering the anxious
challenges and wonderful pleasures and poignancy associated with a developing
resilience, this chapter draws attention to the ability of performance art to strengthen
the sense of self, to encourage practice and to note a shared space of relation as the
block between anxiety and wonder lifts.

Meditative Pause 4: (Don’t). Give up your day job: radical relation
This pause extends radical relation to examine the increasingly resilient, wondering
and emergent self and evoking the affective configuration of growing wonder, in part
through encouraging anticipatory anxiety. This pause, located in Sydney in 2014,
interrogates the space between the lives we lead and the lives we may dream of
leading but may not know who to approach about the shift and how to make it happen.
This work installs an alternative respiratory system that addresses what holds us back
from our self and explores the concept of functional support. Drawing inspiration from
the original purpose of the building to be a bank and its transformation into an art
gallery, this performance uses that as encouragement that change is possible. The
exploration of an emerging self and a growing expression of wonder leads to an
20

examination of anticipatory anxiety and wonder, parousia, and the attentive breath in
Chapter 4 and its culmination in the order, disorder and fertile silence of the final
Meditative Pause 5.

Chapter 4: Coming to Air: Anxiety-wonder, Attentiveness and the Lyrical Breath
This chapter asserts that performance art may provide an intimate and collective
encounter with cathartic space – an embodying of affect and connection that facilitates
a remembering of breath and a coming to self, or parousia. This chapter examines the
role of anticipatory anxiety and wonder and the importance of the infra-ordinary for
wonder and connection. This links to the poetic and fertile potential of silence to
release an invisible self to self and create a between-space between self and others
that welcomes ‘renai(r)ssance.’ The poetically lyrical refrain in the breath work of
Hossein Valamanesh provides a reflection on the (in)visible artist, the infra-ordinary
and relations with the environment and others. Looking to the final pause and role of
both anxiety and wonder this chapter closes by suggesting that these emotions are in a
useful flow, contributing to a cultivation of breath sought by both Irigaray and the WHO
and which, may lead to radical difference for self and community.

Meditative Pause 5: In (no) particular order (distURBANS): radical difference
This pause practices radical difference in its material thinking to create a body of work
initiated in Paris and articulated Sydney in 2014. For one hour in the Library of
Customs House, Sydney I gather readers (distURBANS) of more than 15 languages to
bring their most treasured poetry to read aloud and create a sense of (dis)order while
reconnecting with self and others. This work evokes the affective configuration of great
wonder emerging through individual and shared actions and allaying natural anxiety,
such as performance anxiety. Beginning in darkness, the work explores a coming of
self perceptible through a growing light and examines the nature of silence, space and
connection after the (dis)order and the light fades. It demonstrates the cathartic power
21

of performance art on personal anxiety, wonder and breathing space, altering the
sense of self and connection with others beginning with a (dis)connection from nature
and self, darkness and disorder to a deeply breathing space of renai(r)ssance. In this
work, the invisible is made visible, the denied and disconnected self feels ephemerally
released. In terms of radical revolution, this release is a liberation of breath,
anxiety/wonder and therefore self towards Irigarayan “renaissance”.

Conclusion
The thesis concludes with a distillation of the five significant implications of The
Breathing Space Projects for the exploration of self, anxiety and wonder within the field
of the poetics of breath in contemporary performance art and multidisciplinary
research. The final installation to be viewed by examiners consists of the physical
memories of these projects and the early word-work that gives the installation its title,
N THING IS SET IN ST NE. This section provides a summary reflection on the oftensubtle intensities and ‘sensescape’ of material thinking from a creative ‘meta-space’,
where

an

alternative

respiratory

system

functionally

supports

the

emerging

autonomous self and develops a language for vital self-expression As the practice-led
frame of ‘a poetics of breath’ shifts the understanding of the ’poetic’ in art, the
innovative contributions of the artist and performance art to philosophy, health and
creative practices are considered with two recommendations. The cathartic perceptual
experiences that condition the breath and usefully limit a fragmented sense of self also
contribute to attentive relations that provide innovative approaches to Irigarayan
“renaissance”.
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Meditative(Pause(1:(towards(radical'action!
however'it'may'seam!
When relaxed breathing is observed rigorously, it becomes
clear that inhalation and exhalation do not follow on seamlessly
from one another. There is always a kind of gap… This offers
an alternative to the more colloquial assumption that breath is
about air moving, and only that.
Antonia Pont37

Figure 2. Cecilia White, however it may seam. 2012, performance/

installation detail. Singapore.
Intent
However it may seam is a forty-minute site-specific work performed in the sky-lit
entrance hall of the Yong Siew Toh Conservatory, Singapore in October 2012 as part
of the second Performers’ Voice Symposium,
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themed as Horizons Across

Antonia Pont, “That Tender Discipline: Spacing, Structured Nothingness and Kumbhaka,” in
Breathing with Luce Irigaray, eds. Emily A. Holmes and Lenart Škof (London: Bloomsbury
Academic, 2013), 84.
38
The 2nd Performer’s Voice Symposium was a four-day international interdisciplinary
symposium aiming to publicly explore emerging continuums from performance to scholar and
from East to West. The emphasis was on the performer and performance. however it may seam
was a performance invited in addition to my paper ‘my self and myself’ presented on 28 October.
Floor sheet is Appendix Three.
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Boundaries. The performance developed after my experiences of place, space and
relationship during three preliminary performances internationally in 2011,39 and in its
design and intent I find motivating parallels with, and draw further inspiration from,
Irigaray’s revolutionary call to locate, explore and action alternative, connective space
in and between self and the world.

For years I had whirled through Singapore more than a dozen times on the way to
being somewhere else – a global restlessness fed and nourished by my wonder in
uncovering connections between people, events, languages and living. Wonder offered
different understandings to complex, potentially anxious patterns of interpreting the
world and an individual’s place in it. Examining this more ponderous side often related
to experiences of a uniformity and commodification of self that I understood as
Deleuze’s and Guattari’s “dominant reality.”40 Such a reality may be interpreted as
anxiety-provoking boundaries without horizons.

My decision to perform at the centre of things also therefore connects artistically to an
Aristotelian view of the formative centre of existence or soul located in the breath,
powering the triangulation of movement, sensation and the incorporeal.41 Therefore, in
the air-conditioned breathing of a renowned institution, complete with its view to the sky
in an equatorial, ‘stopover’ high-rise, highly structured city with a transformational
history, my work elicits a pause, a breathing space, between my worldly north and
south existence to ask: However it may seem from the outside, what seams/seems (to
be) an autonomous sense of self? What remains when the self shifts across the fabric
39

I created three preliminary performances in Sydney, Oberstdorf (Germany) and Venice (Italy).
Further details about these works are provided in Appendix Four and in the Preparation section
of this Pause.
40
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans.
Brian Massumi (London: Bloomsbury, 2013), 150.
41
This enduring view of psychophysical links between breath and affect still contributes to a
fundamental contemporary arts understanding of emotion and performance Nair, Restoration of
Breath: Consciousness and Performance, 14.
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of life? Do fragments of living seam to shift horizons and affective boundaries within a
sense of self?

Playing on the ambiguity of ‘seam’ and ‘seem’ to unsettle the conditioned air around
the work, I combine familiar, yet reduced objects, language and movement within the
context of the intimate self, the urban landscape at the centre of the world and the
building’s glass ceiling view to the enduring sky to manifest a ‘breathing space’, an
alternative respiratory system. My intent is to reflect on (inter)personal connection to
perhaps find a seam between the desires, feelings and actions of individual and shared
lives that may encourage affective continuity, or flow.42

By juxtaposing site with altered objects and slow movement my work shifts away from
any current seeming/seam of self to open a breathing space to perceive and pursue a
gradual ‘becoming otherwise’, a refounding of self and other. This refounding is
expressed in acknowledging and developing an autonomous self, irreducible to other,
and in exploring the then emergent inter-subjective dimensions of self, non-possessive
connections between self and other that can reshape community and rebalance
anxiety and wonder. To do that means creating disturbance that may elicit anxiety and
challenge wonder.

The design therefore also carries and challenges the heritage of my practised, selfprotective wonder-oriented approach to my own life. Despite having worked with highly
anxious people, my only perceptible anxiety was a familiar, useful one related to
exploration or performance such as checking materials, mental rehearsal, a
preparatory withdrawal into self. However, my personal suppression of traumatic
anxiety undergoes a highly significant and enduring transformation during however it
may seam.
42

Nair, Restoration of Breath: Consciousness and Performance.
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The affective challenge embodied in this work is reminiscent of explorer Marco Polo’s
response to an anxious Kubla Khan searching to locate himself in a definitive place in
Italo Calvino’s novella Invisible Cities:

At times all I need is a brief glimpse, an opening in the midst of
an incongruous landscape, a glint of lights in the fog, the
dialogue of two passers-by meeting in the crowd, and I think
that, setting out from there, I will put together, piece by piece,
the perfect city… you must not believe the search for it can
stop.43
Preparation
One week before the performance I connect with the site’s lightness yet feel distanced
by its angular, stone-tiled coolness. Walking into the forty metre long Conservatory
foyer my eyes lift four stories towards the sky marvelling through a glass and steel roof.
I had requested a space where the sky was visible. This opens the work to a potent
blue. I feel a seam, as though I might be standing on Australia with my head touching
Europe.

From outside, this beautifully constructed building houses an institution offering the
finest scholarship and musical performance. To provide that unambiguous standard in
a tropical setting requires permanent control by the cooling breath of air-conditioning.44
However, I recognise another global, familiar and relentless heated ‘conditioning’ in
daily campus conversations: about making ‘right’ connections and personal anxiety
about inadequacy. Such tension reflects a pulling at the self-edge/selvedge, between
the constructed and the natural body of site and self.
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Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities, trans. William Weaver (New York: Harcourt, 1974), 164.
The breath has long been understood as having cooling properties. Aristotle, for example,
describes the breath as a cooling system in his treatise, On Breath.
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Once inside, I see the Yong Siew Toh Conservatory as a tense, prone body eschewing
rejuvenating repose.45 The building/body’s air-conditioned breathing system (the rigidribbed walls striated with shadows, the trachea-like main corridor with light enticing
around a far corner through nostril-like windows) brings attention to control of
movement and the affective self. It emphasises the counter-flow of my performance
with its intent to install an alternative respiratory system that opens breath and affective
sense using the ambiguity of repetition and movement to explore that self-edge and
‘seeming’.

Figure 3. The foyer-body with its rib cage in the
Yong Siew Toh Conservatory, University of Singapore.
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In Yoga meditation traditions this restful pose is referred to as s(h)avasana or corpse pose. It
is regarded as one of the most important poses to connect with, using closed eyes and deep
breathing to bring awareness to every part of the body and mind and release tension and
anxiety. Unlike many rapid Western sessions, s(h)avasana can take around 30 mins. This pose
is used for the stress and anxiety relieving Yoga nidra, defined as deep relaxed, altered state of
consciousness by academic Kanakhya Kumar. See: Kanakhya Kumar, “A study on the impact
on stress and anxiety through Yoga nidra,” Indian Journal of Traditional Knowledge. 7(3) (July
2008): 401- 404.
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The performance artist and academic, Klas Nevrin supports this transformative
connection between movement and self, stating “attending to movement may be a
‘liberating’ experience.”46 Movement, otherwise understood as rhythm, repetition and
resonance, is a gesture that accesses the ‘empty spaces’ or pauses of disparate codes
of living and establishes relationships.47 Combining my body with textile, mirror, text
and site to gather or unsettle such spaces, a larger space may be revealed. Like the
act of breathing, with its unsettling pauses, the individual perception and release of
alternative space is an intimately ephemeral experience.

Figure 4. Cecilia White, however it may seam. 2012, installation
detail 4 large, inscribed mirrors under a skin of calico, Singapore.
Movement begins with the title that emerged during the process of sewing the four
calico seams of the cloth installed over the mirrors.48 The visual and auditory play of

46

Klas Nevrin, “Empowerment and Using the Body in Modern Postural Yoga,” in Yoga in the
Modern World (Abingdon UK: Routledge, 2008), 124.
47
Susanna Niederer, “Dreiklang: Word, Sound, Image,” Leonardo 30 (3) (1997): 207-211.
48
My projects engage the title of each work in order to unsettle an expected or literal
understanding. This gesture towards the work is similar to giving a name to child at birth: a
statement of autonomy and connection. Foucault acknowledges the challenge of locating that
autonomy in language saying “Language always seems to be inhabited by the other, the
elsewhere, the distant.” See: Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge,125; Luce
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language begins to break open a circuitous living, and in agreement with Irigaray’s
lament that no new speech is possible in an unchallenged world.

The heterographs ‘seem’ and ‘seam’ are same-sounding words that differ in meaning
and visual form. This work’s title exploits their ambiguity to create a cognitive
dissonance, an intimate perceptual violation, that may connect to an affective
wondering about an alternative meaning; what the French refer to as double sens. I
suggest that the gesture of text in performance art contributes to a polysensory topos
that is, ideally, a mutually constructed interior and exterior environment and essential in
my work. Whether spoken, read, written, semantically whole, radically broken apart or
vividly absent, the performativity of text embodies a resonant intensity of poetic power
capable of revealing paradoxical identity in its stratified meaning. Noting that
independent appraisal can lead to a processing of responses that informs emotion and
value,49 this playful rhetoric acts to encourage the viewer to sense the work, not to just
make sense of the work.

Building on that, psychology studies show that emotional responses to experimental
and abstract art can be enhanced by providing titles, since titles can increase the
viewer’s appraisal of their ability to find meaning in the work.50 Writing about body
movement

practitioners

Nevrin

emphasises

how

interpretation

depends

on

environment and an individual’s background and interests. 51 To reach the nonpractitioner however, this work goes further to suggest that an investment in
interpretation must be brought to the senses as worthy of interest and having urgency.

Irigaray, An Ethics of Sexual Difference, trans. Carolyn Burke and Gillian C. Gill (New York:
Cornell University Press,1993),178.
49
See Paul J. Silvia, Exploring the Psychology of Interest, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2006), 54.
50
Silvia, Exploring the Psychology of Interest, 59.
51
Nevrin, “Empowerment and Using the Body in Modern Postural Yoga,”125.
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This title links therefore to materially installed seams to gesture towards an urgent
enquiry into self-determination, difference and the ‘in(de)finite’.52 The ‘seams’ include
four large pieces of calico stitched together to cover four text-laden mirrors, the
overlaid seams of my costume, the seams of a cracked mirror, the seam lines/spaces
between the mirrors and my perception of the seams/lines of the building. As in an
allegorical poem, what ‘seems’ to be on the surface, may ‘seam’ together quite
differently to create another meaning, depending on a personal willingness to ‘read’
and explore. Paradoxically, any unfolding of more self-questions 53 instigates a certain
“renunciation of self-importance”54 and creates a potentially transformative space.

While the vast semantic distance between ‘seem’ and ‘seam’ controls meaning, it
concurrently releases a transformative potential in the form of a re-reading, a beginning
again. This apparent repetition, or re-reading, of the state of things offers a breathing
space for autonomy of thought and encourages wonder. When practised, it may be
used to reflect on how we “read” self and living. Irigaray considers the act of
encouraging unique, irreducible and (as yet) unknown expression as “I am listening to
you” and requiring a shift into a new dimension.55 In my work, this new dimension is the
“breathing space” where “I encourage something unexpected to emerge, some
becoming, some growth, some new dawn,”56 and in that way a move begins towards
“renai(r)ssance.”

52

Living with the in(de)finite (the finite, infinite, definite) is discussed in Chapter One.
Irigaray acknowledges the powerful release of control of meaning and sentiment once the
viewer perceives a work. Irigaray, Between East and West, 13. Throughout my practice, the
playful, yet still challenging, use of titles announces a poetic and relational intention of
transcending a/my sense of self to encourage, support and respect difference.
54
Irigaray. Between East and West. 21. Such a renunciation challenges the foundations of
much of Western living where a ‘debt of existence’ drives an external valorisation of selfimportance and frames the individual with a sense of lack, mapping to a rise in anxiety,
breathing disorders and suicides, as substantiated by WHO’s aggregated reports. Chapter One
examines the nature and impact of that environment.
55
Luce Irigaray, I Love to You: Sketch of a Possible Felicity in History, trans. Alison Martin
(London and New York: Routledge, 1996), 116.
56
Irigaray, I Love to You: Sketch of a Possible Felicity in History, 117.
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Art and philosophy consistently demonstrate that the repetition of searching for
meaning is not necessarily a repetition of meaning once disturbed. In this work the
disturbance begun by deploying alternatives in the title introduces an ongoing,
ruminating interior/exterior dialogue throughout the performance and residual
installation. Noticing disturbance can effect dissonance where a meaning may be
discarded to begin restoring levels of cognitive and affective balance. This performative
dialogue encourages such an emptying to create a transformative space for the pursuit
of a different meaning. This finds a parallel in psychoanalysis where, as Irigaray
describes, the analysand uses re-citation to search in its spaces for clues:
Repetition as such does have an effect on the repeater, for the
reason that it is, in fact, impossible and that from this
impossibility results abreaction…taking the time to look for
some unheard fragment, in what is re-cited, would be the way to
make this exchange at a profit.57
I use this dissonant repetition of word/sound/line/movement in however it may seam to
flag a sens of an alternative respiratory system where space for self may begin:
through a liberation, or bringing to air, of difference in self. Deleuze upholds such a
revolutionary gesture, noting repetition:
…includes the difference between two words and inscribes that
difference in the heart of a poetic Idea, in a space which it
determines.58
Coming to the performance in this way establishes space for the ‘in(de)finite’.

This performance therefore consists of a return to the natural in a constructed
environment: meditative repetitions of movement including stillness, unbleached
textiles, culturally-laden colours red, blue and white, an artist’s book entitled
submission, and large mirrors, each inscribed with a word given in languages I had
57

Irigaray, To Speak is Never Neutral, 96-97.
Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton (New York: Colombia University
Press, 1994), 21.
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studied: German, Italian, French and English. Often, meduse, eclissare and
ausgedehnt mark resonant openings in my life where I experienced tender rhizomic
connections culturally and socially.59 As well as feeling a sense of freedom, of unfolding
further into my own life, these words reflected how much is unknown, at best sensed,
perhaps never to be known and an acceptance of that. Such a meditation on existence
is a task understood by Irigaray as connecting to:

…the here and now of today, this present moment of our life, to
the reality of yesterday and that of tomorrow.60
The artist’s body is the most intimate vehicle to suggest other ways to move in the
world and to sense ourselves. The body and its movement is a material response to its
surroundings and the otherwise inexpressible desires and memories. For this work the
connection to a grounded self is expressed using bare feet. My clothing consists of a
white layer on top of a darker grey/blue layer and white sleeves, signalling simplicity
and suggesting a struggle between transformation and suffering. As the natural vehicle
for breath the body is the connection between artist, viewer and artwork. The body’s
gestural skills in this work allude subtly to positions of breathing, which cramp or deliver
breath. Bodily movement brings air from the narrow windpipe of the corridor towards
the building’s chest cavity and the lung’s chambers hidden under the calico-skin.

The difficulty of seeking the definitive, although a lauded Western approach to
understanding, is repeated later in the spoken text. Although deliberately opaque,
those words are not written with the intention of hiding something. Like the title, the
59

often (English, meaning regularly), meduse (French, meaning jelly fish), eclissare (Italian,
meaning to eclipse) and ausgedehnt (German, meaning spread out). Breath, language and
colour were the first gifts from my parents when I was born. They gave me a small, colourful
cloth book of words in English, my first language. At age four, I discovered a tiny piece of paper
with French words typed on it in the linen press. Already able to read well, I was entranced by
words I didn’t recognise. Influenced by my multilingual neighbourhood and my father’s bilingual
English and Pidgin I chose German at school, attended the deutsche Sonnabendschule
(German Saturday School) and majored in German at university, adding Italian four years later
and French much later in 2009.
60
Irigaray, Between East and West, 21.
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words are gestural, invite seeking and suggest an ongoing, releasing and, even
defiant, voyage that may remap a self.61 Part of a voyage means reading the sky and
mirrors serve a dual purpose in this performance.

Mirrors have a powerful secular, pagan and scientific history, including an anxious
association with mortality. Doctors place a small mirror close to the nose and mouth
looking for a small fog of breath. Used by artists such as Louise Bourgeois, Marina
Abramović and Hossein Valamanesh to reflect on self, society and existence, mirrors
also redirect space. The author Mark Pendergrast agrees in his historical analysis of
our relationship with mirrors, writing “Ultimately, what we see in them depends on what
we bring to them.”62

In this work, I install the mirrors as the chambers of a single lung within the trachea of
the building – lung within lung and connecting with the sky, to facilitate proximity to a
reflective pause and enduring wonder. Importantly, the mirrors deliver the sky blue and
ceiling white light, understood as the fifth and seventh colours on the Vedic spectrum
associated with speech, breath and transformation. Bringing the resonant blue to the
earth creates a shared space in between air-conditioning and open air.

Instead of any formal announcement, the plan for this work is also to play recorded
sound from my oboe. However, a graduating clarinettist, Tan Boon Ping, eager to
experience creative difference offers taking on that announcing role. I request two
minutes of a groundbreaking Berio sequenza to radiate from high above.

61

The impact of however it may seam on my self meant that the final part of the poem
was not be repeated until 2014.
62

Mark Pendergrast, introduction to Mirror Mirror: A History of the Human Love Affair with
Reflection, by Mark Pendergrast (New York: Basic Books, 2004), xii.
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Realisation (sequential documentation is provided at the end of this Pause)
From the side corridor quietly I observe the gathering crowd. I am momentarily
transfixed, as a lingering member of the installation crew runs back to the four installed
mirrors to polish around the text on each one.63 Another ushers the public to stand
back along the walls. Another puts on gloves to bring me the long ‘body’ of mirror. He
places it into my arms like a small sleeping child. This attention and care offers an
unplanned form of ‘tender discipline’ as the performance becomes a focus for
connective understanding and generative breath.64 I sense wonder as the smallest
details are attended to. This has the effect of self being installed and connected with. I
want this for my own life, as much as for us all.65 It supports my connection towards
what I am about to do.

From three storeys above, sound from a wind instrument announces an arrival.
People gather along the sides of the long corridor, some peeking furtively from side
bays. The announcement fades to an expectation of movement. There is however, a
pause.

63

The Yong Siew Toh Conservatory has a fully equipped professional team of installers for
artists and performers. I had arrived prepared to install my own work when an installer ran to
introduce himself. He advised their job was to prepare everything as the artists requires and
wishes. This provided me with more time to reflect and observe the public and my self after the
installation had been done. After the performance, the installers placed four warning stands
around the work and stood close-by as the public inspected the residue of smudges, mirrors,
cloth and the fading light of day.
64
Literary scholar, Antonia Pont, upholds this understanding in her analysis of the natural, nonnarcissistic breath in Irigaray’s work. Pont views Irigaray as advocating ‘a tender discipline’,
where the natural breath is a fertile and generative space of connection and expressed in ‘an
action that is intentional, and that involves an understanding of, and respect for, both ontic and
ontological registers.’ Pont, “That Tender Discipline: Spacing, Structured Nothingness and
Kumbhaka,” 93.
65
Adding to that tenderness, a complete stranger in the audience approaches and offers to
image the He had gone by the time I returned to the installation after the performance, and no
one knew his name but he had left a simple, flowing documentation of my work.
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This intended (un)settling stillness of perhaps thirty seconds disrupts sameness in
order to release a sense of space. A bare two metre long mirror lies like a sacrificial
object across my arms, as I stand bare footed in the cool, dark windpipe that is the
foyer’s side corridor. A length of raw, unseamed and rectangular calico cloth is draped
over my shoulder. Calico is often used in sewing as a rough first draft of a new
garment to test the connection of pattern pieces. This piece carries a new purpose in
this work and suggests the ritual intent of this search: that a clearing is about to take
place. Hidden in the pocket of my white shift, layered over another dark tight-fitting
slip, shards of mirror lay close together. Like small amulets they appear in each of the
works to remember the fragments of existence.

With stillness: the body of the audience and my body settle inside the breathing
building. Walking as slowly as a relaxed breath into the gently sloping sky-lit walkway,
I reach the edge of a large calico square. This square is comprised of four mottled
panels, stained with the coffee and tea remains of long conversations in Sydney,
Venice and Oberstdorf in 2011. It is roughly seamed with rows of red cotton. Silence.
Stepping onto the calico I turn, still holding the mirror reflecting the sky, and speak
i don’t recall the arrival
or having left. the point
of departure is the same
as the plosive of the asterisk
on a map, monosyllabic arrow
saying ‘you are here’. contexted
antiquarian, rigidly published
spinal-tapped into parts of speech.
i am grammatically unscathed
unbound on page or board
detectable only in the drawing
of breath, erasure of exclamation.
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Turning on the calico square I see four large inscribed squares through its skin. My
eyes lift to the perfect blue sky. I raise the body-mirror to that blue infinity, and a
remnant memory of childhood Catholic mass appears. I sense a shift in what is being
offered, its surrounds and what is at stake. The body-mirror becomes existence,
perhaps close to the Aristotelian breath-soul.66 It occurs to me I am in communion with
‘the purest substance of the body’.67 I lay the mirror-body in the centre of the large
calico square and step away to make it space for it and for me. Walking, a simple form
of contemplation and an art form in itself, I first circle clockwise around the covered
object to look closely and silently at what appears to be a lung. I can just make out
handwriting under the covering.

Figure 5. Cecilia White, however it may seam. 2012,
performance detail, Singapore.

66

Aristotle views the breath as having psychophysical movements that links to affect Aristotle
On the Soul, I.I:15.
67
Aristotle On Breath 1.11: 489.
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Leaning forward I lift the skin to reveal a mirror-chamber, drawing the sky into the earth
with my body between. Speaking aloud the word eclissare, a small gift of air and
meaning, I kneel and begin rubbing the word away. Like each of the words to follow, it
smudges yet, unexpectedly, leaves a clear trace of itself on the mirror. Seeing more of
an other than my self I step back, to try again. I repeat this rhythm over the words often
and meduse. The rubbing takes on a ritualistic feel or, less attractively, the ritual of
being a woman with household chores, cleaning and looking for connection to
something else as a form of release. I feel a sense of disappearance with each sweep
of my arm, altering my vision. Finally I come to ausgedehnt. Its uncovering elicits
shock, a holding of breath, from the audience.

Unintentionally, yet now fittingly, this chamber-mirror of the lung had cracked in
transportation creating further space. Superstition can raise an anxiety of ill fortune that
feeds individual powerlessness. Although I know the mirror is cracked, revealing it to
my performance-state self creates awareness, like an approaching earthquake, an
Aristotelian pulse pausing my breath. My reflection and the smudged, treasured text
are fragments that arouse a tension in my body: a frisson of anxiety that I am not ready
to negotiate. Still holding the now red-stained clearing cloth in my tensed fingers, I sit
back on my folded legs making space to contemplate the physical and affective
fragments. There is an absence now of wonder. I realise in my stillness, the absence of
language and the red stained calico rag in my hands combined with the bare sky
reflected in the mirrors, that I am placed squarely in a position of affective
enlightenment.

While I had arrived with an intention of wonder, I am unfolding an unpleasant void and
an awareness of making a choice – to breathe in again. The movement of that
inhalation is observed in my rising to my feet. All chambers of the lung are now
revealed. The lung is fogged. Standing, I tenderly shroud the long body mirror in the
37

stained cloth-skin and raise it to my arms. As I move forward a book entitled
submission and covered in mirror shards reveals itself. This book appears for the first
time in this work and, like the shards, will appear in a number of future works. On a
literal level, this artist’s book was made of the discarded drafts and notes from my
submitted psychology thesis. Now it lays as a gesture of an individual who, Faust-like,
has submitted to the sameness of living the known, and finds all that is unknown
hidden behind that fog of self and other. As in the beginning so at the close, I hold the
shrouded mirror of existence and speak the third stanza from breath
every place was once
somewhere else. meaning unsilts
ragged settlement, indexes
the gravel of logic.
stone and ink chapter memory
under weight of light, creasing
the eye, slubbing the tongue.
less engraved, I dissolve
sediment of interpretation,
inhaling contours,
landing at the point of it all

As the performance unfolds along the ‘trachea and lung’ of the connecting corridors,
my increasingly slow and repetitive movements leave behind the remnants of hidden
text, mirrors and sky. Viewers remain still along the walls, as if holding their breath.
Walking slowly away from the disturbed lung I exit as I arrived: along a long, dark
passage towards a glow of light far away I carry the mirror-body, wrapped in an oddly
seamed calico shroud, its prone east-west position against the air-earth direction of my
body. I cannot see my self or others. As I leave old signs, fragments and reflections
behind, I tenderly carry an embodied space now shared by wonder and anxiety. My
bare feet ground me as I walk slowly alone.
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Aftermath: Space for reflection

Figure 6. Cecilia White, however it may seam. 2012
Towards awareness of an end/beginning, Singapore.
After the performance in the cooler air of the deep blue night I return to Marco Polo’s
“At times all I need is a brief glimpse.” The final image of my work (Figure 6) holds an
intense affective connection between space and self, like the pause after an exhaled
breath. I realise that the “landing at the point of it all” in my work is the full revelation of
a denied anxiety. This unintended outcome is the space created where I open my self
to the struggle with being and the need to survive. It takes considerable time to
contemplate this image and I feel an enormous challenge. I need to take action.

It initially seems like a funeral procession but, later, it also seams a transformation, the
beginning of a ‘renai(r)ssance’. 68 I see the flat body balanced as if in the Yoga

68

The Irigarayan understanding of “renaissance” and the term’s altered condition to
‘renai(r)ssance’ in this dissertation are discussed in Chapter One.
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meditation position savasana. This brief resting pose draws a practitioner’s awareness
inwards, a surrendering of sensory perception and bringing awareness to the breath.
This state of presence is often misunderstood as a simple physical rest, making it a
difficult pose to master. I am buoyed by perceiving that this work offers a light filled,
poetic space to carry presence forward even if, as Hopkins writes: “it seems as if you
are carving out your own heart. You are rending the fabric of cyclic existence, and
since this fabric is your own, it is difficult to bear.” 69 After desperately seeking
connection in that final cracked mirror, the image shows me bearing difficulty with
presence.

however it may seam is, in fact, the farthest affective journey I have taken for some
time. I uncover a difficult and confronting understanding about myself in relation to
anxiety and wonder. Again, reading my body language in Figure 6, I appear caught
between silent surrender and preparation for simhasana, the yoga lion pose that
strengthens the throat. 70 I understand this moment’s cross cultural reading as an
embodied response to Irigaray’s concern that an unfulfilled expression of singularity
and community epitomises the complex relations between Eastern and Western
traditions of existence.
In Western culture the loss of connection to self and other is commodified or medically
treated in the name of anxiety. This work creates a breathing space where alternatives
for self and other may be recognised. I feel an urgency to keep exploring, to look into
the pause of breathing and to utilise its cathartic and connective potential.

While

contemplating breath as the key psychophysical experience of living consciously,71 my
work contends that breath is about air moving but also about its active stillness – its
69

Jeffrey Hopkins, Emptiness Yoga: The Tibetan Middle Way, ed. Joe B. Wilson (Boston: Snow
Lion, 1995), 220.
70
Simhasana is known as lion pose. The Yogic pose involves sitting back on the legs, hands
stretched over the knees, mouth open. The tongue is extended with each breath, strengthening
the throat muscle and thyroid area understood as the fifth (blue) chakra.
71
Nair, Restoration of Breath.
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potential to be a point of cathartic transformation: a new type of ‘air-conditioning’. The
pause is a relational space. By its location within a single body surrounded by the
world, the pause contains the energy to contemplate anxiety and wonder associated
with living that interiority/exteriority. This pause contains a cathartic release of a new
awareness of a (blocked) co-existence of anxiety and wonder. I had therefore released
a new awareness that drives action to pursue anxiety in order to establish its
relationship with and (re)develop wonder.

Viewers walk around the edges of the residue, leaning forward in an effort to look into
the mirrors to decipher the words. They cramp their lungs, as if over a work desk, and
then stand. Their struggle to see reality and to know was subtly balanced with a full
breath on standing up, discussing the indefinite and pausing to reflect. Some point out
features of the building they wouldn’t otherwise see. Some seem to prefer the sky and
stand gazing for quite long periods of time. Judging by their nodding and pointing to
objects they have perhaps found a breathing space to reflect upon in and around
themselves too.72

however it may seam is a tender, poetic performance that meditates on the nature of
breath’s spatial and affective potential through a performative body of rhythm,
repetition and resonance. This performance and installation combines the structure
and cultural richness of breathing with affective properties of materials and site to elicit
a reflexive material thinking about space, time and affective ‘knowing’. In doing that, it
releases a previously invisible present and future self and awareness of a need for
action.

72

At the end, a small group of students gathered to discuss breaking away from the strictures of
their classical training to explore experimental art. They requested a memento, something to
help them remember to reflect on living and the four solid mirrors were tenderly carried away.
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Reflecting long and hard on my own anxiety, I came to understand how my sense of
wonder and creativity had already helped to diffuse that affect from its known
destructive potential. The work had been formulated from the point of wonder and
connection, keeping anxiety at a distance, perhaps expecting it to be found in the
viewer’s reflections, but not mine. This performance not only reveals my anxiety, it
makes visible a first significant affective block between anxiety and wonder: an ‘anxiety
about anxiety’ blocking access to my sense of self and my situation. It is a form of
suffocation and gradual disappearance.

This performance moves beyond my initial intentions. The selected elements contribute
meaning and ‘cultural breath’ to create a plane of composition, another respiratory
system. The residual objects, feelings, and alterity evidence breathing within breathing.
Their combination creates a cathartic performance of a transformative, challenging
pause.

I return to Calvino when reflecting on the weight placed on external markers of a sense
of self. His character Qwfwq expresses an anxiety that comes when all that is
understood to be known and built upon becomes unknown and indefinite:

At a point which had to be that very point, in the place of my
sign, there was a shapeless scratch, a bruised, chipped
abrasion of space. I had lost everything: the sign, the point, the
thing that caused me – being the one who had made the sign
at that point – to be me. Space, without a sign, was once again
a chasm, the void, without beginning or end…73
I want to explore this sense of loss, a reliance on external signs and thing-ness and
perception of space as a lack. however it may seam reveals the need to mindfully bring
into dialogue that which is fragmented or unresolved in a self. It invites exploration of
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Italo Calvino, “A Sign in Space,” in The Complete Cosmicomics, (London: Penguin, 2002),
36-37.
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the affectively challenging potential to enter a revolutionary phase of transformation.
This work raises important questions: How does anxiety work? What is breathing
space? What threatens and where is a sense of self? and What might happen if that
threat were faced? After examining anxiety in the following chapter I combine and
develop performative and theoretical understandings and skills to examine the threat of
self destruction and our understanding of catastrophe in the durational performance
and installation work at the end/beginning of the day.
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Figure 7. Cecilia White, however it may seam. 2012, performance sequence,
Singapore.
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Figure 8. however it may seam remembered in Breathing Space: N THING IS SET IN ST NE
(2017), the examination exhibition.
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Chapter(One!
An# Air# of# Concern:# Action# and# the#
Allegorical*Breath*!
Do not let your throat tighten with fear.
Take sips of breath all day and night
Rumi74

After the performance however it may seam I become acutely aware of the idea that
“…we do not really take charge of our life, of our respiration, of the air.”75 This chapter
explores urgent global and local concerns about the breathlessness and associated
anxiety

prevalent

in

contemporary

living.

Differentiating

between

issues

of

symptom/cause and multi-disciplinary responses reveals a need for performance art
interventions to innovatively address that suffering and vulnerability. I hypothesise that,
because of the powerful social forces around the self, it is critical to first relieve painful
symptoms so that a (fragmented) self may feel strengthened and open to disturbing the
status quo at a causal or “renaissance” level, as Irigaray posits. Taking a
complementary, yet broader, stance to Irigaray, I extend the poetic and affective range
of Irigarayan “renaissance”, to consider ways of developing a path towards an
‘alternative respiratory system’ where air can be cleared and cleaned to create
‘breathing space’. Tapping iteratively into resonant physical and affective sites and
experiences I explore the transformative potential of ‘air-conditioning’ to cultivate a
sensory, lingering wonder. This establishes a critical interaction whereby a
methodological ‘sensescape’ emerges from, and contributes to understanding anxiety,
wonder and breathing. This, I posit, has the potential to refound the intimate
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Rumi, The Big Red Book: The Great Masterpiece Celebrating Mystical Love and Friendship,
trans. Coleman Barks (New York: HarperOne, 2011), 408.
75
Irigaray, Between East and West, 73.
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‘sensescape’ of self. I identify the pause within breathing as capable of facilitating
transformation, interpreted here as the embodiment of poiesis, and I develop a “poetics
of breath” in performance art, that is not an ekphrasis of literature. I explore the story
revealing and healing potential of the allegorical breath and ritual in performance art,
supporting my view and experience of the breath as transformative. Finally, I harness
that subversive power for the radical action required in the next performance, at the
end/beginning of the day.

1.1 Global and Local Concerns: Symptoms, Causes, Performance Art
The inability to breathe deeply is associated with high levels of anxiety, an emotional
dis-ease.76 Breathlessness and elevated anxiety are understood to negatively affect the
mind and body and often can be profoundly damaging to a sense of self.77 Globally,
breathing-related disorders and anxiety are the twenty-first century’s leading causes of
premature adult deaths and illness, posing major rising threats to public, social and
economic health.78 In 2013, the World Health Organisation (WHO) renewed its call to
urgently and innovatively address this crisis of breath and self, criticising nations for
their slow response to mostly preventable disease.79 Alarmingly, this crisis is cross76

See for example https://www.beyondblue.org.au/the-facts/anxiety/what-causes-anxiety
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(2007): 113-120; and His Holiness the Dalia Lama and Howard C. Cutler, “Dealing with Anxiety
and Building Self-esteem”, in The Art of Happiness: A Handbook for Living, His Holiness the
Dalia Lama and Howard C. Cutler, (Sydney: Hodder, 2003), 263-289. Psychosomatic theorists
such as H. Flanders Dunbar and Franz Alexander Franz Alexander reasoned that chronic
internal sources of threat such as anxiety disorders could seriously damage vital organs, in
particular heart and lungs, if not permitted to subside. The psychiatrist Howard C. Cutler and His
Holiness the Dalia Lama emphasise understanding the types and causes of anxiety to reduce
the negative impacts on the sense of self, particularly self-esteem.
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Plan 2013-2020, (Geneva: WHO, 2013).
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respiratory disease, while 272 million cases of anxiety disorders were reported in 2010. A
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generational and cross-cultural, threatening personal and social futures. Noncommunicable respiratory diseases (such as asthma and Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disorder) and the often co-morbid anxiety disorders (such as panic attacks
and generalised anxiety disorder)80 have long been linked to “a capitalization of life in
the hands of a few who demand this sacrifice of the majority.”81 As a consequence, this
growing personal and social vulnerability contributes to over 800,000 suicides annually
world-wide. 82 Suicide, often symptomatic of the need to reduce pain, may also be
understood as embodying the anguish Irigaray writes of. I posit that through
performance art such an extreme sensation may be differently approached and
alleviated by first opening to the mix and challenges of anxiety and wonder in living
differently.
st

‘pervasive aspects of economic transition, rapid urbanization and 21 century lifestyles’. For
comparative information see reports by World Health Organization Strategy for Prevention of
Chronic Respiratory Diseases 2002 (Geneva: WHO, 2002) and WHO Asthma Flyer 2014.
Stress, exhaustion, air quality, emotional load and trauma reflect a complex interplay between
individual differences and the environment and the WHO is allocating increasing focus on the
impact on women and children. This suggests an approach to acknowledge and understand
causal factors Irigaray refers to in Luce Irigaray, “To Begin with Breathing Anew,” in Breathing
with Luce Irigaray, eds. Emily A. Holmes and Lenart Škof (London: Bloomsbury, 2013), 218.
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Irigaray portrays a dying patriarchal structure still sustaining itself through a ritual of female
oppression and objectification (such as harassment, discrimination, domestic responsibilities)
such that women currently suffer twice the rate of reported anxiety as men. Since even subtle
awareness of a threatened state may increase undesirable behaviours and mask elevated
levels of unreported anxiety, I consider that men, women and communities would benefit from
accessing affective ‘breathing space’ to refound self and other. Further, capitalisation and
capitalism share certain form, purpose and desire that fail “renaissance” in a powerfully
globalising community. Capitalism (a system for organising economies through privatised
actions) promotes a sense of self through hierarchy, transactions and objectification not equality
or equivalence. The concerning spread and impact of an external valorisation of self often
frames the individual with a sense of lack and a belief in fulfilment through the baser instinct to
possess and ‘have more than.’ ‘Breathing space’ shrinks as markets expand, air and water are
compromised, uncertain employment drives an insecure, unhealthy work and community culture
and self-esteem reduces in those ‘left behind’ for example. This is substantiated by WHO’s
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accessed
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February 2015.
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In Australia, anxiety is the major youth mental health issue with a staggering 440,000
cases amongst young adults, while asthma continues to be the leading cause of
burden of disease in children.83 Importantly, my experience developing the Wellness
program at the University of Newcastle (Wellness@UoN) attested that, even at the
sub-clinical level, anxiety and breathing issues become stressful blocks to daily life,
creativity and an autonomous sense of self.

The significant increase in suffering is evidence that a hierarchy of personal, local and
global development often privileges the latter and, increasingly, defines the former
through a social (including economic) and psychological “debt of existence.” 84 This
“monotheism on the horizon of despotism”85 is maintained by a pervasive sense of
personal lack and a reactive drive for an illusory fulfilment maintained by “an organised
system” of habitual social behaviours and beliefs, 86 key issues I now want to explore in
my next performance.

The poet Rumi writes of anxiety’s relation, fear, and offers breath as release in a
manner that remembers breath’s wonderful power. Rumi’s poetic re-imagining of
breath’s

potency

stretches

across

the

centuries

from

Aristotle’s

breath

as

nourishment87 to Sreenath Nair’s Vedic Restoration of Breath and Irigaray’s current day
“Philosophy of Breathing.’’88 Irigaray’s culturally blended understanding is also offered
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as an antidote to a persistent “fear” of looming “shadows of Western consciousness”.89
By associating the way we live more often with a forgetting of breath, Irigaray warns:
We want to have the whole world in our head, sometimes the entire
world in out heart. We do not see that this gesture transforms the life
of the world into something finished, dead, because the world loses
its own life, a life always foreign to us, exterior to us, other than us.90
Seeking the definitive, the knowable and the visible compromises space for self, other
and ways of living and their exploration. Jung refers to the visible plight of the overanxious self being expressed through an increase in perceived threats of apocalypse, a
reliance on statistical truths and a concomitant lack of confident individual selfknowledge.91 Close to Jung’s discourse on individuation, Irigaray challenges such a
status quo by calling for “renaissance”, a remembering of breath that develops a new
sense self and community relations from a view of autonomy, “cultural naïveté” and a
respect for difference.92

Irigaray’s “Philosophy of Breathing” 93 sits among a vast, culturally diverse body of
literature and science, as well as philosophy and art, which is dedicated to an active
concern about the relation between the rise in breathing illnesses, anxiety and human
productivity and a sense of self and community. Artists, theorists and writers join by
health organisations, such as the World Health Organisation (WHO), to explore their
(often collaborative) transformational potential as they criticise, test and warn of the
failure to remember breathing in all its cultural and medical forms.

The complexity and urgency in addressing the cultural and personal imbalance is
89
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Carl Gustav Jung, “The Plight of the Individual in Modern Society” in The Undiscovered Self,
(London: Routledge, 2010), 1-11.
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Luce Irigaray, Conversations (London: Continuum, 2008), 47- 48; Irigaray, Between East and
West, 5.
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Nair, Restoration of Breath, 172. Nair links the thinking of Irigaray and Derrida to pronounce
the emergence of a philosophy of breathing manifested, in his opinion, through the repetition of
breath: the presence of thinking, meaning, representation and consciousness.
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reflected in Irigaray’s statement:
Globalization has never been as concretely present to us, but
the subjective and objective means to assume this historical
reality are still to be worked out.94
Here, Irigaray refers to her view of globalisation as symptomatic of causal factors
deeply rooted in a male culture that drives a suffocating containment of subjectivity,
intolerance of difference and loss of wonder. Such an enclosure of wonder suggests a
distancing of the self from creative sensory space and, thus, an earthing of existence to
assimilation, rejection and possible anxiety. Substantiating that interpretation and
warning of its consequences, Irigaray points to the suffocating enclosure of
Heidegger’s “clearing,” a “man-made” space intended to effect the “Being of man”.95
Proposed as a transformative space, its cyclic and reductive process “forgets the
difference of air(s)” and becomes a “self”-defeating act.96 Thus, throughout this project I
explore forms of a (speculated) relationship between anxiety, wonder and breathing.

Based on my experiences, notably the revelation of breathlessness and anxiety in
however it may seam, I suggest that Irigaray’s desire to address a crisis in living
between people and within themselves in a world fundamentally constructed and
perpetuated solely from a male view needs to be facilitated by first addressing the
symptoms of pain and suffering that humans are experiencing in the world they have
created. I hypothesise that by creating interventions to relieve symptoms of anxiety and
remember the breath for any human being, it may be possible to (re)-open wonder, and
explore ways of living autonomously together.

My strategy is supported by behavioural theorists Carl Cederström and André Spicer
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who acknowledge that while a Western lifestyle can progress an individual and
collective good, it comes too often at a high literal and social cost for both men and
women and not only in “the West”.97 Further, social geographer Jan Scholte confirms
the borderless nature of contemporary living, taking a positive view of “a shift in the
nature of social space” that no longer assumes “a continuity in the underlying
characteristics of social geography”. 98 His emphasis on a transformative engagement
between globalisation and enabling and disabling potentials, does not mention,
however, a social and political assumption of access to that space, through media and
money for example, which can lead to feelings and behaviours associated with
perceptions of a lack in life. These are reflected in increasing levels of stress,
depression, overwork, relationship issues and anxiety.

Solutions are, however, both lived and living and Scholte’s view is a contribution to the
desirability of perceiving and utilising “alternative paths of globalization” tempered by
the realities of Irigaray’s (still) hidden and unspoken causal factors.99 While his division
of the responsibility to “make a substantial difference” between the individual and the
collective does not take underlying issues into consideration, his proposal nevertheless
encourages action to take control of global and local tensions. 100 As an embodied
relational act, I perceive performance art as having the potential to take such an action,
beginning at the most intimate, affective level of the individual.

Since part of the

historical reality is that affect is “layered, thickened and accumulated,”101 it means that
the struggle to engage with affect, and in particular to begin from a radical view of
seeking “renaissance”, had already been signaled in however it may seam.
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Yet, as I had already experienced in this performance, an ephemeral movement or
gesture can reveal micro-connections: body to different body, different self within self.
Here an unfolding of the interaction between a micro-environment and a macroenvironment as it collects, organises, uses and conditions breathing and the air,
aroused my awareness of the potentiality of creating an affective ‘meta-space’. Such a
performative space might reinterpret, in Irigarayan terms, ‘everything’ beginning with
the subject and the world.102 Thus, this first experience of shifting a sense of relational
space, may temper Irigaray’s lament that the arts remain focused on the class struggle
rather than causal difference.103 The focus of The Breathing Space Projects begins
with a struggle between anxiety and wonder, not class, opening the self to a potentially
broader spectrum of issues including discourse around anxiety-raising causal
factors.104

Figure 9. Cecilia White, however it may seam. Seeking space.
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1.2 Interventions: from marginalisation to meta-space
The exploration and conviction about the important role of poetics and literature within
a globalising world by cultural theorist Imre Szeman buoys my exploration of
possibilities and challenges for my performance art when creating interventions that
install “alternative respiratory systems”. Cross-disciplinary projects such as Life of
Breath, a UK based initiative begun in 2015 by philosopher Havi Carel, continue to
expand the reach and forms of knowledge and multidisciplinary possibilities by
connecting art with the humanities and sciences.

Research in applied psychology and social work emphasises the complexities of
operationalising engagement with interventions. This is the case for both highly
anxious and breathless clients, often treated under the umbrella term of ‘mindfulness’
and, more generally, for the non-clinical public self-medicating their anxieties and
breathing habits under the term ‘wellness’. A meta-analysis by social scientist Diana
Coholic, for example, points to the expansive definition of mindfulness by various
disciplines, focussing on the fruitfully combined application it can take, mixing such
techniques as yoga, walking and cognitive-behaviour therapy with art making, as well
as medication.105

This positivity is tempered, however, by physician and meditation expert Jon KabatZinn’s concern that some practices are being taken up as a clinical “quick fix”,
decontextualized and plugged into behavioural paradigms.106 This links to the wellbeing
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benefits and issues in the general public. For example, social scientist Mark Singleton
and feminist philosopher Jean Byrne rigorously, yet empathetically, contextualise the
social “vectors of continuity and rupture”107 in engaging with yoga while Cederströem
and Spicer lament that “wellness has become a moral demand,”108 an ideology that
feels natural but in the reality of an homogenising Western lifestyle has become an
anxiety-raising syndrome where any failure to conform is stigmatised. Understanding
the capacity of performance art to destabilise perceptions and meanings, I therefore
want to specifically know how performance art may contribute an innovative,
transformative experience.

Contemporary performance art (including performative installations) confirms how a
manifestation of affective intensity may facilitate awareness and a desire for change,
thus demonstrating the power of enduring, resonant and poetic expression. Artists
such as Yoko Ono, Marina Abramović and Jill Orr use the habitual, the ignored, the
body, and the environment and demonstrate that intimately scaled poetic performance
art can slow time, open space and involve the viewer to provoke reflection on crises in
living, connection and transcendence. 109 Such an active, shared role of meaning
fosters an affinity between artist and viewer, which sets performance art apart from a
traditional repetitive hierarchy of knowledge maker-knowledge receiver. 110 Going
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further, that affinity in performance art may capture the “embodiment of uncertainty”, an
affective experience that suggests, as Bennett notes, the work “does” something.111

Driven then to my inquiry by first hand experience of ‘breathing space’ and the physical
and affective forces that form and inform a burgeoning, global air of concern, I had
already been powerfully surprised in however it may seam to experience how natural
and cultural flows of air can map and differentiate pathways to affect and to a sense of
self. This initial performance fostered a new affinity between myself and my practice,
and within myself, which suggested a progressive awakening of the connective flow of
air as explored in yogic breathing practices. 112 This significant shift of awareness
becomes the driver of ‘radical action’ expressed in my next performance.

Like Heidegger’s “clearing,” 113 globalisation demonstrates how transformation may
appear to “resonate spatiality” through its overarching theme of being a process of
integration and interchange of world views, objects and experiences.114 Its imposing
structure, reach and impact have been criticised for a loss of diversity, limited access to
choices, dissolution of regional communities and, in art, tension between “art making”
and “art market”.115 Art historians and cultural theorists, such as Szeman and Nicolas
Bourriaud, have asserted their disappointments about an era of globalisation more
willing to continue the spread of Western capitalism than knowing “how art defines and
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inhabits a globalised culture.” 116 The effect of that, Irigaray warns, includes the
distancing of the individual from alterity noting how artists and “others” such as “poets,
mystics, women…remain marginalised.”117

Further, as Szeman gives globalisation a remarkably human and bombastic character,
a sense of all encompassing urgency for a revolutionary change is aroused:

Globalization is breathlessly confident, a master narrative that
demands that all other concepts, ideas and practices be redefined
in relation to it.118

This breathlessness may be interpreted as both an interior and exterior experience.
Imposing on individuals, it may be awe-inspiring or anxiety raising: a dominating
Cartesian dichotomy that contributes to concerns about pressure to live in certain ways
or an unquestioning belief in its virtues. It can also, however, suggest a vulnerability
within globalisation, an exhaustion contributing to an inherent instability that locates
opportunities for new and the different ways to breathe. I suggest it demonstrates the
need for a ‘breathing space’ to facilitate a temporal and sensory space where anxiety
and wonder may co-exist and usefully raise questions. Marginalisation and vulnerability
offer, therefore, both a challenge to, and an opportunity for survival. The results from
however it may seam are upheld by this duality. The emerging vulnerability that
accompanies the newly revealed anxiety creates a decision point: to be effaced or to
take action and explore new questions in another performance. The result becomes
the materially ritualistic and extended confrontation with beliefs and the fragmented
image in the next performance at the end/beginning of the day.
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By taking up this challenge of being pushed aside, in art as in living, marginalisation
can also suggest an edge and a possible vantage point for interdisciplinary
performance art-making. While Bennett and Szeman point out the end of a
romanticised view of the artist or writer as a “vanguardist of the good”, I suggest that
interdisciplinary performance artists enter and inspire debate from these different
perspectives and with purposeful, yet often speculative, techniques to make urgent
issues and potentialities perceptible.119 In this way, performance art may be described
as having a dimensionality: that of being part of living, but also having the imaginative
capability to poetically transcend that through an embodied material practice.

The curator Hou Hanrou exemplifies how art can be harnessed to provide a critical
view of global and local living and contribute socially, politically and creatively, further
dispelling Bürger’s concerns. At the 2003 Venice Biennale Hanrou countered a crisis in
living, particularly in urban spaces explored in wide ranging works. His “zone of
urgency” is where:
art practices, usually interventionist or performance-based,
become real forces of social transformation and develop
strategies of resistance. 120
This continued a thematic platform launched in 1997 where artists, particularly in
performance and installation art, could develop transformative interventions in
response to increasingly disturbing global issues. 121 Hanrou’s concept used the
crammed space of cities and bodies to break open assumptions about a cultural breath
119
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and its control of emotion. Performance art thus reveals and makes use of social and
personal edges to unsettle boundaries in and around the viewer. The 2003 Zone of
Urgency included work by Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba, a media-based performance artist I
had first encountered in 2002 (I discuss his powerful work in Chapter Three). I locate
my practice and its material productivity,122 the ‘poetics of breath’, within this zone of
urgency. My work contributes to the field through interdisciplinary performance art
(including installation and text) and focuses on the ‘breathing space’ needed by the
anxious, the breathless and fragmented self.

The range of meaning and interaction available through performance art offers a view
of territories and potentially, beyond defined horizons to other zones of thinking, feeling
and becoming. I consider this as a source of ‘meta-space’, and include The Breathing
Space Projects. For example, in my practice, the repetition of mirror and mirror
fragments serve as literal and metaphoric space but, as in however it may seam, they
assert a relationship with light and distance that intends to alter what can be seen and
how. Angles of perception are played with to bring the viewer to edges within the body
of a site and self, as if testing the lung capacity of both. Performance art may therefore
turn the mirror onto the distance between the globalising world and a conception of a
“new cultural elaboration” 123 to contribute significant insight into the space where,
according to Brian Massumi, we affect and are affected.124

1.3 Anxiety and Wonder: connecting to a sense of self
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Emotion is an evaluative response that typically includes arousal, subjective
experience and behavioural or emotional expression. 125 Two valuable emotions,
anxiety and wonder offer a dynamic and contested landscape that performance art
may reterritorialise through its capacity to revalue the senses such as listening,
touching, as well as looking.126

Anxiety is linked to fear but often erroneously understood to be fear. Like Freud
however, Endler and Kocovski usefully distinguished between the two with a state-trait
model of anxiety that qualitatively acknowledges four traits (social evaluation, physical
danger, ambiguous and daily routines) and two states (Cognition-Worry and
Autonomic-Emotional).127 For the purpose of this research, such a multidimensional
iteration of common factors opens this emotion to “lines of flight”, interior and exterior
connections that may respond to the breathing space being manifested.128 I investigate
the nature of those flight lines during this project. Anxiety is not only expressed through
breathing, but it can be about breathing.

Anxiety also holds a useful energy to protect oneself by releasing sufficient curiosity,
the mild substance of wonder. Less pragmatically however, anxiety can be amorphous
and difficult to supplicate, leaving the individual to cope with issues ranging from
stammering to suicide. Anxiety can, therefore, block curiosity and censure wonder.
This has implications for breathing when considering that wonder in Irigarayan terms
may be understood as synonymous with breath.129 Like the cycle of breathing, there is
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a cycle of breathlessness, trauma begetting trauma – a type of ‘anti-renaissance’. The
trauma of physical and psychological breathlessness is a repetitive process that can
relate to the manner in which we (and the cultural systems around us) understand the
self and the way we live. The restriction of breathing can reduce space for self,
reinforce a preference for stasis and provoke a resistance to explore.130 Repetition for
an artist however, can be repetition of difference, where “misfires,” as art theorist and
artist Barbara Bolt notes, “become the source of innovation and movement.”131

Artists such as Nikki Savvas and Anish Kapoor engage with repetition, scale and
movement to express the wonder of the big in the small – a return to the concept of
spatiality and intimacy. The capacity of the artist to creatively synthesise draws on a
certain intuition, since intuition “is not opposed to the thought of relations.”132 In the
Patanjali Sutras this intuitive understanding is considered to result from an ability to
appreciate the world for itself, placing value on consciously lived experience and a
sense of enlightenment.133

Enlightenment suggests vision and change. For theorists, such as Irigaray, Deleuze
and Guattari, Bachelard, and Fisher, wonder carries an experience of positive
transformation. For Irigaray this aligns with Eastern breathing and meditation practices.
Outlining the rise of the concept of wonder in classical times, literary theorist Philip
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Fisher defines wonder as “the famous Socratic moment of knowing one’s ignorance,
knowing that one does not know.” 134 Importantly, Fisher’s “aesthetics of wonder”
shares a dynamic border with a poetics of thought that sees fear as its distant
antithesis.135

Seen in reverse and extrapolating that relationship, wonder can be understood as
anxiety’s energetic antithesis, 136 “a passion in a third dimension.” 137 It is this third
dimension, which The Breathing Space Projects explores and desires to articulate,
adding that wonder is more than only in immediate newness. Wonder can be in the
surprise of something remembered and loved. In support of this, Irigaray imbues
wonder with the capacity to “inaugurate[s] love and art” which has two significant
implications for this project.138 First, is that wonder has restorative powers and second,
that performance art is an internal and shared relational space, much as love may be.

My project suggests that anxiety and wonder are drivers of each others’ existence and
uncommonly related. As evidenced in however it may seam, wonder can drive
exploration and imagination and may override anxiety to a certain extent. However, for
some, wonder may create anxiety and while anxiety can drive exploration, if too high it
can override wonder’s existence, paradoxically possibly adding to its own anxiety.

Growing evidence in psychology upholds the presence of unacknowledged emotions
such as anxiety so that an individual may avoid the unpleasant emotional
134
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consequences of seeing themselves objectively. However, studies show that this
hidden negative state may reveal itself physiologically as commonly experienced
stammering, sweating, sighing.139

In however it may seam I notice how my rubbing of the mirrors becomes rigid and
awkward, suggesting a desperation, and how my short stabs of breath feel like a final
exhalatory exhaustion. Unable to breathe deeply, I still do not recognise the chameleon
- anxiety. I retain my habitual strategy of fending off anxiety through (a fading) wonder.
The shocking image of carrying the body captures a different affective connection, that
of my anxiety. It raises synchronously a discomfort and a compassion that
demonstrates the volatility of affects.140 Faced with a choice of surrender or action, this
awareness provokes an approach-orientation to anxiety’s affective exposure of my
vulnerability, similar to a provocative awareness I had experienced in meditation.

A critical link between desperation and the sense of self is validated in the Tibetan
Middle Way tradition of Buddhist meditation, and expressed in Emptiness Yoga, where
the basic appearance of objects, including the self, is intimately questioned. 141 To
achieve this questioning of inherent existence requires a desire to discover and a
willingness to bring that desire to the point of desperation, according to Buddhist
scholar Jeffrey Hopkins. Desperation is a key catalyst in dissolving a type of
daydreaming that remains oblivious to emotions and activities built on a belief in the
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definite. This/my revealed desperation may be, therefore, generated by the “fear at
finding nothing.”142

The Western sense of “nothing” is a lack, a pejorative state, that drives a repetition of
often heart-rending experiences to finally reveal the uncertain. This revelation is
understood as bringing a transformative and vivid awareness “that you do not have to
exist so concretely.”143 This yogic approach to living was reflected in a preliminary
work, a visual poem, N THING IS SET IN ST NE, which lead to my coinage of a
fundamental term in my project, ‘in(de)finite’. Further, I could see how the references to
fear and daydreaming connect to Western negative understandings of anxiety and
wonder, and my own experiences in however it may seam.

Therefore, I wanted to explore the possibility that since wonder could block anxiety
from direct sensing, there may also be an even more deeply hidden wonder waiting to
be released, when it is blocked by anxiety. This mutual blocking of emotions and the
breathlessness attendant with growing anxiety suggested that a powerful, radical, and
potentially transformative, relationship could be insinuated in and around a suffering
self. Encouraged by Bennett’s view of art as able to realise hidden connections, I begin
to shift that blockage to the unimaginable and unseeable self: to create a ‘breathing
space’.144 Reflecting on Derrida’s concept of “blindness,” including “the unseeable” and
“the inconceivable,” Bennett provides an example of how the former “induces a
selective cultural blindness” and the latter is unavailable to the imagination. 145 I
interpret that unavailability as a blocking of wonder and take the view that since art and
life unfold together, art has a responsibility to challenge cultural blindness and sensory
limits including, therefore, its own.
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Given the ability of anxiety to unsettle communities and nations,

146

and the

corresponding history of caution exercised around wonder, making space for such
fundamental affective shifts might be understood either as a threat or a desirable
remapping of space to potentially influence receptivity to “renaissance”. The desire for
“renaissance”, marked by an elemental shift in thinking from Heidegger’s earth to
Irigaray’s air, focuses awareness on the impact of a Western mind/body dichotomy that
has often reduced breath to its mechanical function, a “mode of inhabiting space”.147
That mode, I suggest, has framed a rise of unhealthy levels of anxiety in both men and
women. Interpreting Irigarayan “renaissance” as a chance to resense/rewrite/redraw
oneself, this challenge is here strategically addressed through performance art, with its
particular distillation and assemblage of thoughts, feelings, text and potentialities that
engage metonymically with conditions of air.

1.4 Conditions of Air
Any exploration of breath builds on a long tradition of investigation of breath, breathing
and the nature of air. 148 Like breathing, the inhalation of experience, pause of
transformation, exhalation of expression and pause of revelation are reflective of a
body of (inter)cultural, social and environmental wonder and enquiry, a fundamental
communion with being and becoming.
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While Jung’s emphasis on the unconscious differentiates his position from yogis such
as Iyengar,149 their reference to the centrality of breathing for conscious becoming is
aligned. In so far as such consciousness fosters a blossoming sense of self that does
not submit to becoming someone else, this view also incorporates an Irigarayan view
of breath and self.150 Importantly, Jung notes the connection to loss of breath when:

The suffocating power of the masses is paraded before our eyes
in one form or another everyday in the newspapers, and the
insignificance of the individual is rubbed into him so thoroughly
that he loses all hope of making himself heard.151

The reference to physical and psychological suffocation is present in the early
politically charged performance work by Abramović, Rhythm 5 (1974), in which she
became literally oxygen starved. Building on their interest in self-awareness,
dramatically expressed in Breathing In-Breathing Out (1977), Abramović and Ulay
fatefully, yet profoundly, began an exploration of Eastern philosophy and “feminist
attempts to neutralise male and female power plays.”152

Suffocation and voicelessness are anathema to the understanding of self in Eastern
Yogic and, the existentially complex concept, no-self in Buddhist practices.153 Breath is
central to the continuity of and conscious relationship between mind, body and spirit.
Importantly, the no-self (anatta or anatman) of some interpretations of Buddhist
philosophy maintain the dignity of the individual in connection to the material world, the
act of emptying the (no)self and the pathway to enlightenment, an intimate
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engagement with the vast cosmos. By lamenting the Western lifestyle’s separation of
body and spirit, or breath, Irigaray warns of:

…man going a little further into exile from himself, and
hastening a little more to his ruin, that of the human species,
that of the planet.154

From the depths of the respiratory system I had constructed in however it may seam I
had felt that pressing exile. It was a confrontation that insisted understanding more
about the conditions we breathe in, and under.
The atmospheric conditions under which we breathe have a reciprocal relationship with
our breathing conditions. Environmentally, poor air quality causes and exacerbates
such debilitating and life threatening physical conditions as asthma and miner’s lung.155
Psychologically, an air of suspicion, pressure and conflict can promote anxiety and
undermine the healthy development of relationship and self-determination, also known
as autonomy. In general, highly conditioned anxiety is associated with panic attacks,
depression and avoidance behaviours that increase a sense of isolation and the
likelihood of psychosomatic illness.156

Psychosomatic illness struck a resonant chord with me as, with the onset of anxiety, I
subsequently experienced a range of (dis)stress-related, debilitating illnesses involving
my lungs and, eventually, my thyroid. In vedic medicine the thyroid is located in
Visuddha, the fifth chakra (blue), the first of the higher order spiritual chakras and the
communication centre. It is associated with one’s originality, expressing one’s authentic
voice and being open. Its energy allows the seeking of knowledge beyond cultural
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boundaries. Diagnosed with a life-threatening disease, I contemplated how an exterior
challenge to my existence had become interior. Unable to read, write or breathe well
for many months at a time, I found my art practice provided a crucial expressive
release in a time of life-threatening uncertainty.

Using art to establish alternative conditions of air and breathing therefore meant
creating the autonomy-supportive environment that began with however it may seam.
This began by becoming familiar with a site’s performative impact on living conditions
and locating the individual and shared relationship in that space. The Yong Siew Toh
Conservatory site immediately drew attention to its creative aspiration,157 and to its air
conditioning, acknowledging the latter’s functional necessity for highly sensitive
musical instruments. Grand scale substitution of natural for conditioned air serves as
an allegory, a metaphoric reflection of Deleuze and Guattari’s observation that:

Capitalism institutes or restores all sorts of residual and artificial,
imaginary, or symbolic territorialities, thereby attempting, as best
it can, to recode, to rechannel persons….The real is not possible;
it is simply more and more artificial.158

Air conditioning is a standardising, external determination and imposition of ‘comfort’
that is also disquieting. Air conditioning is the process of altering the properties of air
such as heat, humidity and movement, typically with the aim of distributing a more
comfortable, ‘conditioned’ air throughout a space. Air conditioning has a tradition dating
back to the reed-based cooling systems of the Egyptians. The modern air conditioner
however, remains a mechanical device far removed from nature, emerging from the
rise of chemistry in the industrial nineteenth century.
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Air-conditioning in my childhood had been a kindness, keeping my weakened lungs
alive on cold winter nights in a suburban, fibro house. The device was however,
sparingly used. 159 It was measured and balanced with my physical movement and
creative activity. This became an influential and relational breathing, that I drew upon to
create however it may seam to bring back to mind the self and the practice of
autonomous breathing in a world often too ready to breathe on the individual’s behalf.
The relinquishment of control reinforces a distance from communion within the natural
self. In literal terms, communion means to be in a state of intimate, heightened
sensitivity and receptivity, as with one's surroundings, but used here to also mean ‘the
surroundings within self.’

The layering and cyclic nature of a sense of self may therefore have reciprocal and
profound effects on perceptions and filters of experiences and memories. This includes
the remembering (and thereby revealing a forgetting) of breath. When Judith Butler
examined the poetic nature of breath and the breathing form of poetry, she notes how
a sense of self is exposed to finitude and the truth of vulnerability. 160 The
phenomenological experience of that self is expressed through the subjective ‘I’. In a
world that is constantly changing, often seemingly chaotic, there is a tendency for the
self to be conservative and to seek control of change. Change can represent threat and
arouse anxiety. Minimising the need for change should theoretically dissolve anxiety.
This narrowing of a sense of self may, in fact, also provoke or maintain anxiety. Rigid
personal boundaries of experience and knowledge driven by and contributing to a
desire to maintain a standard sameness have a history of reducing the capacity for
living to one’s potential; autonomously and rewardingly within self and in relation with
159
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others. Irigaray argues that each person has an obligation, a duty, to open to
incompleteness.

I refer to such incompleteness as the ‘in(de)finite’, a state comprised of four elements:
the finite, definite, infinite and the indefinite elements, explored through the visual
language of breath, affect and place, to construct a performative nexus between the
forces of transformation and the previously invisible self. Irigaray understands such a
reterritorialisation as a pathway and she encourages fidelity in questioning the stability
and purpose of past and present “truth”.161 This pathway offers “less tearing apart,
more interiority, concentration, harmony – in me, between me and the living universe,
between me and the other(s)…”162 Such a poetic description of the energetic capacity
of space evokes meditation and breathing practices, such as the Buddhist with its Four
Noble Truths and the Vedic Yoga practices seeking a transcendent union of mind and
body. The overall aim of my project is to explore the potential union of anxiety and
wonder, thus focussing on the ‘transformative’, a modest, yet subtle, engagement with
space and self.

1.5 Zone of Urgency: Breathing Space
‘Breathing space’ indicates sufficient room for movement or a pause for thought, rest
or a break.163 The term suggests an ephemeral opening, where reflection, movement
and change may occur. Re-reading this term from a more poetic and performative
stance I saw that it could also be a space that is breathing, and a breathing that
creates space. This suggests that movement creates room for air around oneself and
also between one and another. I interpret this further to consider space could be within
the self.
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Such an energetic embodiment imbues the term ‘breathing space’ (and my project)
with a certain responsibility, a duty to be attentive to movement and transformation in
order to re-member breath and, by doing so, to suggest a reflective examination of
living. This interpretation resonates with Manning and Massumi’s praise of co-poiesis
between the ephemeral exterior and interior to articulate “what cannot quite be seen,
what

remains,

always,

to

some

extent

not

only

ineffable,

but

essentially

imperceptible.”164 For this research I interpret ‘imperceptible’ in terms of the ‘forgotten’
breath and hidden or blocked affective states of wonder and anxiety. Irigaray’s
challenge to Heidegger’s ontological conceptualisation of being as Being, a culturally
constructed forgetting of air and therefore of breathing, illuminates the self-destructive
risk of inaction. 165

The tension between Irigaray’s natural and cultural breaths epitomises, in my view, a
state of anxiety. Her work identifies each breath existing across a gendered gulf, while
arguing a simultaneous absorption of the female by the male. Irigaray insists the
existential implications for both genders gives rise to an urgent and anxious call for
release when she writes:

My death is inside your own. We shall die together if you do not
let me go outside your sameness.166
Then, by replacing ‘female’ with anxious individual and ‘male’ with anxious society the
underlying precepts of Irigaray’s argument are preserved but the framework widens the
field of engagement. The space breathes. This project therefore stands next to the
work of Irigaray, differentiating itself by specifically addressing the interior and exterior
164
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territory of anxiety as Irigaray continues crucially to write of related, but very different
emotions, fear and anguish in a patriarchal society. My position is to create an
awareness of other ways of being/becoming and the anxiety/wonder associated with
that awareness with a view to facilitate engaging in and coping with difficult
conversations about autonomy and connection, such as raised by Irigaray. Thus, if a
reader wishes to identify self through any immediate discourse/s of gender, my
intention is to have extended ways to attend to autonomy and community. If however, a
reader comes to understand this research through a different dimension, such as
cultural and social issues, then my research will have added a new approach to how
Irigarayan “renaissance” may be interpreted. 167

My intention of creating ‘breathing space’ had, initially, been to prise open this
‘sameness’

to

connect

specifically

to

wonder

to

effect

a

transformational

(inter)subjective space. After the revelations of however it may seam, the ‘breathing
space’ offered a powerful and reflective space, where the self may sense being
somewhere between anxiety and wonder. In this way, performance art and its
attendant installation may be said to create a ‘between space’, a conjunction between
the existing physical, psychological and affective space and the (un)imagined life of a
(yet unimaginable?) self. Bennett emphasises the interactive power of accessing that
affective state when she describes affect as “what makes us feel alive” and also what
makes art come alive.168

Further, when noting how art and empirical examination differ Bennett elaborates on
art’s capacity to unlock hidden or suppressed potentialities, saying “If art can access
167
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the unimaginable it does so by realising certain hidden connections, not by laying bare
evidence.”169 To construct an alternative respiratory system requires an understanding
of “renaissance”, breathing, the power of the breath’s pause and how breathing relates
to site-specific performance art.

1.6 Breathing Works: Creating Alternative Systems
Breathing is the first autonomous human action maintaining and linking our physical,
intellectual, affective and artistic activities. Breathing, or respiration, signifies both the
beginning and the end of bodily life. Millennia dedicated to the investigation of
breathing as “life force” reflect culturally distinctive, yet not entirely unrelated
expressions, of a process that provides an accurate metonym for living.170 Irigaray
defines breath as “the source and food of natural and spiritual life for the human
being. 171 This alignment with Aristotle’s view of breath as a form of nourishment,
inscribes the act of breathing with a complex and symbolic functioning, deepening the
factual description of a “flow of air between life and death” by performance theorist
Sreenath Nair. 172 Further, the oxygenation of the whole person, especially when
filtered through the warming, longer passage of the nose, triggers a state of rest and
relaxation, and thus, may seem to destabilise a Western valorisation of breathing
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rapidly as a sign of ‘productivity’, maintained by the Cartesian separation of mind from
body.173

Regulated in the central nervous system, breathing is rhythmical at both the
unconscious and conscious level. It is both an internal and external act, conditional on
personal psychological, physical and spiritual health and environmental factors such as
air quality, weather and experiences and therefore, the availability of an alternative
respiratory system supports a self when other conditions are fragmenting or
unappealing. Breathing transforms experience and is simultaneously transformed by it.
My projects are specifically interested in the active, meditative pause in breathing.

At birth, the beginning of a cultivation of conscious life,174 the general consensus is that
our breathing begins with an intake of air. Instead, I commit to the view that we begin
with a pause, bringing our senses and body towards our first inhalation, our
commitment to be alive and to become our selves. While the breath’s pause is a
neglected breathing space in Western ideas, Vedic forms of breathing meditations
such as kumbhaka recognise the strengthening value of the pause (appearing twice)
within breathing.175

I interpret this pause, prior to the first inhalation, as articulating how we come to air in
the first place. I could see how a small misrepresentation of our first breath could bring
us to this headlong race to inhale our new selves. My practice rethinks the physical and
metaphoric acts of breathing to arrive at the awareness that breathing begins with a
pause. This pause, as in a ‘pause for thought’, is a quietly active breathing space. It
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precedes inhalation of the (new) world and involves a gathering together of capabilities,
feeling and desires and a transformation of those into a decision to inhale. That
transformation is affected by our sense of anxiety, wonder and the ability to ‘read’ for
transformation.

1.7 Pause and a “Literacy for Living”

That the pause in breathing is neglected in the West suggests it may contain
something powerful and affective and this immediately raised my desire to investigate
what is in a pause. To suggest a pause is solely a rest, defined by its relation to
movement is to ignore the transformational power of a pause, as suggested in the
vernacular ‘the pregnant pause’. A pause suggests a break away, a movement
between what was and what is to come, as in breathing. A pause is therefore where
space can be measured by duration and by effect. The pause is where one can linger
and communicate with oneself. In the stillness of a pause, there is great action going
on in attentive (almost) silence.

As an asthmatic child I experimented every night with the pause in the breath in order
to find relief and to strengthen my lungs. I thought I had discovered a new, and
effective treatment, unaware that such a practice existed as kumbhaka (‘breath
retention’) situated in yogic pranayama. In essence, in yoga it forms the deepest
breathing exercises to regulate the mind and concentration. As a child I understood
there are two pauses in breathing and at each pause, I could hold the breath in (antar
kumbhaka) or out (bahya kumbhaka).

Thus, I had long known that the pause in breathing contributed to a sense of relief and
resilience, but in my practice I was increasingly aware that the pause, like a comma,
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full stop or line break in poetry, presents a slowing down and a challenging quietude. I
interpret this limiting of the self as a way to challenge perceptions of experiencing art in
the everyday. Further, I understand this as a way to usefully blur lines between
performance art and the everyday – as a way of introducing the individual to a pause in
which to actively reflect and ideally act/change how and what they perceive and their
feelings about that. My work pairs familiar spaces such as corridors, rooms and
galleries with repetition and stillness as time to create an affective pause: a silent long
walk to reach a performance, a long silence before the performance. The pause frames
and becomes part of the work.

Beginning with a pause in however it may seam brings my body to its surrounds. The
pause, and therefore I, and perhaps the viewers, become unsettled in order to settle
into a different space. In Buddhist traditions it may be understood as mindfulness – a
poorly translated term from the Pali sati. Taking the concept further, by replacing
Barbara Bolt’s “thinking” with ‘breathing’, 176 art’s embodiment of (un)knowing becomes
metonymically palpable. The (un)known breath parallels the (un)known of thinking and
in psychophysical terms, the two are inextricably linked. In citing Jean Lescure,
Bachelard notes the importance of (non-)knowing to poetics, taking the reader to a
newness – far from empiricism’s definition of originality, 177 and closer therefore to
‘renai(r)ssance’, where thinking is altered:
Knowing must therefore be accompanied by an equal capacity
to forget knowing. Non-knowing is not a form of ignorance but
a difficult transcendence of knowledge. This is the price that
must be paid for an oeuvre to be, at all times, a sort of pure
beginning.178
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Gathering experience of this transcendence in my own work, I reflected on artist and
researcher Bonita Ely’s perception of the viewer’s heightened senses as suggesting
itself as a new reality, however ephemeral the artwork’s “is-ness” may be.179 Looking
over my early research notes and journals for this project, I came across a note to
myself: “To explore wonder means I need to explore (my) anxiety” and I concluded that
the artist was also a ‘viewer’ of their own work. Bennett appropriately denotes this
personal awakening in the process of answering the research questions as becoming
“a spectator of one’s own feelings.”180 My interpretation of the term ‘viewer’ is as being
a developing, whole body of senses. This means that this ability to observe as an artist
enables reflexive shifts in my practice, building from the affectively desperate work of
however it may seam. This extends Ely’s view of audience, in terms of poiesis, to
include the emergence of an energetic and often subtle space within self.

Each of the artworks and the writing created during this research project may be
considered a form of breathing. That is the conscious and unconscious nature of
creativity. It is natural – that is, intimately connected to the individual, and cultural – that
is, the socialising space around that individual. Each work is expected to change form
as the breath does, in connection with the purpose of the work, and the thinking, affect
and skills of the artist. The artwork is shared like breathing – aired to the public, other
artists, physical and virtual spaces, returning to the artist reflexively and in feedback
and new work is created again – never the same, but connected through thinking,
sensing, materials and presentation.

Similarly, the theoretical connections drawn in this artwork, depend upon this life force
– transformation, lines of flight, the in(de)finite, wonder, emptiness and anxiety, East
and West – and are impossible without the metonymy of breath, the actual and the
179
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perceived. The interior and exterior space when sensed begged the questions how
much space does one breath take? How much space does one breath create? What is
that space in relation to the self and other? So, metonymy is the physical and the
conceptual breath – demonstrable literally in a model and conceptually suggested
through reference to “lines of flight” and the ‘creative breath’.181 Meaning is therefore
revealed by the individual’s process of breathing in, through, with, after engagement
with the artwork. In this way, the individual may perceive a breathing space – making
or finding space where previously perhaps only flatness, rules and boundaries were
perceptible. In this way, the self may make something (of self) from nothing, as
reflected in my first text work N THING IS SET IN ST NE.182 In this way, ‘breathing
space’ begins, slowly, to appear.

1.8 Locating the Breath: between body and site

Typically, when we think of breathing, we imagine the lungs, often likening them to
upturned trees to create a link to the air and nature (Hossein Valamanesh’s evocative
work Breath is discussed in Chapter 4). Further, the embodiment of breathing through
performance art reminds the viewer of other major organs used in breathing: the entry
and exit points through the nose and mouth (Abramović and Ulay),183 the rise and fall
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of the thoracic cage through the push of the diaphragm (Ron Mueck), 184 and the
relation of our whole body to the changing history of air (Emily Parsons-Lord).185 The
material thinking and materiality of such ‘breathing works’ as I name them,
demonstrate not only functionality (how breathing works) but also metonymy (the
breathing of the works), that connects to our deepest anxieties and greatest wonder
about ourselves and the way we live together. In this way, the performance artist uses
breath poetically to “bind us in a mysterious intimacy,”186 forming links to Irigaray’s
proposition that:

The breath is a medium, a mediator, which is essential for a
becoming of the relation to ourselves, to the world, to the
other…Breathing must become an autonomous, active and
conscious gesture towards a living spiritual becoming that is
both embodied and embodying.187
Respiration is therefore more than a duality of organs and movement. Respiration is
connection. These anatomically vital organs contribute to an intricate inner and outer
landscape where conscious actions may cultivate a different sense of self that then
tests its communication through “gestures and words that we have to invent”.188 Such
a performative cultivation forms a close link to philosopher Judith Butler’s assertion
that the main goal of art is to produce sensations in the viewer. This reflexive validation
of performance art, breath and affect resonated with the intent of my project to connect
with others, but importantly this project demonstrably and rapidly extended the notion
of ‘viewer’ to include the contemplation of (my)self, the way I was living and the
location.
184
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Interpretations of vedic medicine, Ayuveda, and Yoga provide elaborate descriptions of
human embodiment.189 While the history of Western medicine demonstrates its focus
on the micro-level of respiration, Ayurveda is a consciousness–based approach to
balancing all aspects of living. In treating the three dimensions of the individual, mind,
body and spirit, the Ayuvedic practice lays claim to “Yatha Pinde tatha Bramhande’ –
as is the Macrocosm, so is the Microcosm.”190 Air, the breath, is connected throughout
the entire body, with Prana considered the life breath, the first air. This combination of
Eastern and Western detail has implications for the manner in which I interpret sites as
potential ‘breathing’ spaces.

After visiting the Museum of Human Diseases at the University of NSW to study the
anatomical impact of respiratory disease, I pursued the ground-breaking work of
anatomical pathologist Jean-Martin Charcot. Specifically, during my residency at the
Cite’ internationale de Paris in 2014, I studied the drawings of Charcot’s lungs in his
library and museum at the Hopital Petie-Salpetrie and was struck by a site-specific coincidence

between

a

drawing

and

the

contemporary

mapping

of

the

20

arrondissements of Paris along the river Seine.

The flow of air into the lung was like the flow of air along the Seine, while the
chambers of the lungs (five in total and intimated here by the branching) were like
groupings of local urban municipalities, where local parks are referred to as that city’s
lungs. This resonant interplay of the visual and the social, the intimate and the shared
and the tension between the desired and the reality reinforced my engagement with
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sites and their histories, and deepened the way I understood the ‘body’ and
performative ‘meta-space’.

Figure 10. A drawing from Charcot’s examination of the lung compared with the
Paris arrondissements. J.M. Charcot, Oeuvres Completes: Maladies des poumons
et du systeme vasculaire, (Paris: Bureaux du Progres Medical, 1888), vol.5. Map
sourced from the City of Paris.
It is satisfying that the relationship between creativity and breath in medicine and daily
life increasingly attracts meaningful and productive attention, for instance, through the
Life of Breath Project, a multidisciplinary examination of breathing and breathlessness
using both discipline-specific methods and interdisciplinary exploration. In my work, the
nexus includes the interpretations of sites as expressions of breathing and self and
potentially requiring an alternative respiratory system. Turning that drawing upside
down (as when the body inverts in yoga), I found the inspiration for the design flow for
the installation of my examination show.191
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In the practice of yoga, ‘inversion’ refers to any physical position where the head is below the
heart. This change can provoke emotions that range from fear to excitement. Such challenging
positions are understood to have strengthening benefits as well as promoting better blood and
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1.9 Interpreting Irigarayan “renaissance”
Irigaray’s “renaissance” means to experience personal transformation or birth, that
supports living autonomously and regrounding relationships. Conceptualised as a
“remembering of breath” and a focus on wonder, her vision relies on a complex
engagement of interior and exterior space on which to “reground” relations. 192
Examining Irigaray’s term “renaissance” in relation to anxiety and breathlessness, this
unmapped terrain of the blocked and therefore imperceptible self and of wonder,
serves as a natural point of connection with Eastern practices. In this way a
relationship between breath, self and the ‘in(de)finite’ in a rapidly globalising world
might be revisited. I decided that Irigaray’s’ “renaissance” required its own performative
‘breathing space’.

Thus, for this project I extended her concept of “renaissance” by adding ‘and dealing
with the anxieties and wonders that arise’ beginning with a poetic adaptation of the
term to form ‘renai(r)ssance’. Attentive to Irigaray’s “caring for the intention, the
rhythm, the style, the breathing which animate and support the unfolding of words”,193
this revision made the invisible ‘air’ visible and made breathing salient, thus beginning
a remembering of air in a poetic and physical way. The insertion of ‘r’, embraced or
contained within two lines, articulates both a performative interior, (r), and an exterior,
‘renai

ssance’, space of transformation and control. The revelation of breath in the

culturally laden word renaissance also unintentionally exposed the value of wonder as
surprise and anxiety’s potential as a driver to know more.

oxygen circulation. There are many forms of inversions that can be done and built upon to reach
more complex positions such as head stands, taking individual situations into account.
192
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This fundamental encounter with the possibilities of sound, image and meaning reflects
the nature of the shift from concrete poetry to visual poetry, with its introduction of
typography. The bracketed letter references that which is needed for the act of the
surrounding word to occur – air for birth, air ‘to be’. The word’s gestalt becomes a
fertile space with its long body and the central place of the letter ‘r’. Supporting this
view, art historian and comparatist Willard Bohn explains that symbiosis between word
and image brings awareness to life in a different way as “the word in effect becomes
flesh.” 194 Further, a connection arises between the structural and cultural features
features, since the word is inscribed with the recognisable cultural heritage of a
flourishing period of growth (The Renaissance) that valued wonder and connections
across disciplines and modes of expression.

This new term plays therefore with controls of language, meaning and the visual in
‘renai(r)ssance’. Two small lungs are in the body of a word, surrounding (depending
upon pronunciation) a conjugated form of the English verb ‘to be’: are, or a French
consonant of ‘air’. The pronunciation of ‘r’ in German sounds like the word for ‘he’ (er).
This interplay also reveals a link to the masculine, a point that would not be lost on
Irigaray, and which I see as an inclusive gesture, rather than a point to ignore.

Playing with the multiplicity of languages in this single word, I feel inspired by Barthes’
exploration of stereophony and his understanding of it as disruption of syntax and order
in the sentence.195 Barthes notes how individual sounds go “outside the sentence” by
subverting the “power of completion which defines sentence mastery”.196 I reduce that
to the semiotics of a single word, working from the inside out, creating what Bhabha
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refers to as a “performative structure” that articulates a range of imaginative
perceptions.197

As a creative engagement with language, this unfolding of meanings and relationship
brings a twist to Manning and Massumi’s reflection, “Thought gathers in the work”.198
Working here through a combination of text, line and sound, an event activates a new
way of seeing, sensing and connecting to become poetics in action. As poetry scholar
and critic Marjorie Perloff explains, “the “successful” text is one that combines high
speed communication with maximum information”.

199

The conceptualisation is

evidenced in this project’s methodology, ‘a poetics of breath’.

1.10 A Poetics of Breath: a methodology for alternative respiratory
systems
The methodology for this project combines poetics with interdisciplinary performance
art. Together, these practices convey new knowledge metonymically, consciously
enacted by metonymic breathing, expressed performatively, aligning with Bakhtin’s
view of the aesthetic world as created by ‘an answerable consciousness – through an
answerable deed by a participant.”200 This aligns with Irigaray’s responsible, attentive
and autonomous self, whose “breathing in a conscious and free manner is equivalent
to taking charge of one’s life….to respecting and cultivating life, for oneself and for
others.”201
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The term ‘poetics’ has its roots in the Greek poietikos meaning literally creative or
productive. It seems appropriate then, to consider both breathing and art as ‘poetic’.
‘Poetic’ is often used to describe works of art, but what does it mean when applied to
performance art? Moving away from the strict narrative structures of poetry, my
interpretation of poetics is in its multiplicitous forms and revelations in the visual and
sensory language of performance art. Such language engages alphabetic/verbal
language but when used as a technique in relation to other techniques and materials,
the result may be understood as intended to make visible or sensory, that which was
otherwise invisible or unsensed.

Invisibility is often associated with the breath as philosopher John McCarthy points out
in his work Breath, You Invisible Poem.202 The reference to poetic breathing, again in
reference to poetry, goes back half a century to Bachelard. He writes:

Before it is ever expressed metaphorically, poetic breath is a
reality that can be found in the life of a poem…and if we were to
pay more attention to…all the forms that the joy of speaking
takes…quietly, rapidly, shouting, whispering, intoning - we would
discover an incredible multiplicity of poetic breathing.203
Paying attention to the approaches to breath, breathing and air in art, I could see a
poetics of breath in a range of modes that could connect with, and subvert, poetic
forms and functions.

To consider the poetic qualities of performance art is to suggest a doubly visceral
experience of existence. When a work of art is considered poetic it suggests certain
devices are being used to create a visual language that alters, reveals or intensifies an
experience in an eloquent manner. Devices such as rhythm, repetition, juxtaposition,
202
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composition and embodiment are included in the tool kit and materially expressed in an
artist’s ‘words’ such as colour, place, style, location, texture, sound. The devices are
shared with its text-based counterpart, poetry and contribute to a perception of
breathing in both practices.

English Literature professor Andrew Kay points to poetry’s potential to leave people
feeling replenished and connected. In an era of anxiety and grinding analyses of work
like Ginsberg’s Howl and Auden’s Age of Anxiety, built on the “getting and spending”
lamented in Wordsworth’s The World is Too Much with Us, Kay offers a different and
constructive association. He connects mechanics with elegiac qualities found through
creativity, time and affect:
What if we valued it instead for the elegantly simple reason that it
promises connections – of mind to body, one reader to another,
living to dead. Machinery of praise, ode of being moved,
repository of pleasure…that which connects.’204
Importantly, he then notes that the way in which this connection is accomplished is
through the breath. He goes so far as to define the flow of the breath as one’s flow of
thoughts. Speaking of inter-subjective connection, he adds:
…the mind is tethered to the lungs, themselves reliant on a
shared substance that only lately pervaded someone
else….breath is an index not just of the psychosomatic nature of
thought, but our interdependence as humans.205

Again, noting the emerging findings related to self and affect from my first performance,
Kay’s comments added supportive reference to the flow of breathing and creativity in a
person rather than a dislocation and dualism.
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The frame of my research is therefore a breathing practice that intends to nurture a
return of wonder to an anxious world by focusing on the meditative pause of breathing
and the expressive qualities present in breathing. Such a return may motivate and
strengthen a capacity to live with the ‘in(de)finite’, the (un)knowing of existence. This
ongoing state of affective renewal finds a particular resonance with the “Beginner’s
Mind” of Buddhist meditation but extends beyond a cognitive terrain to cultivate the
neglected Western sensory landscape. 206 Purely cognitive practice, including limited
access to its development, can trap a sense of self, potentially elevating anxiety. The
work of psychologist Erik Dane supports the view that cognitive “entrenchment” can
result in tension between a sense of expertise and flexibility. 207 Such a view reinforces
my desire to approach a creative breathing practice from a ‘sensecape’ of material
thinking and critical perspectives.

Performance art offers ways to articulate ideas and speculations that otherwise may
not be explained in poetry on the page. Like poetry, performance art is an assemblage
of thoughts, feelings and speculations. A performance can reach the interstices of the
senses; remapping spatial boundaries by shifts in the plane of composition through the
fragmentation, rhythm, repetition and metonymy of objects, sites and the (still) invisible
unknown. This connects to Julia Kristeva’s understanding of modern art as the space
where the struggle between an understanding of self, other and existence may best be
played out with an ‘in(de)finite’ result: “the laboratory of a minimal signifying structure,
its maximal dissolution, and the eternal return of both”.208 Through (re)combinations of
the everyday, site, colour, air, voice, text, body and sound/silence (interpreted from
meditation and yoga) my work develops a visual and sensory poetics of rhythm,
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repetition and resonance, a ‘poetics of breath’, on which to scaffold a performative
language to effect and explore an instinctive pause in which an(other) self may be
recognised.

Each pause therefore creates a space for the viewer to enter and experience the work,
with the intent that something may alter or linger. By muttering and dislocating ideas
performance art unsettles and subverts comfort zones. The live and site-specific nature
of performance art renders the ‘poetic’ aspects of performance art unique. The delivery
of a live performance, the unfolding intensities and sensations, combined with the
unpredictable aspects of making artwork live (audience engagement, unexpected shifts
in mood, temperature, lighting, materials, memories) also work to envelop the artist.

Poets and artists share a common language of process: form, assemblage, rhythm,
repetition, fragmentation, tone, metaphor, metonymy. However, unlike the poet, who
may rigorously prepare, send to an editor and hear/read a poem before presentation,
the performance artist understands that studio preparation is a functional first step
towards a less predictable process unfolding in the work in situ. In performance art,
poetics is therefore not only of breath, it actively breathes in itself.

This shift in attention suggests a slow growing acknowledgement of wonder as a
different and valuable form of perception, beyond psychology’s “curiosity”, 209 that
reflects its potential contribution towards a new self, towards ‘renai(r)ssance.’ Irigaray
understands an effective form of ritual or transformative act as an iterative but not
simply repetitive act or gesture. This gesture has the advantage of a practice (a regular
doing) of releasing the view of a finite self towards a self that is more continuous in
time and space, well articulated in itself and in relation to the universe and, to use her
term, happier.
209
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Using interdisciplinary tools and techniques, this research project therefore explores
Irigarary’s contention that performance is not always “explicit, or direct, and does not
even need to be named for it to be performance.”210 Thinking, sensing, text, body,
sound, video, conversation, drawing, light, silence and repetitions of objects and
rhythms are understood as a first space. The interactions between those materials, and
between the work and the viewer are understood as another space. The viewer’s
experience of themselves and their environment adds another dimension and the
artist’s reflections are a fourth space. Again, the four moments of breathing may be
understood to be at work, performing as it were, without being named and actively
exploring an “aesthetics of wonder” in relation to the everyday. 211 In this way, this work
contends it uses visual arts research to add to Irigarayan thought and develop an
interdisciplinary practice-based philosophy of renai(r)ssance, a breathing space for the
anxious/wondering breathless self, other and the ‘indefinite’. This approach, well
documented by such writer’s as Graeme Sullivan, engages a “pattern of planning,
reviewing, adapting, managing, analysing, and revealing (which) is characteristic of the
transformative nature of visual arts.”212

Therefore, the framework was planned so that performances would be discrete works
that may contribute to or draw learning from the previous/following work. The viewer
might then note a repetition of materials or Leitmotif, which as Bolt argues, contributes
to the work’s style and identity,213 but these repetitions may be likened to the use of the
notes of music or word-based language. It is how they are used that alters the rhythm
and resonance, rather than produce a purposeless monotony. On the issue of change
210
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and monotony, Ruskin notes that monotony can serve to foreground change but he
warns that “it is always in the new arrangement or invention that (an artist’s) intellect is
shown.”214 Such “intellect”, I suggest, could be translated today to an artist’s material
thinking, and may be arrived at from a sensory trigger.

The material thinking demonstrated in and produced through my work represents an
ongoing production of sensory, conceptual and intellectual awareness that was more
rhizomic than linear in its development. Beyond the requisite technical skills, it
necessitated openness to the potentiality of materials, the engagement with knowledge
and theory and an expectation of the unexpected sensory impression.

Meditation and Yoga have been (contentiously and) selectively appropriated into
Western lifestyles, often as a commodity or quick fix rather than a continual way of
living. Irigaray signals a commitment to a deeper understanding and engagement with
being and becoming that does not privilege “a coded and codeable knowledge” above
the relation between self and universe.215 Her criticism of a wide field of knowledge
construction sites (including philosophy, religion, science and aspirational progress)
centres on their development of self through social status rather than a more
meaningful “articulation between micro- and macrocosm, body and universe, physical
and spiritual temporality, present and eternity…”. 216 In terms of macro-microcosmic
structure my work develops an intensity or rhythm that creates an alternative
respiratory system to contemplate self, the site and affect, returning to a sensing of self
rather than a thinking of self. This sensing suggests a resonant pause as can be
experienced in a meditative breathing practice.
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Transitioning into this century, Abramovich and Orr are joined by such artists as
Hatsushiba, Lozano-Hemmer and Hossein Valamanesh. Silence, space, (the
alleviation of) suffering and a sense of cathartic relation with self and the world form an
interdisciplinary foundation of phenomenological and cosmological performativity that
frame contemporary performance art. In the recent and continuing climate of individual,
social and environmental illness and distress, creative references to meditation and
self have found their locus in the bridge between those ways of living: breath, breathing
and air. This required reflection on ritual, healing and the allegorical breath.

1.11 Allegorical Breath: Jill Orr217
An allegory is a rhetorical device that conveys hidden meanings through symbolic
figures, actions, imagery, and/or events, which together create the moral, spiritual, or
political meaning the author wishes to convey.218 The extended metaphor in allegory is
capable of illustrating complex ideas in striking, even spiritual, ways to viewers or
readers. Art theorist Anne Marsh notes the visceral, haunting and ritualistic elements in
the performance art of Jill Orr.219

Orr’s embodied and forceful work creates symbolic representations of humanity’s
relationship with self, other and the environment with a view to healing highly emotional
states. Inspired and outraged by political, historical and social issues, Orr’s work, such
as Between Somewhere and Nowhere (2011) and Antipodean Epic 1-3 (2015), is
discussed here for its allegorical qualities and ritualistic connection with the
psychological, the environmental and an urgent need for personal and social
transformation.
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Described by Marsh as “a conduit through which…fear can pass…an in-between body,
a self or energy”220 Orr literally and metaphorically embodies an air of concern to
confront what Marsh describes as “society’s tendency to construct the Other as
enemy.”221 Reflecting on self and other, Orr states:
Performance is attractive to anyone needing to unpick, redefine
and analyse, through the phenomenological distance that
performance gives between the self and other.222
Orr engages children from an economically and environmentally challenged township
to reflect on the present and to look towards a future in Between Somewhere and
Nowhere (2011). These theatrically-presented, monochrome images of humans
emerging from a white-dust haze (perhaps apocalyptic, perhaps heavenly) focus on the
interior and exterior gaze blurring the action of gazing between viewer and performer.

The allegory, the belief in ritual and potential for transcendence is therefore inscribed in
Orr’s work, not only by the artist but also by the viewer. It raises, however, the question
of whether, without a live audience, an allegorical response can be as transformational
for the audience. Looking at how the series captures the performative air, with the
smoke falling like clouds around each performer’s body, I suggest, offers compelling
evidence that allegory created in such performance art can be successfully captured to
reveal the hidden repeatedly, as if warding off or summoning energies. Repetition of
the performance in this case, as I sensed it, is created when the viewer returns to the
images, much as one may return to a totem, an icon or to read an allegorical poem.
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Thus the air captured in Orr’s images and live performances becomes alive and an
unpredictable space as she evokes facts through symbolic devices of ritualistic detail.
Orr delves into the instinct to survive as in Antipodean Epic 1-3 (2015), in a manner
that invokes a sense of responsibility, urgency and a wide range of emotions. Bennett
notes how the affect of an artwork is its power to impact emotionally, and Orr carefully
differentiates between the “noble emotions”, that are the end point of healing (such as
love and compassion) and those needing expression for healing to begin (such as
anger, grief and melancholy).223 In terms of The Breathing Space Projects, her view
suggests that the series may offer a healthy experience of transformation. Since
however it may seam had begun with a revelation of anxiety, it could be speculated
that the next performance(s) would make progress towards a compassionate wonder.

Sites in Orr’s work are imbued with conflicted histories but also a potentiality for
change. They act as a “cultural reference library” supporting Orr’s poetic interrogation
of the glimpses she says she has that lead her to her tasks.224 She is driven by a task’s
resonance, its relevance beyond the personal and its insistent energy, and a
connection to the elements, particularly air and earth in Between Somewhere and
Nowhere and Antipodean Epic 1-3. While the sites selected for The Breathing Space
Projects are also resonant and energetic, I look to install alternative respiratory
systems within them to prepare for and encourage change. Orr, however, is attempting
to directly purify the air.

Placing her body, in highly ritualised states of dress and movement in those sites, Orr
intends to convey hidden meanings and, potentially, hidden emotions. In this way, she
allegorically transmits her cathartic responses to issues, although she leaves the
viewer to unfold any meanings. In this way, Orr makes full use of the performative
223
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imagining available in embodied art that may not be as fully available in poetry or story
telling. An allegorical narrative for example contains certain meanings that may be
culturally understood and agreed, whereas performance art may create ephemeral
images that speak specifically and intuitively to the tensions between the environment,
culture and self. The imagery is often surreal but the audience is implicated as Taylor
notes:
Bringing an audience to a site, the embodied experience of
audience members in the moment also co-exists with the histories
the performance is evoking.225
Orr’s work relies on a highly structured performance process, much like that of a poetic
form to release her into a highly expressive state of being, a trance-like or meditative
state. For Orr, as she notes, changing state is where presence can be communicated
and where the body is fully engaged in the process of the task.226 This highly mindful
state works to transform her body into one of the allegorical elements in her work. She
is one of the symbolic figures in the work, while at the same time, she is the conduit for
change.

In Antipodean Epic 1-3 (2015), air, earth and three creatures share a complex
metaphorical symbolism of global and local debate about seed production, population
growth and contemplating other ways of living. Her use of multiple sites, still and video
media and live performance work breaks open social, political and creative boundaries
and admits the ’unknown’. The strange creatures seen running along a hilltop on a
video screen suddenly emerge live in the city space. The allegory comes alive, from
the flat plane of the screen to the embodied, breathing creature. This layering of
creative media and devices such as elaborate, ritualistic costumes in Orr’s work
225
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subverts the traditional allegorical form, transforming Orr into a device within her own
work, whereas a poet may maintain a distance through telling or publishing.

Taylor notes how Orr emphatically labels her own work in terms of poetic responses.227
Put that way, it suggests an opening and sharing of poetic gesture as the site or
situation reveals itself to Orr, who then transmits or relates it and the viewer who
makes their own meaning. Orr may be understood, in this way, as enacting a poetic
cleansing of space.

1.12 Breath as Subversion
In a Western lifestyle which strives towards a definitive, relational sameness, the
breath’s neglected repetitions and differences suggest it holds a subversive power –
that of living differently. Irigaray laments:

….we avoid the problem of meeting with the stranger, the other.
We avoid letting ourselves be moved, questioned, modified,
enriched by the other as such. We do not look for a way for a
cohabitation or a coexistence between subjects of different but
equivalent worth. We flee dialogue…228
Extending this idea, could that stranger be our own different self, where the self’s
relation to the breath is re-membered? Duchamp’s Paris Air, a glass ‘full’ of 1919
Parisien air, drew attention to air as a “ready-made”, an artwork demanding closer
attention for its neglected cultural and environmental relation. The fragility of air and the
stability of how we understand it today in an increasingly breathless, anxious world was
powerfully demonstrated when, in 1949, that work was broken and repaired. Is it still
“Paris” air? What happens when we fragment? I consider this in my next performance,
at the end/beginning of the day.
227
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Releasing the self to the air can be as breath-taking a risk as Yves Klein’s The Void
image suggests. Klein literally flies in the face of anxiety, but with a structure and
awareness of how to create or release wonder – in this case through counterpoint. The
sensing of the in(de)finite from a Western perspective is charged with negativity. The
breath’s power is embodied in the challenge of living in and with that in(de)finite: that
affect-arousing space consisting of the finite, definite, infinite and indefinite. Anxiety
and/or wonder, two seemingly disparate and contested emotions, may be aroused,
opening the individual to forms of constraint and release with which to perform
translations of meaning. This one performative breath may shift the personal landscape
from a static state to an active one. Meditation practices such in the Buddhist traditions
agree that this active state releases anxiety induced habit, a cyclic, addictive and
repetition sameness of behaviour and thinking that actually reinforces a sense of an
isolated, unchanging self. Similarly, for my next work I wanted to find a way to defiantly
confront perceptions of reality and beliefs to create space and move the viewer to
sense and think about living differently. Reflecting on living, Deleuze states: “The task
of life is to make all those repetitions coexist in a space in which difference is
229

distributed.”

In this chapter I considered space as performance, and performance as encouraging
movement and affective change. This meant three important potentialities opened: first,
people and space may transform through a journey of complex relations; second,
performance can be understood as breathing – that universal, often forgotten action of
and through physical and conceptual air, that is repeated but always different. Third,
this ephemeral movement, this breathing, becomes an affirmation of the ‘in(de)finite’, a
form of control and release of affect and a suggestion of an autonomous self. Looking
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ahead to my next work, I want to know more about our beliefs, about what threatens a
sense of self and where our sense of self is stored. To do this, I know I have to
confront anxiety, to take radical action and, in doing so, hope that it would lead towards
‘renai(r)ssance.’ I would have to build a new alternative respiratory system that could
withstand the challenge of a full engagement with anxiety and to do that I have to
examine the “mechanics” of anxiety’s breath.
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Meditative(Pause(2:"taking"radical"action!
at#the#end/beginning#of#the#day!

Intention does not aim at an exterior object or project with the
objective of an appropriation, of a consumption, or of a
possession. Intention has as its objective the constitution of an
accomplished interiority that remains tied to and in constant
communion with the whole of the world.
Luce Irigaray230

Figure 11. Cecilia White, at the end/beginning
of the day, 2012. Cupboard detail.

Intent
at the end/beginning of the day is a site-specific fourteen and a half hour performance
and installation located inside and outside the Newcastle Art Gallery and is that
gallery’s first performance art work. 231 This work explores the anxiety, beliefs and
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potential wonder of endings and beginnings, fragmentation and alignment during that
paradoxical Summer solstice of 2012.

The concept and material thinking developed from my recently emerged awareness of
anxiety in however it may seam. Taking the radical action to confront (my) anxiety, I
create an alternative respiratory system that supports an examination of changes or
threats to the sense of self, beliefs and sense of control. The Dalai Lama supports the
strengthening potential of an active, reflective approach, describing the first qualities
required for effective personal change as learning, conviction and action.232 The intent
of at the end/beginning of the day is to de(re)construct an alternative respiratory
system to release and to be with anxiety, “a present act,”233 according to Irigaray, that
makes visible a possible different existence in relation to such a challenging, potentially
annihilative world.

The term ‘annihilation’ stems from the Latin annihilare ‘to reduce to nothing’, a
threatening concept in Western terms.234 Early Buddhist goals of self-transcendence
however, promote strengthening the understanding of a form of annihilation as an
ethical state of finding peace through re-orienting an ego state.235 Using a confronting
gestural and sonic pattern, combined with intimate and industrial objects at a time and
place in conflict this performance invokes an affective perception of personal and social
annihilation and delves into the tension in a belief-based trinity of (im)permanence,
suffering and self, including my own. By refusing to submit to negative annihilation, a
destructive deconstruction of breathing, my intention is to produce a breathing space
where anxiety and beliefs become visible and to give air to a more empowering sense
of transformation ‘at the end of the day’.
232
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‘At the end of the day’ is a commonly used saying preceding what is believed by the
vocaliser to be the situation. But what might the situation be? How might beliefs be
embodied? What, if anything, might alleviate anxiety if a belief of a sense of self is
threatened? Anxiety’s critical development in this performance is dependent upon time,
embodiment and place.

This performance taps into important evidence of the malleability of perception, anxiety
and behaviours provided by the wide-ranging beliefs associated with the Solstice. The
wild oscillations surrounding the 21st December range from a Mayan construct of the
annihilation of the world to a Vedic prediction of planetary rebirth. 236 The vastly
disparate cultural interpretations of beginnings and endings suggest we are like a day
captured in the speculative light of belief and living in “structures of torn and
artificial…..socio-logical temporality.”237

In Australia, the Summer solstice is a celebration of light and air, the beginning of a
sense of fullness, relaxation and the festive Christian season. December also marks in
earnest the start of the fire season. A bush fire is a traumatic environmental, physical
and psychological event. The anxiety and cautionary behaviours raised by this aireating threat are understandable and important for immediate survival. What is striking
however, is the choice of belongings to take during evacuation. Usually high on the list
are photos and photo albums (including digital albums). The damaging psychological
and somatic impact of object loss has been well documented.238 What drives us to
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make such an investment in photographs and images? What do we believe might
happen if an image doesn’t exist anymore?

At its most literal and evolutionary level, the first portrait images (scientific and
personal) involved long periods of stillness and a holding of breath. 239 Fulya Ertim
argues that such posing, even today, paradoxically causes the referent (self) to
disappear. 240 Roland Barthes’ description of the manipulative crafting of self-image
offers insight into a sudden rise in an individual’s anxiety about the alteration or loss of
photographs. The French thinker writes of posing, “in front of the camera I am the one I
think I am, the one I want others to think I am…”241 There is a strong sense of control
and of being controlled. Such confirmatory views of a disappeared or mock sense of
self further emboldened my actions to discover the potential of my work to release, to
make appear, another possible self and self-belief in the uncertainty of existence.

A threat to self therefore extends beyond nature to include burning beliefs from others
and within ourselves. Counter-intuitively, these may also hold a hopeful salve. I
therefore create a breathing space to contemplate any erroneous lacerations and
oscillations to self by confronting a sense of anxious self with lacerations to open the
in(de)finite. This work therefore deliberately, but not maliciously, fans the flames of
anxiety by shredding images and carefully displaying their new forms, punctuated by
incomplete sound and reflective pauses. It creates a potentially alarming space that
paradoxically holds the potential to raise an awareness of wonder and taking charge of
self-image.
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Newcastle is a most appropriate location for such inquiry. Its significant industrial and
creative endings and beginnings have challenged and contributed to its sense of self,
evidenced by its currently beleaguered Art Gallery.242 The community’s long history of
industrially caused breathing illnesses attests to many of its struggles with survival. I
share close ties with Australia’s fifth largest urban space, as I had developed
Wellness@UoN there and my art practice flourished there. Additionally, I discovered
that my paternal family history had begun in Newcastle in the nineteenth century.
Critically and dissonantly, Newcastle was the centre of personal trauma that threatened
my annihilation.

Preparation: Facing the Vanishing Point

Figure 12. Cecilia White, preparation for at the end/beginning of the day, Newcastle.
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Newcastle Art Gallery was under significant threat of closure by Council. It was locked in a
destructive development argument with the Town Hall and had been sectioned off with hessian
bags and scaffolding poles for roadwork. Although normally only separated by Civic Park, the
two buildings and the beliefs they represented were at dismal odds. Above the long line of
hessian wall only the Town Hall clock could be seen. It was as though this city’s issues formed
part of the conflicts of a Summer solstice.
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A week before performing at the end/beginning of the day, I gesture in an untitled
exploratory work toward the disquiet in and around me. The resulting image creates a
memory-like continuation from the final image of however it may seam and its
confrontation with survival. Social support, such as being close to family, in times of
crisis is known to have positive effects on stress and anxiety. Here, on the Newcastle
cliffs, with a cup, dress and postcard to connect to the challenges facing, and
capabilities of, other women in my family, I wonder how we define, distance and
disappear our sense of self and other.243 My body becomes a long, silent and difficult
gesture of listening and looking for autonomy and connection: a struggle for life against
the beliefs of certain others. (Where/who) am I, if I am not (here)?

This image exhibits the same resonant blue as in however it may seam. Blue,
Robinson reminds the reader, “in the West denotes space, sky, water, infinity and
female divinity.”244 Looking further to the East, literally in this image and metaphorically,
sky blue in Vedic cultures is associated with the energy that governs creative
expression including the transformative ability to create the life one desires.
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I stood in a homemade blue and black sheath looking out to the blue ocean, the horizon
defined against a clear blue sky. My mother’s young talent for sewing helped her family through
the War and remains her defining passion. In my left hand I held a small bedside lamp, its globe
formed by my grandmother’s teacup, a Royal Doulton nasturtium pattern. It was not the pattern
that she had saved for but at the end of the war that was all that there was. In my right hand
was a postcard sized ‘photograph’ of a wash of pale blue, postcards were my first memory of a
neglected aunt’s independent travel. I stood at the top of ‘The Hill’, the Newcastle suburb linking
Newcastle East and Merewether, where my paternal grandparents had been born. The Hill
supposedly had the cleanest air of this industrial city. The Coal Dust In Our Suburbs study was
conducted in 2012-2013 and measured particulate air pollution in Newcastle and the Hunter
region. Suburbs like Cooks Hill and the adjoining area The Hill recorded significantly lower
levels of particulate pollution compared to suburbs closer to the Port of Newcastle working
space. This type of pollution is caused by significant amounts of coal dust released into the air
by open cut mining and uncovered coal transportation. The topic features regularly in the local
newspaper. The study was commissioned by the Coal Terminal Action Group, a coalition of
eighteen community groups concerned about the proposed construction of a fourth coal
terminal by the NSW government. According to the National Pollutant Industry’s 2014-2015
report air pollution kills 3000 Australians annually. See for example:
www.theherald.com.au/story/13488888/study-dangerous-levels-of-air-pollition/
and www.theherald.com.au/story/3853913/air-pollution-getting-worse.
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My body’s blue-wrapped image with its pensively tilted head alters the space between
the earth and the sky that day. The shape reveals a desire to mediate between two
sides of one existence and an all too clear sense of a vanishing point. This
embodiment of mediation and affective tension is carried forward in the stroke
embedded in the title at the end/beginning of the day. In doing so, this private/public
act on a burning hot day prepares me to test the structures of performativity and
gesture proposed by Irigaray on 21 December 2012.

Long performance: Movement, materials and materiality
at the end/beginning of the day rises to the challenge that many cannot face: an
irreversible ending. As in previous work, I create a specific combination of body, light,
sound, colour, personal items, time and location that focuses on sensory resonance,
rhythm and repetition. This time to address anxiety, I construct a three part respiratory
system, where I prepare, alter and reflect on personal image/s using family
photographs. These are often revered as objects we wish to rescue in a natural
disaster. My radical action of shredding those original images surrounded by home
comforts intends to confront traditional beliefs about how we identify threats to our
existence and how we feel about the capture and remembering of our selves. It is a
space in which the breath might be held, remembered and interrogated for a different
sense of self Like the changing daylight and photographs in this performance the
breath is never the same, yet somehow it remains deeply familiar.

The work combines the power of (dis)belief associated with this day’s possible
annihilation of self with the removal of placatory efforts to reduce that anxiety. The
performance enacts an ending in order to manifest a space for beginning, to assert
another possible sense of self and to offer a sense of ease. This ease is a form of
release of tension, just as shredding releases a tension in the fibres of paper. Such a
beginning marks a shift towards ‘renai(r)ssance.’
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The creative breath of this work moves in and between the two existing breaths
demarcated by Irigaray as the natural/spiritual and the cultural/corporeal. 245 This
creative breath blends the power of a cosmologically revered day with the intimacy of
family materials (a cupboard, a cup, a silk cover and photographs), the pulsing heat,
the gallery air-conditioning and my own affective state of anxiety to explore the
complexity of affect and space in and between the natural/cultural (individual), the
definitive/cultural (Town Hall) and the creative/cultural (Art Gallery). Its construction
offers a different insight into the interaction of the vulnerable self with the established
world, beginning by evidencing a blurring of breath’s boundaries, perhaps opening risk
but also transformative potential.

The exterior space at dawn in front of the gallery is the site of part one, the preparation
of space and self for the hard task ahead. The neglected, dark concrete triangular
plinth outside the gallery suggests a platform for the contemplation of beliefs in the
rising temperature of natural and cultural air. The installation consists of the application
of blue paint to the plinth, a bedside light earthed but without a bulb, repeated
movement shifting between opening and closing the body to/from the air and from
view.

As the day progresses the second part of the performance moves inside the gallery to
go deeper into anxiety and explore the opening and transformation of space and self.
By challenging anxieties and beliefs that may be held deep in the interior of the
personal (gallery) space, at the end/beginning of the day introduces a sensing of the
social, personal and creative mechanics of breath and our willingness to approach or
avoid the unknown or the strange. This form of awareness-raising finds its parallel in
clinical psychology, where generalized or specific phobic responses can be treated to
245
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reduce their unrealistic and often disabling intensities of anxiety. Treatments include
exposure to the perceived threat, such as a spider, flying or socialising and may also
include meditation practices.246

The design forms a small living room, a breathing space within the body of the gallery.
The installation consists of my grandmother’s blue display cupboard, a blue parachute
silk quilt made by my father as a teenaged soldier in New Guinea, blue cushions,
fragments of mirror, seven personal photo albums and two office shredders. I wear the
blue and black sheath made by my mother. Every hour I stop and voice fragments of
my life in six songs in languages from my childhood.247

Singing is associated with the release of anxiety and the subversive breath of singing
has a recent history in the workplace that aligns with the spread of globalisation and an
associated suffocation of self. 248 This performance uses song as an embodied
mechanic of breath to reveal my disbelief in stasis and my resistance to the
maintenance of suffering. These hourly episodes continue in contrast to the eventual
silent, reflective exit. Understanding song and its associated (discussed below) as
changing the circulation of breath engenders an unfolding of a self that is not merely
fabricated as a social product. The rhythm of this performative section is both regularly
interrupted (by the ritualistic bells of the Town Hall clock) and interruptive (the length of
a pause changes according to the number of bells).
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Returning to the outside at 5pm until sunset at 8.05pm marks the third and final part:
the release of space and self to contemplate impermanence, suffering and self.

Due to the affective revelation of however it may seam two distinct pauses are
designed to link to self and image. A longer pause between elements in Parts One and
Three invoke presence, reflection and autonomy. This is a listening to self and other to
enable a release of control and encourage the arrival of enquiring solitude. This period
of reflection finds a parallel with Irigaray’s invocation of a transcendence that breaks
away from rigid boundaries formed by current thinking and believed truths. 249 A
resistance to solitude, possibly mapped in the power of the photo-album’s existence,
can mean a reduction of self and other to a known existence and a current experience
only. This limitation may encourage anxiety to form a boundary that has a deepening
rather releasing effect on itself; a kind of double bind of anxiety unable to release a
sense of wonder about living that would involve a willingness to ‘unknow’. This
performance tears at anxiety to reach unknowing.

The much shorter, erratic pauses between elements of Part Two, typical of the short
breathing of panic attacks and hyperventilation, amplify an inability to ‘catch the breath’
during seven hours of anxiety-inducing repetitions of self-destruction. The creation of
images and the desire to rescue them may be an attempt to rescue a sense of self.
While a recognisable sameness appears in many personal images, this sameness
suggests their rescue is more than about unique memories. It may (also) be about an
anxiety about solitude and difference.

Images can appear to stabilise and socialise existence. As if describing a photograph
in a frame on the mantle-piece, Irigaray writes “I reduce you to my existence, to my
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experience, to what I already know so as to avoid solitude.”250 An image may suggest a
social and, according to Barthes, a scientific genealogy that potentially stifles solitude
and wonder to, instead, delineate a pseudo-truth of certainty.251 That certainty was
meant to certify existence. My performance challenges that belief by opening the
images to scrutiny, literally by shredding them, to look beneath the surface and into the
meaning of (their) existence, adding breathing space to each. The design of the
performance appears in the table below.

Part One: Exterior

Part Two: Interior

Part Three: Exterior

Preparing and

Opening and Changing

Releasing Breathing

Strengthening Breathing

Breathing Space and Self

Space and Self

Long pause

Very short pause

Long pause

Survey space

Shred for one hour and fill

Place mirror shards on the

cabinet with shreds

plinth

Pause timed to Town Hall

Long pause

Space and Self

Long pause

clock bell (beginning with 11
strikes then 12, 1, 2, 3, 4)
Add connection with colour

Release

a

breath:

Sing

circulation
but

do

of

Lay beside the plinth

not

complete the song
Long pause

Repeat 6 more times

Long pause

Bring exterior inside

Take interior outside

Close

Table One: Performance flow for each section of at the end/beginning of the day
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Realisation (sequential documentation is provided at the end of this Pause)
Part One: Preparing and Strengthening Space and Self
Dawn arrives at 5.41am. The morning heats up quickly, contributing to December
becoming the hottest month of 2012.

The performance begins at the edge of a large flat triangular concrete plinth outside the
Art Gallery of Newcastle. Facing northwards I pause, intensely aware of what needs to
be done. This is a sensation beyond the physical, emotional or planned passage of the
work. In the lifting light of this long, long day there is a sense of facing the
unspeakable. I sense that this is the stage towards constructing a respiratory system
that is strong enough to question beliefs, confront anxiety and prepare for whatever
that confrontation brings. I feel a sense of responsibility to the space, the questions, the
viewers and my self. To build that strength requires control and release of body,
objects and emotions. It is about location and timing. I remember that the newspapers
and cults had made much of a coming apocalypse and recall how often we believe
what others say or do with little reflection.

Standing tall at the tip of the plinth’s grey form, I feel differently. Today is about the
examination of beliefs and anxiety, including my own recently revealed affective state. I
need to challenge anxiety and the threat to self ithat went beyond to the unspeakable
and associated beliefs. This performance feels like a provocation and an exhortation to
remember breath.

For the next 3 hours and nineteen minutes I prepare the space in and around myself
for the potential transformation ahead. I am wearing the same blue and black dress as
the week before and its blue orchids glisten in the rising sunlight. As the white
streetlights turn off, I step forward to the edge of the plinth. Momentarily, it appears like
a yoga mat and I begin to focus on deepening my breath and its flow to secure this
112

long, long day of performance. The first movements are reminiscent of sun salutations,
used to energise and strengthen the body and deepen the breath in preparation for
meditation.252

The hessian wall separating the gallery from the Town Hall hangs motionless. The
work is completed in silence. My movements acknowledge each of the compass
points. I stretch my arms, opening my chest wide clockwise beginning with the East.
Finally, facing North I pause and contemplate the light.253

I feel my anxiety rise in me in that moment and hold my arms out for many slowly
lengthening breaths. Joggers run past in a breathless state, pushing to maintain
themselves while I push myself to release. The hessian wall still hangs limply.

Stepping off the plinth my bare feet connect with the earth. Walking around the
concrete perimeter, I allow my mind to float, noticing a first and persistent thought as I
move slowly around the plinth three times. This flat, hard and ignored space strikes me
as a small lung. Its dark steel grey tone reminds me of miner’s lung, an invisible
disease in coal mining towns such as Newcastle. The industrial hardening of breath
seems embodied in this space and I am moved to alter that. The walking ceases. I
kneel and pick up a wide, soft paintbrush. Beginning for the outer edges I begin gently
to paint the plinth pale blue.

As the day lightens so does the plinth. It becomes noticeable. I hear someone say they
had never seen it there before. What was its purpose? What did it mean? They move
on while I stay with the plinth and the paint as if mediating questions by bringing the
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subject/object to air. Its texture, its qualities begin to appear, like an expressive self
emerging from the dark. As the paint drips and slides from the brush I feel a sense of
relief and gratitude that today of all days a space has been cleared that brings attention
to the forces outside/inside of being. A body width of dark space remains across its
centre, as if creating two small lungs and inviting passage and connection to a
remembering of breath.

Stepping back to gaze at the plinth I sense a shift. There is a moment of contemplation,
a pause in which I relinquish a sense of ‘I did that’, and instead begin to recognise how
the subdued existence of the plinth had come to light in the increasing heat of the
morning. Still showing signs of its dark history, the freshly breathing pulses of blue also
drew more contemplative regard and admiration from a small gathering of passers-by.
The contemplation of this plinth might provide the day with a model for making visible a
self that emerged from its suggested reduction to nothing. The gaze becomes more of
respect and recognition than object and possession.

I pause in the centre of the plinth for a final strengthening of relation and grounding of
self. I kneel forward meaning to relax into a position where I can exhale close to the
ground. As I pull the dark bustle of my costume over my head, I am overcome with a
sense of great anxiety, of disappearance, of being reduced to nothing.

Part Two: Opening and Changing Space
The doors to the gallery open and I walk slowly towards the installation. The air is
cooler. My grandmother’s cupboard has a comforting presence. Kneeling on the
cushions, each shredder either side of me appears like a sphinx, a temple entrance
guardian mythologised as both deadly and benevolent.254 It seems appropriate to the
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questions in this work that, depending upon cultural belief, this ‘sphinx’ might end or
ease life. 255 As I begin to shred the first album of irreplaceable images in the
shredder/sphinx I wonder if anxiety has a benevolent side.

It takes an hour to shred an album. This exactitude wasn’t planned. It adds a
mechanical connection to this performance that suggests powerlessness, aggravates
anxiety and introduces mechanics of breath. The work’s pace, restricted movement
and duration at times makes the work very difficult, not just emotionally, but also
physically. The work shifts between a trance like state of change and hard labour.

As the day moves forward, a physically suffocating experience in the gallery arises
unexpectedly. The building’s air conditioning combined with synthetic organza of my
costume covering my nose and mouth together with the restricted movement
distresses my body. The interior space feels more oppressive than the heat and
industrial air of the exterior space. This sensation seems equivalent to the internal
suffering of the self and the attraction of a quick external ‘fix’. I remind myself that when
faced with discomfort, such as anxiety, research shows we look outside ourselves to
become more comfortable, taking little notice of the situation and the potential
ambiguity and risk of increasing discomfort.256 This can feed anxiety about anxiety. At
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that point there is little room for wonder and a sense of autonomous self. I take longer,
slower breaths.

As the Town Hall Clock strikes the hour, beginning at 11am I pause to listen to the
bells. I am not a singer, but suddenly I begin to sing. I hear the audience start with the
first sounds of another language. I start too. The shock of meaning of each song is
accompanied by the release of a physical resonance through my body and the air. I
often sang these songs, but only now does it occur to me that I have ordered them
from brutal to tender and resilient.257 This act of singing engages with an Irigarayan
understanding of singing as a form of “respiration in a way other than obedience to an
already written word or text, expressing orders or laws, more than praises or
graces”.258

The pattern of shredding, emptying, walking, pausing and singing repeats six times.
The suffering drone of the shredders attracts viewers. They stand very close, very still
and very quietly. Some stay for a long while. Seated on the cushions I fall into a trancelike state. The movements are repetitious, almost factory-like. I peel one image at a
time from the album pages and shred it. I alternate from one shredder to the other, a
small pendulum of equality. As each shredder bin reaches fullness I open the body,
scooping the fragmented images into my grandmother’s nasturtium teacup. Turning to
the cupboard, I select a shelf and carefully empty the contents into a new shape, a
small mound. I walk once around the cupboard with its new content and return to the
cushion to begin shredding again. Over time, the cupboard fills with small forms of
transformed existence, small nests signalling connection and life. They appear like

“Integration of negative emotional experience versus suppression: Addressing the question of
adaptive functioning”, in Emotion 14 (5), 2014, 908-919.
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reconstructions of emotion and space. I am surprised the see that the overwhelming
colour emerging from this lacerated paper is blue.

Each of the albums become gradually empty. Sometimes, as the material over my
head sweeps as I move, I can see the image I am about to shred. These are deeply
confronting moments that signal the purpose of this event. I am no different to
everyone else. I treasure images as memories and I feel some pain as I shred some
photographs. At the end of the seventh hour, 5pm, I remain silent. There are no more
words left. The audience, the space and I are very still. The albums are empty. The
cupboard is full. Fragments of mirror are finally revealed resting under the albums –
were the whole images really only fragments? Are the fragments now another kind of
whole? What air moves between the shredded and the torn? My body returns to the
outside.

Part Three: Releasing Space
Placing the mirror fragments in the dark space of the painted plinth, I lay my body next
to the warm concrete. It feels like a body resting to mine. I remain in this unfolded and
exposed position until sunset at 8.05pm. The final strikes of the Town Hall end and I
begin to stand slowly. I am aware a transformation has occurred that refutes
annihilation and reveals a potentially benevolent anxiety that may be open to wonder.

Aftermath: Space for reflection
at the end/beginning of the day is a radical action that directly explores anxiety at a
social and personal level. Questioning beliefs, structures and objects means I confront
my own anxiety about my sense of self, my beliefs and my own ‘breathing space’ in the
face of a recent potentially annihilating trauma. The rare timing and location of the work
is central to the work’s cathartic possibility at a personal level, where autonomous
breathing was difficult.
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I had been faced with a choice by the end of however it may seam – continue blocking
my anxiety or fully engage that affective state in relation to wonder. In psychology this
latter approach is understood as a counter-intuitive response that has considerable
success. Although a confronting and unpleasant reality, the cognitive dissonance that I
might have expected is ameliorated by this new inquiry rather than by a cover up. On a
personal level, at the end/beginning of the day is designed as a relational gesture to
develop a sense of self, rising towards and away from suffocating anxiety. Using
performance to release that anxiety about anxiety reveals a second significant affective
block: anxiety about wonder. I want to know more about that block.

Self-image is important. How we understand self and are understood are key. Belief in
the power of where that image is located forms a central connection to anxiety and
thus to the advent and meaning of a possible transformation. Shredding the images
changes their form but they do not disappear from memory – possibly they are
strengthened. The images most clear in my mind are those, which flashed before my
eyes as I lifted them from the albums. Their impermanence of form reveals a different
connection to the image of my self and others. They are gone but not forgotten - like
the family (and society) around me but not there in person.

Shredding, the embodiment of facing annihilation and beliefs, may also be understood
to add air to a compressed self, a self reduced in image and in self-belief. Shredding
can be re-sensed as a counter-intuitive mechanics of breath – a re-engineering of self
or resolute preparation for ‘renai(r)ssance.’ As I look at the nests of shreds I see how
the shredding has added air. The space between colours and histories means they are
reconstituting. The past is not denied, but it no longer lived on as it had done. It shifts
living from finite stasis to unfolding the ‘indefinite’. This hints at ‘renai(r)ssance’. This
leads to my wondering about the nature of air, especially thin air and raises questions
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about institutional sameness, isolation and resilience. Performance art offers new
insight into the interaction between the vulnerable self and an entrenched world. This
performance brings new questions: How can we imagine and practice a different way
of being? What happens when we release belief? How might we deal with the controls
in everyday life and in relation with others?

This durational work shifts my engagement with breath to larger scale work. It sets a
radical action in place that opens a sense of radical relation between anxiety and
wonder. I sense a resonant connection between myself, the audience and with the
surrounding other artworks in an industrial city. I feel a strange sense of release, some
heartache mixed with emptiness and yet no loss of objects. This work informs Chapter
Two and the following pause as it reveals how anxiety acts to smother wonder and to
reinforce beliefs that we follow into a restrictive pattern of living and seeing that is
unreceptive to change and connection. The next performance, THIN AIR, addresses
that connective imbalance.
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Figure 13. Cecilia White, at the end/beginning of the day (2012). Performance
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Figure 14. at the end/beginning of the day remembered in
Breathing Space: N THING IS SET IN ST NE (2017), the examination exhibition.
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Chapter(Two!
Anxiety,)Vulnerability)and)the)Elegiac)Breath!
…life after life lapses out of
Its essential self and sinks into
One press-applauded public untruth
And, massed to its music, all march in step
Led by that liar, the lukewarm Spirit
Of the Escalator
W.H.Auden259

This chapter explores anxiety in connection with societal ‘mechanics of breath’ and
beliefs and the support for the productive transformation of a fragmented sense of self.
Noting the “performative turn” of performance art away from theatre in the twentieth
century, 260 I examine how performance art fosters attentiveness to arouse and,
speculatively, reconfigure the senses to (re)develop personal agency or “autonomy”
and to reappraise ways of living.261 To “get airborne” I take the view that reflection
begins with a catalytic shift using movement, words and light.262 I examine how that
combination taps into hidden or unexpressed anxiety and beliefs to expose
vulnerability and a need for perceptive, supportive relational interspace. In order to
comprehensively resense/rewrite a flourishing self, my interdisciplinary approach to
performance art materially subscribes to and, importantly, extends Irigaray’s emphasis
on perception and poetic language. This extension includes revealing performatively
the poetic in some formal language and engaging in the formal production of writing
reflectively and demonstrates how my work reaches out to bring the subject to a
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(possible) self.263 By identifying the pressure of belief about control, knowledge and
external “altering economies” and its ability to “tear [the self] to pieces,” I establish the
need for an alternative respiratory system.264 Switching life (support) suggests endings
and beginnings. I consider the mourning and celebration through the elegiac breath in
interdisciplinary performance art, supporting my experience that performance art is a
transformative ‘mechanic of breath’ that demonstrates connection. Finally, harnessing
survival I interpret that a baseline of both anxiety and wonder may be possible, notably
in radical relation to the challenging air of the world. Thus my next performance is
called THIN AIR.

2.1 Endings and Beginnings

Auden, writing at the end of the Second World War, prophetically named his poem ‘The
Age of Anxiety’. His era was marked by a vainglorious quest for self-actualisation and a
vulnerability that emerged from imposed and overwhelming situations. His elegiac
imagery is one of mechanistic procession and futility - individuals seduced, or sedated,
by marshalling sounds with a promise of something better on the horizon. His use of
rhythm and line breaks exhausts the breath to enact the collapse of a belief in a
faceless deity. As the psychiatric sociologist Allan Horowitz notes, Auden had captured
the emblematic post-war malaise of his country.265

Little had changed by the beginning of this century, as psychologists Norman Endler
and Nancy Kocovski also wrote:
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The twentieth century has been labeled the age of anxiety by
authors (Camus, 1947), poets (W.H. Auden, 1947), musicians
(Leonard Bernstein, 1949), and psychologists (Rollo May, 1977).
If this is true for the 20th century, it will probably be more so with
all the ambiguities and uncertainties that our society entails.266

This growing state of traumatic anxiety has been built on a much longer and more
expansive history of harnessing the breath and efforts to deny vulnerability. While
current forms of anxiety symptomatically connect to post-industrial, economic and
cultural power, Irigaray fundamentally ascribes our failure to millennia of complex
homogenising norms:
Little by little, we have lost the habit of looking at each other, of
listening to each other, of touching each other, or perceiving
each other. We have looked elsewhere…267
As I listened to the whirring teeth of the paper shredders cutting through personal and
irreplaceable photographs during at the end/beginning of the day I wondered what I
would remember from looking at those images and what I would recall of all those
people. The exterior, social aspects of this performance were also internal, personal
landscapes. While examining widely held beliefs about the end of the world, the
meaning of images and the way living is structured, I was experiencing new and less
rigid knowledge about what I believed about image and images, relationships and
existence. I wondered how these unfolding feelings ‘at the end of the day’ would affect
my future material thinking, given that both still had to exist in a world much as Auden’s
poem reflects.
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In their book, A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari use the potential of creative
lines of flight to counter rigid systems of thought.268 They convincingly posit a constant
state of proceeding, of becoming which advocates learning to become unfamiliar with
the everyday, the supposedly ‘known’. This energetic view confirms a certain
ephemerality of being an artist/researcher at any moment, while also reminding that
one is always becoming an artist/researcher in that same space: that this is the
process Deleuze and Guattari call “unhinging oneself”. However, shifting from theory
into practice requires a focus on supportive growth, not a potential confounding of
awareness. Therefore, the artist can pause “lines of flight” in material thinking to reflect
upon, link and find natural, essential limits, much like a breathing practice. This
meditative action offers a metonymic and positive response to Irigaray’s concern that
such limits are forgotten.269 In this way, “lines of flight” can expand as new awareness
arises, but they also do not overwhelm or suffocate the resultant performance work. I
interpret this creatively productive tension between being and becoming as central to
transformational space in my material thinking that then manifests in transformational
space for self and others. As such, I continue to work with this productive tension to
develop and utilise the role of artist/researcher as a performative example and conduit
of transformative intersections, risks and effectiveness.

It remains confronting to realise the vagaries, the love, the desire and, importantly, the
(dis)connective drivers of creative, emotional, physical, social, temporal and gendered
distance/proximity that exist. I refer to these as ‘mechanics of breath’, and Irigaray,
supported historically by Rabinbach and Jung, argues these are underpinned by a long
history of distancing the sense of self through cultural sameness based on complex
hierarchies, including gender.270 This awareness acknowledges intersections, where
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even the resistance to rigidity expressed by both Irigaray, and Deleuze and Guattari
find their points of difference, notably in becoming-woman, with its definition dependent
upon a male-world view. 271 Such differences serve to increase the potential for
beginning productive transformation, by revealing understandings of limits, senses and
the potential to insert space, where none had been thought possible. As Wolfgang
reflects:
It is….in the re-reading and re-application of ideas, they
become different, but only if one resists the primacy of what
one “knows”.272

2.2 Another meaning, another light, another rationality

Supporting productive transformation, artist and scholar Hilary Robinson argues that
the work of such diverse artists as Louise Bourgeois, Tracey Emin, Janine Antoni and
Anish Kapoor can be read as materialising a revaluing of other senses. This includes
the meditative and conscious act of attentiveness, through and beyond a gendered
expression creating planes of composition from body, text, textiles, mirror, drawings,
everyday objects, colour, sound and place. The growing awareness of anxiety
experienced in however it may seam and the rhythmical, ritualistic shifts in body over
many hours in at the end/beginning of the day contribute to an Irigarayan framework to
“grant more attention to the education of the body, of the senses” in a way that might
the body from the mind, seeking knowledge and output, led to the naming of anxiety or nervous
exhaustion in the late nineteenth century. This breakdown in the mechanics of the industrial era,
both process and people, continues today and demonstrates the power of industry, economies
and science as “mechanics of breath.” Irigaray’s extensive and profound writing centres around
gendered difference, the development of autonomy and the potential to develop a new interrelational space, noting the troubled history of globalisation and working life. One of her many
poetically expressed works, that looks closely at the cultural norms of a patriarchal society is:
Luce Irigaray, Elemental Passions, trans. Joanne Collie and Judith Still (London: Athlone,
1992). See also: Anson Rabinbach, The Human Motor: Energy, Fatigue, and the Origins of
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“help awaken or reawaken and discover words and gestures carrying another meaning,
another light, another rationality.”273

Emily Dickinson’s poems on envelopes, her Gorgeous Nothings, 274 are exemplary
reminders of how edges, lines, language and paper may connect and grow to more
than their literal size as literary theorist, Marjorie Perloff confirms, adding that such
“suggestive fragments” are a source of profound meaning.275 This view alludes to the
meditative qualities of the small, the fragmented and the suffering we seek to ease
through understanding. These qualities also emerged in the fragments of images,
songs and small gestures in at the end/beginning of the day, suggesting that the poetic
is in the manner of disturbance of the plane.276 As Deleuze and Guattari note “Never
believe that a smooth space will suffice to save us.”277

Far from being a “smooth space”, Irigaray’s philosophy of breathing directly, yet
poetically, disturbs the vertical plane of “being I” and “being we” to reinforce the
respect, strength and attentiveness that might “save us”. 278 Robinson notes Irigaray’s
engagement with the power and performance of visual language saying:

Irigaray’s own writing is full of particularities of punctuation which
add to the text, including ellipses, parentheses and italics.279

To that observation, I add Irigaray’s retention of many French terms such as
jouissance, proche, parler, and pronouns je, tu, nous. Irigaray, a poet, is aware of a
273
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word’s power in its original dimensions and sound, the focusing capacity of italicisation
and the rich qualities of a word’s gender when advancing an argument. For Irigaray,
sexual difference is not an “extralinguistic fact of nature” but at the nexus of nature and
culture.280

The six songs in six languages I sing during at the end/beginning of the day can
therefore be understood as revealing gender issues in the context of growing up,
working and being in relationship. In counterpoint, I alter the Italian revolution song to
refer to endings using my own voice, as I felt uncomfortable and powerless using the
masculine.281 This aligns with Irigaray’s view that studying several spoken languages
can reveal a distribution of grammatical gender that “has a meaning related to our
corporeal and sensory experience.” 282 Altering that grammatical gender creates a
transformational space that may alter that experience and challenge the status quo.

Anxiety, breathlessness, and their underlying reason/s, including gender, may motivate
being to move towards becoming, towards ‘renai(r)ssance’, especially as Deleuze and
Guattari assert:

We can be thrown into a becoming by anything at all, by the most
unexpected, most insignificant of things. You don’t deviate from
the majority unless there is a little detail that starts to swell and
carries you off.283
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In the globalisation of (aspirational) living, the increasing desire for ‘breathing space’
may be considered as one such “little detail”. The first performance, however it may
seam, sought to create a transformative space to bring life’s fragmented experiences
closer together and thus to be receptive to ‘renai(r)ssance’. However, that first breath
of transformational space shifts unexpectedly from its wonder-oriented approach in
however it may seam to an anxiety-oriented exploration of the suffering associated with
a sense of self and lead to the desire to “be saved”. Consequently, the second
performance, at the end/beginning of the day, reveals the (de)construction of beliefs
and a personal receptivity to change.

The performance tests the potential for this metonymic fragmentation to alter
perception positively towards wonder through the preparation for and the act and close
inspection of change. In doing so, it supports a possible emerging, yet still distant,
‘renai(r)ssance’. Importantly, I take the view that in the setting of a performance,
fragmentation offers an opportunity to arouse and reconfigure the senses, energetically
challenging identity and giving materials an agency that may not be present in already
anxious viewers. Cultural theorist, Anna Gibbs, confirms anxiety’s causal role in
psychic fragmentation. Gibbs describes psychic fragmentation as “the loss of a sense
of continuity…and a collapse of the self….agency is compromised.”284

Encouragingly, Gibbs may be understood to support the speculation of transforming
the force of anxiety to a force of wonder when she argues that no affective force may
be assumed to be greater than another before taking account of the environment and
the resulting meaning and relations. Critically, Gibbs emphasises the importance of
ritual and “magic”, definable by imagining and wonder, to create action that “exceeds
the subject” to perhaps:
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be an antidote to contemporary anxiety disorder and the
disaffection and disengagement it creates…285

Both performances facilitate openness to difference by challenging the affective
conditioning that can reduce the senses to an anxiety-provoking sameness and
disengagement. Crucially, this performance reveals a new sensation to explore:
vulnerability.

The determination to act on an awareness of vulnerability and to confront rather than
deny, placate or distract emotions such as anxiety is more likely to have positive
outcomes, according to psychologists Susan Orsillo and Lizabeth Roemer.286 Further,
the creation of a breathing space where anxiety may ease is doubly valuable as
‘anxiety about anxiety’ also continues its impactful rise, compromising space for
stillness and wonder.287 Psychology studies uphold that this “anxiety sensitivity” is a
vulnerability factor for a wide range of problematic behaviours and feelings including
panic attacks, reactions to pain, substance abuse and (mis)information processing.288
Such behaviours and feelings are often attempts to avoid questioning, and possibly
changing, approaches to living and possibly exacerbating vulnerability.

The small nests of fragmented images displayed in the blue family cupboard constitute
both a traumatic ending and a beginning. Bennett notes how art can slow the process
of perception to open affect by presenting the familiar at a distance (in my work,
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someone cutting paper with a shredder) and revealing the ‘unimaginable’ on closer
examination (alteration of photographs).289 The piercing and fragmenting go beyond a
bodily sensation of pain to locate the invisible cut and pain of anxiety and loss, feelings
which de Botton describes as often dynamically avoided, usually with unhelpful
results. 290 Examining suffering in Doris Salcedo’s glass-windowed chest, Untitled,
Bennett describes the contents as being more than “literal relics; they suggest the way
in which a sensation (of pain and loss) attaches itself to objects as to bodies”. 291
Importantly, I found that since this temporal shift creates affective space, there is room
for more than one feeling to emerge during that closer examination (the nests in the
cupboard).

Often, feelings of shame and weakness mean that anxiety is often carried hidden in a
body. The action of shredding makes the invisible affective and somatic pain visible.
Shredding also, however, opens the body and may alter the view of self.

The

contribution of this ‘closer examination’ parallels Irigaray’s interpretation of the
Buddha’s gaze on the flower as enabling subjective and then intersubjective
communication. On this, Robinson explains: “The removal of objects…enables a
profound… mediation….artworks have a role here.”292

By ‘removing’ the photographs from their form, the newly created gaps in the shredded
images of at the end/beginning of the day are reminders that breathing space and
transformation can co-exist, ultimately opening a positive path, in even the most
challenged and altered places. This suggests the potential of “more-than-ordinary
vulnerability” to foster poiesis, a point also raised by philosopher Havi Carel in her
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examination of illness and direct and indirect exposure to vulnerability.293 Using direct
action to reveal a useful connection between breathing space, vulnerability and anxiety
responded positively to Irigaray’s view of breathing as neglected and yet “our first and
most radical need.”294

Irigaray reminds “that we forget somewhat the reality and the limits of our own being”,
as she notes the pervasive expectations of knowing and certitude in a globalising
world. 295 At the end/beginning of the day demonstrates that performance art is able to
illuminate boundaries, not simply as constraints, but as a useful and realistic reminder
about the “difficulties inherent in your path.”296 This, as the Dalai Lama indicates, is a
key element of preparing for change. These new understandings raise questions about
anxiety, its location and manifestations.

2.3 A sense of anxiety: catalytic beginnings for reflection

Anxiety is a multidimensional emotion that occurs naturally (trait) and because of affect
arousing situations (state) and is often confused with fear outside of clinical practice.
Anxiety is understood be on a continuum that at its lowest level can be a useful
warning or anticipatory signal and therefore facilitate adaptive behaviours such as
seeking more information.297 At the higher end, anxiety is pathologised and categorised
as, for instance, Generalised Anxiety Disorder, Panic Attacks and Social Anxiety.298
The conceptualisation of this emotion as a multi-dimensional continuum has interesting
implications for this research. Since a continuum offers the possibility of an indefinite
293
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range of affective experience, I was curious about whether the ‘low end’ of anxiety
might lead to wonder.

Based on the wonder/anxiety connection revealed in however it may seam it seems
possible that anxiety may flow on to low levels of wonder, expressed as desire,
imagining and delight. Supporting this understanding of experience, psychology
research reports and practitioners of Eastern meditation agree that anxiety as an affect
flows into other emotions, behaviours, thoughts and beliefs.299 Anxiety holds therefore
a dual adaptive potential to release curiosity, the mild substance of wonder, as well as
self-protection. Less pragmatically, anxiety can hinder effectiveness, impair judgment
and cause physical and psychological suffering.300 According to psychoanalyst MariaCristina Aguirre, suffering is the sense of non-existence, of anonymity and being in an
unstoppable void. 301 Individuals develop or join belief systems and habits (often
unrealistic or damaging) that externalise explanations and responsibility for events. Yet
these systems and strategies often disappoint in their capacity to deliver relief,
potentially exacerbating anxiety and negating transformational space.

In a secularised society, the valuable association of the creative, meditative and
elegiac is reflected in word and assemblage artist Rosalie Gasgoigne’s likening of art
to religion and the environment. Here she alludes to desire and space for wonder:
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Art is about what religion’s about, getting you airborne. Getting you
out of this box, which is life, into the expanding universe – which is
what everybody wants.302
Reading her comment specifically in relation to performance art and a poetics of breath
supports an understanding of the Breathing Space Projects to be a credible source of
transformative belief system capable of engaging with a sense of self, the betweenspace of relationships and the ‘in(de)finite’ of living. Critically, “getting airborne”
suggests action and an edgy, anxiety provoking launch pad aimed towards
‘renai(r)ssance’ through a perception of wonder in difference. The metonymic qualities
of performance art in relation to air, movement, desire, objects and language become
particularly relevant as points of (inter)connection and tools to address vulnerability in
an age of increasing anxiety.

Historically, performance and installation artists engaging affect with or through breath
such as Mike Parr, the early Marina Abramović, Louise Bourgeois and Yoko Ono
remained more aligned to either anxiety or wonder, often using literal methods and
materials to draw the viewer’s attention.303 In particular, contemporary performance art
has emerged from a tradition of shocking viewers, whether in reality or, as Yves Klein
demonstrated in 1960, through manipulation of reality. In such performances anxious
feelings are commonly experienced but may pass as the situation is removed, for
instance, in watching someone perform a challenging task.

I was aware therefore, that viewers of at the end/beginning of the day would likely feel
anxious on seeing me “cataclysmically altering” seven albums of images.304 Indeed, it
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was this heightened sense of anxiety and its underlying precepts that this performance
investigated. The anxiety expressed by friends and others had even preceded my
performance when the gallery announced the event.305 Their voices were more shrill,
their eyes were larger and their breathing quickened with their talking as they tried to
talk me out of the shredding and loss of personal memories. Their anxiety reinforced
the need for my performance as Irigaray explains that people:

…who breathe poorly, cannot stop speaking. It is their way of
breathing…Frequently, they also paralyze the breathing of
whoever takes corporeal and spiritual care of his or her own
breath, of the breath of others.306
This further reinforced that anxiety is related to possible rather than imminent threat,
and is therefore a pervasive state of “arousal and consciously perceived feelings of
apprehension, dread, and tension’ and once aroused those feelings may not easily
subside”.307 Critically, anxiety can be fed by a feeling of vulnerability, and vulnerability
can feed anxiety.

The impact of anxiety varies but research psychologists such as Charles T. Taylor et
al., report that anxious individuals are more attentive to threatening language and
images, are more likely to see risk in choices and are more indecisive about their
futures. 308 That research suggests that the strained attention paid to the word

continued: She will arrange the newly formed images in the display cabinet of her
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“cataclysmically” in the marketing of the performance was tapping into existing
anxieties that may otherwise remain socially normalised. Left unmanaged such anxiety
can impede resolution. It followed therefore that my many friends seemed to not notice
the potentially positive words also published.309 This performance was not synthetically
producing or imagining emotions. Instead, the emotions were present even before the
performance, but latent. This is supported by Jill Orr’s comment, “Emotional states
cannot be manifested from nothing.”310 Performance art offers, therefore, an authentic
connection to a sense of self.

My approach was to create time and space to raise awareness of feelings and the
breathing patterns associated with traumatic change, such as grief, loss, hope, anxiety
and then wonder. For Deleuze, the encounter with sensation as a sign is not the end
point, but a catalytic beginning for reflection and questioning what is known and
believed.311 The performance includes extensive, ritualistic preparation of the outdoor
space, working my way slowly indoors and lovingly setting the shredded images into
small nests in the cupboard, before I return to the hot summer air for the
end/beginning. This performance is about taking action to admit and confront beliefs,
behaviours and feelings from the beginning to the end of the day: a day becoming a
microcosmic lifetime. The work is an exhausting, painful and often literally breathtaking experience, and this is not only related to its fourteen and half-hour duration.
Questions about the nature, purpose and drivers of feelings about physical, social and
affective limits emerge from this work and connect to an historical focus on energy in
previous centuries.
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If I substitute ‘breath’ for ‘energy’ in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries it is possible
to see how the West diverted breathing onto an external world. This external world was
mapped to scientifically observable knowledge and imaged in the light of larger
theological and social perception. Rabinbach’s term “transcendental materialism”
accurately reflects the metaphysic state in which Western industry (cosmic, technical
and human) understood itself. 312 To create reality, material idealism mapped the
concept of energy to matter, framing knowledge as evidence of ‘being’. This positivism
came under increasing attack in the early twentieth century for maintaining a status
quo in its reductive and artificially conservative understanding of social connection
amid a rise of mental and physical disorders.313

2.4 Site and Sight of Anxiety: Invisible maladies

Performance art in the West has roots in the early creative work of educators, dancers,
artists, thinkers and even the neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot. They responded to the
industrial and social changes contributing to breathing illnesses and new emotional
disorders. Their work aimed to introduce alternative ways to contemplate the self and
other, by accessing unconscious feeling and conscious breathing. Eurythmics, Isadora
Duncan’s natural dance methods, Sprechgesang, Satie, the work of Josef Pilates,
Piaget, Steiner and the exposure of travellers to the East to Yoga practices contributed
to a blurring of distinctions between early performative disciplines.314 A trace of early
explorations of wonder, anxiety and personal and social vulnerability is found from the
Russian Zaumists to the Fluxists, the OuLiPians and the conceptual art of arte povera.
312
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Marsh confirms the interdisciplinary genesis of performance art, tracing its roots to
Surrealists, Dadaists and then taking a “performative turn” in the 1970’s away from
text-based theatre and performance studies.

315

Unplugged and attentive, my

performances recall the centrality of bodily, affective experience and language against
a backdrop of everyday social and personal (dis)order in these traditions.

Social and personal (dis)order was marked by the rise of asylums for “nervous
diseases” in the nineteenth century, such as at the Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital in Paris.
There, Charcot’s treatments for the newly diagnosed “hysteria” (later to become
“anxiety”) drew attention to the issue of the (de)construction of self, suffering and
performance.316 Charcot’s medical practice was focused on physically locating illness,
often paradoxically only perceptible through movement or an expression of pain. His
controversial “dramaturgical methodology” in presenting many indeterminate illnesses,
particularly hysteria, lead to the surrealists later describing his work as “the greatest
poetic discovery of late nineteenth century.”317

Charcot’s work gave immaterial “anxiety” a material body, as he had select patients reenact forms of hysteria for his medical students. His strategy included inviting the
patient to act on command, wearing costumes, lighting, using site-specific (purpose
built and decorated) presentation rooms, audio-visual equipment, photography, inviting
the public and students to speak and touch the patient, and linking hysteria to patterns
of breathing, another major field of study for Charcot. His use of the needle test318 was
315
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intended to physically locate hysteria as well as the “the representational nature of the
condition,” emotional tearing apart or cutting into.319 The sight of tense, bent or fainting
bodies, the scripted disturbance of memory and the dissociation from pain was an
innovative (and contested) practice, bringing together a pedagogical need to
understand invisible maladies and a form of predictable theatre-performance.320

Unlike theatre-performance my performance art is underpinned by speculative practice
that informs material practice. The strategy for at the end/beginning of the day
speculates about the possibility to acknowledge and ‘to invite’, or provoke, symptoms
of anxiety associated with the anticipation of destruction (by the Sun) or in perception
(by cutting images). Building on that speculation occurring, the intention is to open the
senses towards transformation and wonder (the day continues and the images exist on
display in their new state). Being speculative, the unscriptable may then appear. In this
case, somewhere in-between anxiety and wonder, as I slowly paint the platform
outdoors, shroud my body and moved slowly indoors to begin shredding, I expose
societal and personal vulnerability. I hear viewers inhale and hold their breath, then
exhale whispered concerns as the machines gnaw at the bone white paper on one side
and the colourful life on the other. In such a ‘breathing space’ I hear one man’s voice
say, “Now there is real pain”.

Embodiment in performance art makes a unique form of sharing possible. Ethicist Sara
Ŝtuva upholds my view in her analysis321 of Irigaray’s relational interspace or ‘being–
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with’ in light of Acampora’s “symphysis”,322 as Ŝtuva explains that seeing another body
creates an intersomatic relationship that reverses awareness onto the viewer’s own
state and vulnerability. “Symphysis”, she explains, emphasises the emotional
experience of connection with another body through physical perception and
interpretation but not assimilation. My work subscribes to an emphasis on the
cultivation of the senses and perception, much as Irigaray and Acampora declare, but
with an inclusion of text.

While Irigaray states “words often fail us human beings, there where birds are capable
of rousing us with their song,”323 my work includes poetic language, specifically to elicit
and cultivate perception of affect and breath. This is done through alteration (such as
stuttering, sudden stopping, whispering, physically fragmenting letters), unique
assemblage of sounds and images (such as using a range of languages, silence,
abstraction) and using the commonality of expression to create, and disturb, familiarity.
To be fully engaged in a sensory experience means any body, object, emotion,
gesture, space or feeling can be considered as language, as at birth, when the whole
body is engaged in a pre-lingual sensing of the world.

However, a poetic practice in performance art offers a means to include words and
writing in this sensory space, not to privilege text but to continue to return the
appraising mind to the body.324 In doing so, it forges the necessary breath-full links
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between life and words that Irigaray powerfully describes as capable of preserving life
and language in a “regenerated and refecundated” form that restores the power of the
poetic and makes progress towards ‘renai(r)ssance’.325 To neglect language in favour
of the other senses would be to continue the duality, only in reverse. Instead, a ‘poetics
of breath’ brings corporeal and cultural aspects of resensing and rewriting the self into
a performance to acknowledge and provoke change through a form of radical action.

2.5 To control and to know: these “tear me to pieces”

The intention of at the end/beginning of the day is to prepare for change (consciously
and slowly outside the gallery), to provoke the anxiety that change can arouse (using
repetition of shredding images) and, by challenging the beliefs surrounding that change
(pausing to sing incomplete songs), to demonstrate that there are other ways to survive
and exist that can instil a sense of ease and suggest, on closer inspection, a sense of
wonder (regularly placing nests of images on display in the cupboard). At each stage
different bodily movements and material actions alter the corporeal breath.

My decision to engage acknowledgement and provocation of anxiety and to move
through that state towards another way of being is also upheld in a connection to useful
strategies in both Western psychology and Buddhist meditation.326 It is significant that
both approaches agree that facing anxiety may be helped by isolating anxiety,
recognising its symptoms and being willing to address this emotion, often with
assistance and preferably with breathing practices. Importantly, psychology research
supports the argument that having knowledge can reduce anxiety, yet reveals that a
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325
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mind open to the unknowable and the different can be less vulnerable to anxiety. This
suggests a preventative value in setting limits on a need for certainty. After the
performance, I found a further strong connection within the Dalai Lama’s five stage
explication of practices for living happily: learning, conviction, determination, action
and effort underpinned by a sense of urgency brought about by knowledge. 327 At the
end/beginning of the day deals with new awareness, wanting to challenge what is
known and how it is valued.

Confronting belief systems and external controls in my performance therefore
challenged a sense of self and provoked acknowledgement of vulnerability. I discover
in the process of manifesting and releasing anxiety there is a moment of profound
‘unknowing’ and it requires a deep resolve, like an alternative breath, to let it go – to
remain in that space. Being held within the ‘breathing space’ of the performance I find
that only my alternative respiratory system is functioning to complete the work. I regard
this as a form of co-poiesis in that, as I perform to create a breathing space, the space
is breathing around/in/with me.

Irigaray notably expresses her disappointment that neither Eastern nor Western
traditions of breathing have adequately resolved meaningful and balanced living, noting
the tearing and lacerations of existence. 328 However, this work demonstrates that
performance art using a poetics of breath can create a non-dualistic ‘breathing space’
where that yet unknown living can be imagined.

Like breathing, the creative process springs from an initial engagement with an
environment, followed by reflection and potential transformation, a release of
expression and finally a connection or shift, to begin again in some unique way. In this
327
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way, art as a research tool can be said to correspond to breathing and that such
‘breathing’ conveys new (un)knowledge metonymically. Renaming the knowledge
production of art research Avidya or “nonknowledge”, Swedish-Indian art theorist and
curator Sarat Maharaj based his interpretation on the Duchampian provocation of “a
work of art that isn’t”. Maharaj chose to adopt “a perjorative to probe the excluded” in a
rapidly globalising world, noting:
Feyerabend touched on this when, on the publication of his
translation of Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations, he
realized that something had disappeared and gone quite
dead in print. With Wittgenstein’s aphoristic, quasi sutra form,
was ‘knowledge’ to be found literally in the lines or words or
fitfully in the gaps, hairline fractures, cracks between them –
in ‘non-knowledge’ spaces? 329
Exclusion and anxiety suggest a negative relationship at the edges of the ‘known’. Yet,
as Maharaj suggests, it is the excluded, which may serve us more tenderly, more
attentively and with a self and other built on respectful autonomy because “it speaks of
difference, multiplicity, resistant alternatives.”330

My practice therefore acknowledges and contributes to the management of difference,
issues of ‘knowing the other’ and ‘other ways of knowing’ in what Maharaj terms “as
urgent, unexplored dimensions of research”.331 Central to that was my interpretation,
and now experience, of the pause within breathing as holding the creative key to space
for our engagement with self, other ways of being/becoming and the ‘in(de)finite’.

While this potentially fleeting revelation of space between known and unknown may
give rise to tension, the dynamic acknowledgement of its existence releases the open
individual – to self, otherness and the space between. Paradoxically, it may be through
329
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the release of external control that a greater sense of control can be achieved. This
presupposes a willing dynamic shift in the perception of self, other and the space
between: a revision of the process of acknowledgement, questioning knowledge and
the concept of ‘towards knowledge’. By bringing these issues to consciousness, a
journey begins that examines vulnerability. To approach vulnerability means to
approach the use of breath, creatively.

This experience in at the end/beginning of the day confirms the anxiety about change,
the image of a potential self and a desire for ‘renai(r)ssance’. This performance
suggests that this form of performance art brings these together in a manner that
facilitates progress towards the (ex)change in and between self and other that Irigaray
seeks.

This image of a ‘cracked landscape’, with its possibilities and pitfalls, expresses a
difference in thinking between Eastern and Western culture. The exhausted,
fragmented, knowing-driven self of Western dualism remains a comparatively lacking,
isolated and even sacrificial figure next to the renunciation, or releasing, practices of
Eastern traditions, such as yoga. Renunciation, Irigaray explains is about presence,
and a release from the drive to control and to know since these “tear me to pieces.”332

The expression of my practice, with its roots in Western experiences of living and
experiments with breathing including (early and typical misunderstandings of) yoga,
parallels Eastern terminology and the values-based development. Irigaray notes that
Vedic practices act with intention to practice with gestures towards unfolding
respiration between self and the macrocosm and in doing so are “never separated from
the economy of the living universe.”333 This is a different understanding of economy
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than the familiar categorisations and values of business and finance, which are
increasingly used to measure our lives.

2.6 Altering Economies: emergent life and vulnerability

A critical cultural difference between the breath of ‘work-force’ and breath of ‘life-force’
continues to epitomise differences of understanding control and release, energy and
the life cycle. Today, with lifestyles offering everything around the clock, “living to work”
is 24/7 and rates of anxiety, depression and suicide continue to increase. Often during
the Wellness@UoN program I heard: ‘I need to catch my breath’, a common saying
meaning to stop for a moment to think, to recover from strenuous activity. It also
suggests physical or mental overwhelming and a need for control – to capture both
object and perspective. The material breath and its immaterial counterpart are
embodied in this one statement revealing a person seeking a change of state.

Paradoxically, the need to be at rest conflicts with the suggestion of pursuit, direction
and expenditure of energy for control. This duplicity of expression can be understood to
reflect a contemporary Western mind/body perspective with its origins deeply rooted in
a history of modern productivism.334 While the Western ‘body as motor’ framework
belongs to the industrialised past, shifts in social thinking and behaviours have proven
more difficult to reconstruct. Artists such as Rafael Lozano-Hemmer explore issues
associated with the expansion of technology, security and the mind now often expected
to be ‘on call 24/7’, reinforcing Cartesian duality and altering intimate and differencebased connection.335
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While the workforce and the nature of work have altered significantly, the market-based
economy remains a central mechanic of breath. ‘Economy’ is commonly understood in
three ways as: a process or system by which goods and services are produced and
traded in a location; the careful use of money and resources; and something that
makes it possible to spend less money.336 Economy is therefore widely accepted as
referring to finance, trade, resources and work with, as business and society academic
Peter Fleming states, “insecurity…as the chief method for promulgating precarity”.337
Work, he argues, is an addiction and a social divider. Rebuffing work and its economy,
he warns, is tantamount to “rebuffing ‘life itself”.338 This has implications for the sense
of self when, as Carel notes, an individual is unable to work. The inbuilt model of
dependency on an external way of living leaves the self doubly vulnerable.

As signalled previously, living in the twenty first century has seen the workplace morph
into an ”everywhere at all times place” where one’s role functions to transform the body
into an observed commodity form.339 Seen in this way, the neo-liberal economy can be
likened to an iron lung, a life-support system dependent on mechanics of breath that
offer an imaginary freedom. This view is supported by Manning’s and Massumi’s
suggestion that capitalism “is a universal process of capture”.340 They point out that art,
such as their own Senselab, can question economies, and turn attention to the creative
process rather than to a final object.

Building alternative respiratory systems in counterpoint to such imaginary freedom
transfigured space, enabling my questioning of beliefs in this globalising lifestyle, the
work/object orientation and the subject/object orientation that pervades a sense of self.
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Querying the devaluation of unpaid or socially oriented work, Irigaray intersects with
Fleming’s argument of hierarchy and distance when she challenges:

Are we losing our humanity to manufactured objects, to which we
are enslaved, or in favor of purely financial exchanges, to which we
are servants?....have lost our freedom of choice in many
situations? …And of we no longer speak, speak to each other, are
we still human? Are we still alive?341
This exteriorisation of self empties the individual of an autonomy required for reflection.
It places responsibility for life back in the hands of a manufacturer of perceptions,
whether an object or an institutional belief, and leaves the individual devoid of
satisfaction. Jung’s “real man” versus “statistical man”342 is indicative of a long-standing
concern for the undiscovered, diminished self.

My work shares an understanding of individuation beginning from birth with Jung and
Irigaray.343 Jung argues that from birth institutions such as the church see the value of
an individual only in its collective support of their dogmas, while science and the church
denigrate individuality as ranging from “egotistic obstinacy” to “heresy and spiritual
pride”. 344 The relentless anxiety about an individual becoming conscious of and
pursuing autonomy is therefore a suffocating double bind – anxiety expressed, as Jung
unflinchingly observed, by institutions and the massed followers in fear of difference
and anxiety felt by those who fear remaining the same.345 This is observable today, as
Irigaray explains, in a range of commonly expressed anxieties about such actions as
refusing to conform to gender roles such as motherhood, refusing to be subjectively
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reduced and categorised by age and exploring other ways to live, such as by
consuming less.346

The material experimentation with visual, verbal and sensory expression in however it
may seam and at the end/beginning of the day reinforces my view that more than one
economy exists. In agreement with this perception, Bachelard’s offer of breathing as
another way of applying the term economy addresses an imbalance in a wealth of
autonomy. The alternative respiratory systems created by my work alter physical and
affective states to bring attention to air, breath and the wonder of survival and may be
regarded,

therefore,

as

a

crucial

economy.

Reflecting

on

the

life-affirming

characteristics of such ‘’alter-economies’’ Manning and Massumi add:

Emergent life, lived less as value-adding than as a value in
itself. Ultimately, the value produced is the process: its very
qualitative autonomy.347
The life-rallying relationship was evidenced through my development of a breathingbased structure focused on the pause and meditation practice that supported a
materiality of poetic visual language and thinking, where, as Roudiez notes “the effort
is…to work, consciously or not, with the sounds and rhythms in transrational
fashion.”348 This active materiality drew on breath’s physical and affective capacity to
shape a sense of (inter)personal communion and meaning in movement, sound,
colour, location and connection. Bachelard supports this view when, by praising the
poetic form of language, he presents a very different type of imagination than that of
the iron lung:
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A tonic air, material of courage, flows through the poem. All poetry
– not only recited but even read silently….- comes under the
influence of this basic economy of breath. The most varied
imaginary
types…necessarily
participate
in
aerial
imagination…Man is a “sound chamber”.349
A chamber is a small room, perhaps containing personal treasures as in term
Wunderkammer. The term embodies an active affective state of wonder and its careful
cellular curation and exhibition. Physically, the lungs are Wunderkammer, consisting of
five chambers capable of collecting, holding, transforming and displaying a wide range
of emotions and affective states including any Wund (wound) of anxiety, gases, water,
microorganisms and wonder. 350 They are also extremely vulnerable.

2.7 Vulnerability : perception and meaning making

Research into vulnerability has been traditionally dominated by the scientific fields of
medicine, psychology, environmental studies, and extends to international law.351 More
recently, however, the positive social and personal contributions made by art and
philosophy, have gathered multi-disciplinary recognition for their functional and even
celebratory meditations that can ease the impact of direct and indirect forms of
vulnerability.

Vulnerability is regarded as a loss of agency and autonomy and of being susceptible to
a range of negative living conditions. Philosopher and Director of the Life of Breath
349
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project, Havi Carel applies the term “more-than-ordinarily vulnerable” to the body in her
investigation of living with and around illness, driven specifically by her own
phenomenological experience of a sudden, irreversible inability to breathe. Combining
Merleau-Ponty’s understanding of the body as inseparable from the mind with
Heidegger’s “being able to be” (Seinkönnen), Carel explains that the ability to be
depends on the agency of the whole body. Sudden Illness, problematises the body,
making the self “more-than-ordinarily-vulnerable”. 352 This loss of physical agency can
extend

to

financial, social and

psychological vulnerability, a breathlessness

demonstrating a precarious relationship between the individual and these ‘mechanics
of breath’.

The resulting reactions and actions are subjective, varying in time and expression ranging from denial to active ‘living with’. Rightly, Carel notes the futility of seeking a
single response to illness since “the experience of illness is changing and nonlinear,
and requires a flexible response to it.”353 This view recalls Deleuze and Guattari’s lines
of flight and productive tension of being and becoming discussed earlier in terms of
material thinking and performance art. Further, the emerging finding from my
performances that anxiety and wonder are in a non-linear flow suggests that
performance art offers “higher specificity and more sensitive tools” to engage the
creative potential and energy of vulnerability. When subjectively accessed, that
acknowledgement of vulnerability may reduce anxiety and help focus on restoring a
strong self of self. My (un)timely experience of the link between physical and
psychological vulnerability came in 2012. I later noted:
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As I lay in Emergency at the Prince of Wales Hospital in May 2012
I reflected on my sudden physical breathlessness. It was,
according to my doctor, a year of epidemic proportions for atypical
pneumonia and I contributed unwillingly to the statistics. This
illness seemed ironic, particularly to the health professionals
around me, given my project. Yet, this experience added insights
into the links between emotion, mind and body. Anxiety shadows
bodily fragility and even temporary loss of a recognisable self. In
that medical space, clinical language describing breath in
milligrams, puffs, respiration, blows and lung function was a long
way from Rumi’s love-breath. 354 Once condemned under their
concreteness my lungs required more than a year to regain
memory and flexibility.
As I continued to perform my practice served as a poetic, humane and transformative
dialogue with vulnerability. This dialectic finds support in Carel’s positive view that
vulnerability “suggests a relationship of openness to the world” that leads to “creativity
and flourishing.”355 The term “flourishing” brings to mind Irigaray’s “renaissance” and
the fertile space for growth and change. An expert in the nature of flourishing,
psychologist Martin Seligman confirms that personal transformation is characterised by
appreciation of life, exploration of possibilities and improved interpersonal contact.356
Carel agrees that vulnerability emerging from a diagnosis of illness can foster a period:
to reflect and to make decisions and sometimes far-reaching
changes to how they live, what they want out of life, and how
they pursue their goals.357
My interest, however, includes the challenges faced in the sub-clinical population and
the vulnerability of illness is understood as due (in part) to social and personal
breathlessness and anxieties. Natural levels of vulnerability are managed on a daily
basis. However, the conditions around and enacted during at the end beginning of the
day demonstrate that vulnerability is also provoked on perception of physical threat, not
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only actual disease-based illness, further disturbing the long-held Cartesian biomedical
model that separate mind and body.358 Performance art has the capacity to reveal the
hidden, the unnamed and the haunting sources of emotion. The collision of a multitude
of social, institutional, physical, spiritual and affective states on that summer solstice
provides a unique opportunity to confront anxiety, in the resonant hum of heat and
shredder machines, to literally and metaphorically alter (self-)images and ‘display’
vulnerability. How vulnerability is then managed, celebrated or mourned depends on
acknowledgement and having access to the necessary ‘breathing space’.

Admitting vulnerability can result in a decision to take action, to confront the situation
and, therefore its affective state/s, and to see it through to its conclusion. 359 This
mindful shift occurred in my work where a meditative pause resulted in a cathartic
release of anxiety and the opening of a breathing space at the end/edge of a
challenging day. Kierkegaard notes that the edge is a dizzying place, where anxiety is
a force.360 Recalling Gibbs’ steadying conviction that the domination of one affective
force may be altered by environment, bodily senses and personal meaning making, I
turn the force of anxiety into a positive, wonder-oriented act of making something new
from a traumatic situation. 361 Using familiar gestures and objects in unfamiliar ways, I
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turn attention to the combination of the in(de)finite and how performance art can
celebrate and mourn endings and beginnings related to the sense of self and thus
cultivate breathing in full awareness of vulnerability.

2.8 The Elegiac Breath: Rafael Lozano-Hemmer

Carel’s cross-disciplinary examination of vulnerability and its capacity to energise
flourishing, brings attention to how performance artists (and I include here,
performative installation art) grapple with the shadow of death and perceptions of
finitude. Vulnerability and loss, expressed through a transformational shift in power and
hidden or yet unseen issues of (dis)connection and (in)finitude are examined in the
work of the Mexican-Canadian performance-media artist Rafael Lozano-Hemmer. His
material thinking incorporates ideas from performance, history, science and everyday
life to create works, which range in scale, interactivity and materials and can be
described as elegiac. Shock, grief, memory, amazement and time are often entangled
as Lozano-Hemmer’s work confronts the potential loss or disempowerment of self.

Yet his experimental work also suggests a potential to return. In a way, he mourns the
already dead characters of the Auden world and, in remembering death, remembers
life in both its faceless menacing and its inspiring depth. ‘Elegiac’, with its roots in Latin
elagiacus and Greek elegeiakos, is an adjective meaning mournful or sorrowful. An
elegy, from the Greek elegeia meaning lament, is a poem or song of serious reflection,
typically a lament on solitude, mourning, death, war, love, telling a story of the
individual rather than a collective. The term elegiac suggests therefore the
contemplative, the personal and the empathic. When reading an elegiac poem, the
breath should be in harmony with the emotion expressed through the rhythm of the
poetic metre. As the breathing shifts, the heart rate alters, reminding the body of its
156

vulnerability to personal and external forces. The elegiac expresses relation to self and
with others.

Lozano-Hemmer’s works, Last Breath, Pulse Room, Shadow: Box and Subtitled Public
demonstrate how his performance art installations narrate a history, and expresses
reflection and mourning in relation to self and others. He draws on his background of
science and engineering to develop a creatively literal and metaphoric ‘mechanics of
breath’. He pays homage to both the natural and technological world while challenging
a certain complacency in society in relation to the darker ‘breath’ of surveillance,
control and death. Importantly, his works also instil a motivating will to move forward
and relate with others, responding therefore to the vulnerability of endings and
beginnings.

His exacting composition of materials, intimacy of scale and use of text combine with
the (distant) human body to form his reflective and mournful, critical and praising visual
vocabulary. He turns to electronic media to effect continuous transformation. Writing
about Pulse Room, cultural theorists Merete Carlson and Ulrik Schmidt explain how
this work’s continuity manifests the vibrating intermezzo of Deleuze and Guattari:

It does not produce anything new, but perpetually modifies itself
into the new in continuous variation.362
Lozano-Hemmer evokes tension between a sense of the dependent, the insecure, the
powerful and the vulnerable by combining the traditional power of technology with an
immersive environment that offers the deceptive familiarity of a light bulb and a quiet
room. The effect suggests being at an edge of anxiety and, on occasion, touching on
wonder. Further, there is a suggestion of the prescient, as Lozano-Hemmer describes:
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Some people find my work empowering and fun. Other find it
frightening… My works are on the border between being very
seductive, inviting, inclusive and being predatory, ominous,
Orwellian.363
This contemporary expression of tension follows a historical line of thought supported
by the philosopher Kierkegaard. He sees the relation between self and anxiety as both
a feeling of attraction and one of repulsion. In his work, The Concept of Anxiety,
Kierkegaard describes anxiety as “a sympathetic antipathy and an antipathetic
sympathy.” 364 As the philosopher Robert Perkins points out however, Kierkegaard
qualifies anxiety as relating to the manner in which a self looks to others in general to
determine themselves, seeking an exterior view of their interior nature. This
impossibility results in what Perkins concludes is the “key to the anxiety of innocence”,
where the other is a nothing, and where a self finds and loses themselves.365

To find and lose oneself creates grounds for mourning and reflection as suggested in
Lozano-Hemmer’s performative installation Last Breath. In that regard, the elegiac
poem In Memoriam A.H.H. by Tennyson offers an example of pulsing immersion.
Tennyson uses creates the experience of breathing by careful placing of
stressed/unstressed syllables using iambic tetrameter to regulate the breath. The
immersive and participatory qualities of Lozano-Hemmer’s works such as Pulse Room,
Shadow Box:Third Person and Subtitled Public, add an elegiac refrain, a co-poesis of
existence and affect to a practice sensitive to the paradox of social control and release
and yet remain fundamental to breathing.
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Another form of subtle breath in Lozano-Hemmer’s work is his use of text in
conjunction with a sense of surveillance. Capturing the vital using mechanical devices,
sensors, remote cameras, video screens and projected images is an important part of
the artist’s poetic form. Like an honest assessment of character, his use of technology
and scientific measurement reinforces a dark side to co-operation in the construction
of freedom in everyday life.

Paradoxically, his work would not exist without the history, materials and materiality
that he re-inscribes with space and his work demonstrates that art also contributes to
a mechanics of breath. Deleuze notes the functioning and functional aspect of art
when he writes:

…from the moment it works: the modern work of art is a machine
and functions as such….because the work of art….is essentially
productive – productive of certain truths.366
Entering the empty space of Subtitled Public, for example, darkens the meaning of
‘never far from our minds’ as the individual is singled out and powerlessly labelled in
an unlit space by an anonymous machine. Using language in this way, casting a
shadow on the body, turns reflection onto the self, rendering the individual voiceless,
perhaps in uncertainty, and creating a moment of internal tension. The inability to
remove the word, unless in exchange with another person, creates dependence and
challenges beliefs about freedom in an age built on the perception of freedom through
technology.

Using an unusually small scale for Last Breath, Lozano-Hemmer reinforces the
complexities of the physical and the ephemeral to offer a subversive interpretation of
an elegy. The breath contained inside the automatically respiring brown paper bag,
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belongs to a living person. Its elegiac qualities may be inferred in, perhaps, the praise
of being selected for the work (Cuban singer Omara Portuondo) and the rhythmic
pattern of the 10,000 breaths each day. But the work also offers tension between the
seduction of extended and possibly eternal life and the anxiety of mourning its ending.
The work acts as a distinct memento mori, facilitating a grief, and perhaps new
awareness, for self and the very visual ‘mechanics of breath’. Controlled by a
ventilating machine, the crackling sound of the bag and its minute silences therefore
resonate on many intimate, social and creative levels.

Figure 15. Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, Last Breath, 2012.
Rafael Lozano-Hemmer: Voice array, bitforms Gallery,
New York City, United States. Phot by John Berens.
Mixed media.367

Writing about the ductile breathing patterns in Keats’ works such as To Autumn
Andrew Kay notes his personal association with tuberculosis and:

Breath, if an entryway for death, has the power to transcend it;
habitually linked to ephemerality, it is paradoxically freighted
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with the potential to endure. In poetry’s respiratory patterns…we
may discover evidence of a shared humanity.’368
This “potential to endure“ could equally apply to Lozano-Hemmer’s work. The
machinery of Lozano-Hemmer’s work acts not only as a memento-mori but offers a
sense of immortality. There is a twinning of affect suggested in this work – a mortally
perilous final breath and a potential for breath to continue – or at least to live on after
death. This creates a there-but-not-there effect. In the mechanics of the installation, a
history of the “body as motor” stirs, a vibration of a machine defiantly indefatigable, yet
with an equally moving awareness that the body may at any moment fatigue and
expire. 369

Looking at this slowly moving work, it is easy to imagine why a viewer begins to
breathe in rhythmic pattern with the machine. (Kay notes that Keats coined the term
“conspiring” for this synchronous phenomenon.) 370 A viewer of Hemmer’s work, in
observing and perhaps their shifting patterns of breathing, may be said to conspire with
the artist and the breath of the person in the paper bag. I suggest they may also feel
“sympthesis” and sing a breath’s praise for its existence. And then lament its passing.
Recalling Gascoigne’s understanding of art and religion as having the same driving
forces, viewers may perhaps feel a hopeful prospect of the spiritual and immortal.

In these ways Lozano-Hemmer’s work suggests a connection to the social and
personal history of breathing – past, present and the future. Despite the positive
potential to praise breath, the crackling of the bag and the moment before the bag reinflates, recalls the asthmatic experience, a vulnerability that drives anxiety but, in my
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own experience, also provided space for wonder and an appreciation of each new
breath. On wonder and newness, art and literary theorist Philip Fisher offers usefully:

Wonder is the hospitality of the mind or soul to newness, but only
where the security of the self has already been secured so
deeply, that security, a feeling implying the reality of fear, but its
suspension, can itself be forgotten. 371
His view implies a positive connection link to anxiety, through fear. Critically, however,
in considering Irigaray’s concern regarding breath’s vulnerable state, I suggest his
“security of the self” should be read as a mindfully unfolding self, rather than as a
permanent state, in order to “cultivate and respect life, for oneself and for others”.372

Lozano-Hemmer’s Last Breath offers an honest elegy not only for the individual but
also for humanity’s connection to the air and the cosmos. His work therefore develops
a grand poetic scale beginning with the disembodied self. By converting the breath into
a single paper bag, one becomes aware of the body’s absence. That absence creates
space for death’s presence. In breathing with this machine, perhaps a connection
arises in which the viewer experiences life differently.

Observing the disembodied breath (the removed self) as part of a system, there may
also be a desire to release breathing, a different form of control – a taking control of
one’s own life, in order to breathe more fully. Lozano-Hemmer’s machine, while
praising life in all its vulnerable and fragile movements and passing, assists the viewer
to “conspire with the (almost) dead”, the depleted and exhausted working self, the
traumatised self or the indifferent self, to take a risk and abandon the mundane, to
“convince ourselves that the world is worth redeeming…laden with inconceivable
riches” as Kay puts so eloquently.
371
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Observing Last Breath long enough, the viewer may question any number of politically
and psychologically sensitive issues such as the connection to a natural breath, the
control of life and access to one (more) breath. The work, like an elegy, offers both a
celebration and a commemoration of a life, but in a manner that confounds affect and
time. Lozano-Hemmer has encoded the breath with the past, present and future,
leaving the viewer to make their own space for a potentially volatile rush of emotion
and meaning – again, not unlike when faced with disturbing news (for example in
relation to death). In his examination of Proust, Deleuze writes of the confluence of
time and meaning:

Time wasted, time lost, time rediscovered, and time regained are
the four lines of time. But we must note that if each type of sign
has its particular line, it participates in the other lines as well…It
is therefore on the lines of time that the signs intersect and
multiply their combinations.373
Using a single breath makes salient the issues of life, death and selection. It raises
complex social issues of privilege and connection. Such a singular and personal
gesture reflects on being valued, being kept alive and not being forgotten. Such
concerns can provoke anxiety and reveal an individual’s sense of vulnerability, while
eliciting a desire to see, or have one, more breath.

That desire brings to mind that other moment of respiration, the first breath, as
performed in Samuel Beckett’s fleeting work simply titled Breath. Despite the temporal
separation of these two breaths, there are distinct and important connections in their
presentation of fundamental humanity. The breath in both works is isolated from a
visually human body, yet the sound of breath is sufficient to stimulate affective
responses. While a newborn cry typically fosters wonder and a (potentially) last breath
dependent on mechanics may foster anxiety, both create a reflective valuing of breath
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accompanied by a desire to protect or strengthen a vulnerable self. In this way the
elegiac quality of looking to a better future is performed, yet without guarantees.

2.9 The Elegiac and Being Airborne

Whether a large scale, immersive and ever-changing room or a small, repetitive
mechanical structure hanging on a wall, Lozano-Hemmer’s physical and affective
engagement with the desire breathe illuminates a history of harnessing the breath. The
combination of the mechanical and the absent body creates a visual language that
expands his work beyond the personal to enter political and historical themes: energy,
exhaustion, manipulation, anxiety, admiration and wonder. Lozano-Hemmer’s work
reveals a nexus between the living and the dead, work force and life force exhibiting
works that unsettle the distance between a protective sense of self and vulnerability. In
that nexus, he creates a voice that encourages the viewer to look more frankly at
life/death as a way of learning how to flourish and to mourn.

Such invitations exemplify a critical difference between the elegiac form of poetry and
that of breath-related performance art. Examining Adorno’s claim that, unlike language,
art transfigures concepts through a process of reshaping meaning in nuanced ways,
philosopher Rhonda Siu uses the example of death. Death, she explains, can become
a hopeful concept through skilled use of “a poignant combination of consonance and
dissonance.”374 Going further, I suggest that by developing the simultaneity of those
affective experiences in immersive environments combined with the embodied, the
mechanistic, and text, interdisciplinary performance art is able to air and lift multiple
edges of (dis)comfort elegiacally. This refashions and personalises time and space for
reflection and meaning, maintaining Adorno’s, and Siu’s, view of the enigma of art.
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Where Lozano-Hemmer eulogises the body and replaces it with the exteriorised
physicality of technology and mechanics of its history and possible future, my work
begins with unplugged movement, literal embodiment and the vulnerable within the
self, an awakening meditation. My performances bring attention to breathing and air
where none seemed to be available, invoking anxiety along the way and offering relief.
Subverting the calm of the elegiac breath, Lozano-Hemmer uses air to make
machinery ephemeral. In at end/beginning of the day, a machine makes the air
ephemeral and a voice challenges the incessant breath. The elegiac breath in my work
was therefore in the fragmentation of the self, with its ‘in(de)finite’ form and potential to
die or to flourish, much as the fragmented sound of Lozano-Hemmer’s crackling brown
bag containing the poet’s breath.

The poetic language in my performance art, created through a de(re)constructed word,
a broken song, a fragmented image, movement and light, intervenes in post-industrial,
neoliberal social and affective structures. The slowness of rhythm, the sudden silences
and iterations of actions are line breaks that form a breathing space where certainty in
belief is distanced (such as seeing an horizon from a coastline edge) and where entry
to the palimpsestic layers between self and living (somewhere between, for example, a
Town Hall and an art gallery) problematises traditional ideas of possession, productivity
and connectedness. Performance art, using a poetics of breath, is an exercise of
meditative imagination that seeks a sense-imparting relationship within self to explore
the space between anxiety and wonder.

In at the end/beginning of the day, this

resulted in ‘knowing’ vulnerability.

For all my preparation, my summoning of the light and looking ahead, nothing could
prepare for the moment of ‘unknowing’ and the breathing space that emerged as I sat
between the needling, gnawing shredders. It was as if they were the left and right
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nostrils, breathing the everyday and my body became a Middle Way bringing the mind
and body together along the edges of the “gorgeous nothings” of the now shredded
images. This performance began from my speculation that anxiety would be aroused
and then wonder would emerge. I learned, however, that in the transformative moment
when affect is neither one nor the other, there is a deep unknowing that emerges,
revealing a vulnerability that is disturbing. In this form of performance art, with the
breathing space functioning to support the mind and body, there is an elegiac moment
to acknowledge the pain and to celebrate the new. This, I understand as a form of
‘getting air-born(e)’ and another step towards ‘renai(r)ssance’.

The awareness of the potential to flourish arises in the fresh air between the fragments
and the wonder that emerges from the mechanics of breath. Having experienced that
cathartic shift that allowed both anxiety and wonder to enter and leave by the same
(gallery) doors, I wanted to pursue an affective baseline and to explore relationships
and living more closely.

2.10 Art(ist) as a poetic mechanic of breath

There are often incentive reasons for keeping emotions such as anxiety at bay with a
counter-active dynamic of beliefs and behaviours. They can reveal vulnerability and do
not fit a standardising definition of ‘normality’. Like a photo-shopped image, our picture
of normality is edited by the society we live in, often encouraging looking away from
pain rather than gazing into the body’s Kammer, its chambers and cupboards. We are
deeply influenced by pictures of the customary and fail to test that ‘normality’ before it
tests us through imposed changes. As Alain de Boton explains, “this is where art
comes in….to hold up more accurate portraits of human life which can teach us a
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readier acceptance of who we are, and guide us to less panicked responses”.375 This
lack of anxiety-fuelled panic is reflected in the breathing space where ‘unknowing’
requires stillness. Further, de Boton suggests that the artist has an exemplary,
authorial role in encouraging openness to difference and feeling vulnerable through
being “uncommonly patient about the curious.” 376 The resultant work writes “a new
entry in mankind’s dictionary of feelings” that the individual interprets. 377

Even in this early stage, my research connects anxiety and wonder as drivers of each
others’ existence – wonder leading to the risk of investigation and anxiety leading to
awareness of wonder’s existence, either by its denial or in its pursuit. Critical to their
unfolding is breathing space, a place that alters time and requires time in order to be
created.

Performance art has, therefore, a variable gestation period – the period in which it is
conceived, is nourished and prepared. Its development is situated in Foucault’s
paradox of a passion for knowledge which requires displacement – a distancing of the
self from the comfort of accepting the self-evident. The birth of a project is therefore not
an isolated or easy event – in coming to life it connects the here and now with
yesterday’s and tomorrow’s actualities,378 while simultaneously working to free itself of
itself. This prompts an interpretation of that coming to life as embodying the struggle for
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Alain de Boton, “Honesty and Denial”, The Book of Life,
http://www.thebookoflife.org/honesty-and-denial/
376
de Boton, “Honesty and Denial”, The Book of Life, http://www.thebookoflife.org/honesty-anddenial/
377
Boton, “Honesty and Denial”, The Book of Life, http://www.thebookoflife.org/honesty-anddenial/
378
Tamsin Lorraine, Irigaray and Deleuze: Experiments in Visceral Philosophy (Itahaca and
London: Cornell University Press, 1999). Lorraine notes how Deleuze expounds upon inherent
unpredictability in life by using the notions of the virtual and the actual to counter those of the
real and the possible. For helpful commentary on Deleuze’s notion of the virtual, see
Constantin V. Boundas, “Deleuze-Bergson: An Ontology of the Virtual,” In Deleuze: A Critical
Reader, ed. P. Patton, (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1996), 81-106.
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Irigarayan autonomy, the breathing flow of connection and power of Foucaultian
curiosity’s relation, wonder.379

Like Foucault’s displaced self, an art work may seem improper, untimely, eccentric and
out of place in “channels that are too narrow, skimpy, quasi-monopolistic, insufficient,”
whereas its caring intent is to “multiply the paths and possibilities of comings and
goings.”380 This caring intent can be understood in Irigarayan terms as tenderness, and
its nurturing place in relationship to anxiety and wonder is demonstrated for example in
the expansive work of OuLiPian writer and filmmaker, Georges Perec. 381 The
relationship between breath and tenderness is inextricable but often forgotten in a style
of Western living that promotes the drive towards physical, mental and workplace rigor,
the known and sameness. Tenderness admits vulnerability but encourages strength. I
was developing performance to counterpoint this forgetting in ways to caringly remember breath and raise the possibility of space to renegotiate self, other and the
in(de)finite.

In my practice, approaching shared human issues of affect and socialisation such as
anxiety, vulnerability and work/object reification, involves each individual coming to
themselves and reflecting in their own space to begin with a sense of fresh air,
purposeful wonder and conversation. This counterpoint to the anxiety I had perceived
in others disturbs the status quo and presents a challenge, a call to radical action, to
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Michel Foucault notes his intense, motivating engagement with curiosity as a way to release
himself from himself in his Introduction in his book The Use of Pleasure: The History of
Sexuality, trans. Robert Hurley (London: Penguin Books, 1985), 2:8.
380
Michel Foucault, “The Masked Philosopher,” In Foucault Live (Interviews, 1961-1984), ed.
Sylvère Lotringer, trans. Lysa Hochroth and John Johnston (New York: Semiotext(e), 1996),
305.
381
Georges Perec’s work rests deeply in the space of anxiety/wonder, memory and the
impossibility of what is missing from our lives. He writes of missing the tenderness of his mother,
who died in internment in Auschwitz and, through the frame of OuLiPo plays with notions of
control and release, the big within the small and the narrow edge of existence. For further
insight see key works such as La Disparition, Je me souviens and La Vie: Mode d’Emploi.
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approach a transformation revealing a vibrant essence of living possible despite, or
perhaps because of vulnerability.

Performance art, unplugged, direct yet tender, can be considered therefore as a poetic
‘mechanic’ of breath. I suggest that the shifts in practice and visual knowledge through
the informed articulation of practice-theory, are sufficient evidence to consider a
performance artist as a poetic ‘mechanic of breath’, Further, at the end/beginning of the
day reveals the value of vulnerability as an opportunity to flourish and move towards
‘renai(r)ssance’, acknowledging limits but aware of the poetic support of ‘breathing
space’ where one can mourn and celebrate in the one, subtly autonomous, breath. In
the next performance and chapter I explore creating a breathing space that would
establish an affective baseline between anxiety and wonder and strengthen the sense
of self, under the challenging conditions of living in THIN AIR.
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Meditative(Pause(3:(towards(radical"relation!
THIN%AIR!
Air, that which brings us together and separates us,
which unites us and leaves a space for us between us.
Irigaray382

Figure 16. Cecilia White, THIN AIR, installation detail.

Intent
The respiratory system of THIN AIR is a three-week site-specific installation and multiday performance manifested within five of the isolation cells of the old Newcastle gaol
(1880-1983). This institutional ‘holding centre’ was given a new cultural identity and
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Irigaray, I Love to You. 141.
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renamed The Lock-Up Cultural Centre in 2007.383 The nexus between the original and
the re-purposed space is an ideal relation within which to investigate the
psychophysical control and release of a sense of self and other. It does this through a
performative un/locking of breath, anxiety and wonder associated with four major
elements of living and institutionalisation.

‘Thin air’ in the vernacular refers to a void, a nothingness which again paradoxically
may be a vanishing point or a point of emergence (as in ‘vanished into thin air’ or
‘appeared out of thin air’. Like the often unattended breath, thin air may be regarded as
a matter of control and release, a relationship between environment and individual, a
negotiation between social and cultural (dis)locations and the anxiety and wonder that
may arise at how we are (and therefore also are not). Metaphorically, heights and
depths in interpersonal environments signal certain constructed gestures intended to
capture knowledge, to restrain meaning and to produce judgement. This oftenrestrictive immersion into defined and defining space/air may amplify anxiety, stifle
wonder and reduce the self to an exteriorised object. It leaves little or no room to
explore ways of being, or of an irreducible other. Luce Irigaray alludes to the
wonderless suffocation and spacelessness of such personal and interpersonal
confinement when she writes:

We have been educated to make our own all that was pleasing to
us, all that we admitted into our proximity, into our intimacy, all that
surrounded us.384

Importantly, ‘thin air’ also refers to the significant reduction in oxygen as altitude
increases. Air expands, demanding that the body’s ventilation system work differently
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For a brief history of the institution and gallery go to http://www.thelockup.org/our-history.
Irigaray, Between East and West, 121.
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to continue breathing. Paradoxically, this loss creates an opportunity to strengthen the
body, increase resilience and focus the mind.385 Strong breathing at altitudes of thin air
demands a change in the manner of breathing to include both nose (inhalation) and
mouth (exhalation). This focus relaxes the mind and body sufficiently to reduce
nervousness and distraction. 386 Developing a resilient breathing space requires an
enabling environment and attitude.

By altering playfully the word ‘altitude’ to become ‘attitude’, I suggest a strong presence
of self, measured in the layering of self-esteem, not in physical metres. This possibility
is found in sayings like ‘she stands tall’ and ‘he rose above the issue.’ The ability to rise
above issues requires an attitude formed by an accretion of affect, behaviour and
cognition that informs and expresses a transformation of controlled and released
breathing in order for the self to survive. Yet, as Irigaray points out, this process “does
not correspond to our mental habits, to our western logic.”387 Like Irigaray, Kristeva’s
critique of the rise of theoretical reason and its true-false logic champions, the poetic
and rallies against its misinterpretation by the world of knowing thought. The latter, she
argues, maintains its power by controlling the understanding of poetic language as
indicative of “instinctual economies” subject to “bio-physiological socio-historical
constraints.”388 This resonates with my understanding of the neglected breath, reduced
by a commodification of sameness and suggestion of lack. As Irigaray laments, an
overwhelming accumulation of information is dulling human consciousness, and we are
guilty “of finally reducing ourselves to an effect of acquisition of knowledge, but of no
longer knowing anything about who I am, who you are, who we are.”389
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For more details about the physiology of breathing at altitude see, for example, Alison
McConnell, Breathe Strong, Perform Better (Leeds: Human Kinetics, 2011), particularly Chapter
2; and Jeremy P.T. Ward, Jane Ward, Richard M. Leach and Charles M. Wiener, The
Respiratory System At A Glance (Oxford: Blackwell, 2006). 39.
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Art making is a constant practice of questioning, of making new knowledge and of
revealing ‘unknowledge’. From my previous performances I am aware that the
conditions of competency and control in everyday language are transgressed in the
visual and sensory language of art. I connect therefore with Leon Roudiez’s noting
how, for Kristeva, poetic language in both literature and art offers an otherness of
expression and a materiality that cuts across worn-down rational paths to effect shifts
in both form and meaning.390 In her essay, ‘From one identity to an other’, Kristeva
departs from the Cartesian ego or self as the only lens through which
meaning/signification/language can be regarded, to locate and develop a new way of
meaning making and sharing through a transgressive “poetic image”.391 This resonates
with my material thinking, particularly when I translate her poetic ‘units’ into human
terms. I too understand poetic transgression as encouraging a new, questioning logic
around a sense of self and other in relation with urgent historical and affective realities.

Books, notably artists’ books, embody the paradox of (un)knowing. My material
engagement with books and text informs my agreement that poetry’s capacity for
revolution (and therefore the radical) hints at the “upheavals and defiant productivity” of
Bakhtin’s dialogism.392 Kristeva takes this as a semiotic platform due to its logic of
distance and relationship between “units,” suggesting a becoming.393 Translating poetic
“units” into human terms, I interpret this logic as supporting the development of an
autonomous self/other in evolving relation with urgent historical and affective realities.
390

Kristeva, Desire in Language, 5. Interpreting Julia Kristeva, performance art is the space in
which the struggle between an understanding of self, other and existence may best be played
out with a useful in(de)finite result: ‘the laboratory of a minimal signifying structure, its maximal
390
dissolution, and the eternal return of both.’ Through the combination of the everyday, the
body, movement and site, my work develops a visual and sensory poetics of rhythm, repetition
and resonance, a poetics of breath, through which a(n other) self may be recognised. To unlock
a sense of self is to develop a resilient breathing space, where a connection between anxiety
and wonder may be sensed. To develop a resilient breathing space requires finding an enabling
environment and attitude.
391
Kristeva, Desire in Language, 70.
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Kristeva, Desire in Language, 71.
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Kristeva, Desire in Language, 71.
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Crucially, I connect excitedly with her view that any risks inherent in demanding space
for personal ciphers of a becoming self, for example, rhythm and intonation, are
mitigated by the “power of the continuum,” where poetic language transgresses the
known. 394 This suggestion of a radical space, open to the ‘in(de)finite’, allows
consideration of the affective state that may accompany or be elicited on such a
continuum. Reflecting on the direction of my work, I sense an affective state may be
found to be in some continuum in itself, and my performance art offers an ideal
embodied space to test that extrapolation through its language – a poetics of breath.

The poetic language of performance art can open habit’s border and remap existence
beyond an ethics of commodified sameness, often manifested in common law. 395
Arguments that urge the creation of different relational states, such as that propounded
by Irigaray, offer highly valuable purpose and urgency. In my experience, however,
impassioned proponents of change often overlook the necessity of a preparatory
platform. In order to enter a revolutionary space that is gendered and historically
fraught, both men and women may find it useful to first come to their own sense of
(another) self in (another) world. Without first opening to and connecting with a
baseline of the anxiety and wonder in and around the self, I suggest that there is no
bridge to approaching the anguish Irigaray portrays and the losses the WHO is
attempting to stem. A breathing space needs to be created.

The poetic performativity of THIN AIR intends to create an alternative respiratory
system that encourages a potentially difficult, balancing recalibration of visual, sensory
and affective exchange between within and between (my) self, visitors and the
gendered history of the space. A personal and shared breath is a way of relating and
contributing to the world, perhaps even of resuscitating life and refounding connection.
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Kristeva, Desire in Language, 70.
Irigaray, Between East and West, 128.
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Immersion in ‘breathing space’, the alternative respiratory system devised for The
Lock-Up acknowledges the cellular memory of breathing and explores its relationship
with anxiety and wonder to build a preparatory platform for change.

Preparation
Examining the historical respiratory systems of humans and institutions, I find a
strikingly resonant concordance between the layout of the once-gaol Centre, built in the
nineteenth century, and the contemporaneous drawings of the lungs cells by F.
Badoubeau in Jean-Martin Charcot’s medical volumes on the lungs and vascular
systems. 396 Walking through the Novacastrian site, I also begin to cross-reference
movement and sensation with the floor plan, the building’s purpose and my previous
physical and affective experience of air-conditioning in however it may seam and at the
end/beginning of the day.

The Lock-Up’s entrance and corridor were originally used for processing individual
entrants, acting like the conducting and filtering airways of the physical respiratory
system.397 The five isolation cells (two for females and three for males) form the five
chambers of the human lungs. Like the moist, often unhealthy, medical examples, I
understood each evocatively dank space of the building as an invisibly mechanised
juncture of natural and cultural breath expressed through the control, and eventual
release, of the individual (see images following).
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J.M.Charcot, Oeuvres completes J.M.Charcot: Maladies des poumons et du systéme
vasculaire, vol.5. (Paris: Châteauroux, 1888). 36.
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Jeremy P.T. Ward, Jane Ward, Richard M. Leach and Charles M. Wiener, The Respiratory
System At A Glance (Oxford: Blackwell, 2006).11. Conducting and filtering air is a function of
air-conditioning.
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Figure 12a. F. Badoubeau’s illustration of Charcot’s examination of cells and spaces in
an adult lung. Source: J.M.Charcot. Oeuvres completes J.M.Charcot: Maladies des
poumons et du systéme vasculaire, vol.5. (Paris: Châteauroux, 1888). 36.

Figure 12b. the floor plan of the cells and spaces of The Lock-Up Cultural Centre,
Newcastle. Source: The Lock-Up Cultural Centre, Newcastle. The drawings in Figures
12a and 12b create comparable respiratory bodies.
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Any cell (from the Latin cella or small room) connotes biological heritage, memory, and
microscopic yet energetic space. In breathing, cells are the fundamental transportation
method. The manner in which a cell is treated can have lasting effects on the lifeform.398 When breath is captured, as in the term ‘I held my breath,’ so are key elements
of living.399 Artists such as Louise Bourgeois have drawn on the visual language of the
cell to reveal the universal and personal pain, suffocation and long-terms effects
hidden in socially controlled cells such as the isolated or nuclear Western family.400 I
interpret, and engage with, the major life elements of education and knowledge,
relationships and home, career and dreams and birth and death to be at the cellular
level of self and the interpersonal social space.

Installing one thematic element in each cell, I create a cell within a cell to heighten the
potential for an affective and relational awareness. Through counterpoint, I design
THIN AIR to make visible a form of (inter)personal cell that renders shareable our
hidden wounds (incurred for example through reduction, denial or disappearance) and
their potential healing (permission, acceptance, appearance).401 Thus, I combine the
slivers of air and light, duration, uncanny and sometimes confronting objects, scents
398

The cell was first discovered in cork by Robert Hooke. He published his finding as
Observation XVIII in his book Micrographia: Or some physiological descriptions of minute
bodies made by magnifying glasses with observations and inquiries thereupon (1655). Hooke
coined the term ‘cell’ noting the similarity of the biological organism to the habitation space of
the monks. http://www.gutenberg.org/files/15491/15491-h/15491-h.htm
399
See for example, the Centre for Medical Humanities, University of Bristol; and Gary
Easthope, “Alternative Medicine,” in Second Opinion: An Introduction to Health Sociology, ed.
John Germov (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 325-342. (Re)connections between
mind, body, affect and spirit/breath now garners medical support in the West. As scientist Gary
Easthope points out, the relation between illness and individuals’ sense of control over their
lives has been a subject of growing interest from orthodox medical practitioners.
400
See for example: Rainer Crone and Petrus Graf Schaesberg, Louise Bourgeois: The Secret
of the Cells (Munich: Prestel, 2008); Chrissie Iles ed., Marina Abramovič: Objects, Performance,
Video, Sound (Stuttgart: Staib & Mayer, 1995).
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Candace Pert, Molecules of Emotion: The Science Between Mind-Body Medicine (New York:
Scribner, 1999). As with the paradox of breathing thin air, I take inspiration from the paradox of
cellular isolation, demonstrated medically. The isolation of cells has long served the Western
treatment of such anxiety raising physical diseases such as cancer. Cells are often specialised
and move or alter to heal wounds and strengthen the body. Candace Pert was among the first
neuroscientists to evidence a psychoimmunoendocrine network, this shifted both research and
practice toward the more radical view that the whole body, not only the brain, was the site of
cellular communication and control/release necessary for memory, affect, behaviour and
healing. I move within and alter cells accordingly.
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and sounds with rules and repetitive movement to explore what it takes to develop a
resilient self, noting that a healthy relation with self and others is conducive to less
personal punishment and to a release of institutional thinking and behaviour.402 The
selection and placing of objects become an act of ‘in relation to’ as much as each was
phenomenologically autonomous. Objects from previous works such as mirrors, books,
blue light, text and textiles are resonant Leitmotif, a small control of continuity and
control for me. More courageous are the live grass, and the mask based on my own
face and that of a dying close friend. I find and provoke the/my borders of control in this
design and installation phase. Entering each altered cell releases a productive intimate
experience of issues associated with developing a different breathing space.

The Cells: Installation, Instruction, Introspection and Interpretation403
Access to the cells is through the foyer, a place where entering and leaving are
connected through an intention of transformation, as the body does when breathing air.

submission (Cell F: education and knowing) Its dull ambience, often used as a control
mechanism that affects levels of anxiety and overwhelms a willingness to explore. A
dull environment can diminish knowing about self and other emphasised by the rules
and awkward availability of an artist’s book. I refer to the potentially transformative,
rhizomic readings in my artist’s book as ‘knowledgescapes’, wherein the ‘known’ may
‘escape’ to a wonderful territory without an excessive anxiety of becoming lost. Book
artist Alex Selenitsch likens descriptions of looking through artists’ books to “reports of
a trip to another place.”404 The milieu of such unknowable ‘places’ may reveal the
invisible and coax the reader out of any number of comfort zones. This milieu could
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Although not expecting the warming, almost meditative hypnosis of self-isolation that Gaston
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only be realised through a subversive engagement between the form of the book, its
location, its accessibility and its ‘reading’.

The Grass is Greener (Cell G: home and relationships) explores a desire for home and
relationships and the sense of having, not having and surviving change. The gendered
saying ‘the other man’s grass is always greener’ evokes desire and dissatisfaction
concerning the location of self in relation to others. Societies establish a vast array of
‘desirable‘ objects, such as homes, gardens and relationships, and their removal into
thin air can raise anxiety. I admire the willingness to blend wonder with anxiety French
writer Georges Perec upholds the need to interrogate one’s environment at the most
basic and often neglected level saying: “Question your teaspoons”.405 In this cell, the
teaspoon is the grass that gradually decays over three weeks. However, homely sights,
scents and textures of a garden, even in a state of disrepair/disappearance, were
always unavailable to the cell’s previous, incarcerated occupants.

AWAY (Cell D: career and the desire to leave). This explores the dream-state release
of a controlled working self through a potential change of air. This cell contains a
permanent museum display of a small canvas stretcher, pillow and single blue-grey
wool blanket that was a remnant of a prisoner’s bed. I bring the air of places around the
world to the onlooker through bottles of air, small commodifications of dreams I
captured to present on a melamine desk. What does it mean to dislocate, resettle,
shift? Can it be done AWAY and yet here? Subtly, nearby AWAY is a calligram, a word
using its body to image its meaning. This transparent Perspex embodiment is cut
lineally, running along the base of a wall, to become performative, bringing sensations
of loss or escape to the surface which, perhaps like the incarcerated, are otherwise
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Georges Perec. “Approaches to what?”, in Species of Spaces and other Pieces. Trans.
John Sturrock (London: Penguin, 1999), 210.
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unseen or disappeared. This transgressive intersemiotic image/sensation may also be
read as A Way, suggesting a path, a solution to a problem.406

Breath (Cell A: life and death) confronts death. This tiny windowless space was once
used for photographing prisoners. Breath engages with the most personal experience
of disconnection – to be, as we all must, in that space of final breath at the end of life. I
had observed this fight, this straining to breathe just one more time, in my closest
friend’s last moments six months before. The public could only engage singly,
intimately, by sitting near a death mask and listening to my poem Noting This and
keyboard sound using the institutional cells’ ‘notes’ (A,D,E,F,G) through headphones.

Cell Abrasion (Cell E: culmination) This smelly, dank, echoing and blood-splattered
chamber is my performance with installation drawing together the threads from each of
the cells. My silent, rhythmic performance includes an invitation to join in over three
days. It contemplates how we breathe alone and together. Cell Abrasion (a cosmetic
procedure of removal to improve oneself) becomes an extended metaphor for (altering)
a sense of self and the social issues associated with that change. Ambient sound
augments the sound of the cutting, shaping and release of paper by myself and those
who join in. Are these small pieces of paper acts of celebration, dissatisfaction,
transformation, breath itself, or perhaps everything/nothing?

Accessing and mobilising in and around the cells is central to the movement of air and
sense of breathing space. This work enables me to explore a culturally inflected sense
406

As literal language, AWAY might be understood as intersemiotic: that is, concerned with the
complex connections between shape, sound and semantic charge of the word(s) and between
their letter. Such an interest is found in the work of, for example, Ian Hamilton-Finlay, Haradlo
de Campos and Eugen Gomringer. The 2012 exhibition ‘Verbi-Voco-Visual explorations:
Language in Art and Text’ at Indianana University presented works that pioneered such
disciplinary and interdisciplinary forms and connections with meaning, space and iteration
ranging from illustrated text (Borges/LeWitt) to absent text (Munari), design (Drucker) to
cadence (Cage). Even the term ‘verbi-voco-visual’ nods to iteration, as its use by Marshall
McLuhan in 1967 had its origins in James Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake.
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of self, described by Irigaray as “constituted by moving away from the/its naturalness
through conflicts, the use of tools, and control”.407 Written ‘instructions’ hang at each
cell door. They reflect different modes of expression to maximise shifts in control,
pauses and to connect with individual communication styles by using a question, a list
of instructions, a temptation, an explanation, an invitation.408

The materiality of the work is therefore in relationship with the viewer and the
experiences they bring in conjunction with documentation available in the performance
space. This concurrent materiality and immateriality opens my instructions to
conjecture and re-interpretation. Its success throughout THIN AIR encourages further
development of its effects, including for my examination show.409 Performance artist
Mike Parr pioneered instruction works.410 By videoing ‘instruction‘, this early explorer of
body art introduced what Anne Marsh describes as “an ontological paradox” which is
that “[t]he live action work creates a presence in its absence”.411 In THIN AIR I find a
third state of ‘presence’ where an immersive, dedicated space is sufficiently
communicative for a visitor to act creatively and sense the breath’s response
independent of presence or instruction.

By building a work that encourages moving towards, within and through space and
time I recognise and aim to strengthen my and the viewers’ autonomy and relation.
This de/reconstruction of control creates an anxiety-provoking dissonance in me that I
recognise from recent personal everyday experiences. For the first time in my series,
the viewer is not limited to gaze and interpretation, but could, if they desire, sit, stand,
kneel and otherwise engage in the work. While I create physical pauses located in
407
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Linda Michaels, ed., Mike Parr Performances 1971-2008, (Melbourne. Schwartz city, 2008).
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Marsh, Performance, Ritual, Document (Melbourne: Macmillan, 2014), 127.
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external controlling mechanisms (instructions, chairs, rug, headphones), the language,
timing, duration and location of subtle affective pauses (body, mind, knowledge,
actions such as cutting paper) are invitations to interpret and express personal control.

After a visitor’s first pause to decide in which direction to move, s/he could further
choose to pause at doorways, inside cells, in corridors. This aligns, as I interpret it, to a
natural form of breathing. Discomfort or disturbance in any location could provoke
anxiety and encourage a rapid moving on. Surprise could induce a sense of wonder
and a lingering. A slow meander along a corridor allows for contemplation. A fast stride
may indicate restlessness and dis-ease. Walking encourages a receptivity to liminal,
breathing space - a walking pause of introspection to meet the challenge of an
‘alchemy of indirection’ which Irigaray acknowledges as:

A process which is, however, always uncertain within the truth of its
operation. So returning to breath is the measure of respect for the
self, for the other, for the living and its culture.412

In(tro)spection is a source of both anxiety and power. The introspective Cells of Louise
Bourgeois, described as ‘structure of existence’ come to mind as I complete a site
inspection. Bourgeois’ works create intense microcosms of pain and voyeuristic
pleasure that repel and attract connection within and between each other and the
viewer. In(tro)spection can thus also be a source of wonder, of a wish to explore
further. The door frames in The Lock-Up create borders of in(tro)spection, where the
air that existed in the cells and the air that the artwork brings may be considered and
perhaps recognised as a new type of civility: the air that ‘brings us together and
separates us.’413

412
413
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Connecting with this “alternative cellular respiratory system” though movement and
stillness, looking and touching may (re)generate a baseline for the anxiety and wonder
within hidden breathing patterns. Thus, I work towards an unfolding of a new form of
poesis, a form of co-poesis, by designing work with public engagement in mind in and
through THIN AIR.

Realisation (sequential documentation is provided at the end of this Pause)
From at the end/beginning of the day I understood that appearances can be deceptive.
Outside the gaol nothing seems to have changed. However, entering the foyer (like air
itself), the visitor to THIN AIR faces a choice and enacts a first pause to wander
(wonder) towards the lung-cells on the right or the lung/cells on the left. A decision, a
judgement affecting the flow of experience begins. Small glimmers of blue light, the
scent of fresh and a distant glimpse of strange objects suggest that all is not as it
seems. The visitors walk in an anxious manner tentatively towards each cell as if not
wanting to disturb disturbance. Some hover at dark doorways, uncertain whether to
enter or to peer in like a guard. This hovering between control and release, and their
discussions amongst themselves about where to stand and what to do, reveal their
personal baselines of anxiety and wonder. (I am not immune to this anxiety and
wonder as I walk through the cells over three weeks at different times of day,
sometimes aloe, sometimes with others. The smell of ancient urine rises with the heat,
the daylight grows into a stabbing memory, and muffled street sounds speak of
absence. At other times the air is scented with a familiar garden, the light brings a
rainbow into view, and listening becomes a tender gesture of relation).

Ahead, two doors present another choice. An uncanny scent rises from one cell: fresh
grass. Strange how the visitors peer in as if looking over a fence into a neighbour’s
yard. They control themselves and do not enter, but I can hear them whispering in
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discomforted tines. The ‘backyard’ offers a sunny-coloured slat chair with two blue
ceramic rabbits, sentinels guarding home and family. The Perspex box suggests a
garden table, but no sooner does the visitor identify each element than two more
elements challenge this perception of reality. A small piece of Fool’s Gold on the grass
under the box and a rectangular cut of acrylic grass securely tied to a mirror, suggest a
need to look closely at and into the control of certainty and the surrender to the
manufacture of (dis)appearance. The scented space encourages visitors to breathe
more deeply; it seems to resonate, and many pause for a long time before moving on. I
notice how many people like to return to this home space, myself included.

Ahead and to the right are Cell F and Cell G, once the women’s isolation cells. At each
door hangs a small notice. At Cell F some people do take notice, and I am amazed at
how willingly many submit themselves to acquiring knowledge. However, the interior
space of submission (Cell F) makes the written ‘orders of engagement’ at its door
almost redundant. Visitors willingly kneel on the long, pale rug in front of the book
under its Perspex box and put on the cotton gloves of inspection. While wearing gloves
is an accepted practice in touching artworks, here it also operates as a pause,
expanding the distance between individual and object, altering space and affective
connection.414

Next, the visitor brings focus to their body by leaning towards the box, creating a
gestural shape suggestive of submission in the west. This shape, however, in the
breath traditions of yoga approximates the anxiety-relieving pose balasana, and its
physical movement connects a subtle awareness of the breath. 415 It has a purple
buckram cover with traditional gold leaf along the spine, and a date stamp that
414

Selenitsch, Australian Artists Books, 11. Selenitsch writes that ‘viewers are forbidden to
touch works in the interests of conservation. Artists books placed under glass demonstrate they
exist, and although in some cases, they can be spread out as a display, generally both
sequence and tangibility are lost to the museum visitor.’
415
http://www.cnyhealingarts.com/2010/11/08/the-health-benefits-of-balasana-childs-pose/
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references the historical reality of a submission. Small shards of broken mirror hug the
side of the box and reflect the visitors’ faces as they read the bound remnants of my
psychology thesis about open mindedness. I am surprised that individuals don’t simply
life the box up. Instead, deciding to engage with the artwork in its controlled position,
they release respect and tenderness towards the work that moves me towards wonder.

Sitting back on their haunches, releasing their breath, visitors look up to see the
projected image of an excessive measure of control and isolation: a claustrophobically
small, medieval window replete with a densely crocheted curtain behind iron bars. This
movement embodies an experience of (un)knowing. The ‘reader’ is in a bowed position
with compromised breath, presented with a mystery beyond their control and
expectation. Finally sitting upright to take a full breath, they respond to their refreshed
interior and their environment, as Irigaray predicts, with ‘astonishment, wonder, praise,
sometimes questioning, but not reproduction, repetition, control, appropriation.’416

Walking across the echoing floorboards to the other cells offers time to pause and think
about going on, perhaps through life or at least with the confrontation with aspects of
control and release. The most sombre space is Breath (Cell A), and its location before
career and dreams, defies logic. This cell, however, is a memento mori for life and
therefore for breath. (I avoid this cell most). Under a Perspex hub, a dozen small,
unglazed white clay ‘relics’ are displayed. Atop the box stands a similarly white,
unglazed clay mask. On close inspection the visitor can just make out the strained
neck, teeth and jaw of the last gasp – a site/sight of anxiety from which many Western
cultures prefer to keep distance. Cell A is a tiny, private space where a visitor
disappears from view by sitting in a chair (ch-air) in the tight corner. This pause of
sitting becomes active when listening to the elegiac sound work: a short text (Noting

416
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This) followed by gentle, slow keyboard notes.417 The sitter is reminded of sitting with
the departed, a lost tradition in the West, and there is time to contemplate one’s own
demise. The cell is lit by a white globe strung high near a crown of what looks like bone
and steel. The crown is reminiscent of the Christian faith’s crown of thorns, evoking a
sense of ritual and transcendence. A blue bulb glows on the floor in the far right corner.
The globe’s sharing of space maintains a resonant dialogue between breath and death.

Along the corridor in AWAY (Cell D) I hear visitors reading out the bright blue labels on
bottles of air (arranged under a Perspex hub on a melamine work desk): Munich,
Oberstdorf, Esslingen, Newcastle, Sydney. They are remembering their travels or
expressing wishes to ‘go there’. It is almost too easy for them, and for me, to ignore the
grey stretcher-bed and the cut out Perspex text AWAY on the ground. The visual
chance to ‘get away’ seems enough to strengthen a resolve to go somewhere else,
leaving a self/other behind.

Walking the long corridor past Cells A and D is like taking a long meditative breath,
where the focus is on momentary existence and the desire for air. This reflective
passage reaches to Cell E is a brief pilgrimage, as if in preparation for the meditation
within this final cell. Walking is a performative gesture made by all visitors. My walking
is done in one place, as when the fifteenth-century Indian mystic poet Kabir said, “I felt
in need of a great pilgrimage so I sat still for three days.”418

Cell E is a large, cold and intimidating space where I sit for three days and repetitiously
cut small confetti-like circles of paper in complete and focused silence. The rhythms of
the dulling task make space for affect to rise and be released, hopefully toward comfort

417

See Appendix Ten for the poem noting this, which was shortlisted and awarded Highly
Commended by the Victoria Cancer Council in 2012.
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and connection. The small action can be likened to physical chanting, a resonant
breathing out of suffering to make space. This work acknowledges the circle’s long and
conflicted history of association with space, existence and breath.419In Irigaray’s words,
“what has been forgotten in that ‘perfect roundness’ where to be and to think are the
same” and she asks “how was air able to close-up into a circle?”420

Without announcement, my performance begins. Four dark cell walls surround me. A
steel door is pushed hard against one wall. The shadows of its long bars lock the gaze
onto the white net-covered floor. It is as if even dreams and wonder are to be locked
away. Behind me an empty metal picture frame, a flourish of faux-French style is
suspended from the rafters as a memory has been hung and erased. Occasional small
wisps of air from the tiny window try to swing the frame, but only succeed in making its
shadow smaller. It is not a comfortable place to exist in for three days. Between me
and the empty chair on the other side of the cell is a music stand, holding paper to be
altered under long mirror shards.

Hearing footsteps along the long corridor, I notice my initial anxiety, perhaps about
being judged, ignored, poked at, spoken to. I focus on my task. As the hours pass my
mind drifts less and my anxiety is replaced slowly by a mix of anxiety and wonder at
the sound of the paper crunching under the blades of the hole punch, at the mingling of
visitors’ perfume with the cell’s heavy air and, most importantly, at the many who
choose to stay and observe, or even sit and cut paper. I feel that I am really cutting
cells, cutting through skin, aerating a body, perhaps redefining (my)self. I realise that I
like company but cannot control the situation. As this performance progresses I feel it
is no coincidence that Cell Abrasion sounds like celebration.

419

Since Empedocles and,, more recently, Heidegger, Bachelard and Irigaray, the circle has
performed a representative function of air and existence.
420
Irigaray, The Forgetting of Air in Martin Heidegger, 10.
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The opportunity to engage in the work, voluntarily and anonymously, adds a potential
anxiety for visitors. I wonder if this is performance anxiety. I notice how adults observe
my actions, try to fold and cut the blank sheets of paper in exactly the same way
despite no instruction being given to conform. An overbearing sense of self-control is
revealed. While I am mostly deep in a transformed breathing state, the anxiety of the
adults disturbs me. It is as if they believe there are still rules in this place that once had
rules. Behavioural inhibition is less noticeable in the children, among whom I hear
muffled discussions and inflected tones that suggest interest. Tellingly, it is the very
young who energetically explore the potential of the hole-punch and the paper. They
know that I am in the space, but they are in there, with a calm autonomy and tender
respect for being active and engaged.

Aftermath: Space for Reflection
Access to breathing space and quality air is an essential component for growth and
strength. Sensing and responding to that access can strengthen autonomy and the
ability to live well in a flawed world. Self-knowledge matters because it opens a resilient
path to a sense of autonomous self, a reduction of suffering and a re-understanding of
needs and relation. Releasing self can provoke an anxious sense of risk that takes time
to

deal

with.

THIN

AIR

reveals

how

an

essential

knowing

is

acquired/released/expressed dynamically, by trying activities (or not) and colliding (in
doorways perhaps) with others.

The control and release of a sense cannot be achieved in temporal isolation – even
ascetic monks leave and return to a constructed environment. Movement between the
cells – repetitions of revisiting or avoiding spaces – made visible my own patterns of
control and release of anxiety and wonder. I find myself forever drawn to the women’s
cell with the grass, to sit in the garden chair flanked by the sentinel rabbits (strangely
reminiscent of, though different from, the shredder sphinx in my previous work at the
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end/beginning of the day) and to walk on the gradually changing lawn. My patterns of
attraction, of moving towards, make two important points to me. The first is that the
alternative respiratory system functions to enable some release of anxiety and a subtle
emergence of wonder in my body. The second is that I should practice engagement
with and observation of my self in and with traumatised space. Over time, beyond the
anxiety and suffering the gaol had emanated at first, I repeatedly revisit it and become
more relaxed by its scented invitation to a strengthening introspection. During the
artwork’s de-installation, I fully appreciate with wonder all its small alterations over the
weeks. Under the Perspex box, a small regenerative eco-system has sprouted. This
unforeseen growth of grass (as my self has also regrown) evidences the strengthening
to be had from thin air.

I extended my material knowledge through the handling of new materials such as
Perspex text and grass. Chosen for its softness underfoot and its association with my
childhood, the grass had the effect of revealing a desire deep within me to heal an
adult wound, to bring vitality and connection to something forgotten and almost dead.
The laying of the grass is the moment I understand that anxiety and wonder are in a
type of exterior and interior co-poesis that defies containment and is inherently
‘in(de)finite’ – a form of affective flow. With my bare feet in that breathing grass I was
immersed in a new affective landscape. Irigaray attests to this immersive, wondrous
state when she writes:

We sometimes, at least partially, find this state again, I would
say this state of grace, in which the spring puts us, when we
are immersed in a new landscape, in an extraordinary cosmic
manifestation, when we bathe in an environment that is
simultaneously perceptible and imperceptible, knowable and
unknowable, visible and invisible to us. We are then situated
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in a milieu, in an event that escape [sic] our control…and our
response could be wonder…421

My revelation comes through a material thinking that agrees with Bolt’s view of
materials being more than passive objects. The materials in each of the cells are
resonant in sound, colour, scent and recognisability and I reflect on Bolt’s view that
“[m]aterial thinking is the logic of practice”.422 As materials suggested themselves into
places, as shadows emerge and ambient noise rises and falls during installation, I
determine that there is, in addition, an important material ‘unthinking’ that is the ‘sense
of practice’, a release that is a tender, creative control.

That sense and tenderness also arose when handling the Perspex text, AWAY. I cut
AWAY vertically through four individual letters. Instead of emptying the word by
reducing its normative form, the cut opens it to create a conjunction with space and
time, and a visual juxtaposition so that AWAY as language is more than Kristevan
linearity. The cut of loss, the slipping away, the in(de)finite and more rose up as I
designed this work. This intensification offered the viewer a rebellion against the linear:
language within language, or language that has escaped language. In this way, new
relational territory might be founded while, in Elizabeth Grosz’s words “investing in a
new configuration of closures and openings.”423

AWAY is, to assert McLuhan’s term, a “verbivocovisual” exploration of possibilities.424 I
would, however, extend that description to acknowledge the unforeseeable vibrational
impact of this work. A vibrational impact, Grosz argues, is a form of sensory refrain
421
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inherent in matter and in “how rhythm stakes out a territory from chaos that resonates
with and intensifies the body”. 425 I interpret that vibration as breathing. I describe
AWAY therefore as ‘vibroverbivocovisual’, privileging the poetic vibration or refrain as a
transformative force closely connected to affect. Grosz affirms this connection as she
finds conjunction with the immersive “forces” posited by Deleuze and Guattari, arguing
that “art is the art of affect more than representation, a system of dynamised and
impacting

force”.

426

Importantly,

Grosz

notes

how

art

establishes

“peculiar

relations…between the living body, the forces of the universe and the creation of the
future”.427 In AWAY a cellular revelation of the past and the future is rendered to disturb
a self that otherwise might remain shielded by its present habits and predictable
sensations. As Butler asserts, such a re-territorialisation or a change in boundaries,
reframes and reconditions a sense of self and of affect.428

The large-scale installation and performance is therefore a material and personal
turning point: a cleansing, challenging and sometime apologetic eulogy to a neglected
self. The work reinforces my awareness of difference, including gender, as an
underlying factor in how we live. In the institutional space, women and men were both
subjected to the extremes of isolation, and although THIN AIR deals with affective
issues experienced by both sexes, it uses the institutional division of the cells to
acknowledge the additional trauma of women, particularly in terms of hysteria, the
domestic space and education. Through the literally oppressive air, combined with the
anxiety and wonder of the performance, I come to a cathartic realisation of my isolation
as a woman in relation to my own and other’s desire. The subsequent de-installing of
the cells feels both like abandonment and sharing.
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By bringing my audience to these cells, THIN AIR contributes to contemporary art’s
energetic inversion of the gallery as site. It offers an accessibly creative, pondering
space for anyone, not just those already aware of art’s transformative potential. Artist
and writer Brian O’Doherty prefaces his examination of the shifting relationship
between the white cube, art-making and studio with a deceptively simple statement:
“spaces contain their meaning from social agreements, confirmed by usage, which can
change”. 429 The installations and performance presented in The Lock-up act in
counterpoint to historical agreement and usage. Creating art to de-familiarise space,
and even an historical authority, is a different control/releasing gesture that subverts
the traditional dialogue between the institution and the self. Importantly, as this work
demonstrates, anxiety shares with wonder a desire to act when the need to be
informed is wise.

Over the ensuing weeks, several hundred people visited the exhibition. As I observe
this visiting, I become aware of an unintended result: that this site could also become a
visiting of self as other. Observing the seemingly random movement of visitors
between the cells, I note how some return to a preferred cell, as if they are in need of
more connection with a specific part of their life. In those moments I intuit an affective
shift on the part of the visitor, from anxiety to a gentle sense of wonder. It is as if two
people were breathing in one space together, tenderly and respectfully sharing the air.

These moments return my thinking to the Wellness@UoN program and the adults who
had reported losing creativity and wonder during young adulthood. THIN AIR raises
spectres of a natural self/breath; in its own meditative manner, it eulogises that spectral
memory. However, unlike being a eulogy for the dead, it suggests a passing that may
open to “renaissance”. On a strange new compositional plane, it hints at a disturbance
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of control, and a concurrent return to an awareness of release as a productive form of
control.

Knowledge has long been understood as a source of controlling power. The presence
however, of a book as a worldly form of control, may also dispel, as Deleuze and
Guattari note, the belief that the book and the world are one. Instead they understand
the book as an evolving rhizome in relation to, but not as, the world. They write:

There is a parallel evolution of the book and the world, the book
assures the de-territorialization of the world, but the world effects a
re-territorialization of the book, which in turns de-territorializes
itself in the world…430

The often tense history of books provides compelling evidence of how anxiety and
wonder can control the borders of (un)knowing (for individuals; for nations).431 In turn,
those borders remap anxiety and wonder. I understand the artist’s book capacity to
explore the transitioning space by reminding the reader to contemplate the rhizomic
relation between self and knowledge.

Like breathing, the effort of developing knowledge, and of submitting to and with
knowledge, is often unnoticed. Like unnoticed breathing, unnoticed submission risks
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reduction, closure, limits, crushing. Placing submission under a Perspex hub, I
amplified accessing a performative and revelatory experience whereby the book/breath
“becomes evident as you hold it, open it up, go back and forth and then close it up
again”.432 Its tangible weight and size, and the idiomatic print and presentation invited a
more intimate performance of the senses and emotions than might a regular book.
Reading submission brought dissonant contact with unexpected, yet uncannily familiar,
visually poetic gestures of rhythm, repetition and form. Formal appropriation of
knowledge may erroneously suggest that it is possible, to use Irigaray’s description, “to
have the world in our head”.433The cost of such a reading of the world, according to
Irigaray, is a lifeless world devoid of space for wonder. I observed how submission
provoked momentary anxiety through a release of that controlled act of reading
(associated with competency and self-esteem), thereby encouraging experimentation
with wonder to revise reading skills and create a connection between the two affective
states. This disturbs the cellular memory of breathing.

Disturbance can unsettle or release control, though it also prompts mechanisms of selfdefence. Louise Bourgeois reveals:

My work disturbs people and nobody wants to be disturbed. They
are not fully aware of the effect my work has on them, but they know
it is disturbing.434

Unwillingness to be disturbed has long driven a certain resistance to art, an anxious
labelling of it as frivolous or dangerous. Performance art embodies and uses these
concerns to think critically about the dynamics of disturbance. Through this work I
argue, using performative tools and techniques, that a transformative space of
432
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breathing conventions can re-establish a baseline sense of self and other beginning
with affect. I experience an awareness of my own baselines of both anxiety and
wonder, and a breakthrough to a space between them. I sense a strengthening
resistance to isolation, and want to know more about desire. How do we listen to one
another and pay attention to our sense of self at the same time? Walking, sitting,
observing, pausing and listening are essential to this multi-tasked transformation. The
following chapter and next performance, Don’t. Give up your day job build on this
foundational, poetic knowledge to explore the return of wonder in relation with anxiety
and the anticipatory desire to pursue dreams.
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Figure 17. Cecilia White, THIN AIR (2013), performance and installation documentation.
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Figure 18. THIN AIR remembered in Breathing Space: N THING IS SET IN ST NE (2017),
the examination exhibition.
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Chapter(Three!
Wonder,(Resilience(and(the(Epic(Breath!
Wonder is the motivating force behind mobility in all its dimensions.
Irigaray435

In THIN AIR, I notice a slow growing shift in relation that drew me to contemplate two
things: a coming to wonder again and Irigaray’s question: “With whom do I cultivate the
breath?” 436 This chapter explores the re-emergence of wonder and its power to
generate (un)knowledge, space, relationships and art. Going beyond Robinson’s view
of the “gift-space”, I explore the capacity of my performances to create an alternative
respiratory system that mobilises affect and self. 437 Such mobilisation, I maintain,
requires support and practice as it offers a coming to wonder again. Continuing the
examination of the relationship between anxiety and wonder, the unfolding power of
that relationship supports the approaching (un)known self. Noting how the breath is
remembered in quiet and enduring repetitions that reveal relational space, I explore the
power of performance art to create an immersive experience that may reduce bias
against a creative inquiry, action and relation. I consider the sense of self from the
borders of emotion and breathing, focusing on sustaining the self and building
resilience. I explore the epic breath in performance art in relation to the intimate and
the tentatively shared. Finally, I harness the resilience and the baseline of
anxiety/wonder and look to expanding the sense of relation and the expression of self
in Don’t.Give up your day job.
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3.1 Mobilising: Performance Art and Release

When Irigaray imbues wonder with the power to move and to perform across
dimensions, she draws on millennia of complex ethical, social and creative histories of
compassion and concern about the human condition. 438 Such a power suggests
transformation and, for some, perhaps even the sacred, the potent and the omnipotent
in pursuit of a wiser life. This power has thus also attracted a smothering anxiety, and a
sometimes, myopic need to control knowing, in particular knowing self, to a point where
Irigaray asks:
How long have we been declining? And how to go against the
current? To stop the exploitation, in particular through a simple
inventory, of the human and of his or her environment?439
Already in however it may seam and at the end/beginning of the day, the radical action
taken was necessary to challenge suffering, vulnerability, effacement summed by
Irirgaray as “How do I remain without suffocating?” 440 Approaches to wonder,
knowledge and self-awareness reflect many tense patterns of engagement with “the
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predatory gesture”

441

of dominion rather than the quiet attentive spring, or

“renaissance”. Since the Western Renaissance patterns have established deep cultural
lines of understanding and difference identifiable as Western dualism or Eastern union
and transcendence. In THIN AIR, a shift in relation begins in the corridors, the rules,
the breathing grass as if hearing Irigaray’s question: “With whom, do I cultivate the
breath?”442

Earlier, Socrates stated “Know thyself” adding “the unexamined life is not worth
living”, 443 signalling an understanding that self-knowledge requires cultivation and
mobilisation of an inquiry. Aristotle demonstrated faith in human motivation by following
his pronouncement in The Metaphysics, “All men by nature desire to know,” with the
assertion that this desire for knowledge is closely related to the passion of wonder: “For
all men begin, as we said, by wondering that things are as they are…”.444 Further, as
Nair points out, Aristotle elaborates his views in On Breath, by metaphysically
speculating that “The Soul and emotions are interconnected with the dynamics of
breath” thus offering breath as a mediating power between material and non-material
states.445

Reflecting then on Irigaray’s view of breath as a medium, elaborated in Chapter One, I
perceive and use the space of breath, anxiety and wonder to create palpable, potent
experiences in the search for new knowledge or ‘unknowing’. In the case of at the
end/beginning of the day it meant deliberately eliciting a sense of anxiety, exhaustion
and dark history, to facilitate an emergent sense of wonderment. That emergent state
441
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informed the next work THIN AIR, where the methodology draws attention to air and
breathing by combining objects, sound and movement with the location and meanings
of the sites and the temporal, social and natural elements, thereby mapping conscious
and unconscious threads of influence between West and East to articulate a sense of
personal transformative space and a different form of knowing or wisdom Familiarity
with yogic traditions, according to Irigaray, supports a redirection of knowing self, other
and challenges us to engage with concepts of divinity.446 This authentic and visceral
performance work is where an almost spiritual awareness of existence arises for me
and raises a self’s sense of interiority and exteriority judging by feedback from
audience members.

A comparison may be drawn between such artwork and many breathing and
meditation practices such as the Restoration of Breath, a Siddha Yoga practice of
meditation, that is part of a sequential pattern of captured and released breathing
known as gati that produces constant air flow and culminates in an altered state of
consciousness and internalisation of breath.447 The physical and energetic connections
between breath and existence are systematically advanced in Yogic, Vedantic and
Buddhist philosophies and meditation practices.448 In his examination of consciousness
and performance, Nair explains how the highly documented examples of Yogic
Patanjali Sutras and the Tibetan Mahayana or Middle Way propose a seeking of
enlightenment to reach a sense of one’s true nature or essence, an emotional release
or distance from experiences. This, as they teach, is linked to the cosmological
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qualities of air and movements of the “subtle body”. 449 Breath spiritualises the
psychophysical state, offering a potential safeguard to existence and opening the
senses.

Art theorist Jaquelynn Baas notes how Yoko Ono, for example, retained an emotional
distance from her aggressive audience in Cut Piece by “stoically maintaining a
meditative state that critiqued both societal expectation regarding feminine behaviour
and art world expectations that artists be self-revealing”.450 Such an act of disciplined
serenity revealed the authentic breath of a self that emerges from the literal and
metaphoric external deconstruction of her being/appearance. However, physical
gestures, viewer interaction and duration alone do not guarantee amazement or
resonance. Beyond the familiar seated position of meditation and the apparent
passivity, the work opens the viewer in a number of unexpected and dramatic ways.
The repeated act of cutting away, an invasion of space and excision of air, is
mesmerising and, given the potential personal threat, the work becomes poetically
heroic.451 Cutting is a complex action. It carries both psychological association with the
infliction of pain and ritualistic associations with celebration.452 This calm, emergent self
449
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in counterpoint to challenge may be said to evoke a sense of wonder, which in
Irigarayan terms articulates a creation of autonomy and new relation, “the passion that
inaugurates love and art.”453 In Ono’s work, this form of wonder becomes cathartic and
compelling, inviting the viewer to experience an otherwise inexpressible amazement
and, possibly, empathy. Indeed, for Irigaray wonder and the breath may be understood
to be synonymous as she describes wonder as “the forgotten ground of our
condition.”454

The ability of performance art to viscerally and simultaneously embody current and
(un)desired future states of existence may be personally enlightening and offer an
affective release through breathing space that recalls the Tibetan Mahayana. Finding
this connection through performance art substantiates further the view that true
essence and the breath can be understood as inextricably linked and widens the
access to an other sense of self. This perceived relation lends additional gravitas to
Irigaray’s criticism of the Western neglect of breathing as “the origin of autonomous
existence, but also of the soul, understood in its original sense, as living”.455 Underlying
serenity therefore is an unfolding transformation.

In THIN AIR such an unfolding is evident in my sitting for three days in the isolation
cell, silently cutting papers into rounds. As each day passes I notice how my anxiety
towards being approached reduces. On days when I am sitting the gallery I notice how
visitors would return to a chosen cell and stand, sit or walk around it quite pensively,
sometimes asking an accompanying person to not speak. Change presupposes
intensity, movement and practice to reduce suffering in life. Examining the nature of
suffering or dukkha, Buddhist teacher Saravanda turns attention to the painful sense of
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isolation in a world that undervalues “silence and spaciousness.” 456 I become
increasingly focused on the constructive power of silence and spaciousness in my next
performances after my experiences in THIN AIR.

Again, looking back to the legacies of performance art and feminist critique, as Ann
Marsh does,457 it is Ono’s Voice Piece for Soprano in 1961, which encapsulates that
pain in repetitions of a scream. This encapsulation of resonance demonstrates how an
artist can produce a body of work that then, in Bass’ analysis, “tends towards the two
ends of the emotional spectrum…meditative and lyrical as in Snow Piece or Fly Piece,
but it can also be anguished.”458 Wonderment is therefore separated from anxiety, an
emotion closely related to anguish. Importantly however, the suggestion of an affective
connection was coming into view, perceptible only as Ono’s body of work became
available

and

demonstrating

a

powerful

autonomy

since

“she

remains

fluid…distinct….outside and inconveniently alive at all times.”459

The suggestion of a spectrum between the lyrical and the anguished thus adds support
to the idea ventured in this research that wonder shares a topography with anxiety,
although Bass’ spectrum suggests a linearity which my works challenge. Linearity
suggests a coupling of opposites that still remain in duality. Bass’ coupling therefore
serves to usefully expose the pervasive and hidden notions of dualism in Western
thinking, which Irigaray argues “ends in a substitution of representation for perception,”
incessant comparisons and labelling of everything/one encountered. 460 To explore a
possible radical relation between wonder and anxiety and remap a sense of self
therefore means engaging with the dimensions, rhythms and differences of breathing in
456
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relation to experiences; breathing’s lines of flight, and in particular the control and
release of the transformative pause and the safeguarding personal boundaries of
existence.

Performance art can be representative but, as in The Breathing Space Projects, its
capacity to use the breath metonymically means that performance art can also open a
between space that invites both cautious and confident viewers to perceive a path into
a different space. I discovered later in conversations that the slow movement of my
body in at the end/beginning of the day and THIN AIR reminded viewers of yoga, but
as they stayed to watch what they thought they knew, they were introduced to a more
complex, often indefinite situation that they spoke together about, returned again for
and encouraged others to visit. Irigaray supports the significance of this discovery in
performance art noting:

The encounter between two cultures may allow a new step to be
made towards accomplishing our humanity, notably by giving more
breath to meaning and more meaning to breath.461

What makes the revelation more valuable is that performance art, especially
performance art that invites participation, such as viewers kneeling and folding forward
to examine a book in THIN AIR, creates an opportunity for men and women to access
their personal anxieties and wonder and to explore creativity beyond behavioural
traditions and stereotyping. In THIN AIR, as I observe visitors’ transforming
engagement with the various cells, I come to understand how art transcends life for a
moment by creating that in-between space where a sense of self might be challenged,
welcomed and even adjusted in relation to what they thought they knew and how they
felt. Looking again to Irigaray, this suggests that performance art offers a ‘culture of
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breathing’ since its seeking and development of natural, if hidden, creativity and affect
transcends “the privilege of tradition; it first has part in all becoming human.”462

The experiences of this cultivation of breath now suggested a hopeful possibility of
‘renai(r)ssance’, suggesting a contribution to bridging Western and Eastern
conceptualisations of breath, and by extrapolation, revitalise a sense of self and
connection. Irigaray criticises both yoga and the West for contributing to a hindering of
human development due to privileging either mental or physical practices of
breathing.463 Yet, in addition to the findings in my works thus far, there are glimpses of
connection, which lead feminist art critic Hilary Robinson, for example, to refer to the
creation of an inter-subjective “gift-space,” which does not maintain or reduce the
(female) subject to an object or representation, but through the sharing and exchange
of

“objects

of

mediation”

that

“recognise[s]

the

subject’s

limits

and

her

transcendental.” 464 But while that “gift-space” may offer a resolute, functional and
necessary energy, it may be argued it still remains in some ways a holding pattern,
repeating rhythms of “social rules we confuse with freedom,”465 rather than a mobilising
or transitioning space. Robinson is sensitive to that risk, seeking ways to expand
expressive syntax and to make it legible (and sensible) for the individual (woman) on
(her) own terms and in relation (to the phallocentric world) without prescribing a
feminist voice, style or medium.

In my performances thus far, I had experienced a sense of space that, like a gift,
contained elements of surprise and wonderment to shift incrementally towards
compassion and love. They also contained challengingly insistent reminders of anxiety
and non-existence. Responsively, each breathing space however, did mobilise space
462
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within a subject and inter-subjectively, by creating performative ‘meta-space,’ through a
view of horizons from the marginalised edges of living. The aim is to form a resonant,
transformative and perceptible interplay of and beyond the existing social and the
neglected intimate places and experiences of men and women. On the subject of
transitioning to a new age Irigaray urges:
A change in our perception and conceptions of space-time, the
inhabiting of places, and of containers, or envelopes of identity. It
assumes…a transformation of forms, of the relations of matter
and form and of the interval between.466
In the envelope-like cells of THIN AIR, the perception of ‘breathing space’ altered by
objects and actions, adds affect to time/space to form another world. In THIN AIR,
‘breathing space’ creates an affective baseline to bring awareness of both anxiety and
wonder in one place. This living affective space might be ‘felt’ in the moving air along
corridors, ‘smelt’ in the grass of a cell, ‘heard’ in the text and sound work of another
cell, ‘seen’ in the various objects in each cell and even ‘tasted’ in the pungent air of the
end cell. This ‘meta-space’ is a dimension away from prescribed space.

Through my work, I venture that before inter-subjective relation can become new and
irreducible to an other, the mode to transition to a different sense of self has to become
accessible, practised and compassionate for the individual. Resilience needs to
develop. This requires a form of introspection and self-knowledge that takes on the
heroic, Herculean and sometimes, epic placement of self in the world, and a coming to
wonder. This raises a challenge that remains in each of the performances to come:
how to re-institute wonder without re-institutionalising wonder?

A coming to wonder, with all its inherent risks and vulnerabilities, suggests a
remembering of breath and a cultivation of breathing space. This, in poetic terms,
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offers a path to radical relation a next step from taking radical action, such as that in at
the end/beginning of the day. Such a radical relation had emerged in THIN AIR, shifting
my practice to a more socially involved work and opening my sense of self to being
open to being more in relation but differently. How that difference might be was not yet
clear. First I needed to reflect on what it meant ‘to come to wonder’.

3.2 Coming to Wonder

Wonder is an approach-oriented affect, an inner resource that can motivate inquiry and
understanding. Inner resources, according to psychologist Johnmarshall Reeve,
include “growth-promoting needs, resilient and optimistic cognitions and approachoriented emotions” that support the individual through challenging encounters. 467

Wonder serves a multiplicity of purposes recognised by philosopher Jesse Prinz
observes, as unifying contemporary art, science and spirituality through an ability to
believe in an unseen order, where “artists invent new ways of seeing that gives us a
fresh perspective on the world we inhabit.”468 While the term “invent” is awkward and
overlooks the speculative and the wondrous in art-making, Prinz does raise awareness
that traditional siloing of exploration and contributions to knowledge is slowly on the
demise. Wonder has the capacity to disturb, open and often to connect in new ways,
as psychologist Kirk Schneider illuminates in his examination of Eastern and Western
approaches to existence. Noting “the fertile terrain of consciousness” in both
approaches, Schneider calls for a partnership to “usher depth psychology onto a new
era”.469 Schneider notes:
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It is precisely here that mystery and harmony, adventure and
acceptance, dance with one another, play upon each other’s
possibilities for a rich and fulfilling life, and point to a healing
partnership.470
Reading into his vision, psychology makes an important connection to creativity and
performance to resolve tensions between two parties. The far and deep reach of
wonder may therefore exert power as a disturbing inquiry or, as Schneider hopes, as a
seeking or revitalising of something different.

Irigaray demonstrates this radical

function of questioning when she criticises the comparative and production driven
nihilism in living:

We must wonder whether our culture remains in the service of
humanity or instead contributes to its destruction through a
fragmentation of us into parts which are still smaller, more atrial,
more dead.471
Such wonder may be perceived as invoking anxiety for two reasons. First, wonder asks
awkward questions of the status quo. Second, once asked those questions set an
inquiry in train that cannot rest, yet cannot know what is to come. Through such an
inquiry the links between theory and practice become apparent and, importantly,
indicative of the purpose of this research: establishing the possibility and nature of a
transformational space to contemplate self, other and ‘renai(r)ssance’. Morra
comments:

(t)he work of research is always a practice that connects us
to our personal history and memory, that elicits anxieties and
pleasures in the present, and that offers us the promise of
future knowledge and understanding that is yet unknown.472
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While Western debates about wonder’s association with, for example, memory, new
experience, religion and the cosmos, it is the growing, documented conviction that
wonder is central to survival, which offers a compelling reason to pursue and promote
its power.473 It signals a slow but evident shift towards a less hegemonic interaction
between East and West, and one which might run parallel to, but less competitively
than, a marketplace. In the relatively new field of post-material psychology, for example,
psychologist

Lisa

J.

Miller

argues

the

inseparability

between

psychological

development and spirituality. Referring to the revelations of space and forces by
quantum physics her research evidences that the less explicitly nurtured ways of
engaging with the world, referred to as spiritual capacities, include intuitive knowing,
openness to experience, transcendence and wonder.474 Miller looks to an ethics of
internal and external relation to open a negative or limited sense of self to a free state
of conscious existence, and notes that in a crisis an individual will seek out a range of
experiences including the creative, the loving and the aesthetic.475

The capacity of performance art to manifest space and time creates the potential
energy required to shift awareness of self, connection and memory. This store of
energy I suggest is released through an unblocking or engaging sensation, initially
perhaps only at very subtle levels and other times with significant impact. I noticed, for
example, how anxiety was unexpectedly and powerfully revealed in my first
performance with its repetitions of movement, use of body and expansion of light with
mirrors. Later, in THIN AIR, the repetitions of simple movement, stillness and practice
of being approached contributed to a subtle reduction of anxiety and a tentative re-
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opening of wonder in myself that surprised me over that three-day performance. In
Deleuzian terms, I went from particular and originary instances of contact to a
generality of openness that “forms [formed] a living rule for the future.”476 These were
subjective, energetic forces of change that could not be planned, although the
framework could speculate their potential existence on the basis of repetition and
difference. Deleuze upholds this speculation in his examination of Hume’s thesis on
repetition, in particular by what Deleuze refers to as “the essence of modification.”477
Deleuze expands:
In considering repetition in the object, we remain within the
conditions which make possible an idea of repetition. But in
considering the change in the subject, we are already beyond
these conditions, confronting the general form of difference.478
Further, I had noticed a shift in the manner I remembered breath. As I sat with my daily
repetitions, my ‘memory’ of breathing was increasingly beyond the physical, deepening
to sense inter-personal connections and a tentative re-emergence of wonder, like the
small blades of grass found growing during the de-installation from the women’s
isolation cell. Again, Deleuze concurs with these outcomes, noting how memory and
understanding are first activated and synthesized then supported by imagination, which
I elaborate to mean wonder. The importance of that iterative fusion is emphasised in
his view that such “associationism possesses an irreplaceable subtlety.”479

On memory, affect and knowing, Bennett confirms that art has the capacity to release
affective frames “to register subjective processes that exceed our capacity to represent
them”. 480 She holds that art can elicit “a ‘real-time’ somatic experience” in which
scientifically estranged forms of memory may be uniquely activated to produce
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empathy. 481 In this way, art alters the terrain of scientific approaches to human health,
knowledge and connection. The speculative practices of performance art enable
unique combinations and reinterpretations of materials, philosophies and movement to
elicit connections to the seemingly incongruous and the invisible. These, as Grosz
agrees, introduce forces present in chaos to a designated order of living and connect
the cosmos to the commodified. 482 Forces take on a poetic form for Bachelard,
strengthening awareness and shaping of a reterritorialisation since they “do not pass
through the circuits of knowledge”.

3.3 Wonder: Irigaray and Bachelard

Irigaray has long called for a dissolution of anguish, a state related to anxiety but with a
greater force of powerlessness, and Bachelard maintains that poetic reverie is the
absolute origin of imagery. I came to understand through my projects and my
experiences however, that the associated but more accessible affective states of
anxiety and wonder first needed attention in order to access a baseline sense of self.
Transformation may then be considered and, if desired, developed from such a
platform of awareness.

As The Breathing Space Projects progressed, the challenges to wonder, opening
space and connections became increasingly apparent, bringing to mind the differences
and connections between Irigaray’s wonder/breath and Bachelard’s wonder/space and
revealing a critical gap between.

Irigaray’s wonder, “the passion of the encounter between the most material and the
most metaphysical”, offers a mediating third dimension of intensity that signals an
481
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affective, catalytic space.483 A lack of Western exploration of wonder lays, I argue, in
wonder’s potential power to radically destabilise what Irigaray refers to as a push “to
lure everyone even more, inside an identical horizon”484 towards impossible solutions
by demagogues. The long entrenched either/or binary of Western living appears as an
often alluringly secure, yet arguably nihilistic, formulation to function on a day to day
basis. Irigaray laments:

We want to have the whole world in our head, sometimes the
entire world in our heart. We do not see that this gesture
transforms the life of the world into something finished, dead,
because the world loses its own life, a life always foreign to us,
exterior to us, other than us.485
Importantly, and intriguingly, Irigaray’s focus on wonder neglects to speak of anxiety
despite her long-standing challenges to a vast range of anxiety-rousing living
conditions. Although a link may be inferred through anxiety’s association with fear and
openness when she states:

The closure of the world and of individuals upon themselves is
due to a fear of the opening, of that which remains without
limits…486
as I contemplated Irigaray’s own question:

How (therefore) to reopen the horizon of a world that has become
foreign to the one who constructed it and that represents a
danger for all?487
it became apparent that her critical thinking may, I offer, be wanting in respect of (not)
clearly connecting wonder and anxiety. To come to grips with crisis, survival and
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development on such a global scale is an epic task and one that, in my projects, begins
with the individual. An individual first needs to see where they may be situated, how
they may feel about that and ultimately feel capable of determining themselves, their
boundaries and relations. Theorists agree that such an unfolding of awareness is a
matter, amongst others, of dealing with control and release of the (un)known and
desire, which can provoke anxiety or develop wonder.

For instance, Foucault’s orientation towards wonder stems from an individual’s interior
perspective to argue that knowledge is the “object…end and...material” of desire and
that desire is non-violent, relational curiosity about self and the world. 488 Philosopher
François Guéry however, approaches the (un)known from an exterior ‘social’
perspective to reveal that anxiety arises in “the universe, of the one who guards
property” when an individual is unknown, thus suggesting that knowledge is a
classification tool that privileges stasis. 489 These insights validate the dissonance in
and around an individual attempting to live differently and with a mix of the ‘in(de)finite’.
Further, they support my view that the cultivation of breathing is a subversive act
against the type of knowledge that inculcates sameness and a dependence on stasis.
My work departs, however, from such either/or positions as they maintain the duality of
emotions rather than investigate their relation. Instead, my work reveals the connective,
breathing space between anxiety and wonder, and proposes that their relationship is
an affective and multi-dimensional flow.

These realisations inform my argument that Irigaray’s urgent breath-wonder call was at
unnecessary risk of resistance, unless a relationship between anxiety and wonder was
opened, mapped and engaged at that most intimate and inclusive level. From my
488
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varied experiences of crisis, suffering and individual desire for change, wonder was
equally absent in men and women and symbolic of the concerns expressed in the
central theme of Irigaray’s work. For Irigaray, the development of a non-patriarchal
society needs to emerge from a yet unresolved respect for sexuate and sexual
difference, “particularly of female identity”,490 which as philosopher Joanne Faulkner
summarises, means that woman is essentially maternal and an object, allocated to a
fixed social place. 491 To respect another, according to Irigaray, involves perceiving
them “through the senses”.492 For me, the question was where could that respect, and
therefore those senses, emerge from, if the current basis was stifled and, as Irigaray
admits, one where:

We are struggling against all forms of others to be able to live,
and we are still subject to conditioned social rules that we
confuse with freedom: hence a single sex or gender and not
two, the (patriarchal) culture we are familiar with and no
other.493
Here I understand “we” as inclusive of men and women and that the senses required
cultivation in order to prepare for a respectful consideration of sexuate and sexual
difference, among many other types of differences and opportunities. I understand
performance art as being able to facilitate a space where the individual may first come
to contemplate their own self, perhaps through sexuality but not prescriptively, and
develop their perceptivity in a meaningful way. To do so means an individual may
benefit from a focus on developing self-compassion and awareness of wonder for
themselves.494 It is my view that an individual may be better positioned to approach
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such compelling issues as ‘becoming self’ and refounding connections based on
sexuate difference through a restoration of wonder while also acknowledging anxiety.

The neoliberal spread of sameness as an ethos, has made it difficult for wonder/breath
and radical difference to become a way to approach living. Radical action, vision and
resilience is required to grasp both the scale of change possible through shifts in
relation, such as Irigaray proposes,495 and the potential improvement in health sought
by organisations like the WHO. Psychology research demonstrates that to introduce
the new and to effect change, the image or call to action should inspire and feel
attainable.496 If the aspiration is too large, too far ahead, it can create dissonance,
anxiety and resistance. At the same time, if the individual is blocked (breathless), the
potential to respond is reduced.

In relation to wonder and breath, I will now extrapolate Bachelard’s poetry-centred
argument about poetic imagery to the visual language of art. In doing so, his comment
“the poetic image, in its newness, opens a future to language” suggests that wonder
manifested in art can air its (self to) expression. 497 Further, art may offer a simplicity
that cannot be found in daily life - a lack that drives the uptake of meditation across the
globe. I understood and harnessed the power of simplicity in my own earlier work such
as in front is behind (2005), a minimal mirror-text piece in a white space requiring the
individual to sit and observe themselves and to find hidden text and meaning behind
them. 498 Again, Bachelard affirms creativity’s potential for compelling transformation, if
not transcendence, stating “as soon as a poetic image renews itself…it manifests a
495
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simplicity and should result in a pure reception.”499 Contemplating an object, observing
a performance or immersing oneself in simple, repetitive or slow movements can
disentangle, rearrange or simply make present intimate states, memories and
connections.

Thinking then of Bachelard’s phenomenological wonder as imagination and space,500 it
is as if a renovation of the world by global markets and the social asphyxia described
by Irigaray’s “cultural breath” has closed off a space to individual selves – denouncing
wonder as a child’s play room, a vacuum rather than a breathing space. 501 This
dismissive attitude reflects a social anxiety tied to always ‘be doing something’. Yet it is
exactly this childlike quality of imagination and a deeper envisioning poetic reverie that,
in Bachelard’s well argued view, form the origin of imagery and augmentative potential.
He draws on the spiritual in Pierre-Jean Jouve’s writing when he identifies the soul as
the inaugurator of form and pleasure, imbued with human dignity.502 Turning to the
contemporary issue of wonder he expresses frustration at the falling away of vision,
and offers a solution:
When we are at an age to imagine, we cannot say how or why
we imagine. Then, when we could say how we imagine, we
cease to imagine. We should dematurize ourselves.503
For Bachelard this restriction, an inability to maintain access to wonder, reduces the
flow of imagining consciousness. Such a concept of flow elicits immediately its own
image, which is, I offer, one of a respiratory system. While the circular shape of
Bachelard’s space is Heidereggian and therefore subject to Irigaray’s claim of
forgetting air, I see it differently and with some cross-cultural potential. Becoming
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aware of this flow and accessing it may strengthen a meditative sense of self that is
meditative and, in its roundness, suggestive of the body’s channels including the
respiratory system.

The concept of body channels drew my attention to how a flow between affective
states and emotions might be modeled in relation to a cultivation of breath. Initially, I
considered the relation between the circle and air, beginning with the distance Irigaray
places between her remembering of breath and the airlessness of Heidegger’s “perfect
roundness, where to be and to think are the same”504 and this dependency assumes
the image of a closed circle. This returned me to the mirror appearing in each of my
performances, where the fragmented mirror may not only be the fragmented person,
but the means by which air may break through. Finally, in relation to cracks and
channels, I considered the relationship of the air-bubble to zero, a key symbol in my
work N THING IS SET IN ST NE.505

Heidegger’s closed circle is, for Irigaray, a negative space, “the nothing: a fabricated
air-bubble, empty correlate of the whole…circle of the logos”. Looking to the East,
there is a more positive approach to the flow of air and the meaning of roundness that
has implications for how I perceive the unfolding relationship between anxiety and
wonder in my work. Body channels, or tsa in Buddhism, are a symbol of space for
transcendence, open consciousness and existence, and represented in form by zero.
That positive space is the void and the innate basis of emptiness as a positive
understanding of living. I was drawing closer to what I was perceiving as an affective
breathing space where anxiety and wonder were in a flow and I wanted to pursue that
in my next performance(s) to know more and to articulate its existence.
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Further, it is this loss or subjugation of wonder, confronted for example in at the
end/beginning of the day and THIN AIR, which my work embodied literally and
symbolically, with the desire to reveal that affect again. I argue that, without a sense
and a strengthening of one’s capacity to wonder, there is no ‘poetic reverie’ to foster
autonomous creation. When the mobility of wonder, central to Irigarayan “renaissance”
and Bachelard’s newness, is restricted the individual’s desire and capacity to change is
equally limited, and in need of space.

This brings to mind Bachelard’s sense of intimate immensity where the world opens
through the power of an individual’s imagining consciousness. His definition of
immensity as “the movement of motionless man” forms a line of thinking diametrically
opposed to the industrial and rational world.506 I found a resonance in my practice with
his understanding of meditation and quietude for a transformative journey from caution,
an expression of anxiety, to wonder and its associated reverie. In my work it is
expressed, for example, through long periods of repetitious actions, slow and natural
movement and the silence of broken text. As in THIN AIR, Bachelard’s criticism of the
way we live is tempered with the realities of daily survival, but he poetically brings to
mind opportunities to live differently, more slowly. He notes:

Immensity is within ourselves. It is attached to a sort of
expansion of being that life curbs and caution arrests, but which
starts again when we are alone. As soon as we become
motionless, we are elsewhere…507
This slow, considered approach to inhabiting the world reinforces the notion that the
poetic offers a performative bridge that disturbs the duality of East and West. Instead,
the poetic resonates across boundaries, creating a receptivity to the ‘in(de)finite’.
Writing before the popularisation of yoga and meditation in Western countries, his
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thinking connects, for example, with such Eastern practices as the extended Buddhist
Vipassana meditation.508

Figure 19. Cecilia White, THIN AIR. Performance image.

Bachelard’s contribution to a dissolution of cultural divide comes in his defence of
daydreaming. With daydreaming, Bachelard interrupts his explicitly Euro-centric
referencing of poetic language. Perceived as a mental wandering, daydreaming is
acknowledged but discouraged as a mirage in Vipassana and derided in the West as
indulgent. Bachelard’s more ontological examination of daydreaming aims to release a
flow of immensity in both worlds to focus instead, on an active, universal thinking and
way of relating to a “cosmicity of images”.509 For Bachelard, a daydream offers a poetic
meditation and wonder ”where we can sense the concordance of world immensity with
intimate depth of being”.510 Importantly, Bachelard notes how awareness of being in
such immensity elicits anxiety. He reflects:

We do not have to be long in the woods to experience the
always rather anxious impression of “going deeper and deeper”
into a limitless world.511
508
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This brings to mind my work however it may seam, with its limitless sky, my
increasingly cautious steps and the long, dark corridor of its respiratory system and the
moment in which anxiety appeared. In support of this work that was literally performed
between East and West, and which drew my attention to the breathing ‘moment’ and
suffering, Bachelard, much like T.S.Eliot, connects to Buddhist precepts when he
contemplates the instant and its role in experience:

Whether it comes from suffering, or…..from joy, we all
experience as human beings this moment of illumination…a
moment when knowledge, by shedding light on a passion,
detects at once the rules and relentlessness of destiny…by
rendering us conscious of the irrational…insight springs forth
from ignorance. 512
From however it may seam, I understand that passion as wonder, the irrational as a
potential blend of anxiety and wonder, the rules as contemporary living and identity and
the shedding of light being performance art where the instant is an “edge in time”.513

Irigaray cautions against the limitless,514 but Bachelard is quick to specify that the
limitless requires definition as a transcendent and “hidden grandeur and depth”.515 In
this way, there is a congruence in their intentions to reveal the poetic essence of self
and purposeful, challenging span of connection. Bachelard’s definition of the daydream
as “original contemplation” destabilises the space between socio-cultural/politicogeographic terrains.516 In this way he reveals a commonality of desire and dreaming
that offers relational space founded on the poetic/natural. Like Irigaray, Bachelard
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therefore locates beginning, power and the poetic in the broad affective state of
wonder, focusing on the reverie of the dream-state.

In my projects, I begin with a release of ‘knowing’ in site-specific locations, which in
Bachelard’s view is the “price that must be paid for an oeuvre to be, at all times, a sort
of pure beginning”, re-igniting or renewing autonomous and productive wonderment. 517
This “pure beginning” resonates with the autonomous breathing required for Irigaray’s
“renaissance” and meditation. Like an archeological dig, the layers of opinion,
experience and necessity have to be revealed and reflected upon to transform a sense
of self and revalorise the flow of imagery - the breathing space. Such a radical action
may be perceived as confronting. Confrontation, as Bachelard affirms above, raises
anxiety and thus demands certain novel functional and creative skills, which may
develop over time.518

A paradox is revealed therefore, in Bachelard’s ‘poetic reverie’, where his separation of
the creator from the other (listener, viewer) suggests a gap. It is as if Bachelard’s poet
has, almost magically, sourced the immediate fullness of poetic reverie, bringing it to
fruition in inter-subjective and revelatory experiences of “suffering in corridors,
and…the marvellous nature of underground palaces”.

519

Instead, with each

performance I continue to reveal that the artist is also continually unfolding, testing and
returning to simplicity to find wonder and to acknowledge anxiety. This constant and
mindful enfolding demonstrated that the attainment of a poetic reverie requires space
and considerable transformational praxis. To do this I draw on my twin resources of
517
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being an artist and a poet, considering planes of composition, the juxtaposition of
images and sounds and the many and different ways breathing is evoked in delivery in
both genres. For example, reading poetry aloud reminds the poet and the audience of
the breath, through the language and fro but also in the raising and lowering of tone,
the spacing in and between words and the pronunciation of the words themselves.
British poet laureate Andrew Motion notes supportively:

Reading your poetry out loud is crucial and absolutely
indispensable because wherever we reckon the meaning of a
poem might lie, we want to admit that it's got as much to do with
the noise it makes when we hear it aloud, as it has to do with
what the words mean when we see them written down on the
page.520
However, unlike the poet, who may rigorously prepare and hear their poem before its
public presentation in print, reading or performance, the performance artist
understands that studio preparation remains a functional first step only towards the
construction and speculative process of the unfolding work in situ and often
incorporating installation and/or in collaboration. Interestingly, however, documentation
of both the performance and publication of the poem have raised contestation and
praise, as explored for example by Anne Marsh and Andrew Motion, about the purpose
and value of such capture. In my work, I found my poems lifted from the page
differently each time I read aloud making them more visceral and mobile, whereas the
documentation of my performance art served to confirm my intuitions and reach a
wider audience than otherwise possible but held a moment steady for closer
inspection.
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3.4 An Unfolding Power

My performances were revealing how a return to being able to wonder and to
transformation comes slowly. As with a breathing meditation, the remembering was
demanding (but through practice also offering) resilience. As this transformation stirred
in THIN AIR I wanted to explore further the dynamic characteristics conducive to lift
indifference or resistance. My use of site-specific locations had already proven central
to the visual language of embodied affect and connection, and for the next work I
wanted to centralise that situation even more. This was further spurred by Bachelard’s
conviction that poetry’s ‘‘great function…is to give us back the situations of our
dreams…”,521 a view which I re-appropriated, or rather expanded, to performance art
since my understanding of performance art is as a form that is inter- and
transdisciplinary. A recovery of wonder, a poetic and breathful state, valued by both
Irigaray and Bachelard for its space and passion, therefore became a priority.

In this recovery, a block between anxiety and wonder began to lift, allowing an affective
unfolding of anxiety and wonder suggestive of a map, a living plane which Deleuze and
Guattari associate with performance.522 A performative map fosters connections, space
and desire, bringing into consideration both the (potentially lung-like) rhizome and the
Lacanian Zen view of the single plane moebius strip.523 Added to those is Kristeva’s
powerful transgressive continuum introduced to poetic (visual) language in literature
and art. Its linear and highly controlled act of disturbance to violate or rebel against
521
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linguistic code and social morality.524 With the unfolding space now clearly emerging in
my work, these disparate yet radical forms encouraged my further examination of the
nature and form of performativity in art. In particular, I needed to find out how it might
reterritorialise the space or flow between anxiety and wonder. I began to imagine a
respiratory system between those affective states, and felt excited. Taking such a
radical relation even further, it could be imagined that such a remapped environment
may then enable contact at its edges with more extreme states as anguish and reverie.

The power of such an unfolding, as I was experiencing it, was again generated through
the pause, an act of control and release that revealed radical relation: of affect, of self
and with others. Further, since a pause of breath occurs naturally in relation to
inhalation or exhalation, the pause of each performance and any pauses occurring
within that performance, metonymically revealed the most natural and original forms of
a vast connection and autonomy. In his examination of breath, consciousness and
performance Nair supports this interpretation and the concept of an affective flow. He
describes how, in the Vedic tradition of Kala, and specifically in the Siddha tradition of
Restoration of Breath, the pause is where duality ceases and “the gateway to
experiencing infinity” is perceived. 525

The embodied breath in performance has been a focus of both academics and
practitioners, notably in theatre and dance. Director and practitioner John Martin goes
some way to acknowledge the affective release in the performed pause when he links
the ‘held in breath’ to surprise and shock and its counterpart, the ‘held out breath’, to
powerlessness and depression. 526 My suggestion of radical relation goes further,
however, by proposing each pause has a range of affect available in both pauses. This
availability links to awareness of self or consciousness. Consciousness and active
524
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suspension of breath has long formed part of the existential and ontological inquiry in
Yogic traditions as Pont notes in her discussion of retention of breath or kumbhaka.527
Pont specifically links retention to wonder, offering that breathing “constitutes a poetic
apprenticeship …into wonder”.528 Further, Pont supports the sense of autonomy to be
found in the powerful relationship between the individual and the breath’s pause when
stating:

With inhalation and exhalation framing that un(re)presentable
[ontic] register, we can contemplate that something other than
the status quo might ‘happen’, and if we dare, take up the
commitment of following through with fidelity.529
Without the transformational breathing space that might openly connect anxiety and
wonder, I perceived there was little hope to alleviate anguish or to reach the autonomy
of a transcendent, envisioning poetic reverie. My work dares to focus therefore on the
urgent and, I believe, the recoverable.

3.5 Wonder Lost

Wonder’s ability to arouse anxiety in those susceptible, raises the issue of what power
wonder holds and how it relates to breath. Wonder’s absence marked a rigid emptiness
and loneliness. A Cartesian understanding of wonder upholds the mind/body
dichotomy, in this case with the mind ruling passion and determining response. This is
a view first and foremost about knowledge and measurement. This was a
demonstrable and enduring shift from an early Middle Ages Western approach. The
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fourteenth century identified with a strong spiritual basis and incorporated “unknowing”
in its frame of reference. 530 The rise of science as a powerful source of knowledge, the
introduction of machines and greater access to wealth (self-made man) contributed
significantly to strengthening the mind’s position as the site of reason, or logos. It then
stood to reason that affect would be determined by the mind and that wonder would be
the logical driver. Since then, with the advent of psychology, wonder has been
variously revised from a state of thinking lost after childhood, to ones of imagination
and daydreaming, and consequently to an adult trait/state linked to the personality
traits of curiosity and openness. 531 Wonder is associated with asking questions,
attending to details of living, releasing assumptions or at least acknowledging their
existence.

As a response to cultural control that rewards appropriation, knowing and “dominating
all of reality, all that exists, all that we perceive and beyond”,532 wonder is undergoing a
revision and slow resurgence of interest informed, in part, by the thoroughly globalised
engagement with a profusion of yoga and Buddhist practices and teachings.533 This
shift in attention suggests an emergent acknowledgement of wonder as a different and
valuable form of perception, beyond curiosity that moves towards ‘renai(r)ssance’.
Disconcertingly, in an incisive comparative analysis of political and physical trauma,
philosopher Catherine Malabou reaffirms the precarious position of wonder in Western
society. She notes a deliberately manifested global spread of indifference that, if left
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unaddressed, could render wonder dead.534 Similarly, Irigaray’s examination of control
of the indefinite, or apeiron, where the desire for mastery results in a simulation of
becoming, maintaining dualities of opposites such as love and hatred or near and
distant. This curtails wonder, isolates imagination and sense of self, resulting in a
stifling indifference reminiscent of the gaol cells of THIN AIR. Importantly, performance
art makes visible, the otherwise invisibly threatened feelings, opportunities and
relations.

Citing the long history of wonder in philosophy, Malabou locates the power of wonder
in its ability to develop a sense of a capable and strong self. 535 As such, wonder offers
a form of resilience. Wonder develops this strength by arousing what Spinoza refers to
as joyful sensations and their iteration contribute, according to Malabou, to a powerful
self that does not serve the status quo well. Put in that way, Malabou’s approach
emphasises the tension between wonder, a sense of self and the negative
neurobiological changes that political and social traumas can effect.

This tension increased the urgency of my work and encouraged my view that if a block
between anxiety and wonder can made and controlled by humans, it might also be
released. Experience suggested that by increasing access to reflection, through slow
movement, listening, focussing on a single repeated action, a greater connection to
wonder may emerge to suggest a baseline of emotions, rather than one or the other.
This would contribute to a protective and flexible personal border. Such a remapping of
an affective connection, a shift from distant duality to encompassing space, might
empower and make resilient a sense of self to question ways of living, inoculate
534
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against indifference and, by acknowledging one’s own space, to become evidence of
the impossibility of effacement or disappearing. At the beginning of my research the
neurobiological knowledge had not been so developed as to provoke this
demonstration of the sensory void and feeling, although my art practice enabled a
subtle intuiting.

The timely presentation of Malabou’s transdisciplinary argument, in addition to her
earlier reflections on self and space for (her) being (a philosopher),536 strengthens the
criticality of my exploration of the innovative and transformative potential of
performance art and the reflexive engagement with that process as an artist. Irigaray
expresses her clear conviction that to live differently in relation to self and others:

We must begin to transform our energy through a continuous
artistic process…to enter a new epoch of our human
evolution.537
This “energy” Irigaray refers to brings to mind her opening quote in this chapter, where
wonder is expressed as a force, an energy. By developing wonder, there is potential to
enter into the unknown and into “radical relation”.

3.6 Approaching the (Un)known Self

…the exercise of knowledge creates relationships, continuity,
and emotional attachments. It introduces us to parents other than
our biological ones. It allows us to live longer, because we don’t
just remember our own life but also those of others. It creates an
unbroken thread…And all this is very beautiful.538
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Umberto Eco’s union of “exercise” and “knowledge” above elicits awareness that
‘knowing’ is a living, breathing, moving place of practice. Unlike the fear of the apeiron
expressed through restrictive and exteriorised ‘knowledge’ of systems and controls,539
Eco’s knowing is more rhizomic, more creative and thus more likely to disturb affect. It
gives space to the colossal range of the unknown. Yet, this threaded connection
realistically acknowledges vulnerability, and the motivation to keep exercising
knowledge, to keep sensing. It touches on an intimate self-knowledge. This sentiment
aligns with the durational, pressing and affective stances taken against a
disappearance of self and connection by writers like Georges Perec,540 and artists like
Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba and myself. Eco admits to being moved when he writes of
beauty, demonstrating a powerful and positive creation of knowledge through his
affective self-awareness.

Self-knowledge is an empowering, yet often misunderstood or misdirected, force and is
informed by self-awareness. Self-awareness involves levels of empathy, perception
and various emotional states, including anxiety, fear, curiosity and wonder. Western
psychology and Eastern meditation traditions agree that self-awareness and resilience
are attributes in close and ongoing relationship. 541 Resilient individuals typically
demonstrate strong positive characteristics from childhood including importantly
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emotional expression and management and interpersonal problem-solving skills. 542
Further, self-efficacy builds on self-awareness and contributes to resilience.543

Psychologist Albert Bandura wrote in his ‘Theory of Self-Efficacy’ that it is “the belief in
one’s capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action to manage prospective
situations”.544 A strong sense of self-efficacy, the ability to act in an autonomous and
capable manner is promoted, according to Bandura, by engagement with observational
learning, mastery experiences, social persuasion and emotional, cognitive and
behavioural reactions. ‘Knowing’ a self as strong, capable yet, realistically, with certain
vulnerabilities contributes to a sense of needing a personal boundary, a control that
may in fact release a change in the way life is lived. Irigaray writes of boundaries and
limits in sometimes seemingly conflicting ways, but her point about personal borders is
based on maintaining personal difference and welcoming both difference and familiarity
in another. Visiting the isolation cells of the old Newcastle gaol, for example, made
isolation, gender, air, death and tenderness salient.

The concept of a personal boundary or limits, conjures an image of containment such
as a fence, wall, cell or island. Boundaries need to be walked, checked and perhaps
adjusted regularly. To approach the edges of a sense of self encompasses some risk
of the unknown and a testing of beliefs, judgements and affective states. Engaging with
the unknown may mean a revision of personal borders and a testing of radical relation
between the anxiety and the wonder of examination (enacting it), potential revelation
(sensing it) and pausing to reflect. This can be experienced by entering new spaces,
542
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encountering other opinions and trying new behaviours such as sitting on grass in a
gaol cell, kneeling to read an ‘imprisoned’ book, sitting alone with ‘relics’ that look like
bones and cutting endless circles in paper. These were possible in the cells of THIN
AIR.

A boundary of self that is flexible, adaptable and able to read and reconfigure over
multiple terrains copes well with, and can direct, change. One way of developing
awareness is through mindfulness. The meditative practice of mindfulness was
developed as an approach to relieve a sense of suffering and strengthen the capacity
to live more authentically in a challenging world. Eastern practices of walking
meditation are now well known for their intense, slow and repeated release of
awareness of breath, body, feelings, thoughts and emotions. 545 The practice of metta
bhavana, for example, is an ancient Buddhist tradition focused on developing loving
kindness, connecting with a sense of self in relation to the entire cosmos. 546 Walking
practices encourage a balancing of inner and outer states reflected in calmness and
quietness. At the end of walking, the complexity of cessation and change in self can be
contemplated and built upon.

Mindfulness asks the individual to use their imagination, to explore their feelings and
thoughts and develop their strengths. Tracing that imaginative stream reveals a parallel
agreement in art practice of the importance of movement, including stillness. Like the
pause between the exchange of air, a great deal happens in and because of both. For
decades, artist Marina Abramović has explored mindfulness with such works as The
Artist is Present (2010), 512 Hours (2014) and Marina Abramović: In Residence
(2015). Shifting the movement and the cessation completely to the visitor in Marina
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Abramović: In Residence547 she places responsibility for the physical and emotional
movement from her embodied actions to those of the visitor. This intentionally blurs the
edges between art performance and meditation, focusing on bringing awareness to a
calm self, yet it also raises anxiety for at least one critic.548

Performance art is increasingly engaging with walking as a distinct form of practice549
and as an embodied technique in performance and in THIN AIR for example, it was the
walking and its cessation, which revealed the trace of a respiratory system of corridors
and awareness of affect. Performance art offers an immersive and affective space
where new emotions, new visibility and new behaviours become possible, making
performance art both a creative and logical space for wonder (and some anticipatory
anxiety) to emerge and transform personal boundaries. The long upheld (but highly
questionable) belief that anxiety and wonder are separate can thus be challenged.
This, therefore, becomes an affective journey through unfolding, unchartered territory,
which, I propose, reveals a need to first reconsider relation and a binary state of affect.

This begins with discovering another form of movement as a different circulation of air
presents itself. Sensing this shift facilitates space to consider other ways of living and
relating. In parallel, the site reminds individuals of a current reality that would welcome
a return of the intrepid to isolation and a sense of being lost, as Irigaray bleakly
portrays:

Is it not a form of exile to return again amongst
humans?...Restless, chattering, forgetful, they wander about as
if at home in a universe of death…Unwittingly, they distance
themselves from what lavishes life, counting and calculating
without making sure their own steps…They go. But where?550
547
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This released ‘space’ between the known and the unknown self offers tension and
(inter)subjective potential, where a mediation of difference may bring about an
appreciation of subjective limits or boundaries. This appreciation informs perception
and listening. 551 Those less resilient, Coholic notes, have issues with listening,
discussing experiences, feeling and thoughts and are easily distracted or withdrawn.552

3.7 Bordering on Self

I therefore constructed space where breathing became a first sign of movement
towards autonomy and relation, expressed through an immersive practice: kneeling,
bending, sitting, walking and repetitive actions. The power of that movement, according
to Irigaray, exists in its ability to imply:

…that we become able to go beyond the level of organizing
mere survival towards living humanely. This requires a
continuous growth…553
Continuous growth refers to a ‘becoming self’ and suggests personal space. Part of
this, however, is a need for personal boundaries to manage survival and a cultivation of
difference.

Irigaray’s

understanding

of

boundaries

also

includes

a

perhaps

uncomfortable truth still present in an era of mass production of objects, ideas and
‘wanting it all’: there are limits to what a person can know and achieve. This is not
some new reality but it is a truth that many deny until a crisis. I have often joined
conversations before a yoga or meditation class where we discuss feelings of being
ruled by things, restricted by expectations and disappointed in what life has delivered.
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These passive engagements with living portray a self without breathing space and
considered distance. Distance, for Irigaray, maintains autonomy and space for
becoming, a foil to threats to survival. Returning to Miller’s argument that creativity
becomes sought out for survival, a link to transformation can be found by a
combination of forming distance, creativity and a strong sense of self. By the
completion of THIN AIR I had noticed that my physical and psychological distance was
shifting with each of these performances. There was a relation between my affective
states and my proximity to others during performances that suggested that as personal
anxiety was reducing, personal boundaries were sufficiently strengthened to invite
closer approaches.554

In examining survival, Judith Butler defines the boundary of the body as one, which is
always under negotiation.555 Like Irigaray, she asserts that being “in relation” does not
mean being dependent, however Butler qualifies the concept of a bound self, defining it
as a “sociality without which there can be no self-reference”. A boundary, in her view,
becomes a functioning of relation in which a person is bound by norms to another in
separateness. This brings to mind, conditions for stereotyping and prejudice. For
Butler, the influence of social interpretative frameworks on affect and a sense of self is
so profound, she advocates rethinking of ‘I’ and the boundary of the other, noting the
relationship is often “passionate, necessary and antagonistic”. There is little ‘breathing
space’ in the world she describes as political and institutionalised.
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Butler’s view of the bounded self is one that has social and psychological borders. Her
view emphasises precariousness, and like Irigaray, she agitates provocatively for
action against social and political forces that manipulate affective responses. Survival
for Butler is therefore a matter of confrontation with the external source of influence
and, arguably, while she presents a more openly aggressive stance than Irigaray, it is
one to which art has long contributed. Importantly, the transformational potential of art
is foregrounded in her contention that how self is encountered and sustained depends
on the network of people and institutions in which a body lives.

Given that the creative environment is recognised as one that is more open,
expressive, paradoxical and questioning,556 it could be expected that experiencing such
an environment may shift self-perception, feelings and boundaries. Further, as I had
observed and also experienced many times, developing that environment as a network
such as joining art events and making, visiting an inspirational place, poetry readings
and creative writing, music and singing experiences can add to or provide missing but
much needed support. Following Butler’s argument, when emotions are unblocked the
self is open to moral (re)evaluation and to shifts in affective responses. In critiquing
how life is currently lived, individuals may begin to question the representability of life
(and its history). Creativity, Butler agrees, enables life to become more, and differently,
visible and more desiring of space.

Exploring the creative writing of inmates from Guatánomo,557 Butler draws attention to
the “politics of poetry” to emphatically challenge the conditions under which certain
kinds of ‘self’ are sanctified and others rejected. The poems manifest a voice in a
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personal silence and articulate the incomprehensible, moving through anxiety
(personal and of the State) to place a self in a displaced landscape. Butler quotes from
the epilogue by Ariel Dorfman:

the ultimate source of these poems…is the simple, almost
primeval arithmetic of breathing in and out….nothing more than
the attempt to make that breath permanent and secure…558

The paradox of seeking permanence in the breath cannot be overlooked but, when
standing on the edge of affect, one more breath may resemble a whole future. This
brings to mind Kaladvhan or ‘the way of time’ in yoga. In that practice the in and out
breaths merge and are perceived as one, a transformed state of consciousness where
time is borderless.

In coming to the borders of self, Butler emphasises the role of creativity in providing the
space to be heard and also the role of listening, which could be understood as a pause
in breathing. Extending beyond poetry to the poetic qualities of art, creativity as a form
of breathing plays a significant role in developing awareness and expression of self
and connection. Creativity offers an environment that may validate other possibilities,
the in(de)finite and a release of wonder, (now most likely) in relation with anxiety, from
its personal and institutional enclosures. That said, creativity is needed, but sometimes
still resisted - organisationally and individually. I had discovered this when trying to
introduce

art

making

and

gallery

visits

into

the

Wellness@UoN

Program.

Organisationally, it took three years and several high level meetings before the
professionally developed and facilitated sessions were introduced. On the individual
level, it was generally the most anxious individuals who were ambivalent, showing a
bias against their own natural abilities.
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One example of individual bias struck me deeply. During our first meetings, a highly
distressed person was unable to consider pleasure or change in her life, despite
wanting that to happen. She was locked into a bunkered pattern of behaviour and
negative thinking that did not have an escape door or window. That conversation
reverberated throughout my preparation and installation of the cells for THIN AIR.
Since her favourite place was the beach and she drove past it everyday, I suggested
she stop and walk barefooted on that beach for fifteen minutes. I hoped to reintroduce
her to feeling textures and perceiving the change that sand, fresh air and sun can
demonstrate in their own being and encourage in a person. Two weeks after, she took
those first steps, reporting the warm sand and shifting sea air in a way that reminded
me of the yoga union of body, heart and mind. She made the beach walk her
inspirational place and the joy and transformation was written in her whole body
movement, which now waved like the sea and even clothed more brightly. Two years
later I created a text-based work inspired by her change. Comprised of sand, blue ink
and Perspex, Girl in the Sea was selected for exhibition in In Situ 2013, the sculpture
and installation festival in the harbour-side suburb of Mosman, Sydney.559

3.8 Creative Bias

Creativity is generally defined as the production of novel, useful ideas or problem
solving solutions. Psychologists such as Ruth Richards have determined that creativity
is a key to enduring advantage. 560 Importantly, Richards asserts that the originality and
meaning available in everyday creativity, in essence the manner in which life is lived, is
necessary for survival and for realising individual potential. It had been my experience
559
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that highly anxious people or those low in self-esteem endorsed the concept of
creativity but expressed obstacles to three distinct notions of creativity: a lack of talent,
a need to be certain, and external disapproval, or what Richards calls “the press of the
environment”.561

An environment where practical ideas are valued and uncertainty is an aversive state
can form a “bias against creativity”.562 The live, embodied aspects of performance art
offered the ideal medium to challenge that bias. My projects were underpinned by a
confidence that people are creative in various ways, exploring and problem-solving
until, in losing sight of themselves, they anxiously stifle their natural wonder. Each live
work brought creativity, in the form of alternative respiratory systems, into existing
spaces to encourage reflection. Performance art speculates on the fusion of the
in(de)finite as a way to live, seeking to facilitate a connection between the real of the
everyday and the possible of the future through a material thinking that the viewer may
consider as a valuable, alternative environment.

Such an alternative environment creates a supportive and shared exposure to
creativity that can reduce bias. In each performance therefore I set out to embody
affect, breath and relation, with gently increasing levels of engagement that allowed
time for reflection in sites that were (superficially) familiar and sometimes also required
a decision to action, such as walking, sitting, bending, that was poetically nuanced and
not too physically demanding. The freedom to choose to act is autonomy supportive,
and my observation of viewers at THIN AIR was that, left to explore the cells and the
objects inside, they often repeated actions and returned to spaces. This observation
was later explained in comments from a visitor who said she felt compelled to return to
561
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the emotions she felt in the performance cell, Cell Abrasion, so that she could practice
seeing herself and the world more compassionately.

There is extensive evidence that positive affect, more so than negative, is linked with
creativity, broadening thoughts and actions. Testing joy and love, Fredrickson noted
that “experiences of certain positive emotions prompt individuals to discard time-tested
or automatic (everyday) behavioural scripts and to pursue novel, creative, and often
unscripted paths of thought and action”. 563 Love may be expressed simply by an
engaging smile, a willingness to listen and a calming offer of assistance or connection.

The unexpected shift in affect towards wonder I experienced in THIN AIR prompted a
significant shift in direction for my next performance Don’t. Give Up your Day Job. In
the next work I wanted to significantly discard my own distance and explore an
atmosphere that might open wonder and behaviours even further. Such a desire to
quite radically shift is also recognised in the psychology and neuroscience of creativity,
where an interplay of mood and creativity can leverage from each other over time.
Amabile et al. summarise the long history of the “incubation effects” of affect on
creativity, explaining:

…if positive mood on a particular day increases the number and
scope of available thoughts, those available thoughts…may
incubate overnight, increasing the probability of creative thoughts
the following day.564
While I can attest to this increase, I can also add that the positive mood increased
receptivity to a more positive mood, in effect an opening of openness. Further, while
the buzz or peak of emotionality and creativity of a performance passes, I discovered
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with each work that positive emotions were expanding and new and more adventurous
works could be envisioned and brought about. Research by Feist, for example, attests
to increases in positive feeling following creative work. 565 I was now interested to know
how creativity and wonder could be more directly engaged in relation to a sense of self
and in a way where relational and personal space intensifies, and what difference that
might make on a sense of breathing space.

Through my practice-led research I construct performative environments that are
autonomy supportive and encouraged a development of a range of emotions, rather
than a definitive duality of either anxiety or wonder. Perceiving anxiety and wonder in a
flow offers an individual a more flexible interior and exterior environment to remap their
sense of self. What becomes increasingly clear in the production and presentation of
the first three works is that relation, a sense of distance and connection, play significant
roles in resilience. I became intrigued to find out what effect, and affect, might be
achieved with immersion and attentiveness.

3.9 Epic Breath and Resilience: Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba

Research into resilience has been dominated by Western empirical traditions in the
fields of psychology and medicine. It has only been more recently that contributions
made by art, notably as therapy and in a broader social and cultural context, have
slowly found recognition as channels to explore and develop resilience.

Resilience is regarded as the ability to successfully adapt or strengthen under difficult
circumstances. Psychologists have identified protective factors, such as having a
positive attitude and the ability to regulate emotions, which may increase a person’s
565
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resilience. Paradoxically, these protective factors may include exposure to stressful
situations, such as attendance at a funeral may strengthen coping with death. An
autonomy-supportive environment, such as a support group or health provider, can
mediate an ability to cope and promote self-esteem. Research has also shown that art
as therapy groups contribute significantly to a sense of resilience and can build
community relations.566 However, as invaluable as this creative channel is, much of this
research focuses solely on the efficacy of institutionally funded programs on clinical
levels of mental illness.567

My interest lay in how to reach the general population (‘sub-clinical’) and develop an
affective resilience that mapped a renewed sense of self, with the possible effect of
strengthening against personal suffering and social dis-ease. Examining the
development of arts-based mindfulness in children in a semi-clinical research setting,
psychologist Diana Coholic acknowledges the place and potential for my quest to
create a sub-clinical ‘breathing space’ when she writes:

When mindfulness is approached in a less prescribed manner,
there is greater opportunity to create therapeutic space that is
flexible, creative and less focused on specific clinical treatment
outcomes. 568
Theorists and practitioners, such as Grosz, Manning and Massumi, Bennett and
Robinson provide abundant evidence that art is capable of cutting across intimate
interior and exterior borders to open, among many spatio/temporal and affective
566
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arenas, the political, historical, philosophical and environmental. Performance art in
particular, I suggest, builds affective resilience through an embodied practice that
simultaneously offers an autonomy supportive environment while powerfully making
visible and challenging personal and relational states.

In 2002 the work of Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba’s paused my breath and created these two
strong and seemingly dissonant affects in me: anxiety and wonder. Standing in the
MCA for the Sydney Biennale, my body felt the slow push and drag in the determined
yet suffocating immersion of Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba’s rickshaw cyclists in his underwater video performance Memorial Project, Nha Trang, Vietnam “Towards the
Complex – For the Courageous, the Curious, and the Cowards (hereon referred to as
Memorial Project). I was fixated on the releasing air bubbles from the performers’
mouths and the relentless repetition of futile movement under, and also in spite of,
pressure.

Image unavailable

Figure 20. Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba, Memorial Project, Nha Trang,
Vietnam “Towards the Complex – For the Courageous, the Curious,
569
and the Cowards, 2002. Video still.

I reflected on this affective and physical remembering, a strengthening practice,
through movement in body, breath and place, finding a resonance of issues in my own
569
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practice, but inspired to look more closely at embodiment. The seeds of my
performance art work were therefore further cultivated, although the resultant inquiry,
approach and resolution was my own. I wanted to pursue performance art and place
my own body and breathing habits in sites of contested and creative breathing.

Hatsushiba incorporates body, movement, drawing, video, installation and photography
to explore enforced shifts in human migration, yet his work is deeply personal and
embedded first and foremost in the triggering human, physical and political geography
of Vietnam, his birthplace. Through the complex lens of national and individual struggle
his affectively powerful work is located in the global Zone of Urgency (described in
Chapter One). His experimental work reacts to a displacement of self and forgetting of
breath in the recent history of nations such as Vietnam (Memorial Project) Memorial
Project, Nha Trang, Vietnam Towards the Complex – For the Courageous, the Curious,
and the Cowards, and Christmas Island (Edge of Elsewhere – Breathing is Free: 12,
756.3 – Canberra).570

His work is analysed here for its capacity to provide a strong and resonant example of
how performance art can strengthen a capacity to ‘breathe’ and find wonder in a sense
of self and other. Focusing on two of his performance works, this analysis examines
how materials, processes and sites form the epic poetic visual vocabulary and
empathic presence of Hatsushiba’s work as he examines the nature of humanity
through breathing.

The term epic is (from the Greek adjective epikos from the noun epos meaning ‘word,
story’). It refers to a lengthy narrative work, ordinarily concerning a serious subject
containing heroic deeds and events significant to a nation or culture; before the
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development of writing epic poems were memorized and played an important part in
maintaining a record of the great deeds and history of a culture.571 From the East, the
Vedic Ramayana, for example, is not just a story: it presents the teachings of ancient
Hindu sages interspersing philosophical and devotional elements. Thematically it
explores human values and the concept of dharma, while the Mahabharata contains
philosophical and devotional material, such as a discussion on the four goals of life and
uses a story within the story framework. 572

The term ‘epic’ suggests therefore, the marvellous, the heroic and the enduring.
Reading an epic poem demands concentration, memory and resilience. The epic
‘breath’ required to do this is paced and must come up for air on regular occasions.
Hatsushiba’s work is like an epic poem. Its compelling presentation develops a sense
of an epic breath, bringing to mind the meditation breathing practice of Tibetan monks
called Tummo Breath. Tummo means inner fire and refers to the gathering of wisdom.
Tummo breath is a tantric yoga, deep breathing meditation that uses visualisation,
breath and movement to generate physical bodily heat and, on an energetic level, to
remove sensory blockages.573 This practice develops a form of physical and sensory
resilience. Despite resilience, one is left with a moving awareness of being deep in a
politics where there is no “renaissance” for some.

The material form of Memorial Project combines location, bodies and a sublimated
history in slow motion to scaffold a marvelling at the struggle for existence. This visual
language fosters poignancy, empathy and respect: a celebration of “humanity with all
571
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its quixotic desires – and mistakes”.574 In this way, wonder may exist in a new way of
seeing what may (almost) not be there, or is no longer wanted. It is also, according to
the artist, a way to create a spiritual space, combining memorial with sanctuary.575 This
form of wonderment offers a change for radical thinking about the present by being
based, as curator and art critic Roger McDonald describes “strongly on memory and
recollection, but also possible futures”.576

Whether underwater or running across a parched Australian field the body’s
engagement with the need for breath traces a history of suffering. The suggestive and
repetitive imagery of Hatsushiba’s visual language therefore establishes pervasive and
highly political themes in his work: outrage, tenderness, admiration, loss, grief, fear,
memory and connection. Hatsushiba exposes and challenges the intimate and
relational breath to reveal resilience, creating works that disturb knowing, time and
space on a poetically epic scale.

His use of video in such remote and demanding sites contributes a compelling
argument in favour of understanding how, as Marsh notes, “performance art actions
extend beyond the borders of the ‘original’ enactment”.577 Hatsushiba builds a poetic,
enduring tension between the effects of history and the possibilities of the future by
focusing the viewer on the presence of another way of living: in the present. In that way
the artist opens a space to reimagine living strongly and remember breathing and air,
much as a poet may use a well placed line break to create the immediate, but to
extend that into a future place. The slow and resonant landscapes of observation he
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therefore constructs offer defiant, political portraits of realities that confidently
demonstrate Nietzsche’s observation that “No artist tolerates reality”.578

What Nietzsche is referring to here, as music theorist Robert P.Morgan explains, is the
artist’s capacity to develop a form of language that counters reality’s “imposition of
limits on individual imagination”.579 Hatsushiba simultaneously opens the imagination
and confronts issues of suffering, (dis)connection and coping by using a “daringly
beautiful vocabulary to transport viewers to his world.”580 His performative expression is
a fluent construction of slow, cyclic and mesmerising visual language that may feel
foreign to the viewer, yet uncannily recognisable in form. This is not the unfamiliarity
and fun of the non-sense poem, but the eloquent and dramatically large language of
the epic.

Speaking of his work, Hatsushiba acknowledges art has the capacity to

transform everyday experiences and restore awareness, saying:

The story may get lost to those people who are just getting
involved with…the beauty of the water in my work. They can
view that if they dive, so I want to create something hopefully
they cannot achieve even if they dive.581

Nietzsche was particularly drawn to the notion of a ‘pure’ poetic language, represented
at that time, for example, in the synthesis of form and feeling in the art and writing of
the Symbolists.582 The dismay and dissatisfaction with an aggressively material, moral
and rational world such as expressed by Mallarmé, Baudrillard and Munch have been
radically rethought, redirected and contemporised with the aid of new materials,
578
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techniques and a willingness to re-present realities rather than deny them. While
Hatsushiba’s self-professed narrative style eschews any Utopian wishfulness, he
creates a refined meditation on building a strong sense of self and connection in a
poetic but not exotic or “sweet” manner.583 He says:

When I’m underwater I discovered that’s where we can see
ourselves. We can see the breath we breathe…we take it for
granted. The struggle for life. I want to demonstrate it in a very
purified version.584

Expressing concern about the vulnerability inherent in modern existence, Hatsushiba’s
work is imbued with a spiritual and corporeal value; a redemptive and ethical urgency
embodied in the movement and flow expressed in and between humanity and
environment that borders on the heroic. But instead of idealising any outcome,
Hatsushiba places the body firmly in a space of incessant pressure that encodes it with
reality and fantasy: a kind of anxiety emerging from the pressure of an unrelenting
environment and yet, wonder at the men’s resilience and the impossibility of the ocean
environment. In this moment of wonder, performance art makes double use of the idea
of reality, since the site is real, not technologically created, yet its meaning refers to a
reality on dry land. Under water the bodies of cyclo drivers push against the pressure
of water and are denied air. On land, the artist’s own unfit, often breathless body runs
through air as if pushed away from existence. His and the bodies of the cyclo drivers
are nuanced experiences suggesting a parallel universe, somewhere between their
shared history and their individual futures, undertaking an epic journey, like Jason and
the Argonauts or the albatross-burdened Ancient Mariner.
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Furthermore, like an epic poem, 585 as Hatsushiba’s works recount journeys, they
uphold a moral (or political) position and seek both memorial and sanctuary for his
protagonists, whether embodied through his presence (as in Breath is Free) as if a
story within a story, or by his more distantly framed observations of others from behind
the lens (as in Memorial Project). However, unlike poetry, the visual language in his
work inverts the epic hero from the high born or appointed state leaders to the peasant,
the disaffected and the refugee. In this way the environments in Hatsushiba’s work shift
the pastoral sense of a Symbolist idyll, to a spiritual limbo or in-between place mapped
by history and future.

Bandura’s Social Learning Theory upholds that resilience and self-awareness can be
developed by embedding practices into living. The artist’s choice of video as a
performative device creates a gesture of repetition of the rhythms within each
performance, which fulfils two major purposes: to strengthen memory and to provide
respectful space for the other. Unlike most live performances, the video can be
returned to time and again, to remind and reinforce the viewer’s capacity to see
resilience in action and to become more resilient in their own sense of existence. In
some ways, durational performance work can be most closely associated with such an
opportunity of return and connection. Embedding limited movement and repetitive
actions, such as the air bubbles rising from the bodies of the struggling cyclo drivers or
the incessant running, invests work with a mnemonic device. Capturing that repetition
on video (or in durational work) expands the potential to strengthen awareness and
connection.

Thematic repetition also offers a strengthening practice. The artist uses the history and
consequences of the Vietnam War to trigger awareness of the power of change and
585
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how a sense of otherness can be created: by maintaining distance, invisibility and
vulnerability. Driven to destabilise that state, by remembering humanity through
breathing and making the struggle visible, Hatsushiba connects the viewer to a sense
of inner strength and encourages a cultivation of wonder and respect.

His work is clearly not intended to offer definitive answers, but to acknowledge and
confront the affective, ‘in(de)finite’ struggle to survive. Such an approach shows the
ability of performance art to encourage a resilient sense of self, to wonder at breathing
and ultimately, to remember self and others. Speaking of the impact his work had on
divers participating in his videos, Hatsushiba recalls “some almost began to cry….They
began to realise they were making a memorial…it became their project.”586

As art critic Joe Fyfe observed, Hatsushiba’s work is not always easy to ‘read’ but in
dealing poetically with otherwise inexpressible issues of displacement, the artist
reaches the viewer with a clarity about the “suffocating pressures” of the present
day.587

Hatsushiba’s work is therefore codified, as an epic may be, but that brings wonder,
empathy and a strengthening awareness of different and vulnerable connections on a
grand scale. He manifests the sense of time/space distance between self and other,
and this may either emphasise disappearance or venerate the connection. Art critic
Drake Stutesman agrees with this view when he writes:

His work is about connection, but not in an easy way that the use
of water implies. Rather Nguyen-Hatsushiba perceives union
within the most seemingly disconnected things – dust, bubbles,
arbitrary motions – and he respects that they remain
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disconnected, as it were, because they each carry a morphic
resonance. They are not apart.588

3.10 The Epic and ‘Intimate Immensity’

My practice shares Hatsushiba’s sense of urgency about the human condition,
embodied in and embodying its relation to breathing and air. Hatsushiba, in producing
work that defends and honours the human right to live decently, draws attention to the
world’s hierarchy and adds testimony to a struggle Irigaray deplores:

…our being dependent on our environment, on the world as it is
constructed, on others…we remain in a state…that does not
correspond to our desire but to our needs, especially to our
need for air. This leads to a master-slave struggle as far as our
survival is concerned.589
Hatsushiba sets the scene for change in his two works, encouraging strength and
eliciting wonder at resilience and that uncomfortable world but he stops at that
precipice, leaving the viewer aware of danger yet perhaps now unsure how to proceed
with that new knowledge. As a generative critique, this identifies a differentiating point
about the role of wonder in performance art as both a generator of more problems to
solve but, in the case of my own work, also a provider of the air and light in a creative
context that fosters approaching ‘breathing’ issues. In my projects I consider new and
growing challenges that arise from each project, including materiality and personal
impact and I explore those in the next work.

Where Hatsushiba takes a grand narrative and positions the individual within that epic,
and often ongoing, history and fate, my work begins with the epic and ‘intimate
immensity’ within the individual, a strengthening meditation. I seek to unfold forgotten
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space and to attend to stories of and in the self, often located in places that were
repurposed or less visited to counterpoint entrenched views of living. The epic breath in
my work is therefore in the becoming self, using breath as a medium of alterity, an
immersive experience much like a poet reading their poem aloud, often an experience
that may elicit some anxiety and wonder in the reader.

More than just cadence and syntax, there is medical evidence to show how, in reading
aloud, poetic speech results in cardiorespiratory synchronisation. Cysarz et al.
demonstrate how the hexameter rhythm of epic poetry accompanied by walking aligns
bodily rhythms to a low frequency pattern of breathing oscillations similar in effect to
“artistic or religious speech creation, for example the “OM” meditation”.590 Cysarz et al
call on to art research to provide further insights. 591 Performance art, with its
combination of movement, objects and, sometimes, actual text, can be understood as
a manner of writing, speech and a language of the senses, and is therefore able to
contribute significantly to such a discussion. The concept of ‘reading a poem’ may be
extrapolated to both the artist and the viewer being immersed in an installation or other
performative space.592
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With its own (visual) language, one that metonymically engages the breath,
performance art can also perform silence in the presence of images, movement and
space that is more than the absence of words. Indeed, words may be silently present in
the space, still able to elicit response in their form and composition. Taking that view
even further, Irigaray imbues silence with the capacity for “discovering words, and also
the gestures that make possible coexisting…”593 In fact, for Irigaray, living responsibly
and with respect ‘does not confine itself to a mental nor even a linguistic course.’594
Silence is a poetic and meditative path, which goes beyond the known. It prepares a
way towards a sense of self that may open to self-accomplishment and a sharing.

The movement of visitors lingering in cells and doorways, walking quietly in corridors
and their ambivalence about sitting in a chair in THIN AIR suggests then that the
performative breath in art has an expansive potential to elicit psychophysical
responses that disturb and re-settle a baseline of self from which change might grow.
That baseline could be said to be breath’s affective context, since humans are a
complex mix of states and traits at any one time. In approaching possibility and the
unknown, wonder often emerges in relation with anxiety and the same holds true in
reverse.

My practice increasingly reveals a need for a sense of wonder as a source of air and
light in its tenderly and powerfully driven relation to survival. Walking on a carpet of
fresh green grass in a gaol cell in THIN AIR for example means the viewer might gaze
down like a meditator and become aware of the paradox of suffering and growth.
Looking up, the walls are reminders of enclosure that encourage an anxious seeking
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and wondrous contemplation of the small slit of bright blue sky available in the single
hand-width window high above. Immersion in a moment of discovery with the grass
underfoot creates an in-between space that might return the viewer momentarily to a
simplicity of honouring what art writer May Lam refers to as a “divinity of optimism”.595
Coming to the unknown in such spiritual and positive terms, touches on the salvational
and wondrous in Bachelard’s “function of unreality” as he explains: “If we cannot
imagine, we cannot foresee”.596

To come to wonder, to breathing differently, is to come to anxiety and, in a sense to
foresee, and perhaps experience (even fleetingly) a newness of self. This newness
may be variously expressed as transformation, transcendence, birth and rebirth. To
refer again to material in Chapter One, I use the term ‘renai(r)ssance’ to capture the
visual language of performative breath. Irigaray writes poetically about this coming to
self saying:

From my listening, perhaps silence will be born. Being attentive
to you will silence the din, will give birth to a world where we
can remain….A new wonder will be born…597
Philosopher Tarnya Staehler interprets the coupling of wonder and anxiety in her
examination of vulnerability, self and pregnancy. In approaching the philosophical
question “What is there to fear in birth?” Staehler begins from the medical. She notes
the anticipatory anxiety felt during pregnancy and the sense of wonder often
experienced after the birth. Her view reinforces my position that coming to wonder,
beyond survival and indifference, may be considered a form of birth. In between is,
however, a mix of energy, exhaustion, suffering, control and release that is deeply
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connected to breathing, autonomy and anxiety. This is the performative breathing
space, I suggest, that brings the self towards ‘renai(r)ssance’.

As speculated, out of THIN AIR a sense of resilience and essential connections
emerges. An affective connection within self to both wonder and anxiety developed
through a combination of movement and stillness in a site that carries a long tradition
of constraint, isolation and then release. Through the practice of looking at how lives
are lived using one focus area after another, shifting the breath in accordance with
‘rules’ and, possibly, choosing to join in a shared ‘breathing’ action, a resilient sense of
self emerges. A baseline of anxiety and wonder have time and space to be sensed and
to nourish receptivity to a different self, or even, that a self that does exist and has
hope. Further, a growing sense of wonder entices a shift between self, others and the
environment to open the possibility of ‘renai(r)ssance’, an epic shift of affective space
Thus, the emergence of “radical relation” begins with self, expanding tentatively
towards others, responding to Irigaray’s question, “With whom do I cultivate the
breath?”598 Again, this alters my material thinking for my next work, as I now want to
explore “radical relation” and wonder more intimately. In particular, I wonder how we
imagine ourselves, what might hold us back from becoming what we imagine and how
an autonomy-supportive environment might be realised to encourage ‘renai(r)ssance’.
This challenges me to be closer to others, to expand the reach of my practice and to
release certain controls. The title of the next work reflects the anxiety and wonder I
already feel: Don’t. Give Up You Day Job.
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Meditative(Pause(4:"radical"relation!
Don’t.'Give'up'your'day'job.!
Some of the things I really must do before I die…things linked
to a more profound desire for change….to dreams of time or
space… things I don’t yet know….
Georges Perec599

Figure 21. Cecilia White, Don’t. Give up your day job (2014) Performance detail.

Intent
Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job is a two and half hour site-specific performance and
installation presented at Verge Gallery, Sydney on 29 May 2014. This site-responsive
599
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work interrogates the space between the lives we lead and the lives we dream of
leading. The work draws inspiration from the original purpose of the building the gallery
is now housed in - to become a bank. In manifesting that purpose Don’t. Give Up Your
Day Job reflects on the pressures of everyday living and how we interpret what holds
us back from or encourages personal ‘renai(r)ssance’. If a bank can radically transform
to become a gallery, what can we imagine for ourselves? The performance with its
bank-like installation of counter, screen and sofa is designed as a breathing space to
facilitate a sense of personal and shared responsibility towards regrounding self and a
supportive community, a portable alternative respiratory system600

Reflecting the era of his thinking, Jung exhorted churches to raise people from “the
torpid, mindless mass,” towards metanoia, or rebirth of the spirit. As a performance
artist, it seemed appropriate to me that a bank (today’s spiritual edifice) should be at
the heart of that gesture in the twenty-first century.

Now past the mid-point of my research, The Breathing Space Projects had broken a
number of barriers in my practice and my personal approach to life. This translated into
expanding the intimate pause, where connections could be reconstituted using my
body, objects and light as an expression of existence, rather than of “productivity.” This
work’s expanded respiratory system is therefore an accretion of mindfulness within the
context of daily living. Thus, for this work I engage with the public more directly than
before, speaking with audience members and listening to their stories to continue to
expand the range of breathing, and potentially that of ease and wonder.

To ‘give up your day job’ suggests a surrendering of security, often understood to be
found by following traditional, conservative or ‘sensible’ life paths. It is a reasonable
assumption that following a steady path might reliably be associated with a steady
600
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income stream, usually provided by a regular job and often, access to additional
immediate funds, such as an overdraft, from a bank. The assumption, however, in the
twenty first century that a steady path may actually exist has been challenged as the
Global Financial Crisis demonstrated effectively. 601 Despite that experience, a welltrodden path may appear certain and yet may foster the anxiety it attempts to ward off.

Shifting from assumed certainty towards another life is known to arouse anxiety in an
individual and, often, those close to that person. Voluntarily giving up employment may
expose a person to a more tenuous existence that, in turn, may increase vulnerability
to a wide range of physical, psychological and social challenges. Conversely, the
change may be life affirming or “self-actualising”, a term the psychologist Maslow
understood to mean a realisation of personal ability and potential. Yet as Maslow
estimated less than 1% reach this point in their (Western) lives,602 suggesting many are
held back or less open to achieving that different sense of self.

Controls emerge in servicing perceived and more elaborate needs through the familiar,
and often driven, acquisition of objects, knowledge and relationships. This ‘many’, as
Jung describes,603 also become a location falsely endowed with a sense of collective
security and the power to determine aspirations. Institutional ties, such as bank loans
and mortgages, are commonly accessed to enable what is perceived as worth striving
for, but this striving may come with hidden emotional and health costs. Rising personal
debt, unstable career paths, threats of job loss and a sense of failure to be in charge of
one’s own life contribute to the high levels of anxiety, depression, isolation and suicide
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reported globally. The flattening influence on the individual effects a surrender to
majority belief, aspirations, morals and ethics meaning:

The balancing of accounts is left to a higher political or social
authority, which welcomes the task, for its power is thereby
increased; and the more power it has, the weaker and more
helpless the individual becomes.604
Breaking away from such a suffocation of self demands agitation and a resilient
willingness to actively redesign a meaningful self that can also live in relation to the
exterior world. For Irigaray that cultivation of the individual breath is an exercise in
autonomy that ultimately contributes to an ethical inter-subjectivity. Don’t. Give up Your
Day Job manifests an autonomy-supportive environment that revitalises wonder and
refreshes interpersonal connection. The already transformed site of the performance
offered an example of success. Building on this success, the one-on-one conversations
provide an opportunity for privacy, adventure and mystery that are unique to each
person. Importantly for self-esteem and building connection, my role is to listen and
encourage, not to direct or interpret on a ‘customer’s’ behalf. The performance delves
into the malleability of this site/institution to release the individual’s hidden dreams and
capacity to dare to transform their lives and to mediate ways for transformation to be
possible. 605

Satisfying needs, according to Irigaray, masks the most fundamental desire to become
“autonomous at the level of breathing”,606 to cultivate living more humanely and to
604
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transform coexistence away from the conflicts embedded in any interdependence,
particularly as they foster a master/slave relation.607 While Irigaray persistently argues,
“the human individual cannot be reduced to an economic entity”, 608 economics is,
however, such a fundamental state (of mind; of power; of flux) that a transformed bank
offers a cultural touchstone of the relationship between stasis and change.

Don’t. Give up Your Day Job does not seek to resolve an economic crisis, but it opens
symptoms of human exile and ill-being, 609 to generate new ways of being and
becoming. To do so involves a focus on how words and gestures may carry another
meaning deeply embedded in the body, its breathing and its relation to rationality.

To ‘give up ‘ therefore also suggests a surrendering or offering; a release associated
with ritual or passage that leads to change. To pursue a personal sense of design and
connection that does not match a current situation is a bold, risky, and potentially
isolating move. Psychology studies report that a role model can contribute to an
autonomy-supportive environment by encouraging choice, initiative, problem solving
and resilience for a successful transformation.610 Art can work from and beyond that
attitudinal development to cultivate traces of unknowable forces and invoke a
redistribution of capacity and responsibility for change, supporting paradoxically a
sense of security to approach wonder and release.
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When invested with such

powers, the contentious issues of locating mystical power in performance art arise, as
discussed in Chapters One and Two.
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Having undergone transformation, the ‘bank’ provides an unexpectedly suitable rolemodel. This surprise contributes an energetic force, which I feel heightened a sense of
wonder. Performance art is unflinching in its capacity to redirect affect and shift
relation. As Bennett argues, art draws out the trace of sensation in an event or place to
make new connections containing “the creative possibility of changing an emotional
relationship” to a situation or place already charged with affect and ‘accumulations of
long-gathering energy.’612

I propose that, when released performatively this wonder may manifest and usefully
connect to dense accretions of anxiety an individual visiting the ‘bank’ may be sensing
about change. Engaging the creative process as a form of meditative breathing, Don’t.
Give up Your Day Job, agitates against an enduring sense of suffocation to encourage
a conscious transformation.

Thus Don’t. Give up Your Day Job becomes the work that cultivates breath to
speculatively reinstitute wonder to challenge and potentially alter established order,
meaning and sense of self. This includes manifesting a new, respectful awareness of
inter-subjective relations, especially by listening and speaking less. Taken together, I
suggest, these might trigger a reciprocity of (ex)change: the beginning of a regrounding
of singularity and of community, central goals in Irigaray’s “Philosophy of Breathing.”613
In psychology, Maslow argues that change begins from the microcosm of self and a
hierarchy of love to influence inter-subjectivity and the world. That love, he notes was
“for the being of the other person, something considerably more than mutual customer
satisfaction”. 614 I argue through this performance that art has the capacity to
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catalytically engender such a reciprocal transformation within and between individual
and the world.615

The experimental nature of Don’t. Give up Your Day Job means however, that much of
this work relies on establishing connection between the location, the public, my self
and anxieties. In the material thinking and performance of this work I had to make a
particularly conscious effort to overcome my anxiety to put myself into a new relational
situation professionally and personally. Such powerful and, potentially, off-putting
demands are acknowledged by Jung when he wrote of ‘the enormous effort it usually
costs people to help the first stirrings of individuality into consciousness, let alone put
them into effect.’616 To meet these demands requires resilience and compassionate
connection to self and other. The mediating factors in bringing Don’t. Give up Your Day
Job to life are the wonderful air of transformation and its associated anticipatory
anxiety. This work becomes a new way to breathe.

Preparation
The title of Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job sounds like a line from a conversation
someone might have with another person or even with themselves. The small
punctuation after Don’t provides the first perceptual clue of a powerful pause. The critic
George Steiner understands grammar as an engaging, expressive and considered
agitator of being, describing its role as:

the articulate organization of perception, reflection and
experience, the nerve-centre of consciousness when it
communicates with itself and others.617
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The grammatically awkward placement of the full stop in this title located a literal and
interpretative breathing space. The full stop organised a reflective passage between
the known and the unknown while the absence of any exclamation mark, to signal an
imperative, foregrounded the ambiguity of reading this situation. Ambiguity, like a
persistent abyss, can be a deeply affective and (de)constructive state as Steiner
notes.618 Using the full stop to momentarily alter time and space (visually and the
embodied movement of breath) supportively structures an opportunity to cultivate
personal meaning and possibly a sense of self. A full stop therefore provides a full
breathing pause, a practice that can contribute to deeper breathing. 619 This small
gesture of autonomy is expanded and practiced throughout Don’t. Give up Your Day
Job.

The framework of Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job therefore engages a poetics of breath
to construct a breathing space for change within a changed space. To construct this
resonant physical and contemplative space between the natural breath (the intimate
self) and cultural breath (the demands of everyday living) I stimulate the energy of
interest generated by the history of the transformed bank-gallery site (which I
understood to be wonder) and combine it with the energy of desire of personal change
(which I understand to be anxiety).
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religion and masculinity see, for example Roie Thomas. Inspire, Expire: Masculinity, Mortality
and Meaning in Tim Winton’s ‘Breath’, Journal of Men, Masculinities and Spirituality. 4 (2) 54-65
June 2010.
http://www.jmmsweb.org/issues/volume4/number2/pp54-65
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The site’s radical relationship within itself reinforces a robust sense of daring to be and
become authentic and autonomous. It hints at radical difference for others in the future.
Its paradox of change from within generated a radical material thinking for this work to
open this performance to the potential of intense and affective connections that I
sensed in the site and in myself. This site inspires me to break open my visual
language for this performance, making it less tightly controlled and more relaxed than
previous works. Confirming the creative dynamic between forces and language,
Bachelard states: “Forces are manifested in poems that do not pass through the
circuits of knowledge.”620 If this work had been a poem, it would have been free verse
for three, often deeply attentive and sometimes silent, voices.

The composition of the space is set up as a sensory experiment. This is done using
shifts in rhythms of movement to visualise breathing, anxiety and wonder in flux, repurposed familiar objects and actions to signal change and introduce the element of
‘chance’ and conversation to release personalised meaning, a poetic image of a
potential self. Engagement with chance and change involve a level of trust and a
building of relationship, which this work begins developing through a simple preperformance gesture of speaking with the public and informing them of the history of
the space and, in the opening moments, transforming from the ‘original’ bank.

I reinforce connection by twice more engaging closely with others. My anxiety had
previously held me back from designing closeness. This tested my resilience as my
anxiety rose. Such a personally affective provocation is usefully punctuated by more
distant interactions, using a screen at a counter that also dampened sound. Since “a
culture of breathing cannot be the privilege of a tradition”, according to Irigaray, 621 the
close interactive gestures, at the counter and later on the Sofa of Dreams are shaped
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Bachelard, Poetics of Space, xxi.
Irigaray, “To Begin with Breathing Anew,” 219.
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by chance, visually present in two forms: customer choice cards and the reading or
singing of random passages from books in response to ‘customer’ queries. 622 The
chance elements allude to Grosz’ understanding of chaos and the unknowable, where
the performance investigated the potential invisible connections and intensities that
may arise to link the present body with a creation of the future.623

To accommodate a co-existence between the traditional and the intensely
transformational, I blend the multiple languages in those texts with active listening. In
psychology, active listening is understood to promote self-analysis.624 Languages from
my own life and bookshelves become energetic resonances responding to customer
enquiries, each followed by conversation and silent pauses. These silences mark an
iterative development from the silence in THIN AIR and are intended to mediate a
reflective slowing down within self and between artist and ‘customer’: a being in
conscious relation with an other and intended to make visible a respected and
autonomous self. My work engages with the breathing rhythms of both anxiety and
wonder to provoke awareness of the personal. The noisy gallery was not Cage’s
“sylvan deciduous forest of the Catskill mountains”625 but shares both the reflective
approach recognisable in Eastern breathing practices and the understanding in
Western psychology of active listening as an effective form of self-analysis.626

The duration of pauses however, is ‘customer’ determined. This holds open the space
for reverberation to arise. Reverberation, in Bachelard’s view, is a form of deeply
personal meaning making and ownership of a poetic image. These reverberations are
essential as, in his view, ”they bring about a change of being.”627
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See Appendix Thirteen for a list of materials.
Grosz, Chaos, Territory, Art: Deleuze and the Framing of the Earth, 3.
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The American psychologist, Carl rogers, was a founding influence on this understanding.
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Kyle Gann, No Such Thing As Silence: John Cage’s 4’33”, 28.
626
American psychologist Carl Rogers was a pioneer in the field of self-analysis.
627
Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, xxii.
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Such a cultivation of personal growth (beyond the quantifiable in financial or material
terms) was grounded in approaching another not as an object in a world the artist
might define, but with respect towards a living being beyond a possessive control. This
means engaging with anticipatory anxiety, strongly related on my part to hoping that a
sense of wonder would be re-instituted (but not institutionalised) during this
performance. I speculated that such a return of wonder would see a union of affect that
would radically open space for a cultivation of personal growth. To access that place of
union required disturbance, agitation.

The feeling of agitation is commonly understood as symptomatic of anxiety and
restlessness. It may be visually signalled by movement such as looking around, shifting
feet, checking details, making enquiries. Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job is designed to
access this well established sensation by inviting the public to wait to be called up by
the bank and, in waiting, prepare their issue with no guarantee of outcome. In this case
however, this anxiety is perceived as having a positive force – a seeking of meaning
and problem resolution. Anticipatory anxiety, as the German philosopher Tanya
Staehler notes, can be hopeful and forward looking.628 Staehler endows anticipatory
anxiety with a capacity to relate to wonder on the basis that anticipation seeks relief at
a finite point, such as giving birth. While anticipation is not always rewarded with
positive outcomes, a positive outlook bolstered by a sense of wonder and openness to
experience may build resilience to manage a harsher reality.

For Grosz, such a composition represents a material engagement with chance and
chaos that affirms art’s ability to give life to sensation. Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job
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See Tanya Staehler, “Who’s afraid of Birth?” (paper presented at Thinking about the
Beginning and Ending of Life Symposium, University of Sussex, March 13, 2015).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KmWNB7XDvnM
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gives breath to sensation. This life-affirming gesture is nurturing, maternal and
releasing and was in stark contrast to the states of existence I had seen or experienced
where overwhelming (chaotic) sensation controlled or exhausted breath. Grosz refers
to this in her elaboration of Deleuzian thinking where she notes how composition draws
out the qualities of sensation from the ‘chaotic indeterminacy of the real, its impulses to
ceaseless variation’.629 Poetic performance art therefore manifests the unknowable in a
form that is both strangely familiar and yet expressive of the ‘in(de)finite’.

Figure 22. Cecilia White, Don’t. Give up
your day job, 2014. Performance detail.

629

Grosz, Chaos, Territory, Art, 8.
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Realisation (sequential documentation is provided at the end of this Pause)
In the hour before the performance I approach visitors and ask them if they know the
story of the building. Each person expresses surprise that Verge Gallery was intended
as a branch of the Commonwealth Bank at the University of Sydney.

I note the

building’s successful transformation to becoming a creative space and role model of a
bank fulfilling (its) dreams. I offer them small cards, explaining they are ‘Customer
Numbers’ to be called to the ‘counter’, where that night they could talk with the ‘bank’
about what they would like to do in their lives, anxieties about their dreams to see how
the bank might assist. (I felt delighted and yet still anxious that so many people wanted
to share their dreams and issues with the ‘bank’.)

It is dark and the air is cool. People are milling around. The ‘bank’, opposite the
entrance, is not yet open for business. Around the corner of the L-shaped floor space
there is a muffled, shadowy movement. An unknown shape in a black oversized coat
begins to lurch forward, as awkwardly as Kafka’s impoverished Gregor Samsa.630 I am
that unknown shape. The two metre wooden ladder roped to my back insists that I
bend to its line of flight. The ladder has aspirations I cannot see or know, but I sense
their hard edges. The corporate ladder is hard to climb and in this position it is hard to
know if the view from the top is really the way to see oneself. As the ladder becomes
heavier I feel unprepared for the pressure and the stricture, yet responsible for its being
there. My movement is staccato as if having a bad dream.

630

In Franz Kafka’s novella Metamorphosis the main character, Gregor Samsa, awakens to find
himself transformed into a grotesque insect. This disturbing work illuminates a physical
manifestation of spiritual and social impoverishment. His attempts to move or crawl are
embedded in the verb ’kriechen’, which serves a double understanding of supplication or
cowering. Encased in his new shell he is, as Bernofsky describes in the Afterword, ‘subaltern, a
human being turned inside out’. Franz Kafka. Metamorphosis trans. Susan Bernofsky (New
York: W.W.Norton & Co, 2014),124.
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Figure 23. Cecilia White, Don’t. Give up your day job, 2014.

As I walk out of the dark, the public stares with a mix of recognition and of distance and
I approach small groups. Whispering to their quizzing faces ‘I don’t know, I don’t know’
on my way to the workspace, there is a feeling of confession and a growing tension
within me to scream. The ladder restrains my lungs and I cannot cry out. Even my arm
movements are restricted.

My body approaches the ‘workplace’. As if logging in, I scrawl my otherwise silent
scream in large black painted letters on the white wall behind the counter ‘I don’t know’.
There is a desaturation in my form and my surrounds that feels intense and heavy. It
feels hard to breathe. The black and whiteness of my confessed not knowing seems
paradoxical, yet truthful. Putting the brush aside I try to escape the ladder. The rope
tied around my waist is belligerent as a bad debt and my shadow on wall startles me.
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The body is overblown and round and the conical shadow of my head reminds me of
Ubu Roi.631 I don’t recognise myself.

Finally, the rope falls away and the ladder releases itself from my body. Placing it
nearby, like a success motto on the office wall (or a threatening reminder of
mediocrity), I notice a small white body. The plaster shape is of a dress, as if blowing in
a breeze. From inside this dream-like shape comes a soft glow of light, looking down
through its neck I startle as I see my own face reflected in a mirror. I am shocked to
see my conical head and the darkness around me. This gesture, a spectre of
otherness, feels like an other self even though it was installed ‘for the customers’ like
an advertising stand. This reverberates an energetic force in me, driving an awareness
that others might now come looking to share glimpses of their own (possible other)
selves. The audience develops a curiosity, coming closer with their tightly held
numbers. Others remain almost unaware of the change and it is another few minutes
perhaps before the talking settles.

Stripped of my black coat, my body is dressed head to toe in a white, opaque overall.
The attached conical hood (Ubu roi? Celtic Chieftain? Labourer?) covers much of my
face and the zip front sticks out at that naval point that indeed creates an Ubu belly. As
I set to work at the counter the equipment on the counter and the Perspex shield in
front of me exert a force on me that feels like a removal to a hard and remote place.
The glare of the gallery spotlights adds heat to the space and my first actions go
unnoticed by many. This is lonely work that has to be done. Standing tall and rigid I
smile as I prepare to stamp each of the blue sheets with the large, official stamp of
duty. The counter including my body feels like a machine for creating the world. Nearby
is a blue sofa that, devoid of equipment, looks like a breathing space to explore the

631

Ubu Roi (Pa Ubu) was the main character in the play by Alfred Jarry Ubu Roi, which
premiered in Paris in 1896.
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world. The visual shift between the two spaces suggests radical transformation needs
radical relation, a supportive environment offering a chance for different intra/intersubjectivity.

With an outward meticulousness due to the convention of working life, my movements
are repetitive and mundane. I pick up a blue sheet of paper, stamp it with the red inked
words of GIVE UP YOUR DAY JOB and then shred the work. Beneath a sense of
imperturbability,

these

actions

betray

the

tension

between

conformity

and

transformation. I have a growing sense of responsibility to listen to others who, secretly
like me, have hidden potential lives want to transform into that living space. As I pump
the stamp onto the paper for the umpteenth time I notice my jaw is tight and I am
tense. Despite wanting to engage with others, I am aware I feel bored and anxious.

A small, silent pause between the whirling, wheezy sound of the shredder and the first
breathful call out to the customer brings awareness that the bank is open (for
potentially more than ‘small change’). Fragments of mirrors, words, images, songs and
paper appear and develop in their use and meaning through each of the performances.
The shredder first appeared in at the end/beginning of the day as it irretrievably altered
images and added air to their new forms to challenge beliefs about endings and what
we need. Now, the shredder is about demonstrating endings to challenge beliefs about
beginnings. The shredded documents are not displayed, are not praised and thus,
room is made for other ways to work at life.
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Figure 24. Cecilia White, Don’t. Give up your day job (2014).
Calling customer numbers.

The callout of the first customer number brings surprise. The loudhailer I have used is
excessively amplified and disturbs collective conversation. Further, the number I have
called appears random, suggesting that the bank is also in a state of change. What
seems to be a controlled installed surface is now revealing some of its compositional
reality.

From behind the security shield the bank enquires what the customer would like to
say/know or why they are here today? The bank reminds them of the motto ‘I don’t
know, I don’t know’ and listens to their story. The pattern of engagement with the
customer is the same but the intensity grows with each new story. There is an uncanny
sense of connection between each revelatory moment and what transpires in the
‘bank’s’ (my) response.

The security shield interferes with hearing and my movement to the side signals a shift
in relation, a respect to other. As if in a confessional, and shielded by background
noise, each story remains private in a public space. As each story closes the bank
invites the customer to select a card from one of two piles: the cards stamped ‘give up
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your day job’ or the cards stamped ‘don’t’. There is always a pause, as each hand
appears considered in its choice.

Handing their responses over to the ‘bank’ they are invited to sit at the sofa of dreams
to hear the bank’s thoughts. From the soft blue two-seater sofa each customer watches
as the bank finds the ‘appropriate’ response (indicated on the back of the card) from
the shelf of books. There is a sense of control by matching responses and cards, yet
enjoyment when that control is shared with the ‘unknowable’ of an accidental and
successful mix between the individual dream and the response. Finding a book, a
poem or a song the bank opens to a page, which finds itself, and begins to read or
‘perform’ the advice. The untranslated languages of passages from Goethe, Perec,
Camus, Irigaray, nursery rhymes, engineering books, financial management texts are
wild cards that act like an immersive atmosphere, a bubble of deep reflective release
beyond direct language. This activates what I call the intimate “sensescape”, that prelingual state at birth when the whole body was the expressive and decision-making
mind, not just the brain and language.

After a pause, the bank asks ‘and what do you think?’ and listens to responses which
are intense and serious. There is a slowing of breath in my body and a sense of deep
respect, as each person opens themselves through this engagement. Each person
finds a peculiar relation has been established between their body and their future. Each
response connects to a sense of wonder and anticipation that indicates a new
understanding of self and connection to (another) self. A transformation appears to be
taking place that connects resilient affect with an immersion and participation in
transformation. Over time, the uncanny relations between the material and immaterial
forces that arise on the sofa inform my body of its own resilient and responsible
transformation. There is an unknowable, intense and poetic air at that space which
causes ‘customers’ to depart with a satisfied smile and a thank you.
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Figure 25. Cecilia White, Don’t. Give up your day job (2014).
At the ‘Sofa of Dreams’.

As each ‘customer’ leaves, the ‘bank’ offers them some documentation, a ‘gift’ from the
‘bank’. Back at the counter, the bank considers the customer’s story and selects from
either a sheet of music lessons or a dictionary of new words. Since music and
language are resonant forms of breathing, this gift becomes a personal summary and
embodies a portable respiratory system. After tearing it from the book and stamping it
with ‘give up your day job’, the bank folds it into a blue envelope, stamps the envelope
‘don’t’ and seals it. This gesture of the gift, of remembering coming to the bank
suggests also a coming to self, a first sign of parousia in relation to the material (bank)
world. And, as beginnings are marked with new sounds and new language, so the
customer may leave with themselves as a transforming beginner in mind.

The bank stays open beyond its planned trading hours. Customers are at its doors
insisting they be heard. There is an urgency and a patience in their wanting to come
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forward. I have a sense there is space for change in us all, a breathing space that has
its limits (the bank does have to close) but also its new connections.

Aftermath: Space for reflection
Art proper…emerges when sensation can detach itself and gain
an autonomy from its creator and its perceiver, when something
of the chaos from which it is drawn can breathe and have a life
of its own632
Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job is a life-giving, joyous surprise; a union of anticipatory
anxiety and wonder. Intended to last one hour, people refuse to leave the gallery until
their customer number had been called and they could share their dreams and hear
‘advice’ how to achieve it. The atmosphere of the space fills with a positive intensity,
yet remains earnest and true to its endeavours. The ‘customers’ share genuine and
meaningful concerns with ‘the bank’ and their reflections on the sofa of dreams were
strong and open. The work ends after two and half hours only as the gallery has to
close. The agitation of the work disturbs the status quo and releases a positive
anticipation of meaningful (ex)change. This includes for myself.

After engaging a baseline of personal anxiety and wonder through the movement of
breathing in the previous work, THIN AIR, this new performance and installation, Don’t.
Give up Your Day Job activates and expands the relationship between those two
affective states using a respectful cultivation of breath to make visible a developing
autonomous self. The breathing patterns of anxiety and wonder in movement and
contemplation are interpreted to create and alter space in Don’t. Give up Your Day Job.
In particular, the pause is central to meaning making and transformation.
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Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job takes the public and I on an affective journey that remaps
deeply personal interiors and publicly visible exteriors. The trilogy of openness to
seeking a path towards change, a willingness to use other sources of guidance and the
respectful reception of interpretation constructed an extraordinary between space
where a poetic visual image of a new self appeared and was expressed. Bachelard
supports the existential power of the poetic image as it:

becomes a new being in our language, expressing
us by making us what it expresses; in other words, it
is at once a becoming of expression, and a
becoming of our being. Here expression creates
being.633
Using a range of other language texts and song, for example, shifts attention from the
commonplace semantic meaning to the unknown. Watching and listening to each
‘customer’ determine meaning from those sounds and gestures reveals the perception
of a poetic image and a shift from anticipatory anxiety to wonder. Evidence of how
unknowable forces reverberate in the listener comes from observing their faces lighten
and noting how their interpretations deepened (but not to the illusionary point of
reverie) in intimate yet clear ways to reveal a cultivating path towards transformation
and a sense of autonomy that is respected and inter-relationally connective. Both the
‘customer’ and the ‘bank’ share this listening, and I too experience a previously
unknown sense of connection and awareness of a strengthening in myself. The images
which may have reached the individual ‘customer’ return to me in their interpretations
of meaning, which come to have meaning for me. This reminds me of Bachelard’s
remark: “When I receive a new poetic image, I experience its quality of intersubjectivity”. 634
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Bachelard, Poetics of Space, xxiii.
Bachelard, Poetics of Space, xxiv.
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The between space that appears also endures. It has a resilience of its own. I am
amazed and warmed by the stories ‘customers’ brought to the ‘bank’ and the genuine
manner in which they sought guidance. 635 I sense an enormous respect and a
responsibility towards making Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job ‘work’ for us. It was putting
that feeling into words after the event, that I saw – in the black and white of print – that
new word ‘us’. For a between ‘us’ to appear in that space suggests there is an I and an
other. The appearance of ‘us’ means, profoundly for me, the arrival of a sense of self.
This arrival is parousia. On a personal level, after the event I remember breath in a
new way, and for the first time, I sense parousia, a coming to my self.

The embodiment of breath and affect in this performance directs emphatically my
practice towards a more spiritual sense of humanity, where a breathing space can
focus on the release of ongoing blocks and encourage transformation toward new
growth beyond personal and inter-subjective survival.

Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job had resonated somewhat like a Buddhist meditation yet
was expressed through the performative language of recontextualising the public and
private body, much like Grosz’ chaotic forces.636

For a space to exist there must also be distance. Importantly, through this work the
affective edges of anxiety and wonder find their ‘plane of composition’. Wonder
635

As the embodied bank I interacted with each ‘customer’ to encourage openness, a sense of
vision and a seeking of authentic meaning for oneself. I could not have anticipated the
wonderful depth of personal stories and the expression of genuine hopes and dreams about
taking a different path in life, mostly individually, but also sometimes as a couple. Stories ranged
from literally wanting to give up a day job, to wanting to pursue different studies, to travel and to
worry less about daily life. I am left with a feeling that I had done something that was important
for each person, as they thank me and, later, contact the gallery manager to express thanks for
a meaningful experience. It was also a restorative experience for myself, as I sense a new and
resilient communication between the everyday, my artwork, myself and others. Don’t. Give Up
Your Day Job became a space that supplied a sense of excitement and wonder about personal
renai(r)ssance through a juxtaposition of site, familiar yet often unpractised gestures such as
listening, sitting together and reading, everyday objects such as books, a ladder, cards and a
sofa within a process developing connection, reflection and transformation.
636
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becomes the centerpiece of this work – the outcome of so many elements could not be
planned and yet they connected, seemingly randomly. The simple gestures of listening
and the uncanny connections found in the random engagement with site, books, songs
and poetry challenge the way dreams are strained and are like small sips of refreshing
air, to refer to Rumi. Such wondering may give, as Irigaray expresses, “more breath to
meaning and more meaning to breath.”637

Emerging from this affective revelation was a revision of wonder’s relation to anxiety as
well as the nature of ‘institution’, a term that resonates profoundly in its association with
hospitals, mental health treatment and large-scale bureaucracy. The production of
institution and institutionalisation was of recurrent interest to Guattari, for example, who
understood the directional shift needed for change in a subjugating and uninspiring
environment:

The general proliferation of institutions in contemporary society
leads only to the alienation of the individual: is it possible to
operate a transfer of responsibility, replacing bureaucracy with
institutional creativity? Under what conditions?638
In response to that question, assisted by a creatively transformed institution, I note a
re-instituting of wonder to a significant and connected role after its long fall from
Cartesian grace.639

Wonder’s capacities were previously demonstrated in however it may seam, at the
end/beginning of the day and THIN AIR. For an affective, relational ‘between space’ to
exist there must be sensory difference and distance. In Don’t Give Up Your day Job
the affective extremities of anxiety and wonder find their ‘plane of composition.’ This
637

Irigaray, “To Begin with Breath Anew,” 219.
Félix Guatarri Psychoanalysis and Transversality: Texts and Interviews 1955-1971, trans.
Ames Hodges (Cambridge MA: Semiotext(e)/MIT Press, 2015), 62.
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See, for example, R.J.W. Evans and Alexander Marr eds. Curiosity and Wonder from the
Renaissance to the Enlightenment (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006).
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work progresses my argument that that anxiety and wonder can be in relation and that
they form a living, flowing connection that can be accessed and strengthened through
openness, role modelling and opportunities to autonomously explore space for
meaning.

Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job provides ideas about where, how and with whom we may
seek to realise dreams, how we make sense for ourselves and how that affects our
emotions. Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job also raises new questions. How do we feel
about parousia, or birth? What breathing space does a self need and how do we feel
about living a life of our own that must also be in relation? What can we contribute to a
cultivation of breath? The embodied anticipation of and wonder in a personal
‘renai(r)ssance’ captured in Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job informs the next chapter and
drives the approach to radical difference explored the final performance, In no
particular order (distURBANS).
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Figure 26. Cecilia White, Don’t. Give Up your day job (2014)
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Figure 27. Don’t. Give up your day job remembered in
Breathing Space: N THING IS SET IN ST NE (2017), the examination exhibition.
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Chapter(4(!
Coming'to'Air:'Anxiety"Wonder,(
Attentiveness(and(the(Lyrical(Breath!
We tremble like leaves about to let go.
There is no avoiding pain,
Or feeling exiled, or the taste of dust…
So let us begin the journey home
With love and compassion for guides…
Now let silence speak.
As that begins, we will start out.
Rumi640

This chapter explores opening towards newness and developing the expressive means
to be and become autonomous. Having begun to open boundaries towards the
unknown and listening to the world in THIN AIR and Don’t. Give up your day job I
continue exploring an increasingly visible self in relation to others focusing on
anxiety/wonder, breath and attentiveness. Beginning with the intimate and collective
encounter with cathartic space in performance art, I discuss the cultivation of material
perception in order to distinguish the ‘being’ of parousia from the ‘becoming’ of
‘renai(r)ssance’. A comparison is made between physical and metaphoric birth and I
examine the role of anticipatory anxiety and wonder during transformation. I argue the
expressive role of poetic performance art as a form of “functional support.” I explore the
infra-ordinary as a way to re-institute wonder and therefore to remember breath.
Looking at attentiveness, the poetic potential of silence in interdisciplinary performance
art reveals new and lyrical inter-subjectivity. I consider the nature of the (in)visible
artist, the environment and others to understand the anxiety-wonder filled response
that may accompany a sense of an emerging new self and the radical difference it may
lead towards. Finally, I harness the flowing relationship between anxiety/wonder to
640
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encourage a step towards a radical difference and release this growing sense of
autonomy and relation through disturbance and silence in the in the final performance
in no particular order (distURBANS).

Don’t. Give up your day job uses the story of a re-purposed building to begin a
challenge to the outwardly normalised and the anxiously hidden, yet desired being, in
order to encourage a shift in relation between self and the external environment. It
exposes and encourages the individual to approach new encounters understanding
that these may respond well to the intensity of wonder in context. In this case, that
context was being immersed within the transformed body of the bank/gallery.

4.1 Consciously striving towards newness

Newness, Irigaray affirms:

is not a question of simply reversing History but of examining its
stratifications and successive layers in order to strive toward its
construction.641
For artists, the issue of ‘newness’ and its ‘construction’ is central to an understanding
of the material thinking of practice-led research and the kind of sight and logic it
contributes to knowledge. Importantly, Bolt understands newness as emerging from
material processes that are more than a consciously determined endpoint.642 From my
experience, the artist can initially intuit newness without defining its appearance and
thus, knowingly, take the risks associated with practice-led research to create a path
towards newness. This suggests an envisioning engagement with wonder and a
willingness to explore and practice speculatively and to also explore other thinking and
641

Irigaray, Between East and West, 15.
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practices along the way. 643 While I consciously recognised that a strategy was missing
to open the possibility of Irigarayan “renaissance”, it was through iterative exploration
(that is therefore a product of the sensory and the conscious), that I developed a new
path. In support, Martin Heidegger refers to the artist’s ‘sight’ as circumspection, an
ongoing honing of creative skills through which the ‘new’ may emerge.644

Thus, art may contribute knowledge that emerges from a handling of materials prior to,
or in conjunction with, contemplative knowledge. Importantly, such an approach
emphasises the entwinement of new awareness with existing knowledge, a
fundamental and non-empiricist approach to exploration also found in yogic and
Buddhist traditions.645 Supportive of a more connective form of research, Bolt criticises
much contemporary practice for its forced effort to create the new, noting that such a
conscious quest acts as a “source of anxiety and obsession” that works against the
new that may emerge from “praxical knowledge” and touches on issues of originality.646

Originality suggests comparison, communication and unique development resulting in
(a body of) work, and its creator, having their own autonomous identity in a community.
The complexity and demands surrounding originality as a quality is paradoxically both
bound and released by interpretations of explanatory systems to frame new
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knowledge. Robinson’s view of originality as incremental 647 argues an increase in
overt, strategic articulation of subjectivity through interpretation and knowledge in art
practice that links learning of visual language with interrogation of that language. Artist
and researcher Geoff Page’s insightful expansion of this quality extends to the artist
also having ‘voice’, a capacity to satisfy affect and intellect as well as being unique.648

The desire for, and expectation of, originality in the creative arts, may be seen to
parallel the desire for ‘renai(r)ssance’ with its challenge of becoming an autonomous
(original), yet connected self, one capable of finding her/his own voice and bringing that
into a community. Importantly for this project, this can be interpreted as a productive
space for re-envisioning a new self through an embodied experience of meaning
making, where originality may appear in the creative process of performance art and
also, potentially in any residual outcome. Thus, the emergence of new self may
embody originality. This is an active, shared role of finding meaning, fostering an
affinity between artist and viewer, which sets it apart from a traditional repetitive
hierarchy of knowledge maker-knowledge receiver.649 The artist’s objective in this role
is that of difference, which Deleuze identifies as arising from repeating reality in a
metamorphosed state, as a constructed representation:650

While this project interprets repetition as creating a metonym of living, the
metamorphosis is in the construction of alternative ways to live and the shifting of
horizons. Thus a breathing space aims to be emotionally and intellectually satisfying
647
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and recognisable as a body of work developed from, and pushing at the edges of
Irigaray’s ‘history’ and Page’s ‘tradition’.

From my experience, the articulation of issues, thoughts, feelings and histories through
interdisciplinary performance art offers a radical junction of an intelligence of material
handling and contemplation of knowledge for the artist to sense and realise an
unfolding newness and contribution to originality. From the outset of my project, for
example, I intuited a mobile relationship between anxiety and wonder. In terms of
perception, I now understand if anxiety is a frame, wonder is the same frame from a
different angle. Framing, Grosz explains, is “the raw condition under which sensations
are created, metabolised, released into the world, made to live a life of their own, to
infect and transform other sensations.” 651 Using this now unblocking relationship
between anxiety and wonder to reframe everyday conditions I encourage the new by
beginning with the now, realising that “using the everyday…art kind of releases you
from the everyday…to go to that place of imagination.”652

Once recognised, an embodied newness can be consciously encouraged and
consciously built upon to cultivate the (ever present) “yet unknown”. In addition, that
junction touches reflexively (and more likely unconsciously) upon the issues of anxiety
and wonder in practice-led research in a global, demanding art world. As the artist
examines a sense of self, so art examines itself in the process of examining the world.

4.2 Catharsis: a coming to air

I reflect on my unfolding personal experience of wonder and anxiety. What began in
this research as a conviction of wonder-driven living is also performing its own alchemy
651
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on me. I am now aware of a first catharsis that released my anxiety in however it may
seam. Importantly, this catharsis lead to the radical action of confrontation in at the
end/beginning of the day. Finding a way towards survival lead to the resilience of
radical relation building in THIN AIR, which prepared the way for a sense of parousia, a
term meaning the coming or presence of someone, in the more radically relational
Don’t. Give up your day job. Here I interpret parousia as ‘being’ and therefore
inextricably connected to the ‘becoming’ that is renai(r)ssance. I am now very close to
answering one of my four questions.

Now, as my project is approaching an end, I grow increasingly aware of my
transformation, my parousia, and the relevance of Irigaray’s conversation with
Nietzsche:

The recollection of my birth still lies stifled under the din of your
hate. Or the shroud of your indifference. For, round and round,
you keep on turning. Within yourself. Pushing out of your circle
anything that, from elsewhere, remembers. But I am coming back
from far, far away. And say to you: your horizon has limits. Holes
even.653
By interpreting this to indicate a beginning of Irigarayan “renaissance”, an awakening to
a different way of living, the relationship between my self and my artwork also evolves.
I work in closer proximity to viewers, on a larger but more condensed time scale, and
open my self to the public in a direct manner, something I had hesitated to do before.

In my practice material handling incorporates a contemplative use of three materially
distinctive, yet connected elements: breath, the two affective states of anxiety and
wonder and text and poetic form. This opening of the praxical landscape adds an
articulated sensing of the psychological and other creative disciplines to the visual,
creating what I term a ‘material sensescape’. This ‘material sensescape’ contributes a
653
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new dimension to the ‘material thinking’ conversations of Paul Carter and the ‘material
productivity’ of responding to materials and processes of Bolt. It does so, by also
acknowledging that the creation of a work is often shared with another body, such as a
member of the public. By using the term ‘body’, I question what is understood as being
a ‘viewer’. I suggest that being described as a ‘viewer’ of art can place a tacit limit on
an individual’s sensory landscape. Instead, as breathing awareness develops, such as
through interdisciplinary performance art, and as reflected in principles of meditation
and of some poetry, the whole body may become available and this, Irigaray terms, “a
cultivation of sensible perception”.654 Like the artist, another person may come to the
work with a multiplicity of interpretative contributions.

Further, such contributions may engage with another important ‘body’, the physical and
social geography, of a site. In this way the ‘sensescape’ of performance art begins to
influence, and may be influenced by, a developing sense of self and the social arena.
In this work, the ‘viewer’ refers to the whole body experience. Shifts in my practice and
perception, as well as my personal self, articulate a form of coming to air: the arrival of
self (parousia) and movement towards ‘renai(r)ssance’.

A universal question then arises about “when and how a person becomes aware of
themselves?” One proposition is that self-awareness is created from infancy through
social interactions, and this can include the significant impact of the individual’s
experience of cultural space.655 Site-specific performance art interprets cultural space
as living and resonant bodies and may include historical or mythological locations,
buildings and edifices. The exciting potential for space to be more than the conveyor of
the predictable and purposed is explained in Nick Kaye’s view of space as a place of
practice and which therefore “admits of unpredictability”. He continues:
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Rather than mirror the orderliness of place, space might be subject
not only to transformation, but ambiguity. If space is like a single
word when it is spoken, than a single ‘place’ will be realised in
successive, multiple and even irreconcilable spaces. It follows that,
paradoxically, ‘space’ cannot manifest the order and stability of its
place. 656
My decision to again use site-specific performance art leveraged on such
transformational capacities, postulating that the affective, unsettling functions of
performance art might generate an energetic dissonant interaction between the
existing physical and psychological spaces of the environment and the individual to
thus, open an ephemeral ‘breathing space’ as an alternative respiratory system. The
individual would be thus exposed to a multiplicity of breathing interactions that are at
once familiar yet not, drawing on the mindful prana of yoga and Buddhist meditation.

4.3 Birth of the (In)visible Self
Some crucial implications for the value of performance art in encouraging and
supporting (parousia and ‘renai(r)ssance’) can be seen to be grounded in birth.
Examining the emotions, behaviours and processes around the physical experience of
birth, philosopher Tanja Staehler suggests both anxiety and wonder emerge in relation
to the new and the unknown at the mundane level of facts (who, what, when) and also
at the deeper existential level of in/credulity and concern that another body may exist
within another body.657

For Staehler the experience of birth illuminates an externalised view of being and
embodiment. She explains the limited understanding and expression of pain in birth is
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symptomatic of a neglected relationship between anxiety and wonder. She notes the
struggle of medical responses to deal with pain beyond its physical perception and
how, when those limited responses are unhelpful or not wanted (citing epidurals), those
impacted seek ideological responses (citing acupuncture) that may also fail. At the
personal and interpersonal levels she points to a lack of adequate language and
conversations to express the pain of deeper existential issues, such as the birth of a
new self.

Social priming may leave an individual in pain about change by limiting emotions,
disclosure and exploration. The emergence of another possible self is socially primed
by normalised ‘common sense’ and prevailing opinions that maintain a status quo, so
that even if an individual is uncomfortable or being rejected there is a sense of
compliance. I think back to the challenge of the isolation cells of THIN AIR when
Irigaray writes: “even if you should evict me, I shall have to stay there so that you can
continue to be settled in your universe”.658

Staehler turns to psychology, literature and Heidegger to look for an alternative
response to deal with the anxiety and excitement of birth. She describes the two stages
of a desirable phenomenological experience to prepare for birth. The first is to
understand the often hidden emotional landscape of pain and to bring it out in the
open, initially establishing deliberate anticipatory anxiety and to offer a view of radical
newness. The second is to establish internal and external conversations with self and
others to express concerns and the way forward. Critically, these parallel much of the
process in Don’t. Give up your day job.

Understanding birth and pain as the emergence of a new self reveals the possible role
performance art may provide in creating non-institutional support, expression and
658
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conversations about this tension-filled experience of subjectivity and relationship. The
pressure to ignore their imagined selves makes it difficult for ‘customers’ to think
through options when alone or in traditionally institutionalised settings. Their nascent
selves had been suppressed, until this performance, so they struggled to answer how
an emerging self could be made possible. So the site, the ‘bank’, provides an
immediate and immersive example of a non-conformist and successful change.

Anticipatory anxiety is created by waiting for their customer number to be called and
wonder was explored through the chance of cards, the empathic listening and a
growing willingness to allow me to see the invisible. Consistent with previous
performances, the creation of an alternative respiratory system through movement,
language and listening encourages a ‘coming to air’ and a receptivity to anxiety and
wonder. Adding therefore to Staehler’s desire for literature to express the anxiety and
wonder of birth, Don’t. Give up your day job embodies breath and affect as a poetic
and shared language that makes the process of birth possible, thus encouraging the
transformative development of new relationships with self and others.

On the danger of not releasing a sensed, yet still invisible self from the externally
imposed self, Irigaray warns:

And so you continue to suck me up: my life. You continue to
absorb me, inside you, turned inside out, in this cavern where I
am still alive…My death is inside your own. We shall die together
if you do not let me go outside your sameness.659

With such a dire warning the task of The Breathing Space Projects is to urgently
construct a compassionate alternative respiratory system that could reliably reference
a successful transformation and use it as a resource. Thus, I first interpret the
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functional support of a transformed building to help create that different respiratory
system to shift the breathing of daily life towards, perhaps, more open space for
contemplation and connection. In the process, my own anxiety continues to release
while wonder emerges in what I experience as a surprisingly mutually supportive
environment.

4.4 Taking a Different Breath

In asking what makes a difference to a sense of self, Don’t. Give up your day job
reveals the value and need to reinstitute wonder by listening, reflecting and making
space for possibilities beyond the institutions of work and social expectations.
Research evidences that the cumulative effects of stress and anxiety on coping can
test the most robust skills, degrading health, a sense of self and connection, but notes
how social support can ameliorate the impact of such anxiety-provoking situations. 660
Over the past three decades psychologists have taken increasing interest in the
functional aspect of social support that deals with the utility of resources in four areas
of promisingly researched interest – esteem support, informational support, social
companionship and instrumental support.661

Literature links functional support to a buffering effect, assisting the facilitation of
adjustive behaviours and evidencing positive health outcomes. 662 Esteem support, also
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known as emotional support, feeds back to the individual that they are valued
regardless of their situation. Information support provides the practical guidance to
enable clear decisions to be made (which may then call on instrumental support
offering tangible actions such as financial or legal advice).

Social companionship

provides affiliation, social distraction and the important sense of belongingness.663 The
psychology of functional support therefore suggests that interior affective change could
be enhanced by the availability of autonomy-supportive exterior factors.

These four functional pillars map closely to Irigaray’s environmental conditions for a
cultivation of a different form of humanity: mutual respect, revision of knowledge and
hierarchies of power, freedom to transform and a tender sharing of relational space.
Such a mapping of self in and with the world suggests a mutual and critical pattern of
breathing that sustains new life. Irigaray turns to art for that patterning stating:

Art is more critical than morality if we are to enter a culture of a
humanity formed by beings-in-relation and not by beings
supposedly of a higher capacity than beings of other kingdoms.664
Looking at the environment of performance art I see how both the artist’s material
sensing in art practice and in the resulting work, might act as a type of ‘functional
support’ for both the artist and, even, the viewer. Again, Irigaray directly exhorts
everyone to engage with art for:

Art does not amount to a kind of unnecessary work that is suitable
only for some artists. Art ought to be a basic daily undertaking
carried out by everyone for the preserving the cultivating the
between-us.665
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Further, performance art draws out the cross-cultural analogies between psychology’s
“functional support”, Buddhist frameworks for awakening and liberation such as The
Noble Eightfold Path, the fourth part of The Four Noble Truths, 666 and the yogic
breathing practices such as kumbhaka. Each approaches conscious breathing, an
ease of suffering, mindful release of self and acceptance of the ‘in(de)finite’ by offering
emotional support, knowledge, a sense of control/release and a transformational path
shared with others.

4.5 Attention and the Infraordinary: Re-instituting Wonder

The decision to pay attention to self and living raises the question of how and where to
do this and what might be learned from undertaking it. Are we more concerned with the
exotic or the heuristic or do we remain in the comfort zone of being told? French writer
Georges Perec looked towards everyday actions and objects stating:

What speaks to us seemingly is always the big event, the untoward,
the extra-ordinary: the big splash, the banner headlines…What’s
needed perhaps is finally to found our own anthropology, one that
will speak about us, will look in ourselves for what so long we’ve
been pillaging from others. Not the exotic anymore, but the
endotic.667
Perec offers an approach to gazing at the world, much like a Buddhist meditation,
where artist and art theorist, John Danvers notes, attending the everyday is “a
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profound creative activity.”668 This involves a slowing down, a notation of rhythms and
events that shifts away forgetfulness and builds on a history of wonder. It expresses a
rigorous practice of exploration that is more than the surrealists’ sense of the
marvellous in the everyday. Perec’s own quiet attentiveness serves as encouragement
to explore. He writes:
To question what seems so much a matter of course that we’ve
forgotten its origins. To rediscover something of the astonishment
that Jules Verne or his readers may have felt faced with an
apparatus capable of reproducing or transporting sounds. For the
astonishment existed, along with the thousands of others, and it’s
they which have moulded us.669

Turning the attention on the infra-ordinary of the self and taking note of what is usually
ignored or considered unimportant in ‘getting on with daily life’, such as feelings,
dreams and rhythms, patterns may then arise and may reveal the extraordinary.
Noticing these patterns, expressed for example through conversation, may alter the
way a subject perceives and is perceived thus making attentiveness a creative practice
offering

“an

art

of

perception….that

is

individual…copulative…and

finally

is

collective.”670 As Robinson notes, Irigaray thus understands art as constituting a social
practice. Given the space afforded by attentive listening, looking and sensing the
individual can explore the wonder and the anticipatory anxiety that arise as awareness
about an otherwise invisible self emerges encouraged within self and by the company
of others.

Attention to detail in my performance art creates a focus on the infra-ordinary self
beginning with a site that enables a juxtaposing of an invisible self with the visible self.
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My material thinking then draws on what might be found in the everyday actions within
a workplace but (unlike Perec’s meticulous descriptions as evidence of existence)
these were subverted to suggest the known and yet produce the invisible unknown.
The sitting on a sofa, for example, may also be understood as akin to “bare attention”,
a Buddhist focus on “non-attached attention” to what is happening in and around the
self.671 In Don’t. Give up your day job the ‘customer’ is in control of the ‘guidance’ given
and an interpretation of an ‘outcome’, in that way creating a relational space between
my forming self and the customer’s forming self. Irigaray reflects on the warmth of such
freedom saying “I am attentive without restraining. I return to myself to welcome
without keeping, to love without therefore loving.” 672 This experience may relieve
Robinson’s concern that an artist may ignore audience attentiveness generated by a
work or, perhaps worse, assume that attentiveness as a mark of admiration and
binding sentiment.673

Figure 28. Cecilia White, Don’t. Give up your day job. Performance image at
the counter.
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The bank’s ‘counter’ becomes the initial site of emerging visibility and difference,
“crossing back through so many layers of light…a living, moving border.”’ 674 The faceto-face experience of listening, responding and searching for meaning expands
horizons for ‘customers’ and, importantly, also for the ‘bank’. Wonder begins to be reinstituted, not ‘institutionalised’ such as in a business tactic or a marketing gimmick.
Importantly, this mutually beneficial interaction agrees with Irigaray’s warning that:
…as long as I do not exist face to face with you, you will always
be falling into the impersonality of a ‘one’. You are undermined in
your own being by the fact that I belong to your world without ever
appearing in it. Always worldly in refusing to acknowledge my
difference from you.’675

This attentive relational ‘between space’ deepens the “functional support” of the ‘bank’,
as it becomes more popular among patiently waiting ‘customers’ being offered, one by
one, ‘breathing space’ for their autonomous self and anxiously anticipating, perhaps, a
something wondrous. As discussed in Chapter Three, wonder for Irigaray is possible
when:
we are faithful to the perpetual newness of the self, the other, the
world. Faithful to becoming…without letting go the support of bodily
inscription.676

4.6 The Contradictions of Wonder: assumptions and articulation

Wonder is therefore a personal experience, an unfolding process that straddles an
inscribed world and a sensory one. Interestingly, Fisher claims that:
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For the full experience of wonder there must be no description
beforehand that will lead us to compare what we actually
experience with what we were told.677
While this definition has merit in its consideration of expectation, it makes two critical
assumptions. The first is that an external source of information is in control and second
that wonder is non-comparative. On the first point, I suggest that wonder can be more
than a sudden jolt or surprise, it can be a flowering of deep awareness, like a deep
inhalation followed by a long pause of breath. Fisher’s argument, that the experience of
wonder excludes engagement with memory, risks replacing Cartesian duality with one
located between mind and emotion. Here the body becomes neglected, thus forgetting
the role of breathing “the air which touches”.678 This exemplifies Irigaray’s concern
about the impact of such forgetfulness on the reduction of self to an isolated subject
and creates a key point of difference between sensation and perception. Perception,
Irigaray advises, is sensibility of the physical, spiritual and emotional and part of
becoming together that requires contemplative distance and active listening.

Engaging both contemplative distance (at the Sofa of Dreams) and active listening (at
the ‘counter’ and the Sofa of Dreams) I became aware my practice is cultivating what I
term ‘material perceptivity’, contributing sensibility as a connective process in
performance practice. This work builds on the ‘material sensescape’ of previous
performances, which intuited connective perception but which had first to evoke a
sense of self through sensation and manifest open “space for initiative and creation.”679

Breathing is both an internal and shared experience that includes a return of memory
where “no trace of exteriority exists in such sharing, apart from a faithful memory and,
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perhaps an alliance.”680 This remembering of breath may form a conscious “alliance”
between the self and the invisible self, and also, I discover, between the performance
artist and the spectator to lead to a sense of wonder. The wonder I experience is
twofold: the experience of sensing the invisible in another person and the revelation (by
the end of the performance) of my own (in)visible self. As a growing and respectful
perception between two separate bodies produces a ‘renai(r)ssance’ of autonomous
selves, it also builds “a way of approaching us, an encounter in the distance, made
possible thanks to our senses”.681

What Fisher alludes to as “description” suggests an externalised narrative may set up
what is to come and thus remove the experience of discovery. Yet, as Don’t give up
your day job demonstrates, wonder may be isolated shock but it may also be an
unfolding realisation that comes from interaction. Wonder may therefore be guided by
attentiveness to the internal and external environment, such as to breathing and to
being in relation. Internally, however, an expectation of a positive experience can be
perceived by a lengthening of the breath, a slowing of the body and concentration on a
point (such as another subject, an idea or a conversation).

A Lacanian view of absence and presence unravels Fisher’s second point that wonder
is non-comparative.682 To perceive wonder, some form of ‘non-wonder’ must exist and
their respective existence is, I maintain, based on personal perception of the ordinary.
Finding a ‘breathing space’ is an in-between space, an ephemeral sensation that
registers feelings, words and actions that enables the self to be with the ordinary.
Examining visual experiences, Fisher defines the ordinary as that which has been seen
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before.683 This is problematised in performance art. The body, sites and objects have
been seen before, but their affective combination can make new impact. I suggest
performance art demonstrates how the ‘ordinary’ may include the visible and also the
invisible, and that the ‘ordinary’ is that which has not yet been seen differently.
Understood this way, the invisible talents and desires human have, as well as the
foibles, may be invisible due to routines and social norms.

When wonder is understood as breath, then wonder becomes familiar. If still neglected,
it is present as a memory. The remembering of breath constitutes ‘fresh air’ and in this
manner, wonder may be sensed as an experience of freshness, a poetic springtime.
Spring is a resonant theme for Irigaray. Each performance creates ‘springtime’ for my
practice. Working with the same materials risks being overcome by the common or
sameness, rather than exploring difference. This ‘language’ of daily life invites a deeper
focus on its detail; its infra-ordinary and how they ‘breathe together’. This focus
becomes a meditation on performance art practice in order to practice a meditation
through performance art. Central to that is how materials and movement develop a
poetic form of breathing space to encourage focus, articulate exploratory freedom and
support feelings of wonder, noting too its potential to effect anxiety.

Looking into infra-ordinary enables the rhythms, sounds and feeling to shape time and
space to perceive for difference and ways to create the essential connections that
enable life, language and listening to be reciprocally regenerated especially to
“encourage something unexpected to emerge” and to awaken breath between
beings.684 Critically, it is the respect of breath in the poetic performance that generates
its own subtle, infra-ordinary qualities, which inform the iterative directions and
development of my practice. Don’t. Give up you day job leaves an atmosphere of “an
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extraordinary day”685 that reveals a possible radical relation in the growing desire of
others to be heard and how they then encouraged others to also be heard. We had sat
close, making eye contact and talking/listening and I released any need to control
through structure or time, instead exploring the temporality of listening and the space it
makes for a self to emerge. On looking and listening Irigaray writes:

To perceive what the other is, while not knowing it. Not to use such
knowledge but to make my gaze helpful…: an aid, a
resource….From my listening, perhaps silence will be born. Being
attentive to you will silence the din, will give birth to a world where
we can remain, a place where we can connect ourselves, a space
where we can rest and savor happiness.686

This breakthrough, underpinned by the simple action of sitting and listening, shifts my
practice towards exploring listening and silence more closely in my next work.
Speculating on cause and effect Irigaray writes “from my listening perhaps silence will
be born…offering you an opportunity to become yourself…in sharing…there is a calm
restraint…a memory of you.”687As in poetry, the pronoun ‘you’ may also be read as the
artist speaking covertly to herself and re-membering.

4.7 To Wonder Again is to Re-member

‘To remember’ is a powerful act, one fraught with connotation and affect. Writing about
his coinage of the term ‘re-member’, Paul Carter utilises the pun to highlight the two
distinct etymologies of ‘dismember’ and ‘remember’. By bringing ‘limb’ and ‘mind’
together he conveys his understanding of “the exercise of memory as a material
process of putting together scattered pieces.” 688 Thinking back to the nests of
685
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fragmented images in at the end/beginning of the day I understand this vitally
restorative gesture. My work, however, also includes re-membering as an im-material
process of connecting with and being attentive to the new and the different in a
breathing space. This means that re-membering is about releasing and expressing
hidden and challenging emotions, desires and connections supported by an alternative
respiratory system.

Thus in performance art, re-membering may bring about the unknown and the
unexperienced, not as a narrative but as an emerging connection and a sense of the
future. In my interview with interdisciplinary artist Hossein Valamanesh, he notes
“…there are things that you discover after making the work. And you have to actually
make the work to know why you want to make it”.689

Importantly, it is now clear that the material and affective shifts in each of my
performances reveal that I am personally gradually re-connecting with others, remembering my sense of wonder and pushing the limits of my recently induced anxiety
towards a more usefully explorative state about myself, singularity and community.
Noting the relational potentiality of creative experience, Valamanesh says of art, the
personal and the world:

I only know myself as a lack of knowing about the world, then I
use myself as a kind of an everyman or as a kind of what I know
and then that hopefully reflects on the world. But it becomes very
personal and at the same time it can become universal or open
up the conversation……690
From the revelatory conversations in Don’t.Give up your day job I understand that each
inter-personal combination of movement, language and quietude enacted between my
689
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body and that of the ‘customer’ demonstrated that to re-member is to wonder again
and, thus, to breathe differently, contributing to a new “air between us”.691

Valamanesh’s text work Memory (2010) re-members the incidence between body and
spirit. In the fading layers of shifting text made from crepe myrtle tree and its shadows,
Valamanesh lyrically touches on the breath of the known and the unknown, and the
connection between the human and the vegetal world and the cosmos. When created
as a work on paper (2011) the text forms the underlying shadow to suggest a new
language that offers alternative paths. Reading from top down the viewer can hear the
fading of breath and of memory. Reading from underneath, memory rises. From the
between of reading both, the viewer can feel the imprint of a love for what exists and
the pain of what is to come or what has been. Perhaps he was reaching towards his
memory of reading Farsi and English, each beginning at the opposite sides of a page.

Figure 29. Hossein Valamanesh, MEMORY 2011, etching, aquatint on Velin
arches paper, 49 x 234cm, Edition of 20 + 2 AP, photography by Mim Stirling.
Image courtesy of Grantpirrie Gallery .

His work uses repetition, rhythm, shadows, text, everyday objects and natural materials
to reveal a more universal and transcendent sense of self. Thus, he opens space and
time. Initially trained in performance, theatre and painting, his performance and
interdisciplinary work is explored here for its remembering of breath, encouragement of
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imagination and joyful-melancholic attentiveness to connection. As the Director of
SASA Gallery692 and art critic Mary Knights writes:

While Hossein’s artwork underscores the impermanence of life
and the inevitability of violent transformation, it is also imbued with
joy…inspired by his personal experience of daily life.693

4.8 The Lyrical Breath, Attentiveness and Hossein Valamanesh: “to go to
that place of imagination”
In 2002, Dot Painting with Tablets (1997) was the first small work by Valamanesh that I
experienced. I recall a sensation of encounter with the artist, even though his body was
not present. I also became instantly aware of my breath and the fragility of life, while
smiling at what I sensed was an expression of poignant joy and some humour. Seen
within a month of Nguyen Jun-Hatsushiba’s work Memorial Project, Nha Trang,
Vietnam “Towards the Complex – For the Courageous, the Curious, and the Cowards,
I was then convinced of powerfully transformative elements that contribute to
interdisciplinary performance art. I was particularly intrigued that the absence of the
artist’s body could actually evoke its presence (again a Lacanian reference). This
enabled me to interpret ‘performance’ more broadly to include ‘performative work’
where the trace of the body, was sufficient to evoke a presence, of the artist and of
breath. This became personally relevant when experiencing an imposed effacement
many years later. As Grosz points out: “the event of sensation and its autonomous
life…transforms a random material composition into a work of art”.694

Lyric, from the Latin lyricus, or ‘of or from the lyre’, describes a short work expressing
personal emotion. In its reference to the lyre, I perceive the performative movement
692
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that creates an affective state. This ‘lyre’ does not have to be a musical instrument, it
can be a memory, or a sound embraced gently by a deep, attentive silence. Often
described as ‘beautiful’, the work of Hossein Valamanesh is lyrical and moving in its
consistent and intense expressions of attentive refrains of love and longing. His close
affinity with the ghazals of Persian poets such as Rumi and Saadi is often expressed in
his catalogues and serves as a touchstone for his metaphorically inflected performance
works and performative installations. 695 His connection to art and poetry, he reflects in
our interview in 2014, comes through its ability to inspire him to “go to that place of
imagination.” He expresses a hope that his work might inspire the viewer to arrive
“somewhere else” in their own thinking and experiences.696

The meticulous elegance and resonant poetic rhythms of Memory are embedded in
Valamanesh’s works Nesting (2005), Leave Your Shoes Here (2008), The Lover
Circles His Own Heart (1993) and Breath (2013). Each of these finely balanced works
use an evocative sense of the impermanent and interconnection to lift the lyrically
personal into a shared space of living and communicating a connection with the
universe. Often using modest scale, an attentive and meticulous simplicity is at once
striking and evocative. Importantly, in Valamanesh’s exquisitely disciplined work, it is
often the absence of the artist that creates the ambiguity of anxiety and wonder about
presence.

Nesting (2005), however, is a rare photographic capture of the artist lodged upside
down in a jay’s nest. In a 2006 catalogue introduction, Ivor Indyk notes the
strangeness, the mystical and the ambiguity of the body in relation to the earth (upside
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down). 697 Indyk notes how Valamanesh transforms himself into one of his own
symbols, “effaced at the moment of presence” by the work. However, I suggest, this
imposed ‘effacement’ is an action that informs another action, a reappearance through
the agency of bodies, shadows and imprint (as in Memory), thus demonstrating how
the artist finds other ways of speaking, existing and developing. The performance in
this work is its lyrical connection to what we were and what we may become by remembering our nests. I think of the nests of shredded images I formed in at the
end/beginning of the day and reflect on the great affective weight/lightness of
Valamanesh’s title and work.

Nesting may therefore be seen to contribute to Marsh’s examination of “performative
photography” as self-portraiture and the documentation of performance art where the
image carries “the image…that sparked the idea for the performance”.698 I suggest, that
Valamanesh’s image is part of photo-performance since, if he is effaced, it is not
portraiture but a capture of transformation and re-connection, more akin to the
ritualistic captured in the work of Jill Orr (see Chapter One). Valamanesh dislocates
himself in his art to suggest temporality, emerging in another layer of awareness, which
he names as “love”. To that he says ”…it’s not just the love of someone around you
and the emotions; you need that everyday and with art…it’s important, it’s a different
kind of breathing”.699

Valamanesh engages body, everyday objects and often self-reflexive experience with
anxiety or wonder to evoke an empathic connection with the viewer through breath. He
has brought the performative, text and installation into a vast range of contemplative
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spaces and inter-relationship. As he spoke of the importance of conversation in art and
life, “it’s a visual kind of communion”,700 it was clear the two were one. He is acutely
aware of his voice as an artist – its nuances, volume, comments and silences. His work
is tempered by impermanence, movement, humanity and humour and engages an
economy of form that has the insistent edge of a searching self. He carefully blends
personal experiences of life and the landscape with a quietude that expresses the
Eastern wisdom of looking and appreciating so fundamental to a “cultivation of sensory
perception.”701 Further, he develops the listening and the “speaking” through his work
into an iterative conversation-like experience, on which he says:

I reflect on what’s around me and make it into something tangible,
and then people react to it, and then I take that back. It’s like
having a conversation with the world around you. But, not taking it
too seriously…702

This lightness of approach and its suggestion of continuity exemplify what Irigaray
refers to as a “renunciation of narcissistic self-importance” and “making a gesture
toward concentration, [and] harmony.”703 The air of the theatrical and the magical in his
work reflect the origins of his creative training, particularly when different elements are
brought into conversation with each other to tell a compellingly strange, yet somehow
familiar story. Like a lyric poem, his work contains the complexity of pain and joy in a
balance that offers either hope, relief or, at the very least, consolation.

While modern poetry has shifted grammar and syntax, the subtly layered work of
Hossein Valamanesh demonstrates a lyricism to be found in a single, common word
(such as “memory” or “love”), a single movement (such as swirling in The Lover Circles
700
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His Own Heart), the presence of a shadow and the wonder that can emerge from their,
usually combined, presentation. This re-interprets Fisher’s contention that “spatial
crowding”, the use of many and variously juxtaposed words in a lyrical poem, is a
condition of wonder. 704 Valamanesh uses a deceptively complex simplicity to achieve a
lyricism that can affect breathing in positive manner. However, the spirituality
expressed in lighting, the invitation to sense movement and ‘feel grounded’ join with
the play of shadow and reflection in his work to emphasise transcendence and suggest
connection.

Valamanesh is driven by connection, noting that “separation is a construct we are
struggling with” and recalling a poem that alluded to anxiety and wonder when advising
“…just be who you are and do not panic, do not fret…” 705 Importantly, while
Valamanesh searches for what brings us together he often does so by showing us the
wonder of our differences. The immersive environment of Leave Your Shoes Here
(2008) invites the audience to become the performers of a small ritual that locates its
history in Valamanesh’s Iranian birth but literally illuminates the intricacies of life, its
limits and fragile, intimate connections. Stepping onto the richly coloured rugs after
removing shoes, each person may become aware of a transitional space, where the
known and the unknown meet.

Importantly, like Hatsushiba (Chapter Three) and

Lozano-Hemmer (Chapter Two), a quiet, careful and respectful attention to detail is
again present, leaving a performative presence of the artist, rather than the physical
appearance.

Valamanesh’s work is an immediately recognisable signature mix of symbols that
presents the personal and the transcendental without imposing meaning. Typically, the
everyday objects and daily rituals used in Valamanesh’s work transcend their
704
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physicality to reveal poetic space, connection and vitally, to question the need to know
in the way that we think we do. The metaphysical qualities of his work create a
meditative space for conversation, perhaps partly the reflective result of his own earlier
engagement with Sufism and Buddhism.706 His selection of everyday materials and
their iterative re-appearances build meaningful connections between the purpose of the
work, the materials such as body, mirrors, ladders, drawing, text, stone, metal, wood
and clay and their materiality.

His work embodies an authentic pain and joy in humanity and renders a common
desire to be soothed and connected and, as art reviewer Ian Hamilton discovered, they
may be best read as a poem.707 Valamanesh’s work however, is not meant for those
who crave the sameness of replication or who want to hear the same poem. The
terrain of his work is inter-culturally and materially mobile thus elevating the view and
the spirit rather than reinforcing the globally mundane and reproduced. Unlike the
landscapes of social media, his Euclidian-like geometry is not the algorithmic shaping
of what we desire. Instead, he invites the viewer to linger and to ponder his work as if
entering a moving conversation, or a dance, where each party pays attention to the
wonder of each other.

On connections between art, poetry and music, Valamanesh notes that the artist may
not know what they are ultimately creating but the process of being in the puzzle is a
pleasure. Both artist and viewer experience “an enigma of image” where creative works
(such as he cites for himself the poetry of Rumi or the music of Leonard Cohen), create
a journey where “you feel like you know but you don’t know …It could take you
somewhere inside yourself and you haven’t been there for a long time…” While
706
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Valamanesh

at:

Coleridge spoke of making the familiar strange, Valamanesh makes the strange
wondrously familiar, creating a connection within the self and reaching outwards
towards others and the environment. Valamanesh looks to the natural and spiritual
form of the circle for many of his works, including Breath (2013).

Figure 30. Hossein Valamanesh, Breath (2013). Bronze casting.

Breath is a poetically balanced, yet paradoxical, manifestation of existence. Cast in
bronze, the original tree branches had “fallen in in our street…and there was
something very beautiful about the[ir] structure.” Beyond the circular form of the branch
and roots, Valamanesh noticed the irregular juttings of the smaller twigs and, in a
manner suggestive of Irigarayan “renaissance”, found inspiration in the anatomical
“lung” work of ceramicist, partner and regular collaborator, Angela Valamanesh.708 As
both agreed in the interview they connect with and inspire each other, yet encourage
and develop their autonomy of expression in their own work. In this case, the fragile
708
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circle-twigs became metal lungs transforming our personal connection to air and
nature, despite their bronze casting. Hung on the gallery wall, it is their shadow, which
reminds the viewer of the ephemerality and fragmentation of existence and the porous
nature of the lungs. For the exhibition Valamanesh returns to the lyrical expression of
Saadi, who wrote:
In each breath we take there are two gifts.
The air that fills our lungs prolongs life.
Giving that air back to the world refreshes the soul.
For each one of these Gifts, each time we receive it,
we must give thanks. 709
Clarifying his non-monotheistic position, Valamanesh added: “In this beautiful verse
Saadi asks us to thank God. However, I think we should thank nature, forests and
trees.” 710 The conceptualisation, the creative, poetic production and the relational
conversations that Breath embodies, points to a respect for a different order of living.
A return to the natural world requires a contemplative practice that generates iterative
rhythms and makes use of life’s paradoxes. Breath contributes to an essential and
conscious awareness that:

To be a living being needs a certain surrounding world: it is not
possible without air, water, but also the light and warmth of the
sun, and the fertility of the earth…by relations with other living
beings.711
This static work is important for the type of performance art that connects the infraordinary with a sense of self and the world. It emphasises the dialectic role that
installation works can have in a performance – whether created for the installation or
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during the work and, like a shadow or a word, it may mean the artist is present and
willing to listen.

4.9 Parousia and the Lyrical: listening and the poetics of breath

In writing, the lyrical builds a story through a language, one word or line at a time. The
lyrical poem builds from the smallest moment of breath and space, controlling a
release of imagination to construct a narrative. In visual art however, an entire story is
often presented in a single immediate work, encouraging the viewer to de/reconstruct
the narrative. Understood this way, the lyrical is reversed in its visual form and looks
into the infra-ordinary, rather than up through it. The lyrical is thus a potent means to
reach into the perceptual space of performance art. Crucially, embodiment, duration
and incorporation of text lend a rich and dynamic lyrical breath to performance art
(including performative installation works), thus possible even diverging from “all-inonce visual experiences” of painting and drawing. 712 The lyrical breath of performance
art, including performative installations, subverts the practice of breathing by creating a
space for “the air between us” that emphasises the experience of self, of difference and
of connection in a softer, ‘rounder’, manner that suggests a flow of experience.713

In my work, that means creating an autonomy supportive environment that supports
change, moving towards an even greater range of languages than previously and
listening to others’ desires and meaning making. This form of poiesis, resulting in an
anticipation of a ‘fresh’ self and new ways to live, relies on developing a tender respect
and presence. That experience, and flourishing of wonder in women and men finds a
parallel in Irigaray’s (rare) direct address to women and men in To Be Two. She writes:
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To rediscover your presence, to return to tenderness, to inhabit the air
of us: …with diverse tones, gestures differently mobile…We move
without effort…We speak to each other in all languages: forgetting
ours, knowing another. We are attentive to the meaning beyond the
vehicle of language…we remain present to our senses…714
I could not have expected how noticeable that air would become, but an email from a
‘customer’ to the Director after Don’t. Give up your day job confirmed the pleasure and
value of the experience, with which I had also come away. The lyrical breath anchors
the authority of performance art in its capacity to create rhythmic attentiveness and a
soothing silence: two themes of Irigarayan “renaissance.”

4.10 Towards renai(r)ssance: silence and ‘the language of unknowing’

Silence has a constructive quality which Irigaray describes as “a way to pass from
need to desire”, 715 to look beyond immediacy and sameness towards a more
transcendent awareness of existence. Silence was already a distinctive sensory
experience in each of my performances. In a culture where silence has been
underrated I continue to cultivate silence to build a sensory space that slows, filters and
cultivates breath. This makes space for a development of personal existence, gradually
leading to openness to other living beings and the ‘in(de)finite’. Silence in Don’t. Give
Up Your Day Job is therefore in two forms: its absence due to ambient noise of cars,
chattering, people moving about and its presence due to listening, sitting and sensory
pauses between speech. With a similar, but more restrained view, phenomenologist
Erwin Straus values sensation for its capacity to form mutually transformative links
between a subject and the world:
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In sensing, both self and the world unfold simultaneously for the
sensing subject; the sensing being experiences himself and the
world, himself in the world, himself with the world.716
For Irigaray silence is a way of developing availability that brings about the
transformative shift from being.

717

Thus, I understand the creation of silence as

creating an intensity that may encourage parousia (being) to release into
‘renai(r)sance’ (becoming through awareness of breath) and speculate on its potential
to transform life. Similarly, Irigaray notes that “a culture of breath is accompanied by a
culture of silence” and creates a site for possible encounters of difference and of
sharing in a manner that transcends existing rules and definitive logic. 718 Currently, a
culture of breath still remains more closely associated with Eastern meditation
practices and culture of yoga, such as kumbhaka, where the pause of breathing is
central to appearance and transformation.

While silence in previous performances has been meditative, the interactive and
listening silence of Don’t. Give Up Your Day Job reveals an unexpected aspect of
those earlier silences. I discover there is an anxious form of silence, which feels
imposed and may block a sense of self. In earlier performances silence revealed how
anxiety can impose an isolating, even paralysing, quietude from halting speech, to
covering the body and withdrawing into a small cell. Simultaneously, the shifts in
affective awareness were generating a new sense of self and practising types of
breathing thus laying foundations for a new type of silence to emerge in Don’t. Give up
your day job. Here performance art works through listening and the opaque of
unknown language(s) and connections to develop and enfold an active and flourishing
space in self and between two. Moving the few steps from the ‘bank’s’ counter to the
Sofa of Dreams may be understood as enacting the Heideggerian leap Irigaray refers
716
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to when she insists “We must cross back over the separation from life that our culture
has imposed on us – by making a leap…in order to preserve life.”719 This powerful, yet
subtle, shift in the type of silence, from imposed to active, reveals an emerging,
different autonomous self (myself and ‘customers’ according to their conversations)
and signals an emerging different “community”, composed of autonomous individuals
in conscious relation to one another, a society composed as being-in-relation. 720 It
confirms that anxiety and wonder are in flowing relation and that performance art is a
powerful, elegant and attentive conveyer of autonomy and connection.

The ability of performance art (including performative installation and text work) to
embody breath and “to leave spaces for people to bring their own thoughts and
ideas”,

721

offers what Hossein Valamanesh contemplates as “the language of

unknowing.”722 That language, I offer, contributes to the missing expression Staehler
refers to in her exploration of birth and pain, and importantly includes a contemplative
and rich space for a deeply connective silence.

Philosophy, art and poetry have, therefore, much in common in foiling a charge
towards a “pitiful decline”.723 Grosz points out how art and philosophy share:

….a capacity to enlarge the universe by enabling its potential to
be otherwise, to be framed through concepts and affects…ways
in which culture generates a small space of chaos within chaos
where chaos can be elaborated, felt, thought.724
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Reflecting on the control and release of breath across cultures, here I interpret chaos
as having useful affective limits in order to facilitate an energetic receptivity to the
indefinite, the different and the sensory. Consequently, I do not consider chaos as a
form of mania, but as a disturbance, a release of the unvoiced and the unseen and,
gradually, a means to autonomy and connection. 725 At the end of Don’t. Give up your
day job a moving connection stirs between anxiety and wonder.

In my next performance I speculate that the breathing space of ‘renai(r)ssance’ may be
revealed in-between the shifting self, the shifting world and the now remembered
poetic breath. I speculate that space may be created by bringing those elements into
intense, cathartic relation and therefore I explore chaos, (dis)order and the flourishing
space of silence.

725

In this way I am placing a limit around Deleuze and Guattari’s ‘chaos’, with its theoretically
engaging and liberating view of schizophrenia and ways to see the world. Instead, I posit we
have limits, and to function with ease and delight, a more meditative and practiced exploration
can be enjoyed with extraordinary results. In this way, new connections are reached but with out
the bewilderment or overwhelming anxiety that can halt exploration. Chaos and their ‘lines of
flight’ are, for me, released through a new form of control and strengthened. They are contained
like the bronchi in the lung sacs – connected to many parts of the body, but realistically
accessed.
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Meditative(Pause(5:"radical"difference!
!In#(no)#particular#order:#distURBANS!
Every library answers a twofold need, which is often also a
twofold obsession: that of conserving certain objects (books)
and that of organising them in certain ways.
George Perec726

Figure 31. Cecilia White, In no Particular order (distURBANS), 2014.

Intent
In (no) particular order: distURBANS is a sixty minute site-specific performance in the
Library Reading Room of Customs House, Circular Quay, Sydney on the opening night
of the 2014 Art & About Sydney festival.727

This performance developed from the new relationally attentive direction emerging
from my previous work, Don’t Give Up Your Day Job, and reinforced during my 2014
726
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residency at the Cité internationale des arts Paris. In (no) particular order: distURBANS
explores who or what might be in a transformative space and the capacity of
performance art to cultivate that breathing space. I speculate that such cultivation may
finally manifest a fertile space for difference and a ‘becoming self’: a ‘renai(r)ssance’ in
connection with others. Further, based on previous work, I speculate that a birth is a
convergence of autonomy and difference that is ordered and disorderly, loud, anxiety
filled and yet, in the end, silent, wondrous and growing. Where and how might
‘renai(r)ssance’ then manifest to arrive at some sense of and between our selves.?

In 1978, in his essay Brief Notes on the Art and Manner of Arranging One’s Books,
Georges Perec reflected that books and knowledge give rise to issues of space, order
and completeness, and like the librarians of Babel, “we oscillate between the illusion of
perfection and the vertigo of the unattainable.”728 Similarly, we may say the same about
our lives, the conserving, organising and awareness of self in (un)certain ways, in
(un)certain places – a creative disturbance, a form of breathing which taps into social,
physical and psychological connections with difference and space What arises in and
from that process, perhaps beyond words and Perec’s books and systems?

This work engages location, cultural and intergenerational distance and administrative
and personal (dis)order in much the same way as Perec draws on books as symbolic
of our lives by counterpointing order and knowledge and lighting other ways towards
being/be(com)ing what we just can’t quite make out yet. Commenting on this uncertain
yet enticing moment of discovery of a “refounded” self, Irigaray’s reflection draws
attention to the speculation, affect and methods of this performance:

The happiness of rediscovering [self] rises – familiar,
noisy…trembling with living presences….I await what will be
728
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born of me on word and sound…Will I thus be healed of every
injury?...The air: wonder.729
My performance builds on revelatory experiences with transformed institutional sites in
Don’t.Give up your day job and THIN AIR. Customs House epitomises transformative
arrival. Originally the administrative processing space for immigrants. its actions served
a normalising cultural function and (simultaneously established its own powerful sense
of self). Like the bank and the gaol, Customs House was transformed eventually into
an ambient library, an “accumulation of knowledge on diverse levels”.730

While this demonstrates a shift in accessing and processing information within, Irigaray
advocates a return to the self to examine the meaning of such knowledge in order to
experience a “more accomplished human becoming”. 731 The risk otherwise, she
maintains, is a loss of conscious knowing about “who I am, who you are, who we
are”.732 Consciousness may be raised, I propose, by returning to favourite poems and
texts with the opportunity to recall their intimate connections to self and other(s).
Reading aloud returns those connections to the breath. Vocal sharing in this work
emphasises equivalence of self, described by Irigaray as a horizontal plane supporting
difference.733

Equivalence, according to Irigaray, means that “being I” and “being we” are consciously
constituted from awareness of limits, irreducibility and an individual and collective
responsibility to “not efface the singularity of each person”. 734 The respectful and
protective emergence of such a new “being I” and “being we” constitutes, according to
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Irigaray, radical difference.735 Importantly, while Irigaray privileges legislation to effect
equivalence, the design of In (no) particular order: distURBANS focuses on
equivalence in a manner that facilitates radical difference as a natural state of
breathing autonomously together and acknowledges that anxiety and wonder may
arise.

The calm breathing of listening and attentiveness of Don’t. Give up your day job had
brought awareness of the different types of ‘breathing silence’ in my work thus far and
their various mapping to anxiety and wonder. The anatomy of such silence revealed
anxiety (How ever it may seam, At the end/beginning of the day), the awareness of
both affective states (THIN AIR) and the emergence of wonder quelling anticipatory
anxiety (Don’t.Give up your day job). Now, in a space that is, paradoxically, associated
with an imposition of silence, an environment sometimes associated with social anxiety
and discomfort,736 I also want to explore what may happen to anxiety and wonder in the
silence at the close of this performance, in the distant urban landscapes, inside the self,
amongst the distURBANS.

Preparation
In this work, forty ‘readers’ (‘distURBANS’), women and men from vastly different
geographies, distant urban experiences, share readings from their most treasured and
beloved books in their first language to explore cultural and intergenerational ‘illusion
and vertigo’, administrative and personal space and poetic, polyphonic (dis)order. The
audience become ‘listeners’, and in that manner, may be understood to become active
participants in the shaping of awareness of the irreducible self. On this Irigaray writes:
I am listening to you is to listen to your words as something
unique, irreducible, especially to my own, as something new, as
735
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yet unknown….to hear them as the manifestation of an intention
of human and spiritual development.737
What was once a processing space of sameness now, becomes a processing place for
difference, disturbing the order of things to make an alternative respiratory system. The
materials to explore a transformation of self and a refounding of relation include:

Five long reading tables with white shaded reading lamps
An empty chair of invitation and acknowledgement at each table
Extensive range of languages
Readers bring treasured poetry or text to read non-stop in their first language
Soundwork using a thunderclap
My text ‘Breath’ (see Prologue)

Installation begins at the door with a disturbing thunderclap then an extended pause.
Some may find that a settling time. For others it may begin a disturbance. In order to
release the patterns of breathing, sound and self and to maximise the possibility of
difference and autonomy, no readers of the same language sit near each other. Seated
reading begins in the dark. A light switches on. Then another reading begins. A light
switches on. And so a pattern emerges with a focus on the pause, and the unknowable
searching for where the next light may turn on. Where is the self? Ah! There it is! What
is that sound? What are they saying? What can I hear? The work closes in a reverse
manner, one light shutting off at a time, in no particular order, like settling down after a
great disturbance.
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Realisation (sequential documentation is provided at the end of this Pause)
Brief video documentation can be seen at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFf6OU109Qs
Loud bursts of storm shake the air at the door to the Library Reading Room. The
anonymous bodies of the public rush inside as if chased by the memory of a darkness
they need to leave behind. And yet, running into that warm, orderly and enclosed
space, the space reveals it is not as light or settled as perhaps expected. All of the
reading lamps at each table are switched off. The long, pale blinds are drawn down;
light from the city and harbour-side filters an opaque connection through these eyelids
of this body. The air of this building resonates with an intense public and personal
disturbance of what it was, what it is and what it may now become.

The shapes of bodies seated at each of the long reading tables in the library can just
be made out. I am one of those bodies and I can feel the air in and around me being
disturbed by movement as the public take their seats and as I deepen my breathing. As
the public arrives to their places, I am aware I am arriving to my place, in this
performance. The sensation is one of an intensely private process taking place in a
public space, as is often the case for birth. I am settling my anxious body and mind to
focus on drawing and releasing my next breath, perhaps like the many others also
sitting at the tables. Each of us has a book in front of us, resting its weight on the clean,
smooth tabletops. This resting position seems to connect the past with the present, a
kind of savasana.738
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Savasana in yoga is also known as ‘corpse pose’. It is regarded as one of the most difficult
poses to attain, in part due to its deceptive simplicity. Lying flat on the back and done with
intention, the natural breathing during savasana can quiet the mind and the body. In deep
savasana a state of pure, unconditional existence may be perceived. In a yoga practice this
pose is regarded as a bridge between a yoga practice and everyday life. It assists the
practitioner to ‘make space’ for a more harmony and compassion.
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An empty chair offers a subtle invitation to others to be included, recognised, to explore
and to contemplate. It offers a space for respiration and remembering. There is no
book there but many rest on the nearby shelves. Emptiness is an evocative void. As I
look at the chair opposite me, I wonder if someone will join us, or perhaps simply
remember being read to.

The audience this evening sits around the edges of the room. I imagine their breathing
settling into a pattern that accompanies the unknown. The sound of the storm ends.
Like any storm the lingering reverberations pass through the air. I am aware the
audience expects something to happen. The definition of ‘to happen’ so often suggests
movement, extravaganza, amplification. The initial long pause suspends air. In the
relative silence, the shuffling, the latecomers’ footsteps, the scraping of a chair and
whispers become markers of restlessness, a processing of anxiety to ‘get on with it’.
Yet, ‘it’ has already begun. I can feel the audience’s disturbance.

My voice breaks the darkness as I speak text from Breath, eventually switching on my
table lamp to signal my presence. A great stillness arrives in the room as I then open
the book of German poems I have brought and my sounds shift into that other place
from my life. Suddenly another voice begins across the room, a light switches on and
the sounds of Italian rise up, joined then by Hindi then Chinese and one by one all
twenty-four table lamps are lit and 15 languages from forty voices are pulsing in a
surge of energy that is strong and sonorous but never univocal. No one is reduced.
This seems so publicly personal, so intimate and so loud, so disorderly in an orderly
space.

The readers read, take gulps of breath, stop and listen to others, change to other texts.
The sounds I hear are tender, joyous, full of searching, finding, longing. Some bodies
rocked to their reading and I notice my own body moving towards the table edge with
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each outbreath and rising with each in breath. All this breathing, all this air is shaped by
memory. The variation in poetry and language offers rhythms and patterns that may
remind the reader of breath and of (another) life. In turn, as the breath is embodied by
reading aloud, space is created amongst all the other sounds and emotions and
memories tumbling through the air. I am not able to anticipate what might be heard. At
times I can hear sounds relaxing into synchronous movement, while nearby a
cacophony rises then subsides. I am moved to listen, and pause briefly between texts.
I see and hear my self, others, markets, families, nations. I do not see or hear
competition or sameness.

The air develops a sense of fullness. The growing body of sound suggests it is in
conversation with the history of this building, the arrival and processing of those looking
to their future selves. I notice too how I am processing change. Through the pulse of
sounds I sense the breathing of many emerging selves and a making of space inbetween. Some readers pause and listen to others reading. The rise and shift of
exhalations, pauses, inhalations as the words, their spaces and the readers’ emotions
are processed into air and returned and shared among us all in the next breath. I notice
how the audience remains transfixed, often talking amongst themselves. Some walk
amongst the tables, stopping to listen to certain sounds or perhaps to a memory of
breathing. Others move from one end of the room to the other, perhaps to locate the
space they sense or enact relation. This active listening is an unexpected cultivation of
breath. This attention becomes a practice of respectful relation while preparing also for
what, I wonder, may yet become apparent.

After thirty-five minutes, I turn my light out. It is time to listen. Over the next fifteen
minutes and in no particular order, each voice becomes silent and lights are turned out
again. Just two voices remain, naturally and equivalently, one female and one male.
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The sounds pulse for another few minutes until each gently closes with poetic cadence
and a pause before the final light is extinguished.

I have been waiting anxiously for this moment: to find out what is created through such
a process. After the polyphonia, the difference and the intensities of external and
internal memories, the silence is wonderfully empty. No one moves as if not wanting to
disturb a sleeping child. The entire room seems able to visualise the silence. The
silence feels full, and fertile. A space has been cultivated in which breath is
remembered, deepened and at greater ease. It enacts equivalence, reduces anxiety
and opens wonder in the void. It manifests a loving, poetic coming towards
renai(r)ssance.

Aftermath: Space for Reflection
The silence, constructed by a vast slowly rising, polyphonic and embodied breathing
resulted in literal and cultural listening to self and other. In particular, this work
stimulates a different journey with a new itinerary – towards a self that stands out from,
but also contributes to, the final breathing space: silence. Individuals with their own
choice of text did not disappear into some univocal, Jungian mass.739 As the crescendo
breaks over the space, it is a marketplace, a hubbub of turmoil, a labour ward, a
coming to self that emerges one lamp after another, finally revealing its transformative
power in the settling, deep quiet. Readers and audience members identified the
performative breath as creating an authentic and transformative regrounding to self
and to difference. Writing about transformation and rebirth, Irigaray acknowledges the
contribution of:

A crack in the obscurity of the sky, a glimmer in the unknown of
the crowd, a word…a sign….to rediscover the spring. Eyes open
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Jung, The Undiscovered Self, 10-11.
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to the light. Attentive to the moment, the body tastes the air
anew…and being reborn.740
Crucially, I understand her descriptive elements as supportive of the potential of In
(no) particular order: distURBANS, with its crack of thunder, unknown crowd, poetry
and lamps being sequentially lit in springtime Sydney.

I perceived difference rising and falling as sounds shifted, hands moved to turn pages
and eyes lifted, on occasion, to reflect. In such gestures, I offer that performance art,
engaging a poetics of breath between the artist, the audience and the work, achieves
the less anxious, more wonder-full, and radically different, breath of ‘renai(r)ssance’:
the beginnings of a refoundation of self (“being I”) and a refoundation of community
(“being we”), where a community comprises “autonomous individuals in conscious
relation to one another.”741

Irigaray reflects on the outcomes and sensations of emerging to another life, bring a
sense of growth, bounty and release. She exalts:

To emerge to another life. To perceive it through the whole of
me. To…find strength, serenity. To reach the end of lacerations
and abandonments. To sense life, its tones… – true
communion….I rediscover sensibility, escaping judgment,
exiting prisons. I breathe…I become me, stronger, capable of
staying…Of growing.742

Crucially, this describes the relief and affective release that arose in In (no) particular
order: distURBANS. Thinking back, the alternative respiratory systems in the four
previous site-specific works had prepared a way to this emergence: from the
brokenness of that first anxiety with its cracked mirror and body, moving through the
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shredded yet reforming images to the isolation cells with room (chair) for one more,
towards the desire to listen and be different and, now, the arrival of that renai(r)ssance.

Before the performance I share the feelings expressed by other readers too: anxiety
about making a noise, reading in public, being judged. Afterwards I reflect on the
significant shift: a rapidly decreasing anxiety as I (and they) felt something building,
and sensed being heard while hearing others. The emergent silence became a
wonder-full space that fostered a temporal and spatial link between past, present and a
possible future for a more autonomous self. In his exploration of speaking and
language social and literary critic Paul Goodman creates a taxonomy of silence,
including “the fertile silence of awareness, pasturing the soul, whence emerge new
thoughts.”743 Importantly, the fertile silence at the end of this performance expands
emergence to unite and focus the senses, the breath and the flow between anxiety and
wonder.

Further, readers who hadn’t used their first language for years, recalled family, sensed
long forgotten images and, in sharing their voice, felt they existed through being heard
while also hearing the rhythms and warmth of others. Significantly, such sharing does
not foster competition or hierarchy. Instead, it manifests an abundant equivalence.

After creating a ‘disturbance’ and being appreciated for making such a fertile
(ephemeral) space, a different experience of self with its forgotten breath and shifting
anxiety-wonder serves as a powerfully reflective transformational state. The wonder-full
experience of such space is where Irigaray finds peace and a transcendent happiness,
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Paul Goodman, Speaking and Language: Defence of Poetry, (New York: Vintage Books,
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face”, “the fertile silence of awareness”, “the active silence of alert perception”, “the musical
silence of absorbed activity”, “the silence of listening to another speak”, “the noisy silence of
resentment and self-recrimination”, “baffled silence” and “peaceful silence [of] accord”.
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describing “breath as elevation”. 744 This turns attention to the methodological links
between my performance art, meditation, meditative poetry and Irigaray.

My work counterpoints certain destructive social and (inter)personal behaviours and
addresses transformatively the ensuing distance between anxiety and wonder.
Combinations of carefully selected sites, bodily movement, text, and everyday objects
create affective circumstances and build alternative respiratory systems to bring
awareness back to self, the ‘in(de)finite’ and reflective ‘breathing space’.

While the meditative breath embraces no pre-determined form, the approach to its
creation reveals common ground with interdisciplinary performance art and poetry.
Each can create powerful breathing patterns that work with the body and affect not
against it. In combination, as my work demonstrates, they are a powerful force for
healthy change.

The Dalai Lama notes the importance of having an urgent driving force.745 In meditation
this is followed by learning, commitment, determination, action and sustained effort. A
breathing meditation begins by setting an intention, preparing oneself, practising and
perhaps, reflecting on the outcome. In breathing meditations such as kumbhaka, the
pause is the focal point, strengthening the ability to breathe and focus on self and
connection. These points also often emerge in Irigaray’s thinking due to her positive
experience of yoga and meditation. They appear in her call for a cultivation of breath
through urgent, radical action to “demand the change of the horizon itself”, 746
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addressing radical needs,

747

creating new relations and making a “radical

difference.”748

The structure of The Breathing Space Projects, with its focus on the pause for
transformative experience, demonstrates a parallel approach in two ways. First, each
work is prepared with a clear intent, material preparation, realisation and aftermath.
Second, the works reveal an intuited, but unforced, shift moving from the awareness
and radical action of however it may seam and at the end/beginning of the day, to the
radical relation of THIN AIR and Don’t.Give up your day job and closing with the radical
difference experienced in In (no) particular order: distURBANS.

Further, a link to meditative poetry is revealed by the elements of location (physical and
metonymic sites), the exploration of issues and the dialogues that emerge from and
between the works. Meditative poetry uses symbols and, in its more traditional form,
offers a composition of place, examination of points and closes with colloquies or
dialogues.749 Taking a less formal approach to meditative poetry, the free verse of John
Ashbery turns the poem into an object the reader can ‘use’ for meditation with the
breath moving carefully along each line, but without syllabic measure. My performance
art releases and reconstructs a sense of self, anxiety, wonder and the way we live,
turning the work into an alternative respiratory system that facilitates meditative
breathing space to sense autonomy, connectivity and the ‘in(de)finite’. Using concrete
symbols and metonymic movement, my work is like free verse. Its less rigid form
fosters a natural, personal breath in close connection with anxiety/wonder.

The often-subtle differences enhance the contributions performance art makes to the
urgent calls by institutions such as the WHO and to the work of Luce Irigaray. In this
747
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final work, ‘radical difference’ is the product of iterative shifts created by the ‘radical
action’ of however it may seam and at the end/beginning of the day, and the ‘radical
relation’ of THIN AIR and Don’t. Give up your day job. This suggests that unplugged,
relational, site-specific performance art focused on breath, anxiety and wonder can
produce a breathing space where a cathartic experience of self and ways of living can
result in transformative experiences of anxiety, wonder and breathing in an
autonomous and shared manner for both women and men.

Thus, the work speaks to an Irigarayan renaissance, of which she states:

I give you a silence in which your future – and perhaps my own,
but with you and not as you and without you – may emerge and
lay its foundation.750
The visual language of light, body, page turning, resting amongst the poetic syntactic
dissonances were like a small revolution – an uprising towards liberation and towards
love. The exchange between visual and verbal created what musicologist Roberto
Favaro recognises as ‘an intricate network of interplay, influences and refraction.’751
The refraction he refers to is one between art and life.

The ‘in(de)finite’ pause that hangs so autonomously, yet so connectedly, in the library
that evening, offers a remapped ‘sensescape’: a less anxious, intimate yet expansively
wonder-full breath. So unfolds ‘renai(r)ssance’.
There is a way of breathing
That is a shame and a suffocation
And there is another way of expiring,
A love-breath that let’s you open infinitely.
Rumi752
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Figure 32. Cecilia White, In no particular order (distURBANS) 2014.
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Figure 33. In no particular order (distURBANS) remembered in
Breathing Space: N THING IS SET IN ST NE (2017), the examination exhibition.
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Conclusion!
To emerge to another life. To perceive it through the whole of
me. To…find strength, serenity. To reach the end of lacerations
and abandonments. To sense life, its tones…true communion….I
rediscover sensibility, escaping judgment, exiting prisons. I
breathe…I become me…capable of staying…Of growing.
Irigaray753
Using the role of the artist and the possibilities inherent in interdisciplinary performance
art practice this series of performances explored a series of questions in order to bring
the fragmented/effaced/broken self to autonomy. This questioning was within a field I
identified as a ‘poetics of breath’ and situated in a personal and global zone of
urgency. Driven by a unique convergence of experience and creative and global
concerns, and Irigaray’s definition of breathing as “taking charge of one’s own life”, I
developed a material ‘sensescape’ that, I have argued, can open the sense of self to a
different self. Within this ‘poetics of breath’ I engaged the ‘performative breath’ to
investigate the affective states of anxiety and wonder that frame a sense of self. A
desire for personal and social transformation or “renaissance” in a rapidly globalising
and often unhealthy world consequently needs ways to emerge. Consequently, I
developed The Breathing Space Projects which confirmed a capacity for performance
art to create a ‘breathing space’, an intervention to reground connection within and
between self, other and the (un)known world.

The methodology, grounded theoretically in art practice, philosophy, psychology,
poetry, art theory and history, uses the poetic, the meditative and the physiological
control and release of breathing to model and cohere the assertions made in this
dissertation. In this way, it is intended that there is a direct and metonymic link between
theory and practice which contributes creatively to deterritorialise the boundaries of
753
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perceived dualities: self/other, known/unknown, space/unspace, East/West approaches
to living with the in(de)finite – specifically focusing on anxiety, wonder and
breath(lessness): a matter of life and death literally and metaphorically. In doing so, the
paths that lead to this research and the artworks, their location, the writing and
conversations created during this project may be considered as re-membering forms of
wonder-full (affect-full) breathing.

Inspired like Irigaray to explore the power of wonder, I came to understand that anxiety
was an equally motivational force. What unfolded through my investigation was
revelatory – for the artist, for the artwork/process and potentially for others. Using
interdisciplinary performance art (including installation and text), this practice-lead
project examined/provided interventions after identifying an affective gap in the urgent
calls for personal and social change.

This project identified a relationship between anxiety and wonder that suggests it
facilitates changes sought in Irigaray’s breath-wonder centric call for “renaissance” and
the World Health Organisation’s call to address the physical and mental health
epidemics of anxiety and breathing illnesses. To reground the self and community
requires the creation or poiesis of an intensity to radically reframe and remap interior
and exterior. In demonstrating the interaction between the interior and exterior states of
self, affect and social connection I have argued that living with the ‘in(de)finite’ is an act
of co-poiesis that begins with the cultivation of breath to develop an autonomous self.

This cultivation required a focus on breath’s pause. In doing so, a pathway was
developed using many forms of breathing. This multiplicity included the interpretation
and explication of the expanded qualities of poetic expression in the visual language of
art, especially in light of their engagement with cross-cultural meaning. By engaging
with the thinking, principles and actions of, for example, Irigaray, Deleuze and Guattari,
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Manning and Massumi, the Dalai Lama, Carel, Grosz, Bennett and the WHO, and
Eastern meditation and breathing traditions, my projects took ‘radical action’ to reveal
‘radical relation’ and thus creative transformative, ‘radical difference’. This progression,
mapping within and across each performance to stages of meditation and leading
towards Irigarayan “renaissance”, unfolded naturally and reflects the transformative
capacity of performance art.

Consequently, the five site-specific works, The Breathing Space Projects, were created
so that this remembering of breath, with its increasing unblocking of flow between
anxiety and wonder, opened space to reflect on ways of living, a sense of potential
presence of a new self, parousia, and of a desired becoming-autonomous self,
‘renai(r)ssance’. Each project became an iterative, meditative process of change,
interpreted my personal experience of Eastern and Western practices to articulate
openness to challenge affective blocks to the sense of self. These investigations of
personal interior and exterior territories were enriched by my life-long art and breathing
practices and, more recently, my experience in applied health psychology.

Importantly, the naturalness of this performance work must be emphasised. This series
was not conceptualised from the outset as a single ‘body of work’ and then realised. As
the pauses were speculative, each work was initially conceived as not necessarily
sequential, although linked by the materiality. However, as the unfolding sense of self
raised more questions these had to be addressed in a following work. At the conclusion
of the sequence I realised that this enabling of awareness, action, relation and
difference enacted a practice of meditation. Each pause could be experienced singly
but also could be built upon to unfold ‘breathing space’ further. There are therefore
elements within the methodology that form a poetic meditative (‘free verse’) form that
other artists may also interpret to explore possibilities within “renaissance”.
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Harnessing the ability of performance art to generate space and sensation this
dissertation initially addressed four related questions: What is ‘breathing space’? What
is a wonderful breath? How can a focus on performative breath be articulated to affect
cathartic mindfulness and wonderment as counterpoints to the anxious, empty and
fragmented mind/body? and What other insights might emerge from the exploration of
these issues? While the chapters considered the thinking of other, here I note my
conclusions raised by these questions.

I begin by addressing the nature of ‘breathing space’. I found that by ‘breathing space’
poetically and performatively as space that is breathing and breathing that creates
space, my projects were therefore attentive to the rhythms and resonances of
movement, time, objects and sites. I used subtle forms of breath and movement, such
as slow walking along corridors and kneeling to look or to rub and reading together, to
emphasise that space is also within the self and between one another. This also
contributed to a bridge to Eastern engagement with breath through yoga, pranayama
and meditation, which Irigaray sees as missing in our understanding of speaking and
living.

My research identified and used the meditative and transformative functions of the
breath’s pause to metonymically realise a sense of self and raise awareness of states
of anxiety and wonder. By proposing that we begin life with a pause, I introduced the
concept of the mind and body being one sensory space, where spoken or written
language is only one way of ‘knowing’ and making decisions about engaging with the
world. This allowed the self to move from a Cartesian ‘head space’ to a space that is
pre-language-as-thought.

Understanding performance art as a ‘mechanic of breath’ that could metonymically
engage with the pause, this contemplative state was shown to be a dynamic space that
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connects the natural breath with cultural and creative interpretations of breath and also
with anxiety and wonder. ‘Breathing space’ therefore was expanded as the block
between anxiety and wonder was reduced. In asking questions, the body became the
question and became breathing space each time yet in different ways. Noting Derrida’s
reference to such iterability as a mechanism of movement and transformation, 754
movement, including the space of the pause, may be regarded as performance. While
the breath is often neglected, I suggest through my work and my experience, that the
pause is the most forgotten element of breathing. Here, the disturbance created by my
work is enacted through the pause in breathing.

Further, each performance demonstrated the useful limits of personal ‘breathing space’,
a recognition of reality in a world that entices with ideas of ‘having it all’ that can lead to
chaos and suffering. however it may seam reached an edge of wonder, at the
end/beginning of the day brought the human back from the edge of annihilation, THIN
AIR demonstrated the limits of isolation and rigid thinking, Don’t. Give up your day job
suggested limits could be shared and in no particular order (distURBANS) worked with
limits to make something new.

My performances suggest that Deleuze’s and Guattari’s rhizomic “lines of flight” may
be re-imagined as the bronchi of a lung, flexibly containing their theoretical view of
chaos as freedom and imagination in a manner that works well with a living practice
using the affective flow of breath. This means that, under challenging circumstances,
anxiety would not become panic and wonder would not become reverie.

This form of performance art is located at, and lifts from, edges of living to enable a
view of that ‘meta-space’. In doing so, it begins to create a ‘breathing space’ that
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transcends ordinary physical space and which is both within the individual and between
them. Thus, a view of (blocks between) anxiety, wonder and other horizons may begin.

Aligning with Irigaray’s desire for a transformation of forms and relations, my
performances create space where both men and women could perceive themselves
and their own worlds and reimagine approaching another. In doing so, this project
performed and wrote an important prologue to Irigaray’s call to that transformation to
an autonomous self: a preparatory step to her “Philosophy of Breathing”.

My performance and installation works were individual yet iterative events framed by
repetition, rhythm and resonance of materials, place and movement. The material
thinking that contributed to the originary knowledge in each of my works could be
described as transgressive in that they disturbed the everyday and the normative by
standing in counterpoint to them, by asking questions about them and by embodying
the questions. My works were, however, not necessarily linear in their overcoming of
institutional rigidity or personal anxiety. As a meditative poetic work, each disturbed
boundaries but in ways that suggested a flow, like air, and a structure capable of more
rhizomic connection.

This project therefore constructed “breathing space” to re-member our selves, aligned
to an Irigarayan ‘Philosophy of Breathing’ to unhinge the self from dominant
discourses; to learn to be “a foreigner in (one’s) own tongue”, to be receptive to the
‘in(de)finite’ in “becoming minor”, 755 and to de(re)territorialise through the repetitions of
breathing. Breathing offers iterative experiences that act in a mindful manner in
counterpoint to the habituation of behaviours, much as understood in the vedic
practices of meditation.
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In this way, The Breathing Space Projects are located in between the Irigarayan “East
and West”, mediated by a respect for breath and characterised by the complex
processes of mutual interaction of ideas and practices beyond the “trendy”, the “exotic”
and the hegemonic, as Leuthold describes in his examination of cross-cultural issues in
art. 756 The methodology for this project remains, therefore, contextualised by the global
and local concerns about, and responses to, breathing and the anxiety and wonder
associated with re-establishing ways to be and become.

I now consider the nature of a ‘wonderful breath’.
A wonderful breath may therefore be understood as ‘renai(r)ssance’, it is subversive,
transgressive and opens a sense of self to fresh air where a self may emerge to
connect differently with others. The mix of anticipatory anxiety and wonder is palpable
and purposeful. Emergence begins with an awareness of affective blocks then flow,
which as in the pulse, light and silence of in no particular order (distURBANS),
revealed it to be a wonder-full breath.

Arguing in favour of the immersive aspect of creating art, Bolt states “originary
knowledge or the new is revealed through handling, rather than through conscious acts
of transgression.”757 Immersion is by definition a multi-dimensional state and, when
filtered through the views of Endler and Kocovski, Irigaray, Deleuze and Guattari, and
later, Grosz, the power of transgression I discovered was in making visible the new
affective territories and connections within and around a sense of self and space for
cultivation of new breath.

Based on the accumulating findings from my project, I suggest that Kristeva’s poetic
transgressive continuum, with its 0-1-2 equation, underestimates the performativity of
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Steven N. Leuthold. Cross Cultural Issues in Art: Frames for Understanding, (New York:
Routledge, 2011), 19.
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Barbara Bolt. A Performative Paradigm for the Creative Arts? Private copy.
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art. Instead I propose that through a cultivation of breath, anxiety and wonder are in a
reterritorialised flow, an ‘open circle’ that supports and usefully manages “lines of
flight”758 and a sense of self. The enclosure of Heidegger’s space is released from its
“perfect roundness” to enable connections to flow across the space and also to extend
over time.759 The edges at the top of the open circle are connection points for the next
open circle to attach and deepen the flow of affective experience, much like tracheal
rings that lead to the lungs. When an experience or perception drives one emotion to
separate from the other this may lead to extreme and unhelpful sensations such as
panic or reverie. The open circle provides a performative pathway for such extremes to
subside.

a
b.
.
Figure 34. The Open Circle: Affective flow between anxiety and wonder. Figure a
shows the enclosed Heideggerian circle with emotions distinctly formed. Figure b
shows the open circle from both sides with anxiety and wonder open to each other,
while also identifiable and potentially distracting.
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Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 65, 109, 325 for example.
Irigaray, The Forgetting of Air in Martin Heidegger, 10.
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Disturbance of flow was created however to open a sense of self to transformation and
was enacted with an attentive tenderness and respect of self and connection. In this
way, I was also sourcing or resourcing my own sense of self and transformation.
Rather than transgression, I would suggest, this disturbance could be referred to as a
radical poetic action/relation, an interdisciplinary poiesis that breathes life into the
space between anxiety and wonder to remap affective and relational topography to
reveal an invisible self and a possible other way of living in relation, with radical
difference.

The question that linked exploration of breathing space and the wonderful breath was:
How can a focus on performative breath be articulated to affect cathartic
mindfulness and wonderment as counterpoints to the anxious and fragmented
mind/body?

Performativity, seen through the work of such theorists as Irigaray, Derrida, Deleuze
and Guattari, Butler and Bolt embraces the different, the intense, the bodily and the
ephemeral in ways that may open the artist to the unknown materiality arising in a
work.

Further,

both

artist

and

viewer

may

experience

the

intuitive,

the

anxious/wonderful and the unknowable. Increasingly, in each of my works, from the
installation process (Bolt’s “handlability”) to the performance experience to the postwork sensations and documentation, that unknown materiality flourished and became a
sign of release that offered a moment (to me) of enlightenment. That enlightenment
was in the form of a deep attentiveness and, interestingly, both an acceptance and a
further questioning.

From the indefinite ‘seam’ to the final ‘disturbans’ of order, each performance was an
autonomously complete and contemplative breathing ‘pause’, yet connected by the
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material thinking that informs and arises from a common theme: to create a cathartic
space for self and other where the release of a block between anxiety and wonder can
manifest. From the slowly emerging calico wrapped body of anxiety in the mirrored
space of wonder in however it may seam and the challenging durational rituals of song,
shredding and meditations to release the anxious self in at the end/beginning of the
day the works progressively developed towards ‘renai(r)ssance’: a transformed self.

My research into a new way to address each question has shown that the postmodern
claim that there can be nothing new misses two key points. First, new knowledge
builds on knowledge and hidden or intuited ‘unknowledge’ – notably when it seeks to
break away from culturally-bound knowledge and explores the unknown. Second, the
emergence of new knowledge for each individual is also, in the contemporary world,
both within the meaning made by that individual viewer or participant in themselves
and within the meaning made between individuals. These were critical elements in this
project, as the performances looked to construct a space that encourages attentive
communication, active perception and open meaning making. Thus, my work
demonstrated that performance art is autonomy-supportive. Therefore, this supported a
positive shift in “creativity bias”, noted in this research project as a fundamental
element to cultivate a wondering self actively engaged with creativity and reflected, for
example, in the material shifts in my practice.

This research helped me to clearly define the field in which my art practice is located,
which I have termed a ‘poetics of breath’, and to contribute to a specific understanding
of the poetic breath in interdisciplinary performance art, including installation, text and
media work. Using a poetic iteration, a cadent repetition of elements to counterpoint
existing states of being, this project developed ‘alternative respiratory systems’ to
strengthen resilience and bring about an appearance of a new self (the being of
parousia) unfolding towards the becoming that is “renaissance”. Using a meditative,
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poetic plane of composition to create the (in)visible poem of breath each of my works
uniquely layered movement, image and text to listened to and then to challenge an
ingrained and increasingly anxious, pressuring and globalising credo about a sense of
self. The meditative ‘free verse’ of my work contributed to work with the ‘performative
breath’. The works of other artists described earlier provided further testimony to the
material productivity of performatively poetic art practice such as by the allegorical
work of Jill Orr, the elegiac form of Lozano-Hemmer, the resiliently epic code of JunHatsushiba and the unconditionally tender form of Hossein Valamanesh.

Performance art demonstrates that poetic form is not simply an ekphraisis of poetry.
Instead, interdisciplinary performance art may be understood to subvert poetic
principles, to present a single rapid image, expand it over weeks (in live performance)
or alter time and immersion using media/ installation and to encourage the viewer’s
own body to create work. In doing so, this project performed an opening to the
potentially new and wondering self that may subvert living unquestioningly with
sameness in both women and men. The presence/absence of the artist in works
relating to breath is particularly relevant to the exploration of the forgotten breath and
the sense of a new, emergent self.

The process of articulating breathing space, wonder and then also anxiety to explore a
sense of self was of lasting creative importance and enormously satisfying for the
location, development and understanding for me of my practice. I particularly
acknowledge the creative, philosophical, psychological and physical framework with
which I began and continued to develop in this research and I now acknowledge its
role in the feminist (nature/humanity) framework I have emerged with. However, this
project has enabled me to, if unwittingly at first, explore human experience at a deeply
personal level, as the five works attest. Paradoxically, a project that had been intended
to be about opening the anxiety of others to wonder, performed profound and lasting
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transformations on my practice and my self. Looking over my early research notes and
journals for this project, I came across a note to self: ‘To explore wonder means I need
to explore (my) anxiety’.

This work has shown that the poetic form in performance art does not tell a story, as in
poetry’s narrative structures, but instead makes visible or sensory that which is
invisible. In addition to the enduring anxiety of traumatic effacement and loss of private
life revealed unexpectedly in however it may seam I now recognised my packing and
leaving another city at the time of at the end/beginning of the day, then the uncertainty,
the resolve and connections that grew slowly through moving into a studio apartment
before THIN AIR, and changes in employment status before and after Don’t. Give up
your day job, before finally the creative-affirming experiences in my Paris residency
before in no particular order, (dist)URBANS. As I wrote this Conclusion, I became
aware of how the performances mapped to an undercurrent of these other aspects of
my personal life.

Performance art can encounter such undercurrents and reimagine their social
connection. A ‘poetics of breath’ signifies the development of a contemporary creative
discourse that focuses on how elements come together to produce effects and
realisations in the viewer or ‘reader’, and in this case includes the artist. The oftensubtle layers of reference in my work, from the institutional to the everyday personal,
are like lines in a poem or pages in a book.

This project began as a conviction of wonder-driven living but performed a profound
catharsis and awakening for me. My hidden but active anxiety and my practised but
stifled wonder were unblocked to reveal a useful affective flow between anxiety and
wonder. As the research projects progressed, I became increasingly aware of the
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alternative respiratory system available in each performance that cultivated my
breathing to bring me to ‘renai(r)ssance’ and towards Irigarayan renaissance.

Thus, each of my performances acted as mediation between (my) self and the world,
reterritorialising affective space and the boundaries of self. Experience of this work
demonstrated that anxiety and wonder are, in fact, in a state of flow where that flow is
both being and becoming and part of a gently contained rhizomic breath. An attentive
release of our fundamental, often forgotten life force can affect and, paradoxically,
control and transform our sense of self, other and receptivity to the ‘in(de)finite’ of living.
This transformational praxis of art-poesis irrevocably transformed my artwork and
cathartically regrounded my sense of self and sense of different relation.

Such practice-led research, located within a contemporary art framework ‘zone of
urgency’, meets Irigaray’s urgent call for change by, I suggest, performing and writing
an absent prologue to her work, ultimately re-membering breath and facilitating
‘renai(r)ssance’, a sense of personal autonomy that cultivates breathing and deals with
the anxieties and wonder that arise. My work encourages a sensory literacy that refers
to re-membering the breath, a regrounding of self that, over time, reinterprets the
vulnerability of fragmentation and anxiety and develops resilience and a re-emergence
of wonder.

The Breathing Space Projects address anxiety at a symptomatic level to begin the
process of reaching the causal level that concerns Irigaray. I maintain that until a
human being can unblock their anxiety as well as their wonder their reflective
‘breathing space’ may remain compromised and unable to approach any discourse
about change. Performance art provides an attentive language that bridges the
cultural, the natural and the spoken/written breath and gives a voice to autonomy and
difference.
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While I have strong, albeit anecdotal, evidence of the positive impact that performance
art can have in a non art-as-therapy environment. I note that articles written about
performance art often reflect on audience reaction to bodily movement but the impact
remains anecdotal. Yet, the subtle and often slowly emerging awareness and lifeaffirming transformation that I experienced, for example, are sufficient for my
recommendation that this type of performance art, poetic, unplugged, meditative and
focussed on the infra-ordinary could be a source of multi-disciplinary studies for its
ability to impact personal and collective experience and action.

Other findings and contributions
There are two further recommendations I would make as a result of this project.

In relation to multi-disciplinary studies, this work demonstrates that interdisciplinary
performance art contributes knowledge, structures and perceptions that make
performance art a valuable collaborator and contributor to avenues of philosophy (I
have noted the connection to Irigaray’s work above), medicine (as called for by Carel
and Staehler), psychology (such as Thornsteinsson notes), art theory and research (as
Bolt discusses) and to institutions that promote cross-disciplinary exploration of
breathing and anxiety such as the WHO.

I recommend that the role of ‘artist’, particularly ‘interdisciplinary performance artist’ be
recognised by the WHO, noting that the role of ‘artist’ is currently absent from the
WHO’s list of innovative practitioners. This project responded to the WHO’s call for an
innovative intervention to address issues of anxiety and breathlessness. In doing so
this intervention evidences the role of the artist as a health provider.
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I recommend that specific investigations be conducted to understand the nature and
duration of impact of interdisciplinary performance art on audiences, especially in
relation to anxiety and wonder.

Other performance artists may find the results of my work have implications for their
own explorations since my work provides a different model of affective relationship.
There are many emotions that may be explored for their potentially under-examined
affective reach towards other emotions such as anger, fear, shame, depression,
sadness, joy, pain and desire. These may be explored through an embodied and poetic
expression that, as I have suggested, subverts the traditional and the expected.
Further, the role of the unplugged, intimately scaled work may be re-evaluated in a
global world of entertainment and special effects.

Postscript
We cannot transform ourselves through the simple act of
knowing…. but by risking who we are, by testing ourselves –
destabilizing.760
The findings have ongoing implications also for my practice and future directions of my
work. I am planning a number of performances in 2016 and 2017, installations,
textworks and a publication of new poetry with prints that explores the unfolding
autonomous self and a cultivation of breathing. Also, I have been invited to return to
the UK to speak to the Life of Breath project teams in late 2016 and will continue my
research into a poetic living with breathing.
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Michel Foucault, Ethics: Subjectivity and Truth, ed. Paul Rabinow (New York: New Press,
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Living Breathing Inquiry: lessons from a practice-led research project
The materials and processes selected reflect the intrinsic value of breath and breathing
as an appropriate analogy for this research. An ‘inquiry’ in breathing technique is
designed to remove conscious and unconscious breathing restraints and open new,
forgotten or ignored connections. Unlike Positivist761 repetitive or rote exercises, which
target a specific outcome, an inquiry is not necessarily repeatable and “there is not
necessarily one correct answer or outcome”.762 In much the same way, interdisciplinary
performance art research is an ‘inquiry’, often, perhaps mostly, eschewing the
repeatable for the (im)possible, and working with(out) bodies of knowledge to
potentially sense them – or their interstitial spaces – in other ways. This has the
potential to map Irigaray’s “state of grace”, 763 an ephemeral environment beyond
reproduction inviting, instead, wonder and questioning.

Mapping, with its “orientation toward experimentation in contact with the real” as part of
Deleuze’s and Guattari’s rhizome,764 shifts the understanding of location from a static
to an active state, from duality to multiplicity, opening to a dynamic in(de)finite state
between being and becoming. I consider this ‘stable instability’ as a necessary and
ongoing condition for transformation as Foucault notes above and as much of yogic
breathing and Buddhist meditation principles are based upon. In support of the value of
the fluid nature of speculative work and its relevance to The Breathing Space Projects,
art historian Joanne Morra writes:
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(t)he work of research is always a practice that connects us
to our personal history and memory, that elicits anxieties and
pleasures in the present, and that offers us the promise of
future knowledge and understanding that is yet unknown.765
Working with ‘stable instability’ in visual arts research continues to raise states of
concern and interest from within the sciences and the fine arts about research reliability
and validity.766 However, any Western hegemonic discourse maintaining a superiority
of the sciences and social sciences over the arts, and by association over research
techniques and output, continues to be open to strongly critical revision, with growing
evidence from within each field of the relevance of autonomy, creativity, innovation
and, increasingly, interdisciplinary collaboration. 767 While upholding Andersson’s
sympathetic view of a reciprocal ignorance across fields leading to an ongoing
postmodern, constructivist stereotyping of scientists as too analytical and artists as
irrational,768 the urgent fact remains that each discipline’s non-hierarchical autonomy
and the potential for more interdisciplinary engagement is central to a renai(r)ssance
for knowledge, and as discussed below, for ‘unknowledge’.

Scholarly research in the visual arts, in particular doctoral research, is an evolving
genre, as Ravelli et al confirm, 769 actively reflecting on discipline specific relations
between creative practice and research. This can be interpreted as a call to contribute
to that reflection, noting that as an interdisciplinary artist, poet, translator, scholar and
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once-social scientist, I am compelled to admit to a mix of biases, suggesting that the
artist/researcher’s line between objectivity and subjectivity may be more a controlled
‘line of flight’ than a hard line. In the interests of transparency, my methods are
influenced by professional biases aligning with Merlot-Ponty’s conviction of “temporal
flux”,770 and deeply engaging with concepts and experiences of the unknown space
and connection of Irigaray, Bachelard, Deleuze and Guattari, Modern Yoga, Buddhism
and artists as seemingly diverse as Hossein Valamanesh, Louise Bourgeois and
Georges Perec.

Added to these are a professional interest in uncovering and contributing to
commonalities

of

scholarly

process,

which

would

enhance

the

becoming

artist/researcher – all the while admiring Louise Bourgeois’ assiduous denouncement
of an artist having to explain their work. There is an insistent complexity in our lives,
which benefits from embracing subjectivity. Critically, the question is not whether
reliable and valid knowledge is created in visual arts research, but how it is achieved
and (mis)understood.

Knowledge, its acquisition or release, can be interpreted as a powerful form of change.
Applying Irigaray’s call for transformation, interdisciplinary performance art continues to
inquire - to ‘breathe’ – differently, engaging in and developing ‘stable instability’ to
investigate living and the ‘in(de)finite’, in particular through interdisciplinary practices.
Reflecting on my contribution to such inquiry, it is not only the interdisciplinary
resources and processes which are important, but also the wide cross-disciplinary
coverage of my formal training.771 In an attempt to shift from a restrictive dynamic of
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Maurice Merleau-Ponty explains the impossibility of complete reduction, stating that
reflection is carried out in a transient world, an environment of ‘temporal flux’ in the preface to
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stereotyping and a universalising insistence of building knowledge on only ‘definitive’
existing knowledge, this project illuminates other valuable research processes. It
demonstrates how performance art research can be performed and theorised in its
production of meaningful new (un)knowledge. Any anxiety expressed by those
resistant to the thought of performance art as research is in itself a useful
demonstration of the first stages of the transformative effects of ‘stable instability’, the
attentive and careful lines of research flight leading to an examination of the self, a
transformation, a ‘renai(r)ssance’ that is reliable, valid and, has shown itself to be
creatively and personally, transformative.

I sense myself in the air, finding peace again…Around me and
between us, there is a space. I am immersed in life. I intuit height
as happiness itself. I experience breath as elevation.
Irigaray772
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Irigaray, To Be Two, 115.
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Breathing!Space:!N!!THING!IS!SET!IN!ST!!NE!
Examination exhibition in The Black Box
UNSW Art & Design
24 October – 28 October 2016

Figure 35. Cecilia White, N THING IS SET IN ST NE, 2011, carrara marble, 44x44x4cm.
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N THING IS SET IN ST NE

Don’t. give up your day job
THIN AIR

In no particular order:
(Dist)urbans
At the end/beginning
of the day

however it may seam

Entrance: An air of concern
Figure 36. An inverted drawing from Charcot’s examination of the lung (discussed in Chapter
One). J.M. Charcot, Oeuvres Completes: Maladies des poumons et du systeme vasculaire,
(Paris: Bureaux du Progres Medical, 1888), vol.5.

When inverted, this image inspired the floorplan for the exhibition of the remains and
affective memories of five performances, the marble wordwork N THING IS SET IN ST
NE and the performative breath of the exhibition itself.
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As indicated in the Introduction, the project explores the presence/absence of the artist
and the performative sharing of breathing space with the public. From the intense,
individual in however it may seam, each work gradually unfolds an affective flow and
develops a sharing of breath that culminates in the decision to share with the
examiners my sense of self and other in absentia. The examiners were presented with
an invitation to perform in a blue envelope and each was given a black box, an ‘airconditioning kit’ that would equip them to move through the space (Figure xxx).
The documentation of the show follows. It flows from the entrance where bottles of air
(which I have collected from research locations around the world at I have visited) are
exhibited on a plinth below a softly padded sky dotted with mirrors. An ornate, empty
blue picture frame hangs half on one side of a door and half on another, opening to a
fractured mirror “lungs.” The air-conditioning in the Black Box gallery moves the muslin
sky-works, the wallpaper made from the days of Cell Abrasion and the chair hanging,
almost reaching, a semi-circle of grass. Bright blue light near two oversized printed
cushions draws attention to the blue of the entire space, offset by black, white and
mirrors. A calico wrapped ‘body’ sways above blue multi-lingual text on the floor, also
printed on the sky image covering the expansive glass wall, backlit by a blue fluoro. My
lung x-ray from Paris clings half-way along a black ladder filled in with mirror while
shredded images are strewn on the floor diagonally opposite, next to a blue cupboard.
A tiny book on a white table covered in frottaged text lays incongruously on a large
Perspex reader, while ‘submission’ is centred with a small work, self/you, made in Paris
and sand, a nod to that critical conversation with a colleague in Newcastle. Walking
through, around and toward brings the visitor to AWAY and eventually to land at the
‘point of it all’ to quote my poem “breath”, N THING IS SET IN ST NE, a hand-carved
marble work on a bespoke black plinth positioned autonomously, yet in relation to, that
first challenging image from however it may seam.
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Dear Examiner,
Welcome. I have created this Black Box Air-conditioning Kit as a way of sharing performative
breathing space with you. I invite you to engage in movements and breathing that I also used in
each performance. This extension of my performance work also points to the future direction of
my research: the (inter)personal breath and its performative reach, even in apparent absentia.
In the Black Box Air-conditioning Kit you will find small air-conditioning tools and images of
engagement.
I invite you to:
•
•
•
•
•

Use a calico rag to erase words, such as often, meduse, eclissare, and ausgedehnt
from the floor. Then pause a moment to remember your breath
Shred blue paper and add it to the existing shreds in the cupboard or on the floor. Then
pause a moment to remember your breath.
Use a hole punch to cut white paper and add to the ‘confetti’ cells in the grass. Then
pause a moment to remember your breath.
Listen, perhaps to someone else’s dreams, to your own thoughts or simply to the
ambient noise. Then pause a moment to remember your breath.
Use a blue torch to light some reading material, such as a poetry book, and read aloud.
Then pause a moment to remember your breath.

I wish you breathing space where n thing is set in st ne.
Cecilia White

Figure 37. Invitation to the examiners (above), Black Box (below left), calico rag with text (right).
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Figure 38. Breathing Space: N THING IS SET IN ST NE Examination Exhibition and
Performance 2017, mixed media.
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Appendix One
reflect I on was a 2 metre long mirror and timber work in my solo show mirrormirror, in
Newcastle’s Rocketart Gallery, 2005.

Figure 39. Cecilia White, reflect I on, 2005. mixed media, Newcastle NSW.
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Appendix Two
The Cultivation of Breathing Space: building blocks towards a sense of self
Driving Force
Opening to and
taking
radical
action

Meditative Breath Performance
however it may seam
creates a breathing space that disturbs
the comfort of habit and in(ter)action to
expose a complex affective connection
between anxiety and wonder

Chapter
Ch 1: An Air of
Concern: Action and
the Allegorical Breath
Contributes knowledge
and challenges for the
next performance

New awareness provokes taking radical
action and opens more questions
addressed in the following chapter and
performance
at the end/beginning of the day
creates a breathing space that directly
engage confronts anxiety for survival
and to understand of vulnerability and
suffering

Creating
relation

radical

New
awareness
releases
a
strengthening sense of self capable of
seeking radical relation and asking more
questions addressed in the following
chapter and performance
THIN AIR
creates a breathing space that
establishes possibilities to rebalance
anxiety and wonder and practises
resilience;
New awareness provides an affective
baseline and confidence to build
towards more questions addressed in
the following chapter and performance
Don’t. Give up your day job
creates a breathing space that develops
(inter)personal connections with anxiety
and wonder to explore transformational
possibilities for self and other;
New anticipation of an emerging
‘renai(r)ssance’ for self and other
encourages engagement with radical
difference
and
more
questions
addressed in the following chapter and
performance

Establishing
radical difference

In no particular order (distURBANS)
Makes transformations apparent;
New knowledge contributes to
Conclusion and future research
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Ch
2:
Anxiety,
Vulnerabiity and the
Elegiac Breath
Contributes knowledge
and challenges for the
next performance

Ch
3:
Wonder,
Resilience and the
Epic Breath
Contributes knowledge
and challenges for the
next performance

Ch 4: Coming to Air:
Anxiety-Wonder,
Attentiveness and the
Lyrical Breath
Contributes knowledge
and challenges for the
next performance

Conclusion
the

Appendix Three

breathing space: however it may seam

In this performance, Cecilia White explores wonder, connection, space and the
language/s of (un)knowing.
Singapore's latitudinal location and the view to the sky from the extraordinary
Yong Siew Toh Conservatory create the ideal setting to search for the seam
between our North and South, the communing, the potential transformations of
self and other in an imperfect and literally shifting world. How do we hold
together? What remains with us as we shift, transform, move through life? What
do we release?

Cecilia White
Australia

The Performers’ Voice Symposium
Yong Siew Toh Conservatory
National University of Singapore
28 October 2012
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Appendix Four
I don’t remember arriving…
Three preliminary performances 2011: Sydney, Oberstdorf, Venice.

Figure 40. Cecilia White, I don’t remember arriving…. 2011, postcard invitation to my
events.
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The provenance of however it may seam is in three intimate performances and
installations I created in 2011 in Oberstdorf (Germany), Venice (Italy) and Sydney
(Australia); the North/South of my life. These three related works sketched the future of
my ‘seaming’ in 2012: my desire to find a central wonder-full breathing space where a
dislocated self may reconnect in Singapore, a somewhat Calvinian city of design,
multiplicity and mystery. Each of the cities have played a significant part in my life:
living, study, performing, working, family and friends. The fresh air and emergent
stories of those first exterior locations combined with the walking, mirrors, poetry,
inscribed leaves, postcards, garden ornaments and silences experienced by the public
honed my skills to return to a literal and metaphoric interior space as close to the
centre of the world as I could get: Singapore.

In 2011 I developed three preliminary site-specific performances, collectively titled ‘i
don’t remember arriving…’ to sketch the conceptual and methodological framework for
however it may seam. The idea underpinning the works was a simple one: to locate a
sense of a cohesive self from the fragments of life I had already lived. That life existed,
but it remained unreleased and longed for. I wondered if it is possible to meet oneself
somewhere. There was a breath-taking dissonance between my sense of wonder and
pleasure in sensing the unknown and the reality of everyday pressures to be a
knowable sameness. This conflicted, fragmented self looked initially to wonder to
reflect on a possible transformation.

Two criteria were used to select the locations of Sydney (Australia), Oberstdorf
(Germany) and Venice (Italy). This first was their (trans)formative role in my early
private life, my art practice and language acquisition. The second was their relationship
to breath and breathing. Breathing, in this work, was a performative gesture in time and
space that mapped to a sense of self and other. The material thinking of this
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experimental work included body as traveller, text, personal objects, small mirrors and
sites of deep personal and social meaning.

My childhood home in Sydney was the site of my developing sense of wonder and
exploration of the ten nations that lived in my block. This suburban site was also home
to my asthma, pneumonia and severe related allergies that blocked simple outdoor
activities but serendipitously provided time to develop creatively to experiment with
mind and body awareness. The installation was privately installed for three weeks in
the ruins of my childhood sandpit in the backyard. Four dried plane leaves, each
inscribed with a different word that had in some way deepened my wonder and altered
my understanding of living, were placed in the ruins. The words were ‘often’, ‘eclissare’
(Italian for eclipse), ‘augedehnt’ (German for spread out) and ‘meduse’ (French for jelly
fish). I installed these leaf-words alongside a mirror facing the sky, my childhood
wooden horse with vegemite lids for ‘legs’ and a dilapidated wooden cockatoo. That
bird had flapped around in the wind on the Hills hoist for years. Each was a mode of
escape and I too was about to leave, again, for Oberstdorf and Venice. I wondered if,
by placing the mirror to the sky my reflection of myself here might somehow and
somewhere meet my reflection of myself soon in the North. After this I wanted to know
more about locating self.
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Figure 41. Cecilia White, i don’t remember arriving…. 2011,
Mixed media installation detail, Sydney.
Oberstdorf is a Bavarian village in the Allgaeu region. Renowned for its year round
clean, thin air, it is the home of ski-flying and ski-jumping. I had translated for the
German ski team after a chance meeting in Sydney with the German Ski Association
Delegation for the 1985 World Championships. I was invited to Oberstdorf and have
spent the decades since with the same family, learning the obscure local dialect and
climbing its vast peaks. Its highest peak is the Nebelhorn, 2200 metres above sea
level, and as close to the sky as I could reach. I planned this event to take place on my
birthday. I was wondering if I might arrive to meet my self here – a form of parousia. I
took the early chair lift to the first station and stopped to listen to the traditional
blessings of the air and alps that was taking place that day. Accompanying that
blessing was a colourful, sonorous Swahili choir. I spoke with a choir member and left
for the next chair lift and the long walk to the summit. Placing the inscribed leaves on
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the summit ledge and balancing the mirrors to the sky I read from de Montaigne’s On
Experience, and released the leaves to the gathering crowd.

Figure 41: Cecilia White, leaf text detail from Oberstdorf
Performance. 2011, Nebelhorn, Germany.
Sitting then with a pause, observing the reflections in the mirrors, I felt awkward as if I
‘should’ do something more than this, as if trying to fill a space where I didn’t find my
self. This awkwardness was a reminder of our conditioning to always be ‘doing’ rather
than simply ‘being’ and I settled back slowly to deeper breathing in the alpine air. As I
moved to face the valley, the choirmaster asked if they could join me for a moment. As
they gathered behind me I read aloud from Montaigne’s essay on experience. I then
paused. They sang in resonant Swahili. I read in English and paused again. They then
burst into ‘Happy Birthday’. As I sat on the rocky summit, looking at my scattered
leaves, the flapping book leaves and the choir slowly preparing to leave, I wondered
how we all had arrived at this place – separate and now together. After this I wanted to
know more about emptiness and connection.
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Figure 42. Cecilia White, performance detail surrounded by the Swahili choir.
2011, Nebelhorn, Oberstdorf, Germany.
From Thomas Mann’s Tod in Venedig to the crammed Art Pavilions of the Giardini
during the Art Biennales, the air and atmosphere of Venice is legendary. For personal
reasons on my first visit in 2007, I named Venice ‘my city’ and I only visit it alone. It is a
city that has been kind to me and its resilient history has kept me grounded and
respectful. As a city of secrets and wonder, Venice whispers. So, for four days I
whispered back. Sitting daily from 10am to 11am in the courtyard of a palazzo in
Dorsoduro, I again placed four inscribed leaves next to me and read my poetry aloud.
In that time the inhabitants of the palazzo, mostly tourists, came out to sit or to prepare
to leave. They also found me, looking like any other tourist.
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Figure 43. Cecilia White, preparation in
the Palazzo Courtyard. 2011, Venice.
My ‘costume’ was that of ‘no costume’ as this work was about ‘being’, not ‘doing’. I
understood this to have been successful as no one asked what I was doing. Their first
reactions were, naturally, of surprise, but I was struck by how each visitor then
stopped, sat and listened. I wondered what had connected with them. Randomly, I
would pause and sit silently. Each time, someone would quietly begin to air their
thoughts and feelings. So much was about memories and reasons for being in the
heated air of this late spring Venice. The visitors shared tender connections about
lovers, loss and longing that also felt poetic in their own descriptions, tone and shared
experience.
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Figure 44. Cecilia White, even emptiness is full. 2011, postcard
distributed from Venice to Trieste.
In addition, I had prepared a postcard, even emptiness is full, which I gave to each
woman and man. The card’s title reflected a quote from the Dalai Lama, and was
appropriately coupled with an almost completely desaturated image of my father’s shed
as I found it just after he had passed away. I also left that card on tables and in trains
between Venice and Trieste and was fascinated to observe, from another table or a
seat in the carriage, how every one of these secretly distributed cards was only ever
collected by men, but always quite reverently placed into their shirt pocket. When I
compared the courtyard to the postcard, it seemed that women connected to sounds
and language, while men connected to visual and the recognisable. This insight helped
me to broaden my methodology and reinforced the power of sites for the coming major
performances and the installations. What had begun as a journey into self and this city
unexpectedly opened again to relation. The pause made space for other(s) and a
remembering sotto voce. I wanted to know more about wonder and remembering.

I was returning from these first compositional sketches of wonder, place, space and
connection when my experience of effacement at Sydney Airport brought me into
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contact with traumatic levels of anxiety and vulnerability. I continued, at first, to pursue
wonder and remembering in however it may seam. As that performance revealed,
however, I also needed to examine the breathlessness of anxiety and confront
vulnerability in a different way. This shift began with the next performance at the
end/beginning of the day.
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Appendix Five
The following provides additional insights into contemporary issues relating to art
making/art market.
The ‘Glocal’ and the Urgent: a rejection of powerlessness
Art historians and cultural theorists, such as Imre Szeman and Nicolas Bourriaud, have
asserted their disappointments about an era of globalisation more willing to continue
the spread of Western capitalism than knowing “how art defines and inhabits a
globalised culture.”773 Looking at issues of globalisation through the lens of bringing art
to a market, Szeman asserts globalisation compels us to see culture as “little more
than a name for just one of the many aspects of commodity production and exchange
today.” 774 His description of globalisation having transformed culture into “mere
entertainment”775 suggests a selling out of diversity and the establishment of a new
cultural hegemony, only made more disturbing by Thierry de Duve’s invocation of the
term “glocal” as he reflects on the proliferation of art biennales. “Glocal”, as art
historian Marc Léger notes, “adapts cosmopolitanism to the needs of our times” and
directs attention to the location of such needs.776 Overriding the personal, a resurgent
neo-liberal philosophy of laissez-faire privatisation privileges the expansionist needs of
capitalism to foreground a concerning cost to the individual and culture:

…the reasons for the proliferation of art biennials are mainly if
not exclusively economic. Culture sells, attracts tourists,
generates economic activity, and is an integral part of the
entertainment industry.777
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Marc James Léger, “Art and Art History After Globalisation,” Third Text 26 (2012): 515-527,
DOI:10.1080/09528822.2012.712767.
774
Imre Szeman, “Globalization, Postmodernism and (Autonomous) Criticism,” in Cultural
Autonomy: Frictions and Connections. eds. Petra Rethmann, Imre Szeman and William
Coleman (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2010), 66-85.
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Szeman, “Globalization, Postmodernism and (Autonomous) Criticism,” 66-85.
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Marc James Léger, “Art and Art History After Globalisation,” 517.
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Thierry de Duve, “The Glocal and the Singuniversal: Reflections on Art and Culture in the
Global World,” Third Text 89 (2007): 681-688.
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An unfortunate consequence of this can be that art is usurped on a global scale by
capitalism as a technique for representation of an abstract universal view of power and
hegemony, rather than as a device that explores inconsistencies, alternatives and
hardships. Léger’s examination of Žižek reveals how such universality assumes an
erroneous understanding of “race, class, gender and sexuality.”778 This conditioning of
an individual on a social scale is often quite subtle and exteriorises thinking. This can
contribute to a discomfort about difference. This discomfort, a needling anxiety,
constitutes a block to wonder and, at times, to creative expression.

An example of an overriding preference for a comfortable art experience, functional art
and the accessibility to a mass culture experience via a gallery shop and café occurred
while I was establishing the creative events for the Wellness@UoN program. I had
many conversations with individuals about what constituted art, about feeling
confronted by the meaning of an artwork, about making art that expressed their own
feelings and about where and how art is accessed. At issue was the potential exposure
through art of their sense of self (an ‘intimate’ local concern about their background,
knowledge, gender) and in relation to the world (a more global concern about
comparison and social status), providing evidence of Žižek’s claim and indicating these
subjective and objective directions of Irigaray’s concerns.

Social scientist Doreen Massey points out how the neo-liberal language of finance and
business has even crept into galleries and the shaping of the creative persona. The
language and associated behaviours suggest a reduction of self, often a marker of
anxiety and more as Massey elaborates darkly:

…this vocabulary of customer, consumer, choice, markets and
self interest moulds our conception of ourselves and our
understanding of and relationship to the world…It is an
778

Marc James Léger, “Art and art History After Globalisation,” 519.
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internalisation of ‘the system’ that can potentially corrode our
ability to imagine things could be otherwise.779
However, as both Irigaray and Szeman note, the questionable protection of a status
quo focuses on historical forms of globalisation without necessarily examining its
complex nature and its possibilities. From Irigaray’s standpoint, there was also a
neglect of the space required for an established culture to be fundamentally rethought
and from which to cultivate “renaissance”. Each theorist challenges that protection and
rejects a sense of powerless surrender.

779

Doreen Massey, “Vocabularies of the Economy,” 26 accessed at
https://www.lwbooks.co.uk/sites/default/files/free-book/after_neoliberalism_complete_0.pdf
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Appendix Six

Created at the beginning of my research, this work lends its name to my chapbook and
to the examination show.

Figure 45. Cecilia White, N THING IS SET IN ST NE, cararra marble, 44x44x4cm
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Appendix Seven

Cecilia White

breathing space – at the end (beginning) of the day
‘At the end of the day’ is a commonly used saying preceding what we believe to be the most
important fact of a situation. But what are the facts? And our beliefs? Where do we store them?
For what purpose? What happens to the self over time, then at the end of the day – of light, or
life? What do we do with the precious, the iconic, the collected? Cecilia White’s performance
and installation reflect on these matters of ending/beginning, fragmentation and alignment
during the Summer solstice. She confronts our anxiety and explores wonder.
This extended performance challenges our sense of self, our connections and our horizons at
the end(beginning) of the day in and around the body of the Newcastle Art Gallery.
This project engages the artist’s decision to cataclysmically alter personal items often revered
as objects we wish to rescue in a natural disaster. She will arrange the newly formed images in
the display cabinet of her grandmother, born in Merewether in another century for all to (un)see,
to breathe (un)space in self and social convention, to invite an air of change. Remnants may be
caught by the blue parachute silk of a quilt made by a teenage soldier, her father, in New
Guinea last century. The artist may alter breathing, pausing to note the day passing in response
to the Town Hall clock.
You are invited to the ‘breathing space’.
From sunrise to sunset

21 December 2012
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Appendix Eight
Thin Air exhibition invitation, statement and cell door notes

1.1 THIN AIR Exhibition Invitation
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1.2 THIN AIR Statement
THIN AIR Cecilia White
Installations and performance
The Lock Up Cultural Centre
05 April – 21 April 2013
Cecilia White’s latest body of work, manifest in
five isolation cells, engages with key
components of our lives – education,
relationships and home environment, career
and death. Each cell with its air and objects
interrogates the (un)known, the (un)space, the
nothingness of (being)‘thin air’ – perhaps as the
incarcerated once did, and not so long ago.
Her performance invites the public to experience contemplation.
In literal terms ‘thin air’ refers to a significant reduction in oxygen as altitude increases.
The air expands, demanding that the body work to continue to breathe. Paradoxically,
as elite athletes know, this threat creates an opportunity to strengthen the body and
mind, increase resilience and add lasting strength. ‘thin air’ in the vernacular refers to
a void, a nothingness which, again paradoxically, may be a vanishing point or a point of
emergence as in ‘vanished into thin air’ or ‘came out of thin air’. Like the often
unattended breath, ‘thin air’ may be regarded as a matter of control and release, a
relationship between environment and the individual, a negotiation between social and
cultural (dis)locations and wonder at how we are (and therefore are not).
The isolation cells of the Lock Up are the literal examples of control and release. The
prison, with its confined, dank spaces focus on the reduction of the individual sending
the sense of self into (almost) thin air, out of sight and mind. What happens to the self
(or even a fragment of self) when controls appear to be in place? How do we engage
with the unexpected, the challenge, the dream, the end?
Cell F: Submission explores the acquisition of knowledge – about ourselves and others
– and the physical sense of openness which may or may not accompany that
Cell G: The Grass is Greener explores relationships and desire directed towards others
and objects, the effect that time has on the sense of having or not having
Cell D: AWAY explores the dream state release of a controlled self, the working self,
through a change of air, an exchange of space and desire for a different way of being
Cell A: Breath engages with the most personal experience of all - to be in that space of
final breath, exploring sound, light and air. Is it control or release?
Cell E: Cell Abrasion: over three days this performance and installation draw together
the threads in each of the cells. Cecilia White’s performance contemplates how we
breath life, the controls and releases that we experience and create, issues of social
expectations, rituals, consciousness, location. Her key Leitmotifs appear again in this
cell, as she performs over three days during this exhibition.
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1.3 THIN AIR Notes hung at the entrance to each cell
THIN AIR Cell F: submission
What do we know? Socrates’ famously said “I only know, that I don’t know’. This has
been reflected upon through the centuries. It is inevitable that during a lifetime, and in
order to at least survive, we learn, take on and share what we think we know. We may
then extend that to become more (less?) aware of our environment, and extend it again
for the sake of curiosity or intellectual pursuit. The paradox of knowledge is that for all
we know, there is all that we do not. Knowledge is also regarded as a source of power.
The word ‘submission’ refers to both an acknowledgement of power, as in ‘to submit to
their will’ and also to an offering such as an educational document as in ‘ the
submission was forty pages long’. The latter in particular merges both power and
offering in that another (higher) authority may make a decision to publish, select, award
or reject that document. Issues of effort and openness are revealed as both parties
enter a process of control and release of knowledge. Like breathing, the effort of
developing knowledge and submitting to and with knowledge is often unnoticed. The
knowledge behind the knowledge may even be the final reality, although so often
discarded, discredited, put aside. Like breathing, what remains unnoticed risks
reduction, closure, limits, fracture – as in cells, behind bars, unthinking.
This cell contains
submission, paper, ink, buckram, gold leaf. Artist’s book created in Oxford in 2007 from
the remains of the artist’s psychology thesis on openness and curiosity
Perspex hub
cotton gloves
mirror shards
“thin air’ image 2012

To experience submission the following instructions are provided:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Approach the work.
Kneel on the rug facing the work.
Put on the gloves and come close to the box.
Put each hand into one of the holes in the box.
Open the book and look at the contents.
When you have finished, close the book, remove your hands, take off the
gloves, place them on the mat again and stand up.
7. Stand still.
8. Leave the space.
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THIN AIR Cell G: the grass is greener
The saying ‘the other man’s grass is always greener’ raises awareness of desire,
dissatisfaction and the location of the self in relation to others. It also raises issues of
control and release over time – how may our desires alter with the passing of time, the
shift in experience, the unsettling of assumed realities. Societies establish a vast array
of ‘desirable’ objects, a home and garden in particular.
In this cell, what may be seen on day one will gradually, partially decay over three
weeks. On any day however, these are also the sights, scents and textures unavailable
to many. So what is desire, how do we relate to others and objects? Can entering the
space create a shared relationship with those objects, and with others? Like breathing,
what in us may transform over time as our experiences shift?
This cell contains
shadow buffalo grass
mirror
acrylic grass
string
wooden chair
ceramic garden rabbits
Perspex hub
Fool’s Gold
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THIN AIR Cell D: AWAY
The word ‘AWAY’ suggests leaving as in ‘going away’ or escape ‘ come away with me’.
It can also be read as “A Way”, two words suggesting a path, a solution to a problem.
In this cell, Cecilia White explores our working life and dissatisfaction with controls
perceived to be in place, which may stop us from doing as we please, not unlike
incarceration for some. This work reflects the dream of going AWAY, finding A Way to
be transformed by going somewhere else. But the common knowledge is that we take
our selves with us when we travel or relocate. What does it mean to dislocate, resettle,
shift? Can it be done AWAY and yet here?
In this cell, a space of many breaths, the artist brings the air of other places to the
onlooker. Bottles of air, collected from around the world are presented on the work
desk. Each label is tied with seven strands of the artist’s hair, notes to vocalise a need
for consonance in a dissonant life for the seeker. The question, to the side of the cell, is
whether the air is entering or leaving the body of this cell. If the bottles were to be
opened, what might occur? And be perceived? As the Dalai Lama said ‘even
emptiness is full’.
This cell contains
eight bottles of international air
eight labels: paper ink, acrylic
hair
Perspex box
mirror
four Perspex letters
book
work desk
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THIN AIR Cell A: breath
Reaching the end of life, we must take one last breath. In this cell, the breathing space
is created for contemplation of that moment – the final effort of control and release. The
artist invites the public to engage privately with this work. A chair is provided to sit in
the space, with headphones to be fully immersed in the physical and sensory space of
‘breath’ and its passing.
This cell contains
plaster mask
Perspex box
clay objects
mirror shards
lights
steel
sound work of text and improvised sound (approximately 5 minutes)
chair
headphones
The text is the poem noting this highly commended in the Victorian Cancer Council
Awards 2012.780

780

I wrote noting this after the funeral in 2011 of my closest friend, who had also been my first
partner. His sudden death was a second traumatic loss, coming just eight weeks after the
ending of my current relationship.
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Cell E: cell abrasion
Engaging with suggestions of sound via language, ambient noise, physical actions and
music, this performance and installation draws together the threads in each of the cells,
and immerses the artist is an exploration of connection. Cecilia White’s performance
contemplates how we breath life, the controls and releases that we experience and
create, issues of social expectations, rituals, consciousness, location. Her performance
takes the unremarkable act of cutting paper into a shape familiar to us all in many
circumstances, including its representation as life, oxygen and cells.
This performance considers the control and release of life, expression, sound, rhythms
as in breathing. Ambient sound, acknowledging engagement with a world beyond our
own body joins with the cutting, shaping and release of paper. Are these small pieces
of paper acts of celebration, dissatisfaction, transformation, breath itself, or perhaps
everything/nothing?
A number of the artist’s key forms and movements exploring breath and the sense of
self, appear again in this cell, as she performs over three days during this exhibition.
The public is invited to join the artist’s Cell Abrasion in this cell. As in all her works a
chair is provided for visitors. Materials are also there. There is no time limit.
Engaging with the work Friday 5 April (5.30 pm to 7.30 pm), Saturday 6 April 11 am to
4pm and Sunday 7 April 11am to 4pm.
This cell contains
chairs
rope
office equipment
metal frame
mirror shards
netting
music stand
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Appendix Nine
THIN AIR ‘instructions’ are partly formed through written notes hanging at each cell
door. They reflect different modes of expression to maximise and strengthen a
connection with individual communication styles including a question, a list of
instructions, a temptation, an explanation, an invitation.

a) For Cell G, the grass is greener, a question, ‘Can entering the space
create a shared relationship with those objects, and with others? Like
breathing, what in us may transform over time as our experiences shift?
b) For Cell F, a list of instructions: ‘To experience submission the following
instructions are provided
1. Approach the work
2. Kneel on the rig facing the work
3. Put on the gloves and come close to the box
4. Put each hand into one of the holes in the box
5. Open the book and look at the contents
6. When you have finished, close the book, remove your hands, take off
the gloves, place them on that mat again and stand up.
7. Stand still
8. Leave the space.
c) For Cell D, AWAY, a temptation: ‘In this cell, a space of many breaths,
the artist brings the air of other places to the onlooker. If the bottles were
to be opened, what might occur?’
d) For Cell A, Breath, an explanation: ‘Reaching the end of life, we must
take one last breath. In this cell, the breathing space is created to
contemplation of that moment.’
e) For Cell E, an invitation: ‘The public is invited to join the artist’s Cell
Abrasion in this cell. As in all her works a chair is provided for visitors.
Materials are also there.
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Appendix Ten
My award winning poem, noting this, was installed in the cell “breath’ in THIN AIR.
noting this
in the end
we all need to be carried
dead weight of departure
too much to bear alone
you reasoned too soon
with your opiate driver
timing
is everything, you said
with memory looking
ahead at a dust storm
that inexplicable twist
of light and weight
lifting off a map
you never found or
couldn’t quite see
with living in the way
perhaps you were lost
in books or trees
they often look the same
with their naked intent
in particular
the calligraphy of silver birch
deep ink strokes
moving between sky and skin
and you transported
in that same vein
breath reading leaves
to the end of sound
location
is everything, you said
rising from the road
on ink, air and wood
noting this
will not happen again.
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Appendix Eleven

Figure 46. Cecilia White, Girl in the Sea. 2013 Perspex, quartz,
ink, 68x20x11cm. Sydney.
This work was selected for the annual small sculpture exhibition In Situ 2013, Mosman,
Sydney, NSW. Curated by Cassandra Hard-Lawrie.
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Appendix Twelve

VERGE GALLERY
Cecilia White

Don’t. Give up your day job
Cecilia White’s site specific performance Don't(.) give up your day job explores the space
between the lives we lead and the lives we once dreamt of leading – and perhaps still do.
Asking what holds us back from our otherness, the artist draws inspiration from the original
purpose of the building the gallery is housed in - to become a bank. In manifesting that
purpose she reflects on the pressures of everyday living and tension of private dreams
through work, song, text and silence. The audience will also be given customer numbers so
they may share their own accounts of life for the artist/bank to respond to. If a bank can
become a gallery…what can we imagine for ourselves? Our anxieties, sense of wonder
and self are called to account in this durational performance – you can bank on it!
VERGE GALLERY IS…
Operated and supported by the University of Sydney Union.
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Appendix Thirteen
Materials for Don’t. Give up your day job.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perspex shield suspended vertically from the ceiling
Long counter
Blank blue paper
Large office stamp with red ink that stamps ‘give up your day job’.
Small office stamp with red ink that stamps ‘don’t’.
Office shredder
Decision cards (The Cards of “Unknowing’): 2 stacks – one stamped ‘don’t’, one
stamped ‘give up your day job’. Each decision card has a book author, song or
text written on the reverse side. Both types of cards have the same range of
books, texts, songs.
Variety of books on a shelf behind the counter
Megaphone
Blue two seater sofa
Black paint and brush
Ladder
Rope
Costume – black under white dust-protector paper overalls with hood and black
coat, ankle boots and white gloves
Blue light and mirror installed inside a plaster dress
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Appendix Fourteen
Art & About Sydney 2014
Opening Night Event

in (no) particular order: (distURBANS)
cecilia white and many readers

every library answers a twofold need, which is
often also a twofold obsession: that of
conserving certain objects (books) and that of
organising them in certain ways.
In 1978, in his essay Brief Notes on the Art and Manner of Arranging One’s Books, Georges
Perec reflected that books and knowledge give rise to issues of space, order and completeness,
and like the librarians of Babel, ‘we oscillate between the illusion of perfection and the vertigo of
the unattainable.’ Similarly, we may say the same about our lives, the conserving, organising
and awareness of our selves in (un)certain ways, in (un)certain places – a creative disturbance,
a form of breathing which taps into our emotions, mind and physical connections. What arises in
and from that process, perhaps beyond words and Perec’s tromp l’oeil of books and systems?
For what is a personal aesthetic – poetic, illusory, obsessive, same, other?
In the Customs House Library Reading Room, this site-specific performance draws on how we
may arrive at some sense of and between our selves. Customs House, Sydney was once the
processing space for many migrants to Australia, simultaneously functioning to establish a
sense of its own self. In this work, 40 readers (distURBANS) from vastly different geographies,
distant urban experiences, engage their chosen materials to open space where arrival breathes
more easily with the in(de)finite, wonder and what is (has been, will always be) missing, not
there yet or what we just can’t quite make out.
This new work, developed from Cecilia White’s residency at the Cite’ internationale des arts
Paris in 2014, continues her interdisciplinary investigations into the breathing space between
anxiety, wonder and the in(de)finite of our self/selves. You are invited to the distURBANS, in no
particular order. Friday 19 September 2014, 8pm (music and light refreshments from 7.30pm)
Customs House, Level 2 Library Reading Room, Circular Quay, Sydney.
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